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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation explores the relationship between the imperial city of Nuremberg and its 

extramural, contagious disease hospitals (i.e. for leprosy, plague and syphilis) between 1490 and 

1585. It analyzes to what extent the patients in these outlying institutions belonged to the city or 

were ostracized from it. The diseases presented in three drastically different ways, providing a 

comparative framework to analyze early modern concepts of vulnerability to disease and levels 

of accepted responsibility for its citizens, inhabitants, and foreigners. My project takes 

Nuremberg as a conceptual unit and analytically slices it multiple ways in order to explore 

whether the outlying patients were inside or outside of the boundaries of the city. I begin by 

focusing on the hospitals’ fundamental “separated status” as geographically outside the boundary 

of the city walls. I then complicate this simple definition by exploring the geographic and 

physical movements of the contagious disease workers as they were the corporal instruments of 

disease care; the expenditure of the city’s resources in the supply of nutrition to the patients; and 

the provision of patients’ spiritual services as their symbolic participation in Nuremberg’s Body 

of Christ. I argue that the inhabitants of Nuremberg’s contagious disease hospitals were 

separated outside the walls in order to limit the city’s vulnerability to their contaminating 

physical condition, but they still belonged under the city’s administration, provision, and 

protection, and, therefore, within the boundary of civic responsibility. In the movement of 

bodies, all of these seemingly competing boundaries were observed simultaneous, creating the 

paradoxical position of the extramural patients and continuously redefining Nuremberg as a civic 

unit. 
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Introduction 

 

In his poem “The Living under the Dead,” Otto Barthel recounted the legend of a jolly 

medieval Dudelsackpfeiffer, or bagpipe piper, in the city of Nuremberg. He loved two things best 

in the world: singing and playing his pipes. Rumor of a plague ravishing his city did little to keep 

the piper from the objects of his affection. One night, after a particularly exhausting evening of 

playing and drinking, he passed out on the street. The body carriers happened upon him during 

their evening search and took him for dead. His seemingly lifeless body was placed on a wagon 

to be brought to the cemetery. During the journey the wagon hit a bump, and the piper awoke 

with a start. To his utter terror, he found himself buried deep under a pile of plague-ridden 

corpses. He could not move a muscle for the weight of the bodies. He tried to cry out, but his 

voice was muffled by the mound of corpses. Finally, out of sheer desperation, he closed his lips 

around the mouthpiece of his beloved bagpipe and just managed to sound a tone. The 

gravediggers cried out in fear, exclaiming, “corpses can’t play bagpipes!” The most courageous 

carrier among them braved the strange noise in the dark night and revealed the poor bagpipe 

piper, crying and laughing with tears. Quietly the piper trotted home; miraculously, he did not 

fall sick after having touched so many plague-ridden corpses. But his hour of fear made him 

resolve to leave his mischief behind forever.
1
 The piper’s image stands to this day atop fountains 

across Nuremberg as a cautionary tale attesting to the potential danger of mischief (image: 

Dudelsackpfeiffer).  

This delightful anecdote reveals layers of cultural meaning which will be analyzed 

                                                           
1
 “Dudelsackpfeifferbrunnen,” Nuernberginfos.de: Geschichte, Geschichten und Gesichter einer 

Stadt, accessed March 26, 2015, http://www.nuernberginfos.de/brunnen-

nuernberg/dudelsackpfeiferbrunnen.html. 
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throughout this work. It reveals the pollution associated with dead bodies. The piper’s horror was 

not simply the touching of the dead, but that touching the dead would most assuredly cause him 

to fall ill. It reveals the spatial orchestration of Nuremberg’s contagious disease workers, and the 

movement of contaminated materials, such as the dead, from the city center. The story also 

shows the important place of food and drink in city life, and the lengths that some inhabitants 

would go to enjoy them. The tavern should have been closed because such gatherings were 

dangerous during outbreak. Finally, the story displays 

the endless choices that individuals could make within a 

given structure. No matter how much the council dictates 

and popular wisdom forbade the visiting of taverns and 

inordinate drinking during plague, the bagpipe piper 

piped on. It was only on his literal and metaphorical 

journey to the cemetery, that the piper learned his lesson.  

 

The scourge of disease posed an essential threat 

to early modern cities. City leaders orchestrated objects 

and bodies in ways designed to limit these diseases 

contaminating powers. Nuremberg was one of the only German cities to build hospitals for 

patients with all three major contagious diseases of the period outside of its city walls (i.e., for 

leprosy, plague and syphilis). My project explores the establishment and function of these 

hospitals in the period between 1490 and 1585 and what the extramural status of patients in these 

hospitals meant with regards to their belonging to the city as a communal unit. Throughout the 

middle ages, Nuremberg established four external leprosaria: St. Johannis, St. Jobst, St. Leonard, 
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and St. Peter and Paul. Starting in the 1490s, city leaders also established the extramural lazaret 

complex, composed of St. Sebastian’s hospital for plague and the French House for syphilis. In 

like manner to the Dudelsackpfeiffer above, the patients in these hospitals experienced layers of 

cultural meaning that challenge the perception that their relationship to the city could be defined 

as simply outside the walls. 

 

Nuremberg 

By the 1490s, the 

imperial city of Nuremberg was 

well into its golden age. It was 

one of most prestigious and 

illustrious cities in the Holy 

Roman Empire. It housed 

approximately 40,000 

inhabitants making it the 

empire’s fourth largest city.
2
 

Nuremberg had earned its status 

as an imperial city in 1219, meaning that it was directly accountable to the emperor with no other 

overlord. This special position made the city fiercely loyal to the emperor.  

Nuremberg’s artisan metal work, printing, and other manufactured goods were celebrated 

throughout Europe. Its merchants developed extensive trade networks and enjoyed rich ties to 

                                                           
2
 Joel F. Harrington, The Unwanted Child: The Fate of Foundlings, Orphans, and Juvenile 

Criminals in Early Modern Germany (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 17. 
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Florence, Venice, Antwerp, and Lyons.
3
 This lucrative trade was complemented with flourishing 

art. Nuremberg prided itself on the internationally celebrated, home-grown painter, Albrecht 

Dürer. Nuremberg was also the home of humanist Willibald Pirkheimer and the famous lawyer, 

Christoph Scheuerl; humanist, physician, and scientist Hartmann Schedel; poet and playwright 

Hans Sachs; a new humanist grammar school headed by Johannes Cochlaeus; and sculptor Adam 

Kraft. Nuremberg was the subject of Stadtlob by Conrad Celtis, Hans Rosenblut and Hans Sachs. 

People visited from all over Europe to catch a glimpse of the towering walls and to get advice 

from its leading intellectuals. The city earned the praise of poet Conrad Celtis and author Jean 

Bodin as “the greatest, most famous and best ordered of all imperial cities.”
4
 

Throughout the middle ages the city practiced policies of relentless self-protection and 

self-sufficiency. The city’s status with the emperor provided it special rights in trade and 

production resulting in a rich and powerful political unit.
5
 One of the elements that gave 

Nuremberg its distinctive culture was the unmitigated power of the mercantile, patrician class in 

the city council. In the mid-fourteenth-century the battle for power between the artisan and 

merchant guilds erupted into a revolt across many southern German towns. Nuremberg’s artisan 

guilds successfully overthrew the upper-class. The early triumph of the lower-guilds, however, 

brought down the wrath of the emperor. He reestablished the merchant guilds in power and 

rewrote the city’s constitution, disenfranchising the lower-guilds from any effective control in 

the council.
6
 This elite council worked throughout the late middle ages to ensure that there was 

                                                           
3
 Harrington, The Unwanted Child, 17.  

4
 Arthur Groos, “The City as Community and Space: Nuremberg Stadtlob, 1447-1530,” in 

Spatial Practices: Medieval / Modern, ed. Markus Stock and Nicola  öhringer  Göttingen:   R 

Unipress, 2014), 188. 
5
 Gerald Strauss, Nuremberg in the Sixteenth-century: City Politics and Life between Middle 

Ages and Modern Times (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1976), 4. 
6
 Gerhard Pfeiffer,   rn erg,  es hi hte einer europ is hen  tadt (Munich: Beck, 1971), 73-5. 
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no external power competing within the city. It wielded unprecedented control over its church 

parishes and religious orders.
7
 Nuremberg’s dominion and influence stretched far beyond its city 

walls. It held rights over the imperial forest and exercised strong influence over most of the 

towns and villages of Franconia.
8
 This autonomy and control of its hinterlands is how 

Nuremberg was able to build such large structures for patients outside of its walls.  

Nuremberg was also famous for its piety. In 1525, the city converted to Reformation 

theology. The new theology received support from multiple levels in the city. A group of 

Humanists were early translators and reproducers of Martin Luther’s works. The ideas were 

overtly propagated by city clerk Lazarus Spengler and popular preacher Andreas Osiander, 

fomenting wide support among the middle and lower classes.
9
 Despite individual dissenters, the 

staunchly conservative council converted to the Reformation because it “…allowed the 

N[urem]berg Council to achieve full victory over the Sacerdotium, something both evangelical 

and Catholic magistrates could celebrate.”
10

 In 1533, the city produced church ordinances which 

                                                           
7
 Strauss, Nuremberg in the Sixteenth-Century, 155-157. 

8
 Strauss, Nuremberg in the Sixteenth-Century, 1; Walter Bauernfeind, “Alte und Neue Landscaft 

– Das Territorium der Reichsstadt,“ in  er   rnberg-Atlas Vielfalt und Wandel der Stadt im 

Kartenbild, eds. Wolfgang Baumann and Hajo Dietz (Colonge: Emons, 2007), 28-29. 
9
 Strauss, Nuremberg in the Sixteenth-Century, 166-174. 

10
 Ronald K. Rittgers, The Reformation of the Keys: Confession, Conscience, and Authority in 

Sixteenth-Century Germany (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004), 96. Philip 

Broadhead argues that Nuremberg gave religious concessions in 1525 due to the fear of the 

Peasants’ Revolt. After 1525 the city realigned its relationship to the hinterlands giving more 

feudal concessions. Nuremberg acted in self-interest that protected the city’s food production. 

The surrounding villages got security from external threats such as the Margrave who attempted 

to levy taxes from them, but also from internal instability. Nuremberg’s administrative system 

acted fast to solve local disputes. Local councils, which had been charged to uphold law, liked 

their special connection with the city and lower players were able to count on a more impartial 

“constitutional” structure of sorts making the whole system interdependent. Philip Broadhead, 

“Self-Interest and Security: Relations between Nuremberg and Its Territory in the Early 

Sixteenth-century,” German History 11, no. 1 (January 1, 1993): 1–19; Günter Vogler argues 

that the council gave into the Reformation so they would not have to give more extreme 

consessions to the people. Günter  ogler,   rnberg, 1524/25: Studien zur Geschichte der 
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were disseminated and replicated throughout Franconia.
11

 Like the council, the nature of the 

Reformation of Nuremberg was highly conservative. It accepted the theological positions of 

Luther, but it rejected any real social or political change.
12

 When Charles V won against the 

Protestant Schmalkaldic armies in 1548, Nuremberg was the first city to accept the Interim; 

however, by 1553, Lutheran practices were fully reestablished.  

During the chaos of the Schmalkadic wars, Nuremberg was besieged by its neighbor the 

Margrave of Brandenberg-Ansbach-Kulmbach. The margrave’s land was geographically divided 

by Nuremberg, causing continuous tension between the two powers. The margrave besieged the 

city on behalf of the Catholic Emperor in 1552; after a long siege, city leaders paid him a ransom 

to leave. The margrave, having converted to the Reformation himself shortly after, returned to 

besiege the city again on behalf of the Schmalkaldic League, which Nuremberg had refused to 

support monetarily. The emperor interceded on behalf of the city, but the damage caused by the 

margrave was already done.
13

 Nuremberg rebuilt its walls and fortifications even higher, but 

walls could not stop the troubles of the second half of the sixteenth-century.  

The war with the margrave coincided with progressive, wide-spread inflation, economic 

shifts, and a growing displaced poor population. As we will see throughout this study, 

Nuremberg was excessively self-protective as it imposed fatherly discipline onto Nuremberg’s 

trade and production sectors. The council put rigorous controls on any citizen’s ability to store or 

to sell goods in a way that was detrimental to another citizen. It saw attempts to circumvent its 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

reformatorischen und sozialen Bewegung in der Reichsstadt (Berlin: Deutscher Verlag der 

Wissenschaften, 1982) 
11

 Scott Dixon, The Reformation and Rural Society: The Parishes of Brandenburg-Ansbach-

Kulmbach, 1528-1603 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 4-5. 
12

 Bridget Heal, The Cult of the Virgin Mary in Early Modern Germany: Protestant and Catholic 

Piety, 1500-1648 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 14; Rittgers, The Reformation 

of the Keys, 96. 
13

 Strauss, Nuremberg in the Sixteenth-Century, 184-186. 
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controls, such as by buying products outside of the city, as morally reprehensible. On a macro-

level, these policies could not adjust to the increasing use of bulk trade. Nuremberg merchants 

suffered with other German traders, whose access to the Netherlands was cut off by the Spanish 

war. In addition, their access to France was impeded by political battlements, and German 

markets were also increasingly usurped by Italian vendors.
14

 Due to the city’s growing debts, it 

steadily increased sales taxes, tolls, and duties to generate revenue. In 1566, Endres Imhoff 

recommended compulsory public loans to the council, but the plan was denied. The city’s 

patricians donated 110,000 Gulden to the city with the expectation of 12% return.  

According to Gerald Strauss, Nuremberg still remained a prosperous and prestigious city, 

but “its self-contained system of political and social values and its parochial orientation inward 

upon itself were soon to make it a museum piece.”
15

 As political and economic circumstances of 

the time changed, Nuremberg became more entrenched. The story of Nuremberg’s response to 

contagious disease will be weaved through this time-line from Nuremberg’s golden era of 

expansion of the 1490s, to the 1570s and 80s when the city’s policies become increasingly 

restrictive and inward-looking. The period of the city’s history enables an observation of how its 

diseased patients were treated in times of plenty and in times of want. It is easy to be gracious 

when one’s cup overflows, but it was when Nuremberg’s cups, coffers, and grain stores were 

nearly empty, that the city’s provision took on its most poignant meaning.  

 

The Diseases 

My project looks at the three major contagious diseases of early modern Nuremberg: 
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leprosy, plague, and syphilis. When working in this context, one must strike a balance between 

modern scientists’ understanding of diseases and how they were understood within their 

historical contexts. Modern germ theory can help historians to follow the vectors of disease and 

notice its societal impact in ways unapparent to the people at the time.  

Leprosy broke out across Europe during the eleventh-century and began to slowly recede 

by the thirteenth.
16

 Leprosy, or Hansen’s disease, is a bacterial infection that destroys the 

peripheral nerves. It attacks mucus membranes, where internal organs meet the surface of the 

body. The bacteria Mycobacterium Leprae is not highly virulent; it takes long-term exposure to 

become infected. Leprosy is not painful because it destroys the nerves; however, the disease 

causes massive disfigurement of the face and limbs. Skin lesions are common where nerves 

cannot sense pain. As a result, victims do not feel small abrasions that then become large 

erosions that eventually destroy facial features and limbs. The medieval medical community 

divided leprosy into four categories: the fox was the least severe form of leprosy that caused hair 

loss in patches; the snake caused white scaliness, whitish face and urine, the lion produced a loss 

of eyebrows, protuberant forehead, hoarse voice, yellow skin and urine; and the elephant, the 

most virulent and stereotypical form of leprosy, caused nodes and tuberosities with thick, 

crackling, and blackish color skin.
17

 While medieval and early modern diagnoses were suspect, 

paleopathologists have excavated leper cemeteries and proved that medieval lepers did indeed 

have modern Hansen’s disease.
18

 The most recent scientific theory for the waning of leprosy in 

Europe was that it was displaced by pulmonary tuberculosis (TB or consumption) which 
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resurged in Europe in the seventeenth-century. Leprosy and tuberculosis are both caused by a 

similar mycobacterium, but the latter is far more infectious.
19

 

Bubonic plague was caused by the bacteria Yersinia pestis, which germinated in rodent 

populations. Traditionally, the black rat was believed to be its most effective carrier; however, 

scientists have recently found evidence that gerbils and prairie dogs are possibly better hosts for 

the bacteria.
20

 In 1348, boats and wagons of goods were brought from the Europasian Steppe 

carrying the rodents. As the disease-bearing rodents traveled, fleas carried the disease to human 

bodies. A flea bite would result in a lymphatic form of plague. Lymph nodes attempted to 

sequester and purge the bacteria forming large swollen, black buboes in the armpits, neck, or 

growing. The individual usually died within a few days. The second form of infection occurred 

when someone’s infected cough or sneeze was inhaled into a new host’s lungs. This pneumatic 

or pulmonary form presented like bronchitis or pneumonia. The third form was septicemic 

infection which occured when the bacteria reaches the bloodstream. The infected person would 

die within twenty-hours.
21

 For any epidemic, the more quickly it kills its hosts, the shorter the 

duration that the epidemic can survive; the bubonic plague usually lasted about one year to a 

year-and-a-half. After the infected rodent and human populations died, the plague would recede 

for approximately ten to twelve years. When the rodent population carrying the bacteria 

repopulated in Euroasia, the process was repeated. 

Scientists have debated the effect of quarantine on controlling the plague in early modern 

Europe. The generally accepted explanation of flea bites transferring the infection from the rat to 
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human population would deny quarantine any protective power. Historian Ann Carmichael has 

argued that quarantine in Florence was effective because it was social control. As the un-healthy 

poor were held in the plague hospital, a whole host of other diseases were stopped from 

spreading.
22

 However, recent excavations of plague burial grounds and DNA testing shows that 

people who died during plague outbreak actually did died of plague and not associated diseases 

or violence. In fact, the confirmation of the extremely high number of people dying of plague in 

such a short period has led paleopathologists to conclude that human to human contraction in the 

pulmonary form of plague must have been a bigger factor than has been previously accepted.
23

 

Diagnosis was even more unclear for syphilis, a disease known even today as the “great 

imitator.” Syphilis is an infection caused by the bacteria Treponema pallidum. Its appearance in 

Europe coincided with the discovery of the New World in the 1490s. Historians still debate 

whether it came from the New World or mutated from similar diseases in the Old World.
24

 When 

syphilis first arrived in Europe it attacked the body swiftly and virulently; by the 1570s, its rate 

of infection and ferocity slowed down. The sexual transmission of syphilis was not readily 

apparent to early medical authorities because men, women, and children suffered from the non-

sexual signs and symptoms of the disease, such as cankers, rashes, swollen lymph nodes, lesions 
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on mucus membranes, tumors, and in the later stages, breakdown of the nervous system.
25

 After 

the acute stage of outbreak, syphilis may enter an incubation or latent stage that can last for 

years, and then reemerge. Because of this phenomenon early modern authorities were convinced 

their treatments were largely successful.
26

 Unlike leprosy and plague, there are no clearly defined 

grave sites where scientists can conduct DNA or osteology examinations to confirm early 

modern records.  

Other bacterial and viral infections appeared in this period. The English sweating 

sickness threatened Nuremberg in 1528. Other endemic diseases such as dysentery, small pox, 

gonorrhea, measles, typhoid and influenzas also occurred occasionally. I have chosen to limit my 

study to leprosy, plague, and syphilis because these were the three diseases for which the council 

constructed extramural hospitals. When other diseases threatened, the council did one of two 

things: it either simply ignored them as bouts of routine sickness, or it used one of the three main 

diseases as a model for determining the appropriate response. For example, the council used the 

same procedure for dysentery in the 1570s as it did for plague in 1562. 

 

Historiography 

My project builds on three major lines of historiographic enquiry including the history of 

medicine, early modern urban communities, and marginalization studies. 
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Historiography of Medicine 

For over a century, historians of medicine were primarily concerned with exploring how 

modern or how effective medicine in the early modern period was. Historians such as Karl 

Sudhoff collected documents reconstructing the strict scientific theory and treatments of disease. 

In the 1980s, Robert Jütte was a leader in starting the field of the social history of medicine. 

These historians explored the everyday medical experiences of the masses, placing emphasis on 

barber surgeons, midwives, and folk healers.
27

 Other studies explored the ramifications of 

disease in society. These studies drew inspiration from the social stigma and discrimination 

around AIDS. Kevin Siena, for example, explicated the relationship between moral reform of 

venereal disease patients and public health in early modern England.
28

 Paul Slack, like Amy 

Carmichael mentioned above, explored the broader societal impact of plague.
29

 Ulrich 

Knefelkamp and Carolin Porzelt have explored medicine as an instrument of civic authorities’ 

power.
30

 Hanna Murphy’s recent dissertation on Nuremberg’s medical marketplace looks at the 

network of physicians as they vied for authoritative roles in Nuremberg’s civic life.
31
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The most robust historiography of medicine of recent years has found inspiration in 

Michel Foucault’s Birth of the Clinic. According to Foucault, there was an epistemic rupture in 

the late nineteenth-century with “the rediscovery of the absolute values of the visible."
 32 

Modern 

medicine began to relegate disease to bacterium visible underneath a microscope; it 

fundamentally altered what disease was. Barbara Duden took this epistemic discussion into other 

fields of gender and the body, arguing the pre-modern female perception of her body (or unborn 

child) could not be reduced to the “medical gaze.”
33

 This turn in medical history is connected to 

the new understanding of the body. The historian Roy Porter was the primary initiator of this 

movement. He argued that the historical body has to be explored at multiple levels of 

phenomenological meaning.
34

 Claudia Stein argues in her study on early modern Augsburg that 

the modern “syphilis” and early modern “French pox” are completely separate diseases. For 

Stein, the construction of French pox must reach beyond socio-cultural construction to an 

understanding of the construction of the physical itself in a particular place and time. She 

“…sought to represent the sixteenth-century pox as both ‘real’ and ‘constructed’ on the grounds 

that ‘reality’ itself is an ongoing negotiation. This understanding follows those who argue that 

reality refers not to a single overarching thing existing independent from human society, but 

rather something endlessly re-processed along with language and life itself.”
35
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Despite early modern circumspect diagnosis and Stein’s compelling view of “pox 

concept in praxis,” the signifier of these three main diseases (Sondersiechen, Krankheit der 

frantzson, and Pest) represented a functional meaning. Mitchell Lewis Hammond argues that the 

impetus to diagnose did not come from the doctors who understood diseases as mutating and 

unstable, but at a civic functional level. Their primary objective was not to define the disease, but 

to differentiate between diseases, i.e. determine in which institution the patient should be 

treated.
36

 When an individual was diagnosed with one of these labels, city leaders could know 

how to manage the physical corruption of the disease, where to house the contaminated patients, 

and what course of treatment should be conducted. In contrast to the physicians who wandered 

the mire of early modern perceptions of the body, the city council simply desired to locate the 

sick in a place that benefited both the patient and city. The physicality of disease was not 

phenomenologically experienced by the individual alone, but within the community as well. 

 

Marginalization  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

risk of believing that using the literal translations such as French pox actually gets to the thing-

in-itself. I argue that even in the period the experiences of each of these diseases is as complex, 

as Stein’s tireless work reconstructs, but even within the culture the thing that was “leprosy,” 

“syphilis,” and “plague” became codified place-holders in the need to communicate and create 

modes of prevention, care, and treatment. My use of the out-of-vogue terms of such as leper and 

syphilis are mere acceptance of endlessly infinite and complex processes being squeezed into 

finite terms both in their culture and their translation into our own. Ute Lotz-Heumann made 

similar concessions in naming early modern confessions. In the end, no label for a phenomenon 

is perfect; it can only be useful in meaningful discussion. Ute Lotz-Heumann, “Comment: 
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In 1987, R. I. Moore published a foundational work The Formation of a Persecuting 

Society. Drawing from social theorists Mary Douglas, Michel Foucault, and Emil Durkheim, he 

explained the development of the systematic persecution of heretics, lepers, and Jews in 

medieval Europe.
37

 Studies on discrimination of minority cultures explore social outcasts, 

religious dissenters, or the sexually unorthodox etc. in “underdog histories” of all kinds.
38

 For 

example, Kathy Stuart explores how cultural prejudice toward dishonorable trades in early 

modern Germany created robust subcultures that functioned on the edge of society.
39

 These 

works look for boundary markers of social exclusion. The most famous articulation of social 

exclusion came from Michel Foucault’s “the Great Confinement;” he argues that institutions 

such as hospitals and prisons were erected as dumping grounds for all unwanted and chaotic 

elements in society.
40

 The problem with this way of thinking is that it minimizes marginalized 

groups to only their differences. This approach does not differentiate between the functions of 

these institutions, it fails to put the foundations of these structures in their altruistic contexts, and 

it presumes a telos of the nineteenth-century workhouse.
41

  

The work on religious minorities and tolerance are helpful in qualifying these forms of 

reductionism. Keith Luria points out in his work on confessional conflict and coexistence in 

early modern France that the things that united the two confessional groups often outweighed 
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their differences in the mundane world; “…it remained possible that shared religious values 

created social bonds across the confessional divide.”
42

 It is like Americans, who sling mud across 

the proverbial political aisle, but still broadly maintain a common culture. Elements of daily life 

bond people together, such as where we get our haircut, which baseballs teams we support, or 

when to renew our car insurance. Ultimately, the mundane tasks serve to create more similarities 

in life than rhetoric would suggest. I do not want to deny the potential power that us-vs.-them 

dichotomies can have, but I question the reduction of these individuals totality to that of their 

marginalized status. My study takes the infectious sick as a stereotypically marginal people and 

places them within their broader communal experience.  

 

The Urban Commune 

In 1962, Bernd Moeller argued in his seminal article, Reichsstadt und Reformation that 

the German city of the Late Middle Ages saw itself as a “Corpus Christianum in miniature.”
43

 

His primary purpose was to explore why the early Reformation occurred as an “urban event.”
44

 

The field embraced his work in two different ways. It sparked the use of the city as a microcosm 

through which to view a range of social phenomena, and it embraced the concept of spiritual 
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community as a vital analytical category in the early modern world.
45

 Much more than simply 

being a facet of early modern life, religion composed the fabric of social interaction and 

communal cohesion. Historians, such as Edward Muir and Barbara Diefendorf, have showed that 

civic communities were maintained through religious ritual and occasional conflict which 

continually defined who was in and out.
46

 These studies illustrated how the survival of the 

individual was based on the health of the communal whole, emphasizing the perceived need of 

confessional and moral purity to avoid damnation. Thus, the Corpus Christianum was a 

community of interlocking vulnerabilities and responsibilities of both the city leaders and the 
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populace.
47

 If the community opened its vulnerability to an individual allowing him to live 

within its boundaries, that individual was responsible to play his part and not falsify, steal, or do 

anything immoral that would lower the quality of goods, take a necessity from one’s neighbor, or 

bring down the wrath of God. Any grave disobedience that threatened the lives of neighbors 

would result in extreme punishment or banishment.  

By comparing the threat of physical disease outbreak with the threat of social pollution, 

spiritual corrosion, and other forms of “purity violations,” my project highlights how early 

modern communities saw their very hope for survival as dependent on the control and 

expurgation of elements that were deemed corrosive. In that effort, the community continually 

defined limits within which they were pure and intact. In order to determine what composed 

Nuremberg as a conceptual community, my approach is to reconstruct the variety of boundaries 

that defined the city in geography, physical movement, allocation of tangible objects and as a 

religious unit.  

 

Boundaries: In Theory 

A boundary is any limit of an entity. Boundaries provide the finitude that allows 

language, communication, or communal living to function. They define what an entity is by 

delineating what it is not. Unfortunately, boundaries are generally only analytically invoked 

when historians illuminate exclusionary practices. The term has come to be synonymous with 

what R. I. Moore refers to as, “…processes associated with persecution including especially 
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stereotyping and the construction of rationales for suppression or oppression.”
48

 However, this 

form of thinking ignores the primary and necessary function of boundaries - they define what is 

on the inside.  

 

Boundaries of Self-definition 

One of the fields in which the concept of boundaries has been applied is in practical 

psychology. It is used as a therapeutic strategy to treat enabling/addiction and codependency 

disorders. Recognizing one’s boundaries is the practice of identifying one’s self from that of 

other people. Proponents of this approach advocate that the pathway to healthy relationships is 

made through understanding the needs, wants, and responsibilities of the self and the 

differentiation of those needs from the demands of others. The old adage, “Good fences make 

good neighbors,” reflects this view. A classic example is the parents who have a thirty-year-old 

offspring still living in their home. The parents subsidize the adult-child’s lifestyle, thus enabling 

the adult-child to remain in the situation. The parents are then overburdened carrying the needs, 

wants and responsibilities that the adult-child has not learned to manage for himself.
49

 This is 

also true in abusive relationships. As the abuser strikes out at the abused, whether verbally, 

physically, or sexually, he crosses the boundary of the abused within which the abused has the 

right to be whole, intact, and unblemished. In therapy, victims of boundary transgression (parent 

or abuse victim) learn to say “No” as a tool to define the self and raise self-esteem.   

This philosophy also teaches that healthy boundaries should be permeable, and they need 

to be turned into walls when there is a threat. Psychologists teach patients to defend themselves 
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from toxic influences (i.e. guilt of an adult-child or the abuse of a partner); however if the 

defensive walls are up all of the time, the individual will live a guarded and lonely life. In order 

to live in healthy relationships, the individual must know when to be vulnerable to allow love 

and intimacy in and when to put up defensive walls to keep abuse out.
50

 At the macro-

community level, acknowledgment of boundaries maintains peace between two entities, whether 

between two political powers or confessional cohorts, as is seen in Luria’s concept of maintained 

boundaries.
51

  

The bifurcating fault-lines we associate with discrimination are based on boundaries. 

When these flash issues arise, groups initiate boundary-work to define who “us” as opposed to 

“them.” Distinctions, which were previously permeable or not even noticed, become defensive 

walls. According to Luria, in early modern France these distinctions seemed to be “the 

irreducible core of their selfhood. To question such distinctions puts their identities and sense of 

self at risk.”
52

 The clearer the boundaries between these two groups are, the more the possibility 

of coexistence.
53

 It is often the inclination of historians to delineate the justifiable threats to their 

community (i.e., famine, war, or plague) and what they merely perceived to be threats (i.e., 

heretics, witches, or sexual deviants), but it is important to remember that all of these threats 

were on a continuum of their perceived threats. These cities feared famine, war, spies, falsified 
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products, plague, floods, and God’s wrath. Throughout these chapters, Nuremberg will use the 

same purging processes for smelly pigs, falsified food items, beggars, poisonous clothing, 

corrupt vendors, quack physicians, etc. Unhealthy purging practices occur not because 

boundaries exist, but because the unit is not able healthily to gage threats. As seen in the 

psychological discussion above, it is our “No” that defines us, but that limitation is not the end 

goal. The end goal is the definition of self-hood and intactness which is vital for existence, 

function, and intimacy. 

 

Boundaries in Human Action 

In a community, boundaries serve not only to define the communal unit in its entirety. 

The majority of boundaries that compose our world are below the level of perception. In crowds, 

people tend to replicate the driving boundary by walking on the right-hand side. People 

understand that it is socially acceptable to show up thirty-minutes late to a party, but not to a 

meeting. Most of the time these unwritten rules, which sociologist Susan Leigh Star calls 

“boundary objects,” are traded unknowingly, yet they also provide structures that define places 

within which certain behaviors are appropriate.
54

  

Geographer Tim Cresswell has spearheaded a movement that analyzes geographic space 

as places of human interaction. As individual bodies weave through and within a variety of 

cultural boundaries, they both produce and reproduce a place’s meaning. Boundaries are built on 

the two basic building blocks of cognition and physical reality - space and time.
55

 This 
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movement through space and time brings the connotation of dance. Allen Pred has used the term 

“body-ballet” to describe how most movements in life are unconsciously performed in our 

physical bodies. Bodies move through pathways created by accepted cultural bounds, 

individually reproducing power dynamics and ideologies.
56

 These approaches analyze the 

structures through which people moved without necessarily ascribing individual motivation to 

the individuals. This theory resonates with Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life. 

Certeau argues that authorities (i.e., religious, political, scientific etc.) erect structures, signs, and 

symbols communicating strategies that their inhabitants should use to get through life. 
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Individuals use tactics as they navigate their lives picking and choosing which strategies help 

them at any given time.
57

  

For geographer, David Seamon the performance of many body-ballets together in an un-

choreographed yet prescribed manner create the meaning of a place. “The place ballet is a fusion 

of many time-space routines and body-ballets …it generates a strong sense of place because of 

its continual and regular human activity.”
58

 These theories emphasize two important points for 

my work. One, it is the action of bodies that create social relations that define conceptual units.
59

 

These humanistic geographers focus on the practically lived community instead of the more 

ephemeral ideology (i.e. divisions based on politics, religion, etc.). Elements that “seem [to be] 

the irreducible core of self-hood” on the level of cognition, may play out differently on the level 

of functional reality.  

Two, this focus on human movement places the extramural patients into a context of the 

deeper structures, which provided for the practical needs of their bodies. From the city center, 

city employees danced body-ballets providing supplies, care, and spiritual service to the patients. 

This emphasis on physicality also implies the importance of tangible resources and the bounds 
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within which they were supplied. The action of provision and consumption creates the place of 

the civic hospital as a site of communal care. According to Tim Cresswell, in order to understand 

place “as a phenomenological-experiential entity,” it must be explored at the levels of nature, 

social relations, and symbolic meaning.
60

  

The psychological and geographical ideas of boundaries show that the unit of the 

community can be defined through multiple lenses, sustaining seemingly paradoxical ideas of the 

community at one time. I argue that physical actions provide the more important boundaries of 

community because they display deep communal responsibility for the physical sustentation of 

the external, vulnerable patients.  

 

My Project: Sources and Methodology 

The baseline sources for my study are hospital ordinances. These ordinances provide 

prescriptive directions and expectations for how patients were to be managed in the city and 

hospitals. Ordinances were often outlined in donation books, account books, or council 

mandates. I also use Ratschläge, expert reports, which provided advice to the council on topics 

such as medicine or practical issues in the hospitals such as book keeping. Medical tracts and 

handbooks also informed the council and the public how to best handle contagious disease. As 

one of my goals is to explore how these hospitals were connected to the functioning of the city, I 

also look for parallel ordinances pertaining to the city proper. For this, I use a number of 

mandates and decrees from the city council; I am also indebted to Joseph Baader’s printed 

collection of Nürnberger Polizeiordnungen.
61
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These sources are obviously prescriptive, designating the desires of the city council; 

however, I also use an array of sermons, letters, and financial court records, to place these 

dictates into Nuremberg’s cultural values. These values were not created by the council ex nihilo 

but were continually negotiated throughout the community. Within these documents, I analyze 

particular prescriptions of time and space. These temporal and spatial limits thus defined the 

placement and rhythm of human movements which defined the place of the hospital.  

These prescriptive sources both reflect and set standards for behavior in a given place; 

however, individuals chose whether to act within the given structures. Through inculcation in the 

ordinances, it is possible to see where the repetitive cases of noncompliance occurred. The 

council’s decrees, Ratsverlasse, and Act books also provide individual examples of 

disobedience, displaying ways in which the boundaries were transgressed. These sources provide 

the most descriptive information since the council dealt with the day-to-day problems of the city. 

In the end, we cannot know for sure the rationale for the choices individuals made, but we can 

rebuild the structures that they faced. They either renegotiated the accepted boundaries through 

transgressions of space or time, or made their transgressions as invisible as possible, thus, not 

challenging the reigning boundaries.
62

  

Ordinances, act books, and accounts meticulously detailed guidelines for resource 

expenditures. Food, firewood and clothing were most likely to be surreptitiously consumed or 

sold to third parties. City ordinances may have produced prescriptions for how much of these 

items were to be provided to the patients and workers, but the additional account documentation 

and policing shows the value of these products and the efforts of the council to ensure their 

proper dispersal. 
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It is important to note that my primary sources grow in length and intensity throughout 

the period. By the 1570s and 1580s, the city council sought systems of authority to more 

adequately manage their responsibilities. Often all we can do is use later sources to surmise what 

occurred in the earlier period that was devoid of meticulous record keeping. However, it is also 

important to keep in mind that this record keeping changed the very nature of the phenomena: 

both in the sense of their increasing bureaucratization of authority structures and how we 

understand their experience as mediated through this bureaucratization. These sources should 

always be taken with a healthy dose of suspicion when applied retrospectively on the late 

fifteenth and early sixteenth-centuries. This transition is why I have chosen to end my study in 

the 1580s. As the changing socio-economic climate prompted the council to contract its 

resources and augment its use of authority structures, the city’s institutions entered a new phase.  

Finally, I utilize chronicles, particularly Johannes Müllner’s seventeenth-century 

chronicle, to recount the major events as they transpired in Nuremberg. Chronicles are often 

colorful and embellished but they provide the general context through which I weave my story.  

 

Outline of Chapters 

 My project takes Nuremberg as a conceptual unit and analytically slices it multiple ways 

to see whether patients of contagious disease were defined within or outside the city as a 

community. I look at four major sets of boundaries: the geography in relation to the city walls, 

the bodies of the contagious disease workers, the supply of nutrition to the patients, and patients’ 

participation in religious service.  

Section One covers the establishment of the respective hospitals outside the city walls. 

Chapter 1 looks at the medieval establishment of Nuremberg’s four leper houses. I argue that 
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Nuremberg founded these extramural houses because of an ethic of maintaining purity within the 

city walls. The city sought to achieve this goal by keeping contaminating-forces outside. This 

ethic was consistent with the city’s broader practice of banishing those with unorthodox religious 

views, chaotic criminal components, and contaminating materials such as spoiled food, human 

waste, and corpses. Chapter 2 explores how the city reproduced this purity boundary in their 

dealings with plague and syphilis. In these chapters, Nuremberg’s walls were believed to have 

had an almost magical power to protect against war, intruders and disease, that is, power to 

protect purity within the walls, a vital component of the city’s sense of intactness. Paradoxically, 

though outside the walls, the hospitals were actually Nuremberg by proxy. The very separation 

of the hospitals prompted their need for supplies, protection, and religious provision, which are 

discussed in later chapters. 

Section Two follows the work of contagious disease employees as they provided the vital 

functions that kept the separated hospitals places of actual care. Chapter 3 explores the working 

bodies of the employees within the hospital. It looks at the spatial orchestration of the 

institutions’ duties as the protocols directed to instruct workers on how to care for the patients. 

Chapter 4 looks at workers that primarily worked in the city. Body carriers, errand boys, 

washerwomen, guards and gravediggers maneuvered supplies and sick bodies to the hospitals 

and the dead to cemeteries. It was not enough to simply separate contaminating elements, as seen 

in Chapters 1 and 2; they needed human bodies to physically transfer the materials, crossing the 

simple boundary of dirty and clean. In these two chapters, I rely on the concept of body-ballets to 

describe how the workers moved in an un-choreographed spatial logic. These movements reveal 

how the intended shape of contagious disease care was actually formed by the bodies of often 

disobedient contagious disease employees. If hospital workers stole a patient’s food or dropped 
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him in a ditch, the patient would find himself outside the boundary of the city’s contagious 

disease care through no fault of his own; therefore, the real boundary of care in Nuremberg was 

ever-shifting, dependent on the minds and bodies of these workers. 

Section Three explores tangible objects as they were maneuvered to and from the 

separated hospitals. Chapter 5 covers the city council’s provision of food through its extensive 

quality, price, and administrative controls. These controls intensified in the latter portion of my 

study. During the famine years of the 1570s, droves of displaced poor begged at Nuremberg’s 

gates; the council, who at that time imported grain by incurring civic debt, tightened its control 

on who could receive the city’s resources. It provided intermittent aid to the surrounding poor, 

but it never accepted the full responsibility for their sustentation as it did for its own patients in 

the outlying hospitals. This provision is the most dramatic reversal of the patients’ simple 

definition of “outside” because their bodies were completely sustained “inside” the city’s 

managed resources. 

Section Four looks at the religious boundary of Nuremberg as a Corpus Christianum. 

Chapter 6 shows how the patients in these institutions were integrated into the religious rituals of 

the city. Although most of my chapters are organized by space and the maneuvering of people 

and objects in and out of the city, this chapter is organized by time. The church calendar and 

dietary customs provided the rhythm and cosmology that held the layers of boundaries together. 

Late medieval ideals of the interlocking relationship between the salvation of souls within a city 

created a synergy of religious devotion between the healthy and sick. Donations and hospital 

chapels provided spatial connection points between the patients in the hospitals and the rest of 

Nuremberg’s populace; Nuremberg’s sick prayed for the souls of their benefactors. As the souls 

of the patients were closer to death then the rest of the city, care of their souls became a priority.  
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The intensity of this priority grew until the place of the deathbed. In both Catholic and 

Lutheran articulations of the faith, the devout sick were to take the Holy Sacrament of 

Communion in the last moments and thereafter, were believed to be reconciled to Christ in the 

afterlife. As each of the lepers received their portion of the Osterbrot (Easter bread) during the 

city’s Easter celebration, so did each of their souls occupy a portion of the body of Christ. 

 

Thesis 

If one analyzes Nuremberg’s extramural hospitals beyond their static space of separation, 

their existence is predominantly one of inclusion and belonging. Using Tim Cresswell’s analysis 

of the phenomenology of a place, I analyze the hospitals through three different levels: the 

natural, social, and symbolic. On a natural level, the physical corruption of the disease 

necessitated physical separation. Throughout this study, we will see this in the erection of 

separated buildings, protective clothing, cleansing measures against foul smells, and strategic 

placement of corrupted materials at the out-flow of the river. Even in moments of proximity 

when a priest gave the sacrament to the dying, there were still layers of separation. On the social 

level, the picture gets more complex. The rich were not generally housed in the hospitals. They 

found their own means of separation; however, the middle and poorer levels of the city were all 

allowed admittance. Power dynamics, such as the role of the Church and council, were replicated 

in the hospitals; likewise gender was reconstructed to mirror the home. Allocated resources, such 

as food, workers, money, religious personnel, and administration recreated Nuremberg as a 

social unit within the separated hospitals. Finally on the level of the symbolic, the houses were 

built by the city’s patricians and from small donations to community chests. The houses were 

filled with religious imagery of healing and redemption in the saints and Christ. Patients partook 
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in the sacraments as members in the body of Christ. The provision of material and spiritual 

resources at the expense of the city displayed the ultimate symbol of belonging. I argue that 

belonging is defined by who takes care of the person who has nothing to give in return, when he 

is a burden, and when he costs. It is when his vulnerability is not only his responsibility alone but 

that of the community as a whole.  

Throughout the sixteenth-century, the bureaucracy of the city council swelled. As the 

price of food soared, the anonymous poor in and around the city grappled for the city’s shrinking 

resources. The city retrenched, holding to the protection of their mythical walls, as they 

desperately sought to redefine those for whom they were responsible. In this period of 

retrenchment, the relationship between the outlying hospitals and city center intensified: 

individual alms giving was replaced by common donation in parish churches; previously 

entrusted authorities in hospital management were then monitored more closely by council watch 

dogs; foodstuff was meticulously inventoried; and the obedience of both workers and patients 

was set to a new premium. The council wanted to ensure that the proper food, medicine, 

religious services, and charity went to the right people in the right manner and at the right time. 

 When looking at Nuremberg’s contagious disease hospitals through the lens of multiple 

boundaries the patients occupied a seemingly paradoxical position of separation and belonging. 

The patients were separated outside the walls in order to limit the city’s vulnerability to their 

contaminating physical condition, but they still belonged under the city’s administration, 

provision, and protection, and, therefore, within the boundary of civic responsibility.  
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Chapter 1: 

Outside the Walls: The Foundation of Nuremberg’s Leprosy Hospitals 

 

 

 

 “Concerning the walls so glorious” humanist Johannes Cochlaeus described Nuremberg in 1512, 

“Yes, concerning the fortifications and building…no other city stands next to them.”
63

 

Cochlaeus goes on to describe the walls. The inner walls were composed of large square stones 

on which two hundred defensive towers stood.
64

 The outer walls were built to launch offensive 

weapons. They were located about twenty feet outside the inner walls; between the two walls 
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was an immense sixty foot drop. “Through the secured gates” were “six large and two small 

gates; each one guarded by high towers, complete with parapets.  If the outer gates were 

breached, the city could still be defended from the inner walls and towers with stones and shot.” 

In front of each gate, hung sharp portcullises, ready to fall against the invaders.
65

 It is no wonder 

that although the city was besieged a number of times in its medieval and early modern history, 

the walls of Nuremberg were never breached through straight out warfare.
66

 Nuremberg’s 

lingering connection to its majestic walls was evidenced by their continued use until 1868, long 

after other major cities recognized that city walls were made obsolete by heavy artillery and 

swollen populations.
67

 The enduring medieval character of the city, complete with its original 

walls, was allegedly why Hitler used Nuremberg to link himself with Germany’s strong medieval 

past.
68

  

In Michel Wolgemut’s 1493 image of the city, published in Hartmann Schedel’s 

Nuremberg World Chronicle, the walls cut a sharp protrusion above the surrounding landscape 

 See Image: Nuremberg’s walls).
69

 It was in this decade that Nuremberg reached its golden age; 

it was one of most prestigious and illustrious cities in the Holy Roman Empire. As an imperial 

free city, Nuremberg was directly accountable to the Emperor, but no other overlord. Throughout 
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the middle ages, the city practiced policies of vigilant self-protection and self-sufficiency.
70

 It 

enjoyed special rights from the Emperor in trade and production, resulting in a rich and powerful 

political unit.
71

 The city council worked throughout the late middle ages to assure that there was 

no external power competing within the city. It wielded unprecedented control over its church 

parishes and religious orders.
72

 

When discussing the history of Nuremberg, I noticed that I unconsciously formed the 

oblong shape of the city walls with my hands. Subconsciously, this crooked rectangle had 

become the city to me; but, did those walls define the true boundaries of the city? In many ways, 

the walls are too simple to be called Nuremberg’s boundary. By 1505, the dominion of the city 

covered more land than any other city in the Empire. One could walk for a day and a half 

through Nuremberg’s surrounding forests before even reaching the towering walls.
73

 In recent 

studies on nationalism and trans-nationalism, scholars have described borders of nations as 

constructions. These constructions are often blamed for obstructing scholars who confine the 

scope of historical projects to these arbitrary borders.
74

 However, regardless of how constructed 

the boundaries may be, individuals and communities compulsively draw them to facilitate their 

political, economic, religious, social, and emotional world. While the dominion of the city may 
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have stretched for miles outside of the walls, there was something powerful in the definition of 

the walls. 

The city walls defined Nuremberg on two levels: physical and mental. As seen above, 

they were used effectively for military defense; they defined tax and property values, and they 

provided limited points of access through which everything that entered the city could be 

monitored. However, beyond practicality, the walls gave a sense of intactness and integrity. 

Keith Luria explores this concept of intactness in his work on confessional coexistence. Luria 

contends that the sacred boundary “is a mental construct; it exists in the minds of those who live 

along it, who participate actively in its creation, and who share the meanings attributed to it. 

Ultimately, if a secure boundary is established, people hold fast to the distinctions it creates 

because they are thereby provided with a social identity that appears as the irreducible core of 

their selfhood.”
75

 For Luria, the boundaries gave the confessional group a sense of selfhood, 

intactness, wholeness and ultimately security. Practically, the inhabitants transgressed these 

confessional lines; however, the transgressions could happen more peacefully when constituents 

of both communal units felt security within the physical, ritual, and social limits. In the same 

way, citizens and inhabitants of Nuremberg could look to the walls for their physical limits and 

security.  

Nuremberg protected itself from invaders and continually purged itself of internal threats. 

The walls functioned as a filtering membrane, permitting entry to the good and resisting the bad. 

The complete filtering criteria are beyond the scope of this project. For example, a foreigner 

could not bake bread in an innovative way without being seen as highly threatening; innovation, 

could mean destitution for Nuremberg’s bakers. Therefore, baking bread, like all other guild 
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production, was closely monitored. This chapter evaluates only a handful of these perceived 

threats as they relate to contagious diseases.  

Disease was a highly invasive menace that penetrated the city’s walls. It was a far more 

formidable enemy than humans who could be held at bay. Nuremberg’s Council attempted to 

purge itself of polluting things and people, based on the advice of the religious and medical 

cosmologies of the day. Paradoxically, the very citizens and inhabitants, whom they were sworn 

to protect and for whom the walls were built, festered with pollutants in their very bodies. 

Therefore, Nuremberg established hospitals in separate spaces outside the city walls. This 

chapter tells the stories of the establishment of the first of these hospitals and the city’s quest for 

intact purity inside the walls. 

 

Chapter Structure 

The first section explores leprosy’s definition of “unclean” and its general identification 

with pollution and the reasoning that led to the removal of anything or anyone deemed unclean to 

separate places outside the city walls. A number of breaches of this separation were allowed, but 

they were always controlled and designed to limit the city’s exposure to the uncleanliness. At the 

same time, residency in the leprosaria showed marked similarities to normal religious houses of 

their day, as well as an intense use of the city’s internal management and resources. This section 

shows how leprosy set a precedent in that the city practiced proxy custodianship of its citizens 

and inhabitants in the separated space.  

The second section looks at Nuremberg’s Lepraschau. During the Lepraschau, the city 

allowed foreign lepers inside the walls for medical examination, religious service and charity. In 

many ways this event was a complete reversal of the separation strategy the city invoked for its 
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own lepers in the leprosaria; it was internal and foreign. From another perspective, the event was 

orchestrated in a way that geographically and financially limited the city’s exposure to the lepers.   

The third section looks at the progressive restrictions on the begging by Nuremberg’s 

own lepers and by those who attended the Lepraschau. In addition to the difficulties of dealing 

with leprosy, the Council’s increasing inability to deal with poverty, crime, and chaos prompted 

Nuremberg’s leaders to reduce the permeability of walls. From times of abundant wealth to times 

of suffocating siege, the orchestration of leprosy care reflects the efforts of the city to balance the 

competing issues surrounding security, vulnerability, and mercy. The actions both formed and 

reflected the boundaries of Nuremberg--inside and outside the walls. 

 

I. Leprosy 

Nuremberg’s Leprosaria 

The precedent for the contagious disease hospitals outside the walls of Nuremberg came 

from the original four leprosaria. Leprosy had many different names in German and Latin: the 

Sondersiechen, the especially sick; Aussätz, the set apart; or the separabitur, the one who is 

separated.
76

 Leprosy broke out in force across Europe in the eleventh through thirteenth-

centuries. Beginning in the fourteenth, it slowly began to die out.
77

 Medieval authorities took the 

protocol for dealing with leprosy from the Old Testament.
78

 According to the book of Leviticus, 
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priests evaluated the skin disease and declared the leprous person “unclean,” then sent him or her 

to live extra castra, outside the camp.
79

 This concept of uncleanliness carried through the New 

Testament; when a leper asked Jesus to heal him, Jesus responded “‘I am willing,’ he said ‘Be 

clean!’”
80

 It was reported in the Donation of Constantine that Emperor Constantine was also 

believed to have been healed of leprosy by Pope Sylvester. Such a healing would lend credibility 

to the story of Constantine’s conversion and the subsequent primacy of the Roman Church.
81

 In 

medieval European culture, extra castra translated into specialized religious houses called leper 

houses or leprosaria. The Third Lateran Council of 1179 commanded that every bishopric 

provide lepers with their own religious houses, complete with a church, cemetery and priest.
82

  

Official leprosaria often formed around unofficial leprous communities living outside 

urban centers.
83

 Wealthy aristocrats then endowed the communities as houses of charity. The 

oldest leper house in Nuremberg, St Johannes, was mentioned in a letter from Pope Gregory IX 

in 1234. Emperor Heinrich VII endowed the house along with the mills located next to it. In this 

early phase, it was overseen by the Teutonic Knights, a religious order that founded hospitals 

during the crusades. In 1307, Queen Elizabeth of Tyrol, wife of Albert I of the Holy Roman 

Empire, endowed the leprosarium as a convent under Augustinian rule. She describes it as “a 
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group of lepers…for the Lord at St. Johannis outside the walls of the city.”
84

 In 1365, the city 

council took over its full administrative oversight.
85

 

The house ordinances of St. Johannis in 1422 show the expected physical separation for 

its inhabitants: “They are not to work alongside a healthy person. They are not to bathe with a 

healthy person,” but in special water. If they wished to bathe by themselves (outside of 

prescribed house bathing times), they were “not to let a healthy person wash them.” They were 

ordered not to go into a church if a healthy person was inside the church.
86

 If the women wished 

to sell products, they were to sell then through a healthy middle man, not even being allowed to 

touch/taint objects that would be passed on to a healthy community.
87

 They were also not to sit 

or stand for a long time in conversation with the servants. While St. Johannis remained the oldest 

and most prestigious leper house in this early phase, eventually three other leper houses were 

founded: St. Leonard’s, St. Peter and Paul’s, and St. Jobst.
88

 (See Image: Leper Houses) 

Nuremberg generally referred to these houses as Siechköbeln. Siech means literally sick, and 

Kobel is a very old word that was used to describe a little bird’s nest. 
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St. Leonard’s was established as a female leper house to the southwest of the walls “to 

serve the Lord, all the better with more diligence.”
89

 It was directly under the influence of St. 

Lorenz parish church and the oversight of Nuremberg patrician Hermann Schürstab. The earliest 

remaining record of it is an ordinance from 1317 which stated that the house required a civic 

overseer, “with his true oath to the city.”
90

 This obligation to the city was essential because the 

house soon became an emblem of competition between the city and the bishop of Bamberg. In 

1362, the bishop secured finances for the services of a priest for the St. Leonard’s chapel, 

intending that he serve the growing nearby villages of Schweinau and Gostenhof by establishing 

a new parish church. The Council opposed a new parish, seeing it as a locus of oppositional 

power since it was close to the city. The women within St. Leonard’s also opposed the action, 

fearing that the establishment of an official parish would force them, as lepers, to move outside 

the parish boundary.
91

 Although St. Leonard’s was in the middle of this important conflict, it was 

the poorest and most neglected of the city’s four leper houses by the sixteenth-century.  

As the city grew in wealth and prestige in the first half of the fourteenth-century, 

Nuremberg’s wealthy families participated more intensely in the charitable work within the city. 

During this period, financial support for the leper houses increasingly shifted from surrounding 

aristocracy to prominent Nuremberg families.
92

 St. Peter and Paul’s began as a loose settlement 

of lepers camping outside the southeast city walls. It is most often also referred to as St. 
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Peter’s, but is sometimes also called the Siechgraben or the sick ditch. The Haller and 

Tetzel families endowed the group into a leprosarium. St. Peter’s was established “that the sick 

help one another in truth, bodily and spiritually, as much as possible.”
93

 And finally, St. Jobst 

was founded possibly as early as 1308 directly by the “will of the council.” It was established 

under the direction of St. Sebald’s priest, Hermann von Stein.
94

 When the walls of the city were 

expanded in 1356, St. Jobst was moved further out past the northeastern corner of the city.
95

 The 

movement of St. Jobst was in contrast to St. Jacob’s chapel, a pilgrim chapel originally located 

outside the city walls. When the walls were expanded, St. Jacob’s was absorbed into the city 

while St. Jobst, as a leper house, was moved and rebuilt.
96

  By the mid-fourteenth-century, 

Nuremberg’s four leprosaria stood at the four major trade routes into Nuremberg, like spokes of 

a wheel. 
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Why the Separation? 

 

The problem with understanding the meaning and experience of Nuremberg’s four leper 

houses is that the institutional evidence presents the lives of lepers quite differently than art or 

literature of the time. R.I. Moore in his The Formation of a Persecuting Society relies largely on 

myth, symbols, and the few ordinances that differentiated leper houses from other religious 

houses. He uses the example of 

lepers attending their own funeral to 

signify they were “dead to society 

but alive to God,” a ritual for which 

we have no real evidence.
97

 Saul 

Brody uses literary sources to argue 

that the lepers’ physical 

manifestation of the disease was a 

sign of unmitigated “moral 

corruption.”
98

 Christine Boeckl, in 

her recent work, Images of Leprosy, 

analyzes the image of lepers in 

medieval high art. In this art, she argues that the leper was a two-dimensional character which 
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was never the subject of art but always used to the greater ends of religious and political 

authority. In the same manner, Michel Foucault classically calls the leper, “that fearful figure.”
99

 

Such scholarship depicts the leper as simply a recipient of social prejudice, separated and 

marginalized. This perspective portrays the boundary of the wall as impermeable and the sole 

definition of the leper as an outsider. 

Recently, scholarship on leprosy has attempted to qualify this stereotype. It sees the blunt 

figure of the leper as falling into nineteenth-century understanding of leprosy which is a 

misunderstanding of what actually occurred in the Middle Ages.
100

 In contrast, this research 

focuses on the leper as the redemptive character who was chosen to be purified in this life 

through bodily suffering in the image of Christ. For example, medieval French theologian 

Jacques de Vitry categorized lepers within the most spiritual group of the laity along with the 

other sick, poor, and pilgrims. Images from the endowment book for Nuremberg’s leper houses 

show the leper as a redemptive character. (Image: Jesus and the leper). In this image, Christ is 

pointing to the tools of flagellation, relating his suffering to the suffering of the lepers. Like the 

Apostle Paul’s “thorn in the flesh,” the image shows a common bond between Christ and the 

leper. Christ looks on the leper with compassion, and the leper gazes back, focusing on the 

wounds on Christ.
101

  

In contrast to the prescriptions of separation, which I listed for St. Johannis above, the 

majority of the institutional ordinances parallel other religious houses at the time. They elected a 
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Sickmaster, such as an abbot or abbess, to oversee the daily functioning of the house.
102

 They 

collected alms, ate a strict diet, maintained a daily schedule of work and prayer, wore special 

clothing, and practiced extreme isolation. One could argue that lepers did not choose to go into 

leper houses, but for most people in the period, a Church vocation was also not a personal 

choice. Families commonly placed second sons and unmarriageable daughters in monastic 

houses. They also practiced oblation, which was the act of giving young children to the 

Church.
103

 Leper houses received all normal religious services including a mass, confession, and 

extreme unction.
104

 They were required to pray a number of Paster Noster and Ave Maria each 

day, and also sing and pray masses for the dead from their community.
105

 In parallel to other 

religious houses, St. Johannis was established “to be able to hold the poor women in good peace 

and to praise and honor the God three-in-one, and in their souls to stand in use and 

consolation.”
106

 Also, like religious houses, admission was not free, but required a donation to 

the institution. Indeed, one has to meticulously search through daily practical, financial and 

religious ordinances to find the few exclusionary principles that formed the stereotype of the 

segregated leper. 
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The redemptive view of the leper is even clearer when one examines other examples of 

inclusion. In the fourteenth-century, men from St. Jobst were allowed to leave the house for up to 

fourteen days for pilgrimage, retrieving inheritance, or going to healing baths.
107

 While they 

could not wander into the city without permission, all Nuremberg’s lepers were allowed visits 

into the city on certain holidays to sing and beg. Inhabitants from St. Jobst’s, for example, could 

beg during the evening before Mary’s Ascension processions, on the third and fourth day of 

Pentecost, during the feasts of St. Lucian, on the celebration of St. Jobst, and on Good Friday.
108

 

Lepers were also allowed to attend the Kirchweih, the 

celebration for the patron saint of the local chapel. (See 

Chapter 4 and 5)
109

 

 pon examination of institutions’ ordinances, 

account books and local rituals, it is possible to detect 

tension between the conventional, the external, and 

exceptional inclusionary aspects of the leper’s 

relationship with urban centers. Lepers were 

conventional in their participation in a broad late 

medieval religious culture. They were external in their 

appointed station outside the city walls, and they were exceptionally included in two ways: the 

custodianship that the city was willing to undertake in the houses and their consistent ritualistic 

inclusion despite their designation as unclean. 
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Since we have already seen how the religious function of the lepers was typical of late 

medieval religious life, why place the lepers outside the walls? The greatest distinction between 

the leprous and other forms of religious orders in the period came from its distinction as being 

unclean. After a leprosy examination, participants were even given certification that declared 

them rein, pure and clean, or unsauber or unrein, unclean.
110

 In late medieval culture as in 

biblical times, the designation of, “unclean” resulted in mandatory physical separation. 

The social stigma surrounding uncleanliness included a sense of pollution. Pollution was 

spread through touch. As one rotten apple can spoil the whole barrel, one unclean person could 

taint and dishonor the city. For example, executioners or skinners could pass dishonor to a 

normal citizen if that normal citizen touched him or even touched an object that had been 

touched by the tainted person.
111

 Folklore anthropologist, Emiko Namihira, argues that the idea 

of pollution is connected to anything of “danger, adversity, and misfortune.”
112

 The leper was the 

physical embodiment of all three elements. His skin was essentially corrupted with bulbous 

tumors or skin lacerations starting at the mucus membranes: nose, mouth, anus and fingertips. 

Lepers’ limbs often eroded due to loss of nerve sensation.
113

 Further, according to Namihira, 

pollution was not an abstraction but was always manifested as a tangible reality, whether by a 

person or an object; it was moments of interaction (in time and space) that defined him as 
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dishonorable. Namihira’s assertion means that if the leper lived alone in his malady, there would 

be no dishonor associated with his disease.
114

 Uncleanliness was dangerous because it 

maliciously contaminated people and objects; it expanded beyond its permissible boundaries in 

order to pollute or corrupt separate entities. Like contagion, it needed to be secluded; unlike 

contagion, its meaning for society was less direct. 

In personal boundary theory, when someone refuses to stay within his personal space and 

attempts to impose his or her will on another, the transgressed person will often hide himself 

behind physical barriers. When an individual’s personal boundaries are transgressed, it is as if 

she is no longer a whole, intact person, but she must then bear the will and desires of another 

person as a piece of herself; she then believes she must be physically separated in order to be 

whole.
115

 In the same way, the idea that the uncleanliness of lepers could not be kept intact and 

contained within their bodies necessitated the practice of physical separation, thus differentiating 

the treatment of lepers from the victims of injuries or even other illnesses. The walls provided 

the physical separation that the city as a community believed it needed to remain intact and to 

keep rot or corruption on the outside.
116

 Just as the walls defended them from invaders, they also 

provided a means to defend their purity and intactness. In  Queen Elizabeth’s endowment of St. 

Johannes, she draws a parallel between extra castra and Nuremberg’s extra muros, consigning 

people to space outside the walls. 

Franҫois-Oliver Touati argues that during the early era of leper separation in Europe, it 

was impossible for society to understand infection or contagion. He argues that the Black Death 
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prompted society to seek more material explanations for all diseases; therefore, physicians began 

to analyze leprosy in Galenic terms. Physicians contended that leprosy was caused by an excess 

of black bile in the humors resulting in the ruptures of the skin. The identification of this 

imbalance of humors moved the responsibility of identification of leprosy from the priest to the 

physician.
117

 The diagnosis, treatment and management of leprosy, shifted from the spiritual 

realm to the physical.  

One of the foundational principles of Galenic theory was that foul odors caused an 

imbalance of the humors. In German, the phrase 

often used is vergiftet luft or poisonous airs. 

Physicians advised inhabitants to wash with rose 

water or carry herbs in their pocket to ward off 

these foul airs.
118

  This understanding of 

poisonous airs resonates with the fact that lepers 

were not only dangerous through touch, but also 

smell. They had notoriously bad breath. As their 

mucus membranes broke down, their noses, 

mouths and throats corroded, resulting in bad 
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breath and a husky voice. This attribute was even noted in an age with virtually no dental 

hygiene, or as Luke Demaitre quips, “in a world that was probably not very sweet scented.”
119

 In 

many cases, lepers were required to speak to a healthy person from downwind.
120

 Physicians and 

priests covered their mouths with cloths to protect themselves from the foul odors. (See Image: 

Excerpt Lepraschau Confession) In his 1482 plague regiment, poet Hans Folz compared the foul 

odors of plague to the bad breath of the leprous. He had heard of no one who did not “remove 

himself from a leper or from one with stinking breath, who soon after was not the man poisoned. 

I swear, that the one who doesn’t flee on account of breath, immediate he will receive [it] from 

him.”
121

 As we will see throughout Chapters 1 and 2, air, odors and windows are all important 

parts of the medieval notion of purity.  

Throughout the early modern period, authorities continued to regard leprosy as a special 

uncleanliness not attributed to other diseases. Claudia Stein’s study of syphilis in Augsburg 

noted the attempts of physicians to differentiate leprosy from syphilis. Some scholars believed 

syphilis could turn into leprosy or that it was possible to have them both at the same time.
122

 

Throughout the sixteenth-century, Nuremberg remained vigilant in its effort to identify lepers by 

examination at the Lepraschau, and by requiring its own inhabitants to be examined. Two cases 

were brought before the council in September 1562, Anthait Barmunter, the leprous, was 

accepted into St. Peter’s. A few days later the council entertained a request from a Fritz Pauring 
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to accept his sick maid into a leper house. The council ordered her accepted if she was found 

leprous.
123

 The same occurred when another “unclean” maid was bought for investigation.
124

 The 

appearance of syphilis as a separate disease further complicated the already problematic task of 

diagnosing leprosy, but it also shows the preoccupation with diagnosing leprosy even into the 

seventeenth-century despite the question of whether or not it was the modern Hansen's disease. 

Incrementally, Nuremberg limited its houses to its own citizens and inhabitants. By the 

late fifteenth-century, the council co-opted the houses’ ordinances and funds through centralized 

administration.
125

 Unlike the registration protocol for other diseases, the names of people 

entering leprosaria were recorded, as were the names of citizen relatives or citizen employers. 

For example, Ulrich Fröd was given admittance into a leper house because he was the son of a 

citizen.
126

 Another example was the entry “ lrich Schlesner Spengler to be accepted in a leper 

house.”
127

 Sometimes the council included specific descriptions: “the Schwinkendorfer servant 

who worked for so long, that he be given citizenship and taken care of in a sick house, as long as 

he brings his bed linens.”
128

  

The increasing reliance on medical diagnosis and material explanations should not be 

overstated. These explanations did not supplant the commonly held view of lepers’ pollution nor 

their transcendent access to Christ. Although the leper was an important symbol in the medieval 

period, Nuremberg never housed more than six to ten lepers in each house in their early 
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history.
129

 Leprosy may have been a symbolic pollutant, but it was not regarded as a potent 

pollutant, which was why the city was so open to its ritual inclusion. Ultimately, Nuremberg 

chose to take custodianship of these lepers for life; this relationship intensified as the council 

encroached on the management of the houses.  

Not all lepers were fortunate enough to gain admittance to a leper house. The lives of 

those housed in Nuremberg’s leprosaria stood in stark contrast to homeless lepers living in the 

surrounding area. The position of these lepers in relation to the city was expressed in the phrase: 

“the poor limbs of Christ.” The civic community regarded lepers as members of the body of 

Christ, but because of their uncleanliness and pollution, they had to be separated. Nuremberg’s 

lepers outside the walls were simultaneously defined as both separate and together. Essentially, 

the leprosaria were viewed as holding places of separation awaiting holy exceptions to 

reintegrate them into the community by ritual or miraculous healing.  

 

 

II. Lepraschau 

If the lepers in the Nuremberg’s four leprosaria were the “poor limbs of 

Christ;” there were even poorer limbs. Many lepers in the middle ages were homeless or 

Feldsiechen, the field-sick.
130

 In 1394, a group of pious women, Anna Grundherrin, Anna 

Neidungin, Agnes Plinderin and Margeth Schafferin, were led by a woman who is known only as 

“Mother”  βlingerin, and Master Nicolas, priest of the Holy Ghost Hospital, to found the 
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Nuremberg Lepraschau.
131

 The 

Lepraschau was a three-day long charity 

festival during holy week which was 

designed to serve lepers in the area who 

were not given entrance into the city’s 

four leprosy houses. The term 

Lepraschau refers to its most basic 

function, the show or examination of suspected lepers to see if they were infected. Although 

similar Lepraschau examinations took place in other cities such as Cologne, it was only in 

Nuremberg that it evolved into a large festival, drawing hundreds from twenty and thirty miles 

away.
132

 By 151 , Johann Cochlaeus described the event as a feast in which, “700 homeless 

lepers were fed bodily, as the soul, onetime publicly on the St. Sebald’s churchyard, where the 

patricians and their wives served their table.”
133

 

 The Mother, who came from the patricians’ wives, was the central organizer and sponsor 

of the event. She was supported by daughters, who were younger, possibly single women. A 

number of lower male and female servants fulfilled less ceremonial roles.
134

 The feminine 
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quality of the leadership is particularly striking. Charity was the one realm in which women were 

permitted to take the leadership role.
135

 Like caregiving in the hospital, charity had a maternal, 

nurturing quality. There was also an inversion quality to this leadership. Lepers traditionally 

excluded and belonged outside; the Schau performed a complete inversion: it was inside and 

included.
136

 

The first recorded civic ordinance for the event was written in 1462. The ordinance 

prescribed a timeline in which every inch of fabric, the food, and the table cloths were to be 

ordered.
137

 By Palm Sunday (the Sunday that begins Holy Week), tables and benches were 

brought to St. Sebald’s churchyard. The homeless lepers then gathered in the St. Johannis city 

section and Hallerwiese outside the western gates, ready for entry on Tuesday afternoon. (See 

Image: Nöttlein Hallerwiese.) The Mother led the leper procession into the city. The first event 

that took place was the medical examination in the “Stromer’s house,” a house that the patrician 

Stromer family temporarily donated.
138

 Leper candidates were examined to determine whether 

they were unclean or schön, meaning fine or pretty.
139

 Those who were declared clean could still 

participate in the feast at the end of the week but could not receive the clothes and money 
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intended for lepers. Those declared unclean received a white cloth certifying their leper status.
140

 

(Image: Leprous Woman)  

Throughout all three days, the priest from St. Sebald’s preached to them.
141

 “Dear 

brothers, you are guilty. Jesus, out of everyone, was innocent. Still he voluntarily gave himself 

over to great fear and need. Thank him from every inch of the heart and offer up to him your 

greatest pains. God [gave] through his great sacrifice and [through this] bread, in order that he 

would be grace to you all.”
142

 On Wednesday after a small meal, the leprous would confess their 

sins in order to be “worthy to be given the Sacrament of 

the body of our Lord on the Holy Thursday.”
143

  

The confession itself was a carefully 

orchestrated event. The city ordered chairs, cushions 

and potent herbs for the city leaders so they could 

comfortably, and safely, watch the leper confession. 

After confession, the Mother gave the lepers a 

document or a sign indicating that they had confessed. 
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On Thursday, the lepers 

proceeded in an orderly 

manner, with “no forcing each 

other,” into St. Moritz chapel to 

take the sacrament.
144

 The main 

event was the great feast on 

Good Friday in St. Sebald’s 

churchyard (Image: Excerpt 

Lepraschau Feast). During the 

meal, the priest preached about 

the suffering of Christ while patricians served the feast. Immediately after eating, the lepers filed 

out of the city. All of those who had been declared leprous, who had confessed, and had received 

the Sacrament were given wood, clothes, and a bit of money. As they left, the priest prayed the 

Pater Noster, the Ave Maria and reminded them to pray for “the council of the city of 

Nuremberg throughout the whole year, and for the whole city and for all who have been given 

the alms and have been given help and support, food, drink, clothing, and to those who have 

served and given out alms, and for dear souls there from whom so much good has happened.”
145

  

Pious inhabitants donated “to praise Almighty God, to honor Mary the queen of heaven 

and all of the heavenly saints, to comfort those before and those who will come, to help and 

support and the poor leprous.”
146

 The Schau was funded by charitable donations, land rents, and 
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begging.
147

 In the mid-fifteenth-century, the city council began using endowments from the Holy 

Ghost Hospital and the four leper houses to help finance the event, likely because the city 

underwrote any funding shortfalls.
148

 One of the more curious forms of funding was from eight 

designated beggars who, on specific days and places, begged on behalf of the Lepraschau. The 

begging days began on Annunciation (usually 25 March); Palm Sunday (Sunday before Easter 

celebrating Jesus’ arrival into Jerusalem); Holy Thursday  Thursday of Holy Week celebrating 

the Last Supper) and Good Friday (greatest day of fasting and penance in the liturgical year, 

remembering Jesus’ death and separation from humanity). The beggars set up tables in front of 

the Wexel, a building on the central market. They displayed the papal indulgence and two cloths 

that signified the city’s official endorsement. They begged after mass on the above listed days 

and throughout Good Friday. In addition, the Mother invited the special beggars for a meal in her 

home on Annunciation and two meals on Palm Sunday. On Holy Thursday, they shared a meal at 

the festival.
149

 Finally, on Good Friday, the Mother collected the money that they had begged; 

then the Mother, daughters, and servants honored them with a special feast, complete with 

roasted almonds, gingerbread and wine to thank them for their diligence.
150

  

 

The Geography of the Lepraschau 

As the lepers gathered at the city walls on Tuesday, the council specified when, where, 

and how they were to be led into the city. As the poor entered through the walls, they were 
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forbidden to “go or ride around in the city.”
151

 One of the meals during the Schau took place on 

Tuesday evening, immediately after they entered the city. Because the city had secured all 

necessary food, the lepers had no excuse to beg. The Nützel family, for example, supplied 300 

salted fish to St. Sebald’s before the festivities began.
152

 If the lepers still wished to beg, they 

could not come into the city.
153

 At the end of the festival, when the lepers “rode out of the city,” 

they were not permitted to return for another year.
154

 

In the 1420s, Mother Küngung Krellin, her daughter, Margetha Krellin and helper 

maiden, Anna Graserin, together with the city building master Hanns Graser, campaigned for the 

building of a house in which the lepers could sleep while in the city. The Weinstadel or 
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Siechhaus was completed 

between 1446 and 

1448.
155

 (See Siechhaus). 

Between Lepraschau 

festivals, the building 

housed the tables, 

benches, and other items 

used for the event. 

Shortly before the festival 

began, the house was supplied with fresh straw for beds and wood for heat.
156

 Women slept in 

the two smaller chambers; the men slept in the one large chamber. 

The Siechhaus was a “large and roomy house, behind the Augustian friary, on the water, 

close to the Max Bridge and the city meadow.”
157

 This early description of the Siechhaus 

included all of its component parts. The friary had a long affiliation with St. Johannis leper 

house, and was one site at which lepers were historically allowed to beg.
158

 The new building 

was large enough to house the incoming hundreds of lepers, and most importantly the chosen site 

was the lowest sector of the city, at the outflow of the river. This location is consistent with the 

notion that foul odors were injurious to health; open sewers flow downhill. The Neu Bau (or the 

Newly Built section of the city) was the area that was integrated into the city when the walls 
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expanded in the mid-fourteenth-century as seen in this map from Georg Nöttelein.
159

 (See Map 

Nöttlein Neu Bau). It was the most polluted area within the walls because it was down river from 

the majority of the city, even from the Fleischbrücke, or Butcher’s Bridge. It housed not only the 

Lepraschau but also the pig market and even the house of the executioner. Later, small huts 

would be built there to house syphilis patients. Another reason the Siechhaus was built at this 

location was so it could be next to the city meadow or Hallerwiese. It was on this meadow that 

lepers, or other poor people, would gather as they waited to see if they would be granted entrance 

into the city. 

The housing of foreign lepers inside the city was the antithesis of the “outside of the 

walls” modus operandi for leprosy; therefore, as the homeless lepers came into the city, they 

were funneled into specific places and forbidden to roam. Even during the night, servants 

watched over the Siechhaus.
160

 Each of the places to which the Mother brought the lepers in the 

city had special protections, both material and spiritual.
161

  

Each space of the Schau was materially corrupted, but spiritually consecrated. St. 

Sebald’s churchyard was an active cemetery until the beginning of the sixteenth-century; St. 

Moritz was used as an alternative to St. Sebald’s for suspected plague victims; and the Siechhaus 
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was built to isolate the smell of the lepers in the city.
162

 The cemetery and chapel were 

consecrated, and even the Siechhaus was blessed by the Pope. He offered indulgences during its 

building for its role in Christian charity.
163

 

The festival administration also provided material protection from the polluting odors of 

the lepers. The Lepraschau ordinance is replete with mentions of fresh herbs to purify the foul or 

poisonous air brought by the lepers. The tables for the feasts, the area for confession, and even 

the altar for mass were prepared with strong herbs.
164

 Immediately after the lepers’ Good Friday 

feast, servants washed the sheets and tablecloths, and collected and counted the tables and 

benches to be housed underneath the building.
165

 It was after this process of cleaning and 

purifying that the Mother, daughters, and the eight beggars gathered for a meal in the Siechhaus, 

“after the house is returned again clean  schön the same word they used for declaring someone 

clean of leprosy) and blessed.” 

Although the Schau was an incredible occasion of inclusion, great care was taken to 

protect the city from the lepers’ corruption. They were processed on specified pathways, 

downstream from most of the city. They took communion in the small chapel and not the parish 

church. City leaders smoked herbs to keeping the lepers’ smell from penetrating the rest of the 

city. The ritual was also one of spiritual cleansing. Nuremberg’s inhabitants could watch them 

confess and take Holy Communion. They were filled physically and spiritually before being led 

out of the city. Like those in Nuremberg’s leprosaria, they were also included and cared for in a 

special way, albeit, temporarily. 
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Lepers from Nuremberg’s houses were explicitly forbidden to participate in the Lepraschau. 

The council ordered three days’ worth of extra of bread for the four leper houses because they 

had to stay home.
166

 All begging, however, was about to lose its legal status in Nuremberg. 

 

III. Leprosy and Begging 

Leper houses and the Lepraschau evolved within the context of the late medieval social 

and economic environment. The late fifteenth-century experienced population and economic 

shifts that resulted both in an influx of beggars from the countryside and an impoverishment of 

guildsmen from within the city.
167

 Urban poverty was one of the most difficult and debated 

topics of the period. In response to the influx of the poor, the council attempted to differentiate 

its own legitimate beggars from criminals, vagabonds, prostitutes and exploited children, by 

mandating that legal beggars be licensed and wear badges. In 1370, Nuremberg passed its first 

poor and begging ordinances which restricted times and places its lepers were allowed to beg and 

sing. For example, a women from St. Johannis could beg within the city, but only in front of the 

Augustinian friary and then only at special times.
168

 The council further specified that “after they 

sing, they go immediately outside the city rather than roaming.”
169

 In 1478, the council decreed 

that all lepers, “whether they are from here in the city or foreign, [should] not wander around or 
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go begging in the city, except for when they are allowed in the city and sufficiently in their 

prescribed places, where they are shown.”
170

 

In time, the ritualistic inclusion of lepers begging at holy times and holy places was 

phased out due to the pressures of even greater social problems. By 15  , Nuremberg’s lepers 

were forbidden to enter the city, ostensibly because of the loud noises and clappers used for 

begging. Even their Glockler or Collector, who came into the city ringing a bell to collect food 

for the lepers, was forbidden entry. Instead the city installed special charity boxes in parish 

churches where pious citizens could donate toward this cause.  ltimately, Nuremberg’s lepers 

were restricted to begging solely in front of their houses, outside the walls.
171

 

Despite regulations against lepers within the city, the Lepraschau continued, but it also 

felt the impact of the council’s efforts to curtail the growing poor population. The city issued 

instructions concerning foreign lepers, “It will be said to them, to conduct themselves in this 

way: avoid the city all year except for during Holy Week, the usual time that the sick come in 

and can be held.”
172

 Many healthy poor took part in the Schau, either for the immediate charity 

of the festival, or the hope of being diagnosed with leprosy. A diagnosis of leprosy could gain 

them admittance into their own city’s leprosaria with its long-term provision of food and shelter. 

A broadsheet depicting the 1493 Lepraschau shows a physician chiding a leper, “Friend, you are 

not leprous. You have neglected yourself. You have frozen in the cold winter. Leave from here 

and let another come in.” City physician, Joachim Camerarious, echoed this accusation in the 
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1570s. He contended that the poor would lie in the snow hoping to lose their noses to frost bite in 

order to receive a leprous diagnosis.
173

 

 

In the 1550/60s the increase in poor, along with the lepers, made it difficult to keep the 

participants in approved spaces. The participants begged on unapproved streets, abandoned their 

destitute loved one’s behind to be cared for by the city after the approved time and overwhelmed 
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the populace with their disorder and cries.
174

 Through the movement of their bodies, they 

challenged these approved spaces by acting out what Tim Cresswell calls “heretical 

geographies.”
175

 The transgressive acts, in turn, prompted this renegotiation between the 

participants of the Schau and the city. Barnubas Bemer and Georg Ketzl drew up a diagram to 

limit and control the influx of participants at the gates (See Image: Ketzl Diagram). In 1560s and 

70s, when almost 3,000 people (many lepers, but mostly hordes of beggars) descended on 

Nuremberg for the Schau, the event was finally moved out of the city into the St. Johannis city 

section outside of the walls.
176

 

As the council increased their protective measures at the city walls, they also increased 

measures at the leprosaria walls. Without the income of beggars’ alms from inside the city, the 

custodianship of the leper houses had to be financed systematically from the city center. The city 

council increased their oversight and secured an influx of private funds to remain solvent. By the 

turn of the sixteenth-century, the city’s custodianship progressively led to micromanagement of 

the daily affairs of the houses. In 1484, the council attached a series of “Statutes of the Council” 

to St. Peter’s ordinances ensuring the solvency of the institution. In 1505, St. Johannis’ 

ordinances were also revamped and inventories of its possessions made.
177

 The city required new 

leprous inhabitants to bring their own “table, table cloth, towel, mug, two wooden bowls, two 

wooden plates and whatever else one would need.”
178

 The council also legally attached the 

inheritance of the lepers to help fund their respective institutions. In addition, the hospital 
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overseer was made financially liable for poor stewardship. For example, in 1495 Ulrich Haller, 

overseer of St. Jobst, and Sigmund Besler, overseer in St. Peter’s, sued the previous overseers: 

Lorenz, Anthony, and Hanns Kress. The Kress family had already lost a suit to Nicolas Gross for 

money owed to the Holy Ghost Hospital, but the family owed Haller and Besler an additional 20 

G to cover deficits in St. Jobst’s and St. Peter’s accounts.
179

 Eventually, the council began to use 

the leper houses as hospices on a fund basis to try to cover deficits. 

 

All meeting at the Gates 

The walls of Nuremberg were permeable. The unclean lepers were let into the city 

ritualistically in special places and in protected ways. In practice, however, people often found 

ways to slip inside the walls. Nevertheless, the walls had physical and conceptual power. As 

lepers were dangerous pollutants, the city attempted to limit its exposure to them. While the city 

was willing to house, monitor, and assure the function and solvency of the institutions for its own 

leprous, Nuremberg was vulnerable to being overwhelmed by the polluting persons; therefore, 

the city limited and controlled the lepers’, especially foreign lepers’, access through the walls. 

The general exclusion of leprosy gave a sense of intactness and security from pollution. The city 

chose when it wished to deviate from this principle. When the accepted geographies were 

challenged, city leaders renegotiated or retrenched.  

These deviations were also viewed as gaining important protections from God. In 1405, 

the city council blocked the Lepraschau from coming inside the city, citing the dangerous plague 

of portzel.
180

 On that same Easter week, plague ravaged the city. The people raged against the 

council for bringing the wrath of God down on them; the council capitulated and reinstated the 
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Schau.
181

 Nuremberg did this to prevent Heimsuchung. Its literal roots mean home search. The 

word can mean a simple a home visit, such as Mary received from Gabriel; a visit from God’s 

friendly grace; or its most common usage: a visitation of God’s punishment or the sacking and 

ravaging of a city from an invader. The term is most often associated with plague brought down 

by God as a result of communal sin. This concept related the safety and intactness of the home 

with that of the city walls. Every year the lepers gathered outside the imposing walls and every 

year they were ritualistically allowed to break the uncleanliness prohibition. This practice was 

repeated on All Saints’ and All Souls’ Day, the time of year when all surrounding poor were 

indiscriminately let into the city to beg.  

All of these ideas would impact city practices concerning the walls during the disease 

outbreaks of 1490s. The Lepraschau was again kept outside the walls. The poor people who 

gathered at the walls for All Saints’ Day were also turned away. As the walls marked the 

boundary of the new hygiene regiments, city leaders could not permit the potential unclean airs 

that the lepers and poor would bring into the city. It was in this decade that Sebald Schreyer 

began his twenty-five year effort to establish the St. Sebastian’s plague hospital outside the city 

walls. In parallel to leprosy, it had become apparent to the city leadership that plague victims 

themselves fostered the poisonous airs of plague. The council could not cast out their own; yet 

they had to maintain purity inside their city walls. 

 

Conclusion 

Leprosy set forth an important precedent: on the one hand, the keeping of the unclean 

inhabitants outside the city walls, and on the other hand, the ability of the city to practice 
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custodianship over the lepers’ lives at arm’s length. Nuremberg’s four leprosy houses proved that 

that the money, provisions, and oversight of the council could radiate from the city center to the 

separated houses. The walls physically and metaphorically defined this juxtaposition and the 

paradox: they were separate yet together.  

The Lepraschau shows moments of inclusion of foreign lepers who were not generally 

worthy of the city’s custodianship; however, the city’s temporary hosting of the lepers’ bodies 

within the city offered spiritual benefit both to the lepers and the city. The inverted moments of 

admittance were geographically orchestrated following traditional boundaries of material and 

spiritual purity. However, when the poor and lepers pushed into “heterodox geographies” and 

exploited the city’s desire for their inclusion, the city had limited ability to constrain them. At 

that point, the lepers’ inclusion jeopardized the integrity of the city to the extent that the festival 

was transferred outside of the walls. 

In my next chapter, the principles laid out for the management of Nuremberg’s lepers 

will be applied to plague and syphilis patients. Leprosy set the precedent for purity maintenance 

in the face of disease and the housing of contaminating patients outside the city walls; however, 

the fate of the leprosaria continued to evolve with introduction of other diseases, political events, 

and socio-economic change.  
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Chapter 2: 

Outside the Walls: The Foundation of the Plague and Syphilis Hospitals 

 

My last chapter explored Nuremberg’s four leprosaria that were established to protect the 

city from the physical corruption of lepers. It also looked at the Lepraschau as the ritualistic 

inclusion of foreign lepers in certain areas of the city. This chapter looks at the establishment of 

St. Sebastian lazaret for plague and the French house for syphilis. If leprosy showed the 

management of purity on a small scale, plague augmented the need for purity across the whole 

city landscape; the cataclysmic and poisonous impact of miasma called for purity from wall to 

wall. Corrupted objects, the dead and the sick were purged from the city.  

Syphilis presented new challenges as its material corruption was entirely different than 

that of plague or leprosy. Syphilis was much harder to identify and contain. Instead of tainted 

objects and airs of plague, the city increased protective measures at the walls and attempted to 

identify obviously infected people. These two diseases show the city’s protection of both the 

walls and resources extended to the separated hospitals.  

 

Chapter Structure 

The first section of this chapter explores the experience of plague in Nuremberg. The 

entire city landscape was enlivened with prescriptions designed to purge the city of “poisonous 

odors,” ultimately resulting in extramural burial and St. Sebastian’s plague hospital. In the 

second section, I explore the outbreak of syphilis in the last few years of the fifteenth-century. It 

follows the original custodianship of syphilis patients in the Holy Cross Hospital and, then, the 

later establishment of the French House as a part of the lazaret complex. My third section, 
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weaves a few themes from these two chapters together. It shows the consistent values held in 

Nuremberg of purity maintenance; separated and guarded custodianship in their hospitals; and 

the importance of geography to contagious disease management.  

 

I. Plague 

In 148 , Hans Folz described the signs and symptoms of plague: “that person does not eat 

very much, as he is full with the evil moisture, and soon after eating he wants to sleep, and has 

complaints of pain in the forehead. He then receives a discernible heat under the appearance of 

frost, which disturbs the spirit of life.” If the person was strong, the pox or buboes appeared; if 

weak, the sickness would manifest with a cough or an intense sickness, affirming, that a deep 

and fast poison had already taken root deep inside with quick resulting death.
182

 Folz’s 

description is consistent with the modern view of the three forms of plague: bubonic (swollen, 

blue/ black lymph nodes), pneumonic (respiratory), and septicemic (direct to the blood).
183

  

Plague did not cause the slow, full-body breakdown of leprosy; it was far more virulent and 

killed quickly.  

An endowment book for the city’s plague hospital explained why plague happened: “God 

through the work of the influence over the celestial bodies [has let] the poison of air and the 

reign of pestilence befall these lands. As has happened about once every ten to twelve years in 
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this worthy city of Nuremberg.”
184

 In parallel to leprosy this sentence shows the causes of plague 

were both spiritually and materially rooted; in contrast to leprosy, however, it shows the central 

experience of plague that was different: it was communal, falling on the city of Nuremberg as a 

whole. 

 

Spiritual Purging 

Foremost, plague was caused by God’s judgment and wrath on the city:  

According to the Almighty God, through the many sinful transgressions…foremost 

blasphemy of his holy names, foolishness, fornication, improper obnoxious behaviors 

against the love of neighbor among other misdeeds practiced in front of God [and] the 

highest punishable offenses…He has poured out his proper wrath over us…to punish and 

deeply ravage us (heimsuchen).
185

  

 

A spiritual purging through communal prayer and repentance was always the answer. In 1488, 

“dangerous and worrisome airs” prompted weekly processions throughout the city and special 

masses. Heinrich Steinhöwel, who wrote a plague regiment for the city of Ulm, reprinted in 

Nuremberg in 1495, recommended “fasting, prayer or alms giving.”
186

 In 1492, the city again 

ordered special processions and also collected special alms to bake bread for the city’s poor.
187
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Other examples of alms throughout the 1490s included donations to a St. Rochus altar. St. 

Rochus, a plague saint popular in Venice often coupled with St. Sebastian, was brought to 

Nuremberg through the Imhoff family in the 1480s and 90s. The cult of St. Rochus experienced 

financial surges during outbreaks.
188

 Steinhöwel argued, “All of these prayers [should be] 

devoutly spoken in the face of the sickness of evil pestilence and in the face of any damage to the 

body and soul.”
189

  

The common analogy for plague was arrows.
190

 Arrows of God’s wrath hit the young and 

old, weak and strong, saint and sinner. While one could reason that the relatively small number 

whom God smote with leprosy may have merited the disease for sinful or moral reasons, plague 

visited everyone. In 1533 Andreas Osiander argued that both the pious and evil die during 

plague. For the sinful, it was the wrath of God; for the righteous, it was simply their time. 

Neither saint nor sinner could flee God’s appointed time. For everyone in the period, however, 

the solution was repentance and faith.
191

 Hans Sachs echoed this statement arguing that those 
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who daily fear heimsuchen take it inside their hearts, thereby, causing longer and deeper torture 

and fear within themselves.
192

 

Colin Jones argues that plague was a carnivalesque time without the party. It disrupted 

the normative spirituality such as church services and funeral rights, but it was still time for 

religious moralizing. “Just as the human body after plague refound definition and stability in its 

contours, so the mystical body had to be redefined and recommitted to a same spiritual regimen 

after its unholy symptoms, quasi-humoral expulsions, and violent purgations.”
193

 Plague 

penetrated the walls of Nuremberg and visited all within, heimsuchen, to punish sin and 

ultimately to return the city to him. The purgation of immorality and disbelief from the body and 

soul reaffirmed the intactness of the communal body. The processions, altars and city-wide 

almsgiving during outbreaks were symbols of that return to God in civic space and of prayerful 

hope against future heimsuchung. 

 

Material Purging 

Like leprosy, educated authorities also sought physical explanations for the plague. Due 

to its appearance every ten years, plague was linked with the movement of celestial bodies, a 

notion gaining favor as part of the Renaissance and the reconnection to Platonic astrology.
194

 

Plague could be anticipated by watching for strange weather patterns such as a cold summer or 
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hot winter. The council did indeed watch these elements and canceled a number of events 

“because of strange airs”; cancellations often occurred when plague did not erupt. Examples of 

this form of the preemptive move occurred in 1504 and 1505 when the city canceled carnival 

because of the dangerous airs.
195

 On an earthly level, the poisonous airs of miasma caused 

plague.  

Miasma theory was the predominant medical paradigm in the medieval and early modern 

medical community. When the air or “vapors” were polluted with anything rotten or putrid, it 

would enter the body causing excess humors to pool in the lymph nodes or putrefy the heart. 

These foul airs could be caused by the alignment of the stars, vapors from an earthquakes, 

weather irregularities or human filth.
196

 By the 1480s and 90s, city governments were actively 

promoting plans to limit their vulnerability to these airs and, thereby, the disease. 

Nuremberg patrician families paid to make these recommendations available to the city. 

In 1494, a “little note for pestilence” was printed and circulated.
197

 In 1482, Nuremberg 

patrician, Anthony Haller commissioned Hans Folz to produce a full plague regiment. In these 

advice books, flight was the highest recommendation. Folz quoted the old Latin adage, "Flee 

fast, flee far, and return late," adding the phrase, “these are the three herbs in emergency.”
198

 The 

rich and connected simply fled from infested cities. Many of Nuremberg’s elite fled to estates or 
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had standing arrangements with other cities such as Nördlingen.
199

 In 1494, so many people had 

fled that it was difficult to find personnel to oversee city events such as the Lepraschau.
200

 When 

the Nuremberg city council demanded the presence of Council attorney Christoph Scheuerl, he 

snapped back that he had no intention of returning when so many people were dying in his own 

household. With a growing poor population, however, at least two-thirds of the city had no 

means to flee.
201

 

Folz sympathized, that this plague is one “which, of course, no one would like to fight…” in 

themselves, but on the other hand, “…not everyone would be able to avoid such poisons much 

less to flee them, their house, their city or their region.”
202

 

Those who could not flee from the city needed to “manage the evil and poisonous air and 

to strengthen the heart and other limbs of the body.”
203

 The first step was to keep a purity and 

cleanliness in their own homes. Residents needed to treat “the air of your home in a learned 

manner, cleansed according to the best [advice].” They cleansed the air using a combination of 

herbs and dry wood, purging the home of all fog and moisture.
204

 Other recommendations 
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included “doors and windows standing open throughout the city.”
205

 To increase circulation, 

windows and doors were opened and closed at specified times of day. 

Winds needed to be taken before sunrise and after sundown. They were to avoid the most 

evil air of midday and dusk. The residents themselves were to determine what was useful.
206

 In 

other words, they were to use their own discretion to air out their homes when the heat of the day 

did not waft smells of excrement, animal carcasses, trash, or corpses into their homes. In the 

evening, they were to burn incense using myrrh, currants, and aloe in a light fire with dry 

wood.
207

 Steinhöwel further recommended a mixture of herbs, among them rumex (docks or 

sorrels), gooseberry, peas, pomegranates, rose water, elderberry or wild leaves to masks the 

airs.
208

 This process of smoking or fumigating was increasingly referred to throughout the 

period, particularly in the city hall, churches, the lazaret itself, and other populated places. 

Along with a good, light diet, herbs were also to be ingested to purify the body. These 

remedies acted both as prophylactics and as purgatives. Once the poisonous airs had entered the 

body, a medicinal paste was dissolved and ingested; the medicine would cause the patient to 

sweat and thus sweat out the excess humors.
209

 City apothecaries produced incense, tablets, 

powders, and pastes composed of the herbs. Folz warned about all the Heinz und Kunz, two 

German names used as an idiomatic phrase meaning every little person or every Tom, Dick and 
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Harry, i.e., every charlatan, who wished to produce treatments which might contain harmful 

materials. Thus, he recommended the remedies sold by the city’s approved apothecaries.
210

 

When traveling throughout the city, advisers recommended avoiding the stinking things 

on the streets and the cemeteries including, “graves, feces, [and] standing water.”
211

 Folz 

recommended avoiding groups of people in the churches, in crowded markets, in taverns, in 

common bath houses, and at dances.  He quipped, “at times…a poisoner desires very much to 

poison, still if possible, just one more.”
212

 One could carry saffron or other expensive herbs to 

mask the smells, the German equivalent to “a pocket full of posies.”  

There were two kinds of plague regimens in the period: recommendations for individuals, 

as seen above, and city-wide regulations. The council also ordered the regimens printed on long 

broadsheets and posted in markets, taverns, and on church doors. The regimens included explicit 

directions to “house fathers” as heads of households to make sure family members and servants 

were informed “that no one has the excuse of ignorance.”
213

 

 

Purging Waste 

Regimens were developed to “protect the common alleys and streets from excrement or 

any other kind of uncleanliness.”
214

 They specified that excrement was to go in common 

designated areas, washed down either the Pegnitz River or the Fischbach stream, or carried to 
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their private homes. It explicitly forbade “young or old from squatting on the street bringing 

one’s body to completion.”
215

 Animal feces were not to be left on the street longer than three 

days.
216

 Pigs and other livestock were to be removed from the city as their feces and stink were 

dangerous to the airs.
217

 The city hired personnel to clean the streets and remove dangerous 

elements. The Hundschlager, the dog slaughterer, killed feral animals that roamed the city and 

carried any carcasses out through the Tiergärtnerthor.
218

 The common latrines were cleaned out 

nightly.
219

 There were many names for the man responsible for cleaning these facilities: the 

Mistmeister excrement master or Nachtmeister Night-master. Although he held a very lowstatus, 

his work was especially important for purifying the stench by removing feces, soiled straw, and 

moldy hay from market places and other densely populated areas.
220

 

Every regimen commanded that the poisoned clothing of sick or dead be carefully 

conveyed to the outflow of the Pegnitz River, where they could be burned or expertly washed.
221

 

As sick people sweated in and soiled their clothes and bedlinens, toxins from the body caused the 

material to become exceptionally odoriferous and therefore exceptionally dangerous. By the turn 

of the seventeenth-century, the city appointed specialized washerwomen and guards to secure the 

linens after someone died within the city (See Chapter 4). 

The city also increasingly shut down bathhouses that had reported plague and informed 

the public to avoid particular houses that had been infested. The council also limited the 
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exposure of surviving household members to other city inhabitants. The first extreme case of this 

limitation was in the particularly severe outbreak of 1494 when city leaders noticed that the 

plague ravaged Nuremberg’s Jewish population. The Jewish community in Nuremberg had 

settled between the central market and fruit market in the thirteenth-century. Because of their 

perceived plague-polluting power, the council forbade the Jewish population from moving 

among the non-Jewish community, going to the city hall, visiting bath houses or receiving any 

healing bath services.
222

 Their cemetery, against the traditional Jewish custom, was inside the 

city walls. It was originally established outside the walls but was integrated when the walls were 

expanded. During the 1474 and 1494 plagues, the council commanded that the dead from the 

Jewish population be buried outside of the city. Some scholars have speculated that they were 

buried in the cemetery of St. Jobst leper house and chapel, northeast of the city walls.
223

 Because 

they believed that foul odors caused plague, decaying corpses presented a central problem during 

plague. 
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Guarding the Gates 

Nuremberg also sought to keep any signs of sickness from entering through the walls. 

The city posted guards at the gates to look for signs of incoming sickness. The council 

commanded the use of physical force if necessary: “to the gate lockers that they again lock the 

gates at the usual time, and similarly to say to the doorkeepers to use physical blows in the 

proper manner.”
224

 On September 16, 1562, a guard was censured for leaving his post at the 

Frauenthor. He had an emergency with his family and left the gate unguarded. The council 

ordered that there was no personal emergency so great as to call gate guards away from their 

posts, and that they could rest in the fact that the council would address any emergency 

themselves.
225

 Citizens and inhabitants were forbidden to bring into the city a sick foreign 

person, whether family member or friend.
226

 The city also opened the gates thirty minutes later 

and closed thirty minutes earlier; each day the guards were ordered to use more diligence as the 

gates were opened for a shorter period of time.
227

 As seen in the previous chapter, in 1494, when 

the poor people waited outside the gates in the St. Johannis city section to be let in for All Saints’ 

Day begging, the council did not let them in. Instead they were allowed only to collect alms in 

the graveyards outside the walls.
228
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Throughout the sixteenth-century, the regimens grew in specificity as the city expanded 

its administrative structure to enforce the regimens; however, there was no substantial change in 

the belief of miasma’s cause of plague or how it could be avoided.
229

 

 

Purging the Dead 

Folz recommended that Nuremberg keep the dead clean or have them quickly removed 

from the city.
230

 Authorities noticed a correlation between bodies being buried in the chapels of 

monasteries and the annihilation of monks and nuns within; in 1494, fifteen monks died in St. 

Egidien monastery alone. So many corpses were being buried in the city’s churchyards that it 

was almost impossible to dig new graves without disturbing the fresh, older graves. While rotting 

flesh was an obvious source of the dangerous miasma, the removal of the dead carried a much 

heavier social weight than the removal of waste products listed above. In so doing, the council 

acted against a very real boundary of the Corpus Christianum, of both the living and dead, within 

the city walls. 

The council recommended bringing soil from other building sites to cover the fresh 

corpses. In 1478, the council ruled that any external or foreign dead bodies could not be brought 

into the city for burial.
231

 They posted guards at the gates to enforce the policy. Nuremberg used 
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the St. Jobst cemetery for its inhabitants or servants who had died outside the city, reducing the 

number of incoming bodies from surrounding villages and patrician estates.
232

 

During the outbreak of 1494, extramural burial was expanded from applying to those who 

died from the outside of the city, to those who died within the walls as well. On December 21, 

the stench in Nuremberg was so great that the council called for the last burial in a parish 

churchyard. The council ordered that the wife of patrician Hans Imhoff be the last person to be 

buried inside the city for the duration of this “time of death.”
233

 On March 21, 1519, the bishop 

of Bamberg consecrated the newly expanded St. Johannis cemetery, after it was widened to 

accommodate the influx of bodies.
234

 

The council’s position on extramural burial was opposed by patrician families, who 

fought for their right to be buried in holy and prominent places within the city, and by religious 

orders, who objected to the absence of the full religious customs. The dead figured prominently 

in late medieval civic and religious culture. Burial in proximity to the altar indicated to the 

community the piety and magnanimity of the dead. It also facilitated the dead’s intercession on 

behalf of the living, and inversely masses given for the soul of the dead in purgatory. In contrast, 

Martin Luther advocated that the extramural cemeteries provided a nice and calm alternative 

space compared to the desecrated and well-trodden churchyards within the city; moreover, it was 

something a responsible Christian should do in light of the poisonous airs.
235

 The religious orders 
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argued that only the people who died in the newly built St. Sebastian’s plague hospital should be 

buried in St. Johannis cemetery.
236

 Against all opposition, the 1521 plague regimens warned the 

city that no more bodies could be buried in internal churchyards, whether they died inside or 

outside the city. The ordinance pointed out, “Rather the honorable council has provided several 

useful orders concerning the burial of the dead before the city.”
237

 

Corpses were cleaned and sowed into sackcloth. In the cemetery, the dead were to be 

covered in chalk in order to help preserve them and keep the putrid smell from seeping into the 

city.
238

 The grave diggers were instructed to erect a hut which protected the chalk from rain.
239

 

Even outside the city walls under layers of chalk, the pile of bodies was a problem. The smell of 

St. Johannis cemetery was blamed for making many of the local house servants fall ill.
240

 As 

populations grew, the sheer number of corpses made burial within the city during non-plague 

times untenable as well. 

When it became clear that burials were to be permanently transferred outside the city, the 

Imhoff family endowed a new chapel and graveyard to the southwest of the city, St. Rochus 

chapel. The chapel, which was finished in 1528, gave patrician families a respectable place to 

bury their dead.
241

 The St. Rochus cemetery slowly accommodated a broader populace 
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eventually hosting its own smaller plague hospital; however, during sixteenth-century plague 

outbreaks, the majority of the burials still took place in St. Johannis.
242

 

In the removal of the dead, the council extended the customary boundary of the burial of 

the dead from next to the parish church to immediately outside the city. The boundary of purity 

within the walls could no longer suffer the sheer amount of bodies and accompanying smell. As 

St. Johannis was widened, it was made more ornate to signal the respectability of extramural 

burial. In 1506-1508, known sculptor Adam Kraft erected reliefs of the Stations of the Cross. 

The stations spanned the distance from the castle to St. Johannis; the inhabitants approached 

Christ’s death as they walked to their own burial ground.
243

  Their bodies were outside of the 

boundary of material purity, but not outside the Corpus Christianum. 

 

Purging of the Sick 

As the separation of the dead for the purity of the city caused conflict, so did the 

separation of the living. Regarding the sick, Folz recommended that they should “avoid 

wandering around” and that people should not “wait on them or speak to them.”
244

 The living 

sick produced polluting smells and fluids, not unlike corpses, prompting attempts to separate 

them physically. Forms of plague houses already existed in Marseille (1383) and Venice 

(1423).
245

 In 1490 Konrad Toppler, patrician of Nuremberg, died without an heir and willed the 
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small sum of 160 G to “a house at St. Sebastian.”
246

 This donation enabled Sebald Schreyer, 

Sigmund Bessler, and Conrad and Lienhard Marstaller to establish a hospital “which in the time 

of pestilence the poisoned pestilent people should on their desire be taken in and have all their 

spiritual and physical needs looked after.”
247

 

The donation book goes on to say that the hospital was intended for people without the 

means to flee their own city or home, “in which all of these people could be held contained from 

others who had been un-poisoned.”
248

 It was meant for those whose families had been ravaged 

by plague, but they had survived and suffered alone. Before the foundation of St. Sebastian’s, 

some of these sick were brought to the central hospital, the Holy Ghost Hospital. In the 1490s, 

the Holy Ghost expanded its facilities to include a “sick” section in order to separate the 

polluting sick; however, their separate space was inadequate. A large number of un-poisoned 

inhabitants “bec[a]me poisoned.”
249

 In 1494, when the Holy Ghost ran out of room, they used the 

Holy Cross, northwest of the walls, as an overflow hospital.
250

 Therefore, Schreyer, Bessler and 

the Marstellers sought to build the lazaret, “a common house or hospital outside of the city, 

which was funded with several accruing interest endowments, within which each and every 

citizen, male and female, their servants, and inhabitants of the city who are burdened with such a 

disease and for the guests, who lie here attacked by the disease, their needs can be looked 
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after.”
251

 To provide them with “a place to lie, confession, Communion, physicians, food, drink 

and assistance and all other necessities.”
252

 

The interest from Toppler’s original endowment needed to be massively supplemented by 

other donations.
253

 The bishop of Bamberg endorsed the charitable house, and was ready to lay 

the first stone on Easter Sunday; however, the plans were halted by the council.
254

 The council 

generally opposed the hospital as it knew that it would rely on civic resources despite the many 

admonitions to the contrary by Sebald Schreyer. The council repeatedly asked for expert reports 

and recommendations to be made, possibly as a stalling tactic. Finally, it was decided that the 

bishop would lay the first stone on August 5, 1497, but in secret, rather than as a huge public 

event. To cover the costs, Sebald Scheyer loaned the 6,825 Gulden (4,884 G. For stone and 1,941 

G. for brick) to the city accounts.
255

 Plans stopped and started as donations and loans were 

secured. One court case from 1502 shows that two parties embroiled in a fight were each 

required to buy 10 G of stone for the building of the lazaret.
256

 In 1503, the plans were bogged 

down once again with heavy debate within the council. 

Schreyer continued fighting for the hospital but it met with greater opposition from the 

outside in 1507, by their neighbor Margrave Frederick of Brandenburg-Ansbach-Kulmbach. 

The margrave complained about the lazaret to the Swabian League, a group of princes and 

imperial cities that joined forces for mutual defense and monitoring of constitutional rights in the 
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empire.
257

 The margrave argued that the building of a large stone structure outside of the city 

was a large fortification in the Burggraben. The Burggraben was a particular radius of land 

outside of the margrave’s castle to which he was given rights. In 14 7, a demilitarization zone of 

sorts was established in the narrow strip of land to the west of the city between the two powers. 

The margrave argued that the hospital was established within the limits of his land rights.
258

 A 

commission, composed of Dr. Johan Kuchenmaister, Dieterich von Westersteten, Hans von 

Hurnhaim and  lrich Strauβ von Nördlingen, investigated the margrave’s claim that 

Nuremberg’s gigantic stone building was a fortification designed for the margrave’s 

disadvantage. The city could have easily built the hospital up-stream on the Pegnitz on the east 

side of the city with little opposition, but Nuremberg wanted to build the lazaret at the outflow of 

the river. The filth, therefore, traveled down-river to the margrave’s land and his city of Fürth.
259

 

In 1508, the commission ruled that the building was not a fortification nor was its chapel, and 

that Nuremberg was within its rights.
260

 

Aside from the opposition of the margrave, the council wanted to use building materials 

of the lazaret for other purposes.
261

 Financial difficulties plagued the building as its cost soared 

to over 15,000 Gulden. Around 1515, the final building phase was described by Schreyer. The 
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structure consisted of four parts which together were approximately 200x 90x 20 Shuhe.
262

 In the 

middle was a path that was 18 Schuhe wide for an altar. On the lower level, there was a covered 

pathway and storage area that joined the four parts of the building. The pathway had a large 

reinforced gate facing St. Johannis. The wide gate was designed for easy movement of the sick, 

corpses, personnel and resources without blockages of snow or rain. The rooms were engineered 

to allow drainage of any water or moisture, and each had windows for appropriate airing out.
263

 

There were 16 patient rooms designed for two beds each; thus the original design accommodated 

32 beds for patients. As sharing beds was common in this period, it would have accommodated 

approximately 96 patients. However, by 1533, Lazarus Spengler reported 490 inhabitants in St. 

Sebastian’s shoving beds and patients wherever they could.
264

 Schreyer resigned as overseer in 

1516 when the council refused to spend the money on a four-part building, opting for a two-

building design. Although Schreyer resigned, it is reasonable that most of his specifications were 
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applied as they were designed on general principles of plague management of the time. The 

central conflict was over the wood that would be used for such a large roof to bring the four 

pieces together.
265

 (See Image: Lazaret). 

Although it was not completely finished until 15 8, the St. Sebastian’s lazaret took in its 

first plague victims in 1521, the year after the death of Sebald Schreyer. Few details of the first 

years were recorded. City chronicler Johannes Müllner simply notes, “On the 17th of October the 

lazaret was opened. The emperor [Charles V] had decreed that all the sick should be carried out 

of the city that no one should die in the city and then be buried within the city. [The outbreak] 

lasted until April of the next year.”
266

 This endorsement of the lazaret by the Emperor reflected 
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his general support of extramural burial; it appears that his endorsement of the lazaret was a side 

product of his support for removing the dead from intramural burial sites (See Chapter 4).  

 

Patients 

In 1533, the city used the facilities in earnest, taking in approximately 1,100 patients.
267

 

Between January 1562 and April 1563, 3,349 patients were taken into the lazaret. While 1,606 

died, remarkably, 1,671 wider gesund returned in health to the city.
268

 The names of patients who 

gained entrance to the lazaret are largely lost to history. Accurate records succumbed to the 

chaos of plague; furthermore, available records used the names of institutions interchangeably 

and only general descriptions of patients  if at all). For instance, “Jorg Kraltzen the sick day 

laborer because he worked for so long here, allowed entrance into the lazaret.”
269

 However, the 

city of Nuremberg reported who would gain entrance into the lazaret in its overly pious defense 

of the lazaret complex during its legal proceedings against the margrave. It stated that the 

Toppler endowment and administration in 1490 was meant “toward use and good, and to honor 

God, to help the poor citizens, inhabitants, servants, and fremd (foreigners) who were blighted 

with the sickness of plague in Nuremberg to their comfort and charity.”
270

 This overstatement of 

altruistic intentions conflicted with the statement in the endowment book that does not mention 

fremd, foreigner or alien, but guests with two important conditions: who fell sick while visiting 

the city and who lie here incapacitated. The council also massaged the truth in stating that they 
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had not kept the complex a secret in 1497 when they laid the first stone. This statement was in 

complete opposition to the record of the endowment book.
271

 These lies, however, were not but 

the most brazen the council would tell the margrave about the institution. The conflict would 

come back in earnest with the building of the French house for syphilis.  

What was true regarding the city’s claim concerning admittance into the lazaret was that 

there were far fewer restrictions on who could enter St. Sebastian’s, in contrast to the city’s leper 

houses. At the onset of the sickness, symptoms appeared suddenly, and incapacitation came 

quickly. Unlike other diseases, the city simply did not have the time or resources for a vetting 

process. Further credit to the council’s claim against the margrave was that until the seventeenth-

century, the city financed the house from central charitable donations. This central funding was 

in contrast to care in leprosy or syphilis hospitals, which required personal payment of some 

kind.
272

 

 It took more than thirty years to build the lazaret; unfortunately, it was destroyed in the 

Second Margrave’s War in 155 . It was then quickly rebuilt and expanded to fit the growing 

needs of urban poor who could not flee the poisonous airs. In 1562, up to 624 patients at a time 

filled the complex. This patient load required a staff of more than 50 workers to tend to the 

physical, spiritual and administrative needs of the sick. By the 1570s, its budget exceeded 8,600 

Gulden during plague outbreaks.
273

 The lazaret allowed Nuremberg’s sick to be held outside the 

walls. Like the custodianship practiced in Nuremberg’s Leprosaria, the city council managed and 

provided for people in the separated space, separate and together. 
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Conclusion 

After one hundred years of intermittent plague epidemics, during the last decade of the 

fifteenth-century, city leaders enacted aggressive measures to maintain material and spiritual 

purity. Purity in front of God was coupled with purity from poisonous airs. The city needed to 

prevent Heimsuchung and imbalanced humors. The walls were the physical boundaries of 

protection. All excrement, animal carcases, trash, foreign sick people, sick relatives, pigs and 

soiled clothing or bedlinen were either halted at the gates or removed from the city with the 

cooperation of residents and city workers. 

Nuremberg conveyed even its own sick and dead outside the walls. This process was 

done with care and intention. They were conveyed to designated places of custodianship outside 

the city walls. Like the leper houses, St. Sebastian’s lazaret was a civic space. As the leper 

houses were gradually taken over by the council, the lazaret was borne in the hands of the 

council. The city paid massive sums of money for its building and upkeep. It was the first 

separated contagious disease hospital from which at least some of its citizens and inhabitants 

were expected to return. For those who did not, the city looked on its extramural burial also as a 

separated yet together space, as St. Rochus and St. Johannis today are two of the most preserved 

and revered spaces in the modern city.  

 

II. Syphilis 

After the devastating plague outbreak of 1494, there was no time to rest. The disease later 

known as syphilis began its march from the boot of Italy across Europe. When the first reported 

case of syphilis breached the city walls in 1496, city leaders implemented a plan drawn from its 
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experience with previous dangers, i.e. leprosy, the growing poor population, and plague.  

Syphilis took on attributes from leprosy and plague management. Its first outbreak moved 

quickly and virulently; thus it was treated like plague. The city council prepared for this new 

danger in a similar vein to preparation for any other enemy: gather intelligence and develop a 

strategy to limit the city’s vulnerability. They developed and propagated a plan to maintain 

purity within the bounds of the city; protected this boundary with guards at the gates; identified 

victims and established a place outside of the walls for their care; acquired medicines and 

personnel for treatment; determined who received these medical services; and dealt with the 

financial burden. Eventually, the source of contamination was no longer considered to be general 

miasma, contamination was more individualized, like leprosy; therefore, its treatment and 

management focused on individuals. 

 

Humanist Ulrich von Hutten described the symptoms of the disease. The first sign was 

deep, internal joint pain. The pain sat in the limbs and could manifest in hard knots that seemed 

to hurt all of the way to the bone. “And the longer the sayde swellinges tarye from rottynge and 

rypynge, the more pene shall the paciente suffer. And above all other peynes of these infyrmytie, 

this is the vyolenttest, and that troubleth man moost.” Finally he describes the sores that can 

break out into the secret place particularly in women; “those little prety sores ful of venemus 

poison, being very dangerous.”
274

 The sores, however, could manifest anywhere on the body 

after sexual contact.  

                                                           
274

 Ulrich von Hutten, Of the wood called guiacum, 3r.-v.  
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On October 4, 1496, council members Imhoff and Koler recommended to the general 

council, “to contain anyone who would become sick, with French disease in the Holy Cross.”
275

 

The Holy Cross hospital was founded in the mid-fourteenth-century by the Haller family, one of 

Nuremberg’s most prestigious patrician families. The complex was located immediately outside 

the city walls on the northwest side between the castle and St. Johannis. It was established to 

house pilgrims on their way into St. Sebald’s. The complex consisted of a small hostel, chapel 

and quarters for a priest.
276

 On September 5, 1496, the city council ordered three caregivers to 

report to the Holy Cross to care for the patients at the city’s expense.
277

 Since the Holy Cross had 

been used as an overflow hospital for plague in 1494, it seemed like an ideal place to house the 

patients with this new disease a few years later. 

When syphilis first swept across Europe, it was incredibly virulent. Authorities knew it 

was quick spreading and deadly; however, it would take a few decades until its sexual 

transmission was understood. It was only in the mid-sixteenth-century that Jacob Wimpheling 

made the first real remark concerning the sexual transmission of the disease; “whoever sets one 

foot into a brothel, sets the other in the hospital.”
278
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 R  4 Oct. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 5. ob ymant dar an kranck 

wurd, ob dieselben zum heyligen crewtz zuenthalten werden. 
276

 Helmut Haller von Hallerstein and Ernst Eichhorn, Das Pilgrimspital zum Heiligen Kreuz vor 
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 Karl Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,”  7. 
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 Robert Jütte, “Syphilis and Confinement: Hospitals in Early Modern Germany,” in 

Institutions of Confinement: Hospitals, Asylums, and Prisons in Western Europe and North 

America, 1500-1950, eds. Norbert Finzsch and Robert Jütte (New York: Cambridge University 
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The Nuremberg city council tried to understand this unknown. Explanations for the new 

disease paralleled their explanations for plague: the wrath of God, foul odors, or the alignment of 

the stars, from which one could choose one or all of the above. The spiritual countermeasures 

occurred when the council ordered a guard to march the city’s prostitutes to the jail where a 

bailiff there warned them that their blasphemy and cursing would bring down the wrath of 

God.
279

 When the first “poor daughter” or prostitute from the 

city’s brothel was accepted into the 

Holy Cross Hospital, the council’s decree read that she “has 

confessed and started her penance, and is to be taken into the 

Holy Cross.”
280

  

Albrecht Dürer took up the astrological explanation in his 

sketch of a syphilitic man which displays the cosmic event in 

1484 thought to have caused syphilis  See Image: Dürer’s 

Syphilitic man). Besides the celestial and the religious, 

Nuremberg also sought a material explanation of the disease’s 

spread akin to the explanation for plague. 

The city called together its ad hoc collection of physicians 

to assess the new blight. Hartmann Schedel, humanist, physician 

and Nuremberg patrician, took notes from the meeting. 

In their assessment, two major elements were the possible culprits of spreading the French 

disease. The first was tainted or sulphuric wine. The other was the observation that it tended to 
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 Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,”  . 
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 R  31 Dec. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 13. Ein arme tochter, die auβ 

dem tochter haws komen, gepeicht hat vnd ir puβ angetreten vnd mit der kranckheyt mala franza 

beschwerdt ist, zum heyligen crewtz einzunemen. 
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creep from one person to another. Schedel even recorded the possibility of “contagiosum 

vaporem.”
281

 The council also sought advice from authorities in Bamberg. They suggested an 

investigation into the city’s swine population, stating that pigs and pork production could spread 

the disease.
282

 Eventually, the council’s focus shifted to control of bath masters and blood-letters, 

whose instruments they feared spread the disease. On November 17, 1496, the council decreed, 

“on payment of 10 G,” that it was forbidden for bath masters  or barber surgeons) to render 

services to anyone who was very ill.
283

 

Even more important than protecting Nuremberg’s purity from suspect wine, pigs, and 

baths was prevention of the spread of syphilis by people already polluted. For syphilis, the 

council spared no time in establishing a separated space of custodial care outside the city walls; 

this establishment occurred at the same time as the frustrating starts and stops with the 

construction of St. Sebastian’s lazaret. The council had commanded that any poor people with 

“the new scourge to [be sent to] the Holy Cross, where a new room was erected for them to be 

held.”
284

 On February 18, 1497, the council instructed the begging-judge to have a bailiff 

hinausschieben (push-on-out) the poor people with the French disease, from the bridges and 

alleys. If they were extremely poor, they were to give them a few pennies for their journey.
285

 In 
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 Sudhoff, “Rat und Ärtzte der Stadt Nürnberg und ihr  orgehen gegen die Syphilis im Jahre 

1496. Maβnahmen einiger westdeutschen St dte,” in Studien zur Geschichte der Medizin (1912): 
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 Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 5. 
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 R  17 Nov. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 8. Den badern bey x gulden 

peen zu verpieten, das sie dar ob sein das die schweren krancken nit gepadt. 
284

 Ratsbuch Nr. 6 Bl. 198r. quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 9. Es ist erteylt, den 

armen krancken lewten, die der newen plage halb der mala franzoss zum heyligen krewtz sein, 

noch eynen gemach daselbst zu Irer enthalttung zupawen. 
285

 R  18. Feb. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 16. Dem bettelrichter sollen 

die Statt knecht zugeben zugeben, das die kranckhen an der mala franzoS vff den brucken vnd in 

den gassen hinaußgeschoben werden, vnd ob diselben so arm sein, das sie nit haben ir eyem ein 

por groschen vmb got zugeben. 
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May 1498, the council stated that anyone who desired treatment in the Holy Cross would be 

granted entry, or as many as possible. For those who could not fit in the Holy Cross, it was 

essential that they were not let inside the city. “To the guards at the gate say that they keep watch 

with diligence, so those blighted with such sickness are not admitted inside.”
286

 

In this early phase of the syphilis epidemic, the boundary of the walls around the city 

hardened. The council informed the guards at the gates not to admit anyone with signs of the new 

plague into the city. City leaders were particularly concerned about infected beggars spreading 

pollution inside the city. Repeatedly, the council admonished the guards at the city gates and 

increased their number.
287

 They installed a guard with the toll keeper, “to keep out the foreign 

sick with the French disease and plague,” and prevent them from being “pushed in” by the 

crowd.
288

  

To gain insights into syphilis treatment and prevention methods, the council used its 

famous humanist, Willibald Pirkheimer, to reach out to Italian physicians and other German 

cities. They drew from their own practitioners to staff the Holy Cross. Hanns Fischer was 

requested to treat the disease early on in its course and was paid accordingly, but the city wanted 

to hire a specialist.
289

 Nuremberg offered the post to Meister Micheln, an official city doctor in 
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 R  14 May 1498 quoted in Sudhoff, “Sorge für die Syphiliskranken und Luesprophylaxe zu 
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 Ratsbuch Nr. 6 Bl.  53r. quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,”   . Bey den Zollnern 
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lassen. R  9 Dec. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,”  5. Zu verhuten, das die 

Armen, so die frantzosen haben, nit herein geschoben werden. 
289

 RV 27 Dec. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 11. Zu Hannsen Fischer 

Bescheyden vnd in der ertzney halb für die plottern zu befragen... Vnd mit den Artz, der sich 

außgibt er könn für die plottern, im ean ettlichen versuchen lassen vnd ein par gulden darauff 
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the city of Ingolstadt. As a sworn city doctor, they offered him citizen rights, an extremely rare 

honor as foreigners were almost never given rights in the government.
290

 All other uneducated 

healers in Nuremberg were ordered to cease their treatments of suspected syphilitics.
291

 

The first widespread treatment of syphilis in these early years was mercury. Aside from 

its unrecognized toxicity, mercury did indeed heal open sores rapidly. Mercury was one of the 

“purgatives” administered to patients.
292

 Once the purgatives were inside the system, the patients 

were wrapped tightly in cloth and made to sweat in a heated room. Mercury caused the patients’ 

tongue to swell and caused intense pain throughout the body. The sweat was thought to purge the 

toxins causing the disease and re-balance the humors. In the early sixteenth-century, guaiac 

wood, a product of the New World, replaced mercury as the primary treatment in Nuremberg. 

Patients were wrapped to sweat while breathing the fumes from the prepared wood.
293

 

Nuremberg was so convinced of the efficacy of this treatment that it commissioned its barber 

surgeon, Franz Renner, who practiced in the French house in the 1550s, to publish a 500-page 

handbook describing the benefits of the treatment in opposition to mercury.
294

 

In contrast to leprosy and plague, these syphilis treatments gave the appearance of 

therapeutic success. Syphilis is an intermittent disease, prone to long periods of latency, which 

could look like healing. Medical and civic authorities were quite confident about their treatments 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

geben. 
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 RV 31 Dec. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 1 . Mit statartz von Ingolstat, 

meyster micheln, zu hanndeln von wegen der ertzney fur die newen kranckheyt. 
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 R   5 Sept. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 1 . Winckelertzten, die nit 

gelert sein vnd leyb artzney pflegen, wie der abzukomen sey. 
292

 Joseph Grünpeck, Ein hubscher Tractat von dem Ursprung des bosen Franzos, das man 

nennet die wilden Warten: auch ein Regime(n)t und ware Ertzenney mit Salben und Gedranck, 
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continually using terms such as “cured.”
295

 In the late sixteenth-century, the term incurable was 

assigned to patients who had been treated many times. Other patients were chided when they 

returned for treatments because physicians insisted that the patients had been re-infected.
296

 

The council paid the Holy Cross for treatments with the expectation that patients would 

later reimburse the city. The council supported the hospital by sending firewood and supplies. 

They told Willhelm Haller to accept the poor patients for whom the council would lend 100 G 

from the city’s budding poor fund.
297

 

 

The Boundary of the Holy Cross 

Once the Holy Cross Hospital was established and staffed, the city also instituted 

admission criteria; for this, the council sought advice from the Duke of Bavaria. The duke 

responded: “Concerning the sickness, known as the French disease which has broken out among 

us, we have for good reasons decided not to endure anyone with such sickness other than our 

needy citizens and inhabitants”.
298

 In a similar vein, the council, on October 22, 1496, declared 

that only “citizens and inhabitants” would be admitted into the Holy Cross, and “that no 
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 R   8 April 1498 quoted in Sudhoff, “Sorge für die Syphiliskranken," 290. dem allmußen 

der armen kranken lewt an den frantzosen zum heyligen Crewtz zu hinbringung derselben armen 

kranken menschen, itzo hundert gulden zu leyhen. 
298

 R   9. Jan. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Sorge für die Syphiliskranken," 288. Nachdem aber die 

krancken der platern oder mala francoß genant bey unns ettwas hat eingesprochen, haben wir 
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Inwoner nimand mit solcher kranchkeit beladen zu gedulden. 
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foreigner, who was blighted with this disease and foreign, is accepted in it.”
299

 This was done 

“that those, who suffer here with the disease, citizens and inhabitants, and are so poor having no 

other means to live on their own, are accepted in the Holy Cross.”
300

 This was the case with a 

Frau Wagnerin, who was accompanied by her son and daughter. As a citizen and one of the few 

patients to be listed by name, it was important that she be given priority in the Holy Cross. The 

council decreed that she be accepted and “if there were people, who were in there who were not 

citizens or inhabitants and they were capable of walking; [they should] be cast out.”
301

 

We do not know the number of people who contracted syphilis in those early years. 

Records consist only of those cases who were brought in front of the council to decide on 

whether they were given entry. These were presumably the more dubious cases. In 1498, the 

council gave the overseer Haller complete power to accept citizens and inhabitants. The category 

of “inhabitant” was defined as anyone who served in the city for a half a year and had fallen ill 

while in service.
302

 Some examples of those who gained entry were school boys from the city’s 

new humanist grammar school; a women from the city brothel; Torette Ellse; “Jeckle” a form of 
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 R     Oct. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 7. Die elenden frembden 
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 RV 22 Oct. 1496 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 7. So sollen die Ihenen, die 

mit solicher kranckhayt beladen hie, burger vnd Inwoner, vnd so arm sein, das sie von eygem 
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301

 R  7 Jan. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 14. Es ist erteylt, die 

wagnerin, ein burgerin mit sampt iren sunlein vnd tochterlin, die alle die elende krankhayt 

haben, zum heyligen Creutz einzunemen, vnd ob person, die do weren, die nit burger oder 

inwoner seint vnd wabern mogen, hinwegkschieben. 
302

 Sudhoff, “Sorge für die Syphiliskranken,"  94. 
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the name Jacob; a little boy “because he is a child of a citizen;” and a woman with her baby.
303

 

People who were rejected included a hammerer’s servant and a cobbler’s servant. These two 

were presumably foreign apprentices or journeymen who had arrived recently to work in the city, 

and therefore did not meet the required six months.
304

 One woman was accepted into the Holy 

Cross for herself, but brought her husband along, to which the council replied: “if she wants to 

bring her husband along, this should be refused to her or to the husband alone.”
305

 

The single section for syphilitics in the Holy Cross was rapidly expanded to two, and 

eventually outstripped the facilities. The council responded by beginning to host the syphilitic 

women with children in the St. Johannis leprosarium.
306

 St. Johannis was near the Holy Cross, 

and with some shuffling, it had some room available. In the example of Frau Wagnerin and her 

children, above, she had the choice of going to St. Johannis or the Holy Cross.
307

 A week-and-a-

half later, there were too many women in St. Johannis. The overseer of St. Johannis was 

overwhelmed and suggested that syphilitic women should be also accepted into St. Leonard’s, 

where they would still be “under the supervision of the doctor.”
308

 It is unclear how long syphilis 

patients were cared for in these leprosaria; records of the institutions’ later history show that this 

housing was only temporary. 
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 Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 13. 
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 R  5 Jan. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 13. Es ist erteylt von wegen der 

armen krancken menschen zum heiligen coitz das haws zu Sant Johannß besichtigen, ob noch 

mer menschen doselbst zu hillf vnd enthaltung einzupringen werden; RV 7 Jan. 1497 quoted in 

Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 14. Mag es zum Heyligen Crewtz nit sein, zu Sant 

Johannis. 
308

 R  17 Jan. 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 14. vnd die personen der 

Newen Kranckheyt, der sich die ertzt vnterziehen, hinüber zu Sant Linhart zu nemen. 
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One of the key criteria in early decisions on syphilitics was, “if they are able to walk.” 

It is similar to the scene in the film “Monty Python and the Holy Grail” where the dying man 

tries to prove he does not need to be taken to the graveyard because “I feel happy…I think I’ll go 

for a walk.”
309

 Despite the preposterousness of this scene in the cult classic film, whether one 

could walk or not was of vital importance to the physicians’ and council’s decision-making 

processes. In St. Sebastian’s donation book, there was a hint to this category as it refers to 

“guests who lie here”; the connection is made explicit with syphilis and foreigners who could not 

remain if they could walk. The act of walking meant the possibility of caring for oneself. 

Someone who could walk was not in an emergency state; and therefore, the individual was not 

the council’s responsibility. 

The one exception to the prohibition of foreigners in the Holy Cross was if a foreigner 

was found lying on the ground and not able to walk, and had no one to carry him out of the city. 

Out of Christian and neighborly love, the city was obliged to take care of all human beings until 

they were able to walk. Once they were able, they could effectively walk out of the city. Petitions 

to enter the Holy Cross were often rejected on these grounds. For example, the Hammerer’s 

servant was rejected because “he could walk.” When the Franciscan friary petitioned for a monk 

to be admitted into the Holy Cross, he too was rejected “because he could walk.” The council 

states clearly in its decree that if a foreigner “can walk, he should be subsequently thrown from 

this city.”
310

 

Being able to walk may have meant that people could provide for themselves, but it also 

meant that the city risked having sick people roaming and begging in the city. When lepers 
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begged, they carried clappers and wore layers of clothing to be a buffer between them and the 

healthy population. Syphilitics did not have the same traditional separators; therefore, the 

prospect of syphilitics begging was particular threatening.   

It is decided in the cases of needy citizens and inhabitants who are burdened with the 

French disease and do not have food, to accept them into the Holy Cross, where they 

should be cared for with the necessary food, drink and place to lie down, and with the 

appropriate equipment to deal with the sickness, that when they can walk, they should be 

turned out of the city and told that they may not return until they have returned to 

health.”
311

  

City leaders shortened the stay in the Holy Cross to no more than two months, even 

allowing some people only a provisional couple of days. For example, on January 9, 1497, a man 

was found with the French disease lying on the St. Sebald’s churchyard. He was only to stay four 

days in the hospital. “If he gets better and he wants to go, send him healed on his way. If he will 

not be healed bring his case again before the council.
312

 Theoretically, Nuremberg’s poorer 

citizens were already on the alms system or the city would give them funds for living in the city 

without needing to beg. In any case, no one with open signs of syphilis was allowed to beg.  

 

Establishing the French House 

By the early 1500s, it became evident that the Holy Cross could not contain all of the 

cases of syphilis, and at the same time, the fear of syphilis seemed to abate. Since the disease 

was not as invasive a pollutant as plague, it could be treated within the city. Financial court 
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 Ratsbuch quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 6. Es ist erteylt die armen 

vnvermugenden burger und burgerin, inwoner und inwonerin, die mit der kranckhayt der 
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 R  9 jan 1497 quoted in Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen,” 16. Dem armen krancken 
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records in Nuremberg show that private payments to physicians and barber surgeons were 

common. In 1499, Margreth Müllner was sued for 10 G by Hanns Reuss for French disease 

treatments; she claimed that it was not her agreed upon price.
313

 In 1515, Leinhard Roβlein 

sought the assistance of Hanns Adler for a lesion on his shin caused by the French disease. 

Roβlein was ordered to pay Adler 6 G.
314

 In 1511, when one practitioner, Hans Schmid sued the 

wife of Jorg Freund for 20 lbs. He claimed the widow owed payments because he had treated her 

husband and son. She contended that his payment was forfeited because his treatments had killed 

her husband.
315

 While there were general bans against bath houses and blood letters serving 

openly infected syphilitics, it was possible to secure private treatment.
316

 

Around this time, the city enacted plans to build a French House in the lazaret complex. It 

also set up temporary huts within the city. Sometime between 1506 and 1507, the first hut was 

placed near the Schleiferstegs. A few years later, it was moved a few times down river between 

the Karl’s Bridge and the city wall.
317

 There are also reports of syphilis barracks at Saumarkt and 

Techelmairin. Because these huts were inside the city, they had special restrictions. They were 

only permitted one room and a kitchen, and could only have a few windows or holes. Such 

restrictions were intended to both keep the hut small and to minimize the city’s exposure to the 

patients’ polluted air. The hut was also not allowed to empty directly into the river. Servants 

were required to carry their waste water and latrines to the outflow of the river at the city walls, 
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but only during the night like the Night-master. 
318

 Like the Siechhaus used for lepers during the 

Lepraschau, these huts were located in the Neu Bau, geographically the lowest, and therefore, the 

most polluted part of the city. 

When establishing the French house, the council solicited advice from Leonard Held, the 

overseer of the Saumarkt huts. Held advised various ways to protect the funds of the hospital. He 

recommended pointing out to patients, as citizens and servants of citizens in the city, that they 

were required to pay 3 Ort or 1 G for their medicine. Anyone other than the most suffering 

patients did not have “rights” to medicines. This was particularly the case with several people 

who were given admittance even though their parents were not citizens, but they had served in 

the house of citizens (aka, the new poor who composed this nebulous legal group of servants and 

apprentices). He also had more creative means for keeping the institution solvent. If a husband 

wanted to bring his wife along to assist with the nursing, their guild should be required to 

provide the clothes and wine for her stay. If one patient wished to pay the physician fee for 

another, that patient would later be reimbursed.
319

 If a servant, or his child, became sick while in 

service, Held suggested that hospital should admit him; “if he is not able to do his duties, 

according to the will of God accept him, because he is capable of other things.”
320

 

These internal miniature hospitals appear to have primarily served patients who had the 

necessary resources to pay for their care; with such a clientele, these entities were relatively self-

sustaining. As an aside, because there would have been fewer city council funding issues 
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(and documentation), these houses have been less visible to historians than the Holy Cross 

hospital. The little huts for the treatment of syphilis seem to have existed until around 1523, 

when the council ordered patients to be moved to the lazaret complex.
321

 The first ordinance to 

clearly delineate tasks for the French house is from 1543. The ordinance opens: 

Accordingly, the Almighty, Eternal God daily ravishes (heimsucht), because of our sin 

among which not the lowest form is plague and the French disease. The poor people, 

because they are financially incapable of paying for healing, are therefore cut off; 

however, such sickness will be allowed, as the Holy Scripture clearly lays out, in which 

he should still come to help his neighbor out of brotherly love of Jesus Christ. Thus the 

honorable council our lords ordered a lazaret and Hospital to be built before the gate or 

city, thereby the sick citizens and servants of the city, who are so poor that they cannot 

afford the healing, are helped.
322

 

The rest of the ordinance specifically addressed syphilis treatment. For those who wanted 

entrance into the hospital, they petitioned the council, and then they were examined by a barber 

surgeon who decided if the hospital could help. For example, a young “unclean’ maid was 
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brought before the court. They ordered her examined for leprosy. After the examination, it was 

determined, the “poor young girl Barbara Mainbrecherin because she is not leprous, to be 

examined by Master Jacob. If she can be helped with wood, it should provide out there.”
323

 As 

richer patients inside the city had the means to secure their own treatment, the French House was 

primarily associated with the treatment of poorer people. The city needed a means to care for 

those made incapacitated with the disease. If someone was too poor to pay, “he could pay 3 Ort 

weekly all inclusive and be accepted.”
324

 For those who were already a part of the city’s alms 

system, the ordinances boasted that “approximately 300 men and women were healed, and the 

honorable council paid all of the costs.”
325

 Foreigners should only be accepted through great 

request.”
326

 

In isolated cases, a few men and women with syphilis were permitted to beg in order to 

provide for their children. “A poor man, a guard, who has been so long with the evil pox and has 

many children, is allowed to beg for a day.”
327

 Like leprosy, it seems to not have been ideal, but 

at a distance in extreme circumstances it could be allowed. As with leprosy, separation from 

pollution was optimal, but occasionally, guarded or reserved, mercy prevailed over prudence. 
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Conclusion 

Originally, Nuremberg’s syphilis policies were identical to those employed to contain 

leprosy and plague outside the city walls. The notion that syphilis was as polluting as plague 

resulted in firm purity restrictions in the city and the removal of the sick to the Holy Cross 

Hospital. When syphilis did not continue to spread like plague and treatments seemed to work, 

many prohibitions were relaxed; eventually, treatments were permitted inside the city. On the 

one hand, syphilis was also like leprosy in that it was consistently present. On the other hand, it 

was like plague in that its symptoms could be incapacitating, which prompted the need for 

houses of care. As seen with the Lepraschau, foreign lepers could be simply cast out of the city 

as they were generally not incapacitated. In contrast, foreign plague patients needed to be hosted 

in city hospitals as it was generally impossible to discern their status or to merely expel the 

plague victims who were so ill. As syphilis symptoms could present either way, the council’s 

policies and individual decisions regarding treatment in the city’s syphilis houses display the 

more general philosophy regarding acceptance into the city’s contagious disease hospitals: one, 

remove open signs of sickness and pollution from the city; two, have limited spaces of removed 

custodianship for its own citizens and inhabitants outside the city; and finally, three, provide 

temporary caregiving for the completely destitute who did not belong to the city, according to the 

will of God. The establishment of the French house was the next installment in the separate yet 

together hospitals outside the walls of the city. 

 

III. Together at the Walls 
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Over the past two chapters, we have explored how the three major contagious diseases 

were each defined in relation to the walls. For the remainder, I would like to braid together some 

themes that ran throughout the experiences of these three diseases in Nuremberg. 

 

Purity Maintenance 

The walls were the simple physical boundary of the city of Nuremberg. They were the 

physical means to keep harmful elements out while still filtering in the good. This filter 

functioned on a daily basis and intensified during times of threat. When threatened, the walls 

hardened against potential polluting elements, such as when Lepraschau and the All Saints’ Day 

beggars were locked out under threat of plague. The city, thereby, reduced its vulnerability to 

these elements within the walls. The walls signified protection and integrity. This protection, 

however, was impossible if the rot was already inside. Lepers were removed from the city as 

they were determined “unclean,” and therefore containing the power to corrupt others. Like 

white blood cells targeting bacteria ensuring the soundness of the body, bounded units target 

internal threats to their integrity. Eventually, plague and syphilis were conveyed in like manner 

outside of the city. 

For Nurmbergers, the way to protect themselves against internal rot was to maintain 

spiritual and material purity. Whether by poisonous airs or the wrath of God, the city sought to 

prevent heimsuchen, the penetration of its walls and the destruction of its homes within. To 

varying degrees each of the diseases were attributed to both spiritual and material causes. In 

contrast to modern understanding of contagion, threats to the city’s integrity were far ranging, 

including blasphemy, cursing, corpses, falsified foods, pox on faces, excrement, filth, 

fornication, soiled clothing, blood, prostitutes, laziness, crowds, foul winds, beggars and pigs. 
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Although all three diseases presented in radically different ways, their separation outside of the 

city walls can be attributed to early modern Nuremberg’s quest for protection through purity. 

 

Proxy Houses 

As Nuremberg needed to re-ensure the boundary of the home inside the walls, it created 

hospitals in separated spaces. The hospitals took different shapes to accommodate the symptoms 

and longevity of each disease. The city took on custodianship of patients in these hospitals by 

providing buildings, oversight, medical treatments, and financial and material security. The 

hospitals were outside the boundary of purity, but within the boundary of the city’s resources and 

protection; in 1552, when the margrave burned everything in his path on his way to lay siege to 

the city, Nuremberg ordered the patients of the lazaret to be brought into the city walls and 

housed in a grain storage unit.
328

 

As each disease had levels of polluting power, the city shuffled the institutions to 

accommodate the common need. During times of plague, St. Sebastian’s completely spilled over 

into the French House. In 1562, the French House was instructed not to accept any more of their 

typical patients. Some patients were moved to St. Johannis and eventually the rest were brought 

“here inside the city” to the Siechhaus.
329

 When syphilis broke out, the council not only co-opted 

a pilgrim house into the Holy Cross Hospital, but also spread syphilis patients to St. Johannis and 

St. Leonard leprosaria.
330

 This practice of shuffling patients between the houses reinforced their 
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common existence as hosting polluted citizens and inhabitants outside the city. It also shows the 

perceived hierarchy in the polluting power of the diseases. The disease with the most polluting 

power was plague, followed by syphilis and then leprosy. 

The extent of the regulations on entering the city’s houses correlated with the nature of 

the disease. The disease of leprosy moved slowly and was relatively un-threatening; therefore its 

victims could go through a vetting process before admittance into a leprosarium. The council 

was willing to accept citizens, inhabitants, or those who had worked for the city for a certain 

amount of time; outsiders with leprosy were summarily thrown out of the city, never to partake 

in the life-long benefits of a leper house. In contrast, plague was considered so potent that it had 

to be quickly removed from the city; patients swiftly achieved an incapacitated status which 

made any vetting process useless. The connection was a moot point anyway because any one 

who could not walk was taken care of by the city “according to the will of God.” Syphilis fell in-

between. After the initial outbreak, the onset of syphilis was much slower than plague; therefore, 

syphilis could still be evaluated on an individual basis. The city could then decide who would 

benefit from the city’s treatment, if the individual was an established worker in the city, or if the 

person was to be accepted based on their incapacitated status. In every case the council’s primary 

objective was prioritizing its own citizens, inhabitants, and servants over foreigners. As they 

filtered their city walls, they also filtered the patients at the hospital walls. 

 

Geography: Strategic Collapsing 

As seen throughout this chapter, Nuremberg grappled with a growing poor population 

and attempted to limit foreign poor’s access to the city. When one looks at those petitions for 

entrance into the hospitals, it is easy to see the growing anonymity in the city (people outside the 
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traditional guild oversight systems). The demarcation the “poor woman” or “poor man”  poor 

designating that they are suffering from the disease not necessarily financially poor although 

often the two can be meant simultaneously) is often accompanied by the physical space in which 

they were found in the city. As those individuals were found lying incapacitated in the city and 

therefore could not walk out of the city, they fell on the civic resources of Nuremberg. A few 

examples of syphilis show this phenomenon. The council instructed the poor woman on the long 

bridge to be taken in to the hospital (See Map: Syphilis Geography 1); a women by the Carmilite 

convent to be accepted (See Map: Geography 2); a poor woman lying at the Spensetzerin; and 

“the maid who served on the Spitalhof, hospital yard, who contracted the French disease”  See 

Map: Geography 3).
331

 One woman “from the Sand,” an area by the sand mill known for 

prostitution, was also accepted into the Holy Cross, but the city instructed the rest of the women 
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there to be lectured and driven out of the city; presumably she was incapacitated but her friends 

were not. 
332

 (See Map: Geography 4). The geographic descriptions of these individuals show if 

they fell incredibly ill inside the city, that they were accepted into the hospital despite their 

general unknown status. 

To make matters more complicated, in the late fifteenth-century, Nuremberg’s suburbs, 

Gostenhof and Wöhrd, were bursting with cheap shacks for housing. Servants who worked in the 

city could live with their 

families outside the city.
333

 

These suburbs were generally 

where the “new poor” would 

stay. Nuremberg feared the 

number of vagrants, 

unemployed soldiers, 

prostitutes and criminals who 

slipped into the city, 

prompting its poverty and 

begging ordinances.
334

 It is 

unclear to me how many of 

the people from these areas were able to use the city’s contagious disease hospitals. It seems as 

though the physical carrying of the sick directly from the suburbs to the hospitals was rare. In 
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1562, body carriers complained when they were ordered to carry four people from Wöhrd.
335

 

However, as city ordinances made numerous references to hosting servants or workers employed 

by citizens of the city, it seems likely that many of the patients in these hospitals may have lived 

in these areas. An individual only had to prove that he had been employed in a citizen’s 

household for a certain amount of time, or the employer made the petition for him. Other phrases 

such as “fell sick while here in the city” lead me to believe that the entrance into the hospital 

may have been easier if the individual came geographically from inside the walls at the time of 

falling incapacitated. If this was done on purpose, it could have been strategic collapsing. 

On July  6, 1499, the council declared that “the foreign woman, who lies under the 

entrance way to the Hospital, one should accept and care for in the Holy Cross, so that she is 

healed.”
336

 (See Map: Geography 5) A common theme during outbreak is people found lying at 

the city gates. It is possible the gates acted as a bottleneck to traffic. It is where sick were likely 

to succumb to their illness, but it could have been more strategic than that. As seen above, 

foreigners or anonymous people found incapacitated in the city were cared for. One man was 

given entrance into the Holy Cross after he was found incapacitated at the Frauenthor. (See Map: 

Geography 6).
337

 Another example was a woman found on December 30, 1497, “the poor sick 

women with the French disease, who lies on an alley at the Neuthor with her small child to be 
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accepted into the Holy Cross according to God, even though she is not a citizen.”
338

 (See Map: 

Geography 7) 

During plague this was also the case. In 1562, the city had a collection of bodies at the 

Laufertor (See Map: Geography 8). If a corpse was found inside the walls at the Lauferthor, 

Nuremberg brought the body to the large St. Johannis cemetery. When corpses were found 

immediately outside the gates, they passed the bodies off to be buried in an already overcrowded 

churchyard inside the suburb of Wöhrd.
339

 Nuremberg in this situation was protecting the 

resources of the St. Johannis cemetery and possibly its resources to transport the bodies there. 

The sources, however, never explain why there was a pile up of bodies there. Potentially, 

Nuremberg’s residents merely brought their deceased loved ones to the wrong gates  as they 

should have brought the bodies to the churchyards, Tiergartenthor or Spitalthor), but why would 

people from Wöhrd bring dead loved ones toward the city? It makes far more sense that the gates 

were simply as far as they got. If they could fall incapacitated in the city proper, they must, then, 

have been taken into the resources of Nuremberg. Nuremberg published and printed a prohibition 

in Gostenhof, Wöhrd, and all other surrounding villages preventing people from coming into the 

city without waiting three weeks to ensure that they were healthy again.
340

 This prohibition 

coupled with guards at the gates being ordered to find signs of sickness made the gates a natural 

place to fall incapacitated. Whether individuals were heading into the city for work, dropped off 

by overburdened loved ones, or actually wanted the care (or burial) of the city of Nuremberg, the 

sick and dead piled at the walls. 
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Second Margrave’s War 

I will end this discussion of boundaries with Nuremberg’s most longstanding boundary 

dispute: that with the Margrave of Brandenburg-Kulmbach. In 1496, Nuremberg intended on 

making peace with its old enemy. The two powers celebrated carnival festivities together, but 

soon afterward the Margrave reported the city to the Reichskammergericht, the Imperial court, 

for abuses of its territorial authority. This conflict, known as the Frais hpro eβ, involved 

hostilities in court and on the battlefield; it continued until the end of the Holy Roman Empire in 

1806 and the subsequent redefinition of the laws between the two powers.
341

   

In the 1520s, the lazaret complex became the focus of the dispute. The margrave’s efforts 

concerning St. Sebastian's in 1507/8 failed to produce his desired effect. With the completion of 

the French House, the Margrave lodged new complaints to the court. The margrave complained 

that on the patrician estates, fortified gates, watchtowers, dikes and even cabinets were erected to 

the margrave’s disadvantage. He maintained that the court had ignored the construction of the 

French House, which the overseer of the Holy Ghost Hospital had ensured would only be 50 

Shuhe but was actually 70 x 80 Shuhe with a strong chapel as well.
342

 “Thus,” he argued “there 

is a common lament, call, and witness from everywhere in the Empire against Nuremberg.”
343

 

Nuremberg replied that every political entity had the right to simple watch towers and 

gates for his own protection and that it had no intention of transgressing their neighbor’s rights in 
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building a few hospitals and churches for the “poor pestilent people.”
344

 The council claimed that 

if it had been cleared of any wrongdoing concerning the construction of St. Sebastian’s lazaret, 

then surely the new addition for the poor people afflicted with the French disease should not 

have presented a greater problem; after all, it was only built of wood, and not stone, like the 

lazaret. And, no, the windows were not shooting holes.
345

 The tone of the response grew in 

intensity. The city claimed that it was only out of jealousy that the Margrave protested and why 

would a defensive building be an offensive problem to the Margrave? (thus, implying the 

margrave’s intent to set siege to the city). Nuremberg claimed that Charles I  had given the city 

rights for up to a mile outside of its walls.
346

 The city map produced by Georg Nöttelein, which I 

referred to in my Lepraschau discussion, was produced to give evidence during these 

proceedings. The map shows the fourteenth-century expansion of the city walls and the original 

area to which Nuremberg was given rights. The issues continued to be debated on paper until the 

second wave of the Schmalkaldic war in 1552 with a villain of cinematic proportions. 

Albrecht Alcibiades, Margrave of Brandenburg-Kulmbach, was famous throughout 

Europe for being a fierce warrior. He was employed by both the King of France and the Holy 

Roman Emperor. He used the general tumult in 1552 to besiege Nuremberg, claiming that the 

Protestant city was an enemy of the Catholic Emperor.
347

 The margrave burned every possible 

village in connection with Nuremberg. The sick from the lazaret were taken into the city’s grain 

house. People from the suburbs ran into the city although it could not take all. Able bodied 

beggars were outfitted with guns and extra walls of sand were erected around the Holy Cross 
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Hospital and chapel which was fitted with shooting holes.
348

 The margrave took prisoners along 

his path. In one cinematic scene, he drunkenly ordered nineteen prisoners hanged in the middle 

of the night, and the next morning asked where the prisoners were. 

As the margrave headed to the city burning and pillaging, he reached the long-contested 

lazaret complex on May 15. Because it did not appear fortified, the margrave confidently walked 

into the lazaret; it was a trap. A few soldiers held the hospital-turned-fortification, including a 

drummer who fell wounded with a shot to the ankle. The distraction of the margrave’s troops 

staved off his attack on the St. Johannis city section. Clearly all of Nuremberg’s promises about 

the neutral state of the lazaret were patently untrue. Incidentally, only one person who died 

during the siege was allowed to be buried outside the city, the drummer boy named Hans Ott. 

During a cease fire, he was processed to St. Rochus Chapel where he was ceremoniously buried 

with his drum and flute.
349

 Not long after the initial attack, the St. Sebastian’s lazaret, chapel and 

French House were burned to the ground. 

In the end, Nuremberg paid the margrave 200,000 G. Less than a year later, he returned 

on another pretext attempting to extort more money. The Emperor, who had already had a 

falling-out with the margrave, brought his troops down on him. The emperor re-ensured the 

city’s constitutional connection as an imperial city and its semi-autonomous political state. 

It has been argued that the city never fully recovered from this war.
 350

 It was at this point that the 

council exacted economic policies aimed at defending its own guilds. Rather than choosing to 

expand regional trade, the mindset of protecting the guilds behind the walls stifled the city’s 
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future economic growth. While many other cities would soon find their walls obsolete, 

Nuremberg stood obstinately behind its medieval walls. 

 

Conclusion 

The irony of the story of these hospitals is that by modern medical standards, they did 

little or nothing to help stop the spread of disease. Leprosy, the disease which separation might 

actually help to prevent, was ritualistically allowed contact through the Lepraschau and begging. 

A primary avenue of plague contraction was through fleas moving from rats to humans, certainly 

through hospital windows and city walls. Removing patients in the worst phases of syphilis 

outbreak obviously did not protect sexual partners when they were let back in. However, in early 

modern Nuremberg the hospitals helped preserve the emotional safety of those within the walls 

and provided for Nurembergers outside the walls. In a sense these practices defined the city more 

powerfully than the margrave, who could surround every inch of the city walls. Although the 

foundations of these buildings were fraught with controversy, every single one of them would be 

rebuilt within a few years of the margrave’s destruction. Thus, the walls were the physical 

boundary of purity of Nuremberg, but not of communal identity. 

 The comparison of the management of these three diseases produces some guiding 

principles which will be carried throughout the rest of the work. One, while early modern 

authorities did not understand germ theory, polluting elements such as the sick, corpses or 

objects could contaminate anything in close proximity. These elements needed to be moved 

outside a barrier of protection; in the case of Nuremberg it was the walls. Two, the orchestration 

of pollution in the city was geographic, whether with distance outside the city or on the outflow 

of the river. Three, when it came to openly-contaminated humans, the city had two choices: they 
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could either be banished from the city or housed in an external hospital for care. Four, the city 

had limited resources to give to these separated hospitals. This limitation was protected through 

as much control on admittance as possible, prioritizing its own inhabitants over outsiders. I will 

explore the provision of these limited resources in a variety of ways throughout the upcoming 

chapters.  
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Chapter 3:  

 

Working Bodies as Mobile Boundaries: 

Workers Acting as Buffers in the Hospitals 

 

In Chapters 1 and 2, I explored how the desire for purity within Nuremberg sparked the 

need for contagious disease hospitals outside of the city walls. The walls of the city and hospitals 

became the physical spatial boundaries dividing the pure from the sick. In this chapter, I slide the 

conceptual idea of boundaries from physical space to that of behavior, both behavior as 

stipulated and behavior as acted out. The city council and educated medical practitioners 

determined extensive behavioral guidelines for workers in each hospital, prescribing in what 

manner they were to attend the sick. These behavioral boundaries were channels within which 

hospital workers were to conduct their tasks. The council, then, depended on the workers for 

corporal implementation. 

Joel Harrington, in his recent book, The Faithful Executioner, shows the importance of 

executioner Franz Schmidt’s corporal implementation of city council dictates. “Without the 

executioner’s carefully orchestrated, highly visible, and often brutal assertion of civic authority, 

secular rulers knew that ‘the sword of justice’ would remain an empty metaphor and that their 

self-proclaimed role as the guarantors of public safety would be regarded as meaningless.”
351

 In 

the same way, corporal care in Nuremberg’s contagious disease hospitals was crucial to the city 

council’s paternal role as guarantors of health and safety. 

 The idea of civic health care is generally undervalued in this period. Early modern 

hospitals have been dismissed as places of actual medical care. But survival from disease had 

less to do with medical knowledge, and everything to do with physical caregiving. The 

                                                           
351
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difference between a hospital being the caricatured “death house” or an institution of civic health 

care resided not in how close or far away their doctors were to modern medical understanding, 

but rather in the tending of fires, the dabbing of foreheads, and the holding up of life-sustaining 

food to famished lips.
352

 Medical historian, Mary Lindemann, argues, “…It is well to bear in 

mind that the responses of early modern people to incursions of disease were rational and 

carefully gauged; some actions, it seems, had positive effects. A light diet, sufficient water, rest, 

and cleanliness did no harm and good nursing saved lives.”
353

  

 With proper food, water, and warmth, cast-out lepers could live out their lives and 

syphilis patients could recover from intermittent, utterly debilitating attacks. Even in plague 

hospitals, patients survived. In 1576, out of the 1,470 people taken into the lazaret, 752 were 

returned to health.
354

 This chapter explores how hospital administrators, cooks, go-fers, and 

caregivers defined contagious disease care in accomplishing these tasks. I argue that the shape of 

civic health care in Nuremberg, as a cerebral projection of the council, was made corporal in the 

mobile bodies of the hospital workers.   

 

Chapter Outline 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section explores the foundation of the 
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behavioral guidelines through the hospital ordinances of educated medical practitioners and 

paternalistic city council members. The behavioral boundaries reflected the best medical 

knowledge of the day; the council’s administrative parameters; and a wealth of broader cultural 

differentiations such as purity, cleanliness, gender, and family status.  

The second section focuses on boundaries within the hospital walls. It shows how 

behavioral dictates replicated broader cultural structures in the demarcation of tasks for workers. 

Male workers, as the guards and go-fers, worked on the border between the hospitals and the 

outside world. Working within the hospitals, predominantly female workers held patients over 

the boundary between life and death. Cooks provided life-giving food, and maids maintained a 

cleanliness and purity of air believed vital for patients’ recuperation. In all of these positions 

workers both breached boundaries and then in the work of their body became a new boundary. 

The intensity of this paradox culminated in the position of the caregiver, who physically touched 

the patients. With her body she crossed the cultural border between purity and sickness. She 

allowed all others in the city to maintain their separation, and at the same time, she suspended 

the sick citizen or inhabitant of Nuremberg over the very threshold between life and death. The 

work of her body became the ultimate boundary-crosser and re-creator.  

 Finally, in the third section, I use instances of disobedience as a means of showing that 

there was no one-to-one correlation between behavioral prescriptions and their implementation. 

Even when hospital ordinances were strictly followed, there was ultimately an infinite number of 

ways they could be followed. The behavioral boundaries can give the historian an outlined 

choreography of the hospitals or a “range of experiences and choices available.”
 355

 Disobedience 

reminds the historian that every physical act of the worker in every moment was a singular event. 
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The hospital workers’ reiteration of their tasks created and recreated the bounds of civic health 

care in the praxis of their bodies. This boundary was ever-changing, and intrinsically mobile. 

These working bodies were the bouncers, buffers, and boundary makers of sixteenth-century 

Nuremberg. 

 

I. The Foundation of the Behavioral Boundaries 

 

The Role of the City Council 

The city council in consultation with educated doctors and tenured administrators created 

the hospital ordinances, or for the purpose of my study, the behavioral boundaries. The members 

of the city council saw themselves as playing the paternal role of leaders and protectors of the 

city. These prescriptions did not arise ex nihilo, but reflected varying aspects of the broader 

culture.  

The behavioral standards reflected the best medical knowledge of the day. When the new 

scourge of syphilis ripped through Europe in the 1490s, city council members were in constant 

conversation with Italian doctors and magistrates, seeking the latest in effective prevention and 

treatment.
356

 During syphilis and plague outbreaks, the council collected their own doctors into a 

College of Medicine to determine the best strategies for Nuremberg.
357

  They printed plague 

regimens, advice books on how best to avoid plague, and handbooks on how to homebrew 
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prophylactics.
358

 (See image: Home 

Remedy).  

The reigning medical 

knowledge of the day, Galenic 

medicine, blamed miasma or foul 

odors for corrupting the balance of 

humors in the body. In the 

ordinances, the most important 

medical guideline for the workers 

was the separation of the dirty from 

the clean. This separation applied to 

space, food, water, clothing and 

people. These Galenic ideas of 

separation also resonated with the broader cultural value of separating polluting elements from 

the pure (See Chapters 1 and 2). It was not enough to give these dangerous elements their own 

building, but any hope of patients’ recovery, it was believed, was also dependent upon their 

continued separation of harmful elements within the hospital. 

In creating these behavioral structures, the council drew on the cultural topos of 

obedience to a father figure. These ordinances were written, as stated in the 1572 lazaret 

ordinance, by “the honorable and wise city council of Nuremberg, our most charitable, awe-

inspiring, loving Lords, out of genuine fatherly provision…to common use and betterment.”
359
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The father as the authoritative figure was used broadly in religious and political literature of the 

time. Early modern scholars have written extensively on the use of fatherly topoi as a means of 

capitalizing on traditional power structures, relating the hausvater, father of the house, to the 

landesvater, father of the land.
360

  

 The council’s role as the father has two meanings within the hospitals. First, the 

ordinances called for obedience to worldly authorities as if they were the father of the home. In 

the case of the hospital, he was the hospital administrator, the proxy of the city council.  

 Second, the fatherly topos is poignant here because the behavioral boundaries in the 

hospitals reflected prescribed gender roles in the home.
361

 The council appealed to their 

inhabitants to give over their sick loved ones, for both “males and females, as male and female 

attendants  zu wartern und wartterin)” were prepared to receive the sick in the hospitals.
362

 When 

the tasks within the hospital ordinances were listed, men primarily took public and administrative 

roles while women cooked, cleaned, and nurtured. The hospitals replicated the model of the 

home. The home was where one was brought into the world, nurtured when sick, and ultimately 

died. The bed itself was a threshold between life and death: in the consummation of a marriage, 

conception of children, lying-in after child birth, and in the preparation of the soul before 
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death.
363

  

In almost every case, the behavioral boundaries were drawn on the familiar. However, the 

majority of the ordinances supported a phenomenon that was largely a break with their culture: 

the nurturing of sick loved ones outside of the home. Citizens and inhabitants of Nuremberg 

were hesitant to carry their family members to hospitals.
364

 These domestic cultural structures 

provided a level of emotional safety to a scary situation.  

In order for these hospitals to be of “common use and betterment,” the ordinances had to 

be upheld and hospitals had to provide genuine care. The council attempted to ensure the system 

by strategically placing administrators to uphold these behavioral dictates. 

 

The Overseers 

The highest level of authority in each contagious disease hospital was the Pfleger, or 

overseer. Most charitable houses in Nuremberg were originally founded by religious orders; 

however, over time their original endowments ran out. The city council saved the institutions 

from bankruptcy but at the cost of a civic overseer. He was a figurehead whose main role was to 

ensure that the institution functioned properly, and did not burden civic resources. 

The overseer position was typical of early modern authority systems. The central 

authority, in this case the city council, delegated an overseer to have full accountability over the 
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discipline and solvency of the institution. He typically came from an elite background and was a 

member of the city council himself. He conducted civic and religious work to reinforce his place 

and his family’s name in the city.  

  Although it was possible that the overseer never physically visited the property, he was 

responsible for the institution providing services for which it was endowed. He was generally 

credited with composing the individualized hospital ordinances; however, because most of the 

ordinances were consistent for hundreds of years, it seems doubtful that many of the overseers 

felt the responsibility to change them greatly.
365

 He was also credited with determining 

punishment for workers’ misconduct. These punishments were generally fees which were to be 

collected by the Hofmeister, the highest on-site authority.
366

  

The overseer gave updates to the council and wrote expert reports on how the institution 

could function better and, of course, more cheaply.
367

 They took varying amounts of 

responsibility for their institutions. Some institutions fell into decline through neglect, such as 

the St. Leonard’s female leper house, which had to be supported by approximately 1,000 Gulden 

a year by the St. Jobst leper house.
368

 Other overseers invested great sums of their own money to 

keep their institutions functioning. In 1505, Nuremberg patrician Ulrich Starck revamped St. 

Johannis leprosy hospital including an overhaul of the donation system, decent record keeping, 

and updating of house ordinances. According to his account book, he wanted to “profit the 

leprous and the current overseer, who is next to come” by providing accurate and extensive 
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reports of the house’s assets.
369

  

 The overseer’s stake in the functioning of his respective hospital created a direct 

connection between the council and the upholding of the behavioral boundaries. Since 1567, the 

ordinances for the French House were printed on a large broadsheet and posted on the hospital 

walls in the name of the overseer, a member of the Schlüsselfelder family. It called workers to 

live obediently and carry out the ordinances “throughout all points, as it applies to them, and not 

going against them even in the slightest, under threat of the hereupon prescribed 

punishments.”
370

 While the overseer may have been given credit for the functioning of the 

hospitals and the fulfillment of ordinances, behavioral dictates could not be enforced without 

administrators on the grounds. 

 

The Hofmeister and Sick Masters 

The Hofmeister, literally translated the court master, is so named because he was the 

highest level employee located on the facilities. As such, he was the eyes and ears of the 

overseer. In contrast to the overseer, the Hofmeister generally occupied his position permanently, 

and it was his main source of income. He usually lived with his wife and sometimes family in a 

special area of the institution, where the family could also have servants of their own.
371

 He ran 

the day-to-day tasks ensuring obedience of workers, fulfilling medical provisions, and 

monitoring daily income and expenditures. It was his job to appeal to the Holy Ghost Hospital, 
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the central city hospital, when his hospital needed medical or food supplies. He monitored 

aspects of the physical facilities such as the cleanliness of the floors and chambers, and he was to 

report damage to the building due to snow or rain.
372

   

He was not only to monitor the physical needs of the hospital, but also the behavioral 

boundaries. He was to act as a buffer in all incidences of conflict. Any complaint or feeling of 

deprivation was to be reported to him to keep patients or workers from acting out or fighting.
373

  

If someone acted in a way “without doing that which a Christian is obligated…” he had the 

authority to punish patients or workers “… as indicated by the Lord overseer in his expert 

advice.”
374

 

During intense plague outbreak, the lazaret employed extra administrators to aid the 

Hofmeister. In 1562, they employed Ennders Waidennlich, a craft worker, as an assistant to the 

Hofmeister. He and his wife moved into the lazaret and earned approximately 3 1/2 G for a few 

months of service. The lazaret also employed extra bookkeepers and recorders to track the 

unprecedented onslaught of daily costs and movement of people in and out of the hospital.
375

  

In the leprosy houses, the lepers took care of most administrative functions on their own. 

Each house elected a Sick Master, Siechmeister, in a similar way to abbot or abbess. The Sick 

Master (who could be male or female) was accountable to the city’s overseer exactly like a 

Hofmeister. The houses also elected a variety of other positions that collected the communal 
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alms, maintained discipline, or managed food stores.
376

  

The Hofmeisters’ and Sick Masters’ tasks were parallel to that of the overseer. The 

biggest difference between the positions was the everyday presence of the Hofmeister. The city 

council depended on this interlocking administrative system to maintain the behavioral 

boundaries as they had stipulated in order to provide contagious disease care for the city. The 

Hofmeister was given the incentive of earning between 26 to 52 G a year, a generous sum, if he 

could maintain the behavioral structure of the hospitals in a way that pleased the higher 

powers.
377

 The Hofmeister connected the cerebral tasks of the council and overseers to the 

corporal tasks of the workers. 

 

II. The Body-Ballet of the Hospital Workers 

Geographer David Seamon argues that any given place is alive with each individual 

moving in a “body-ballet.” In the simplest tasks of walking, washing, or tying ones’ shoe-laces, 

there is a rhythm. When multiple people carry out their “body-ballets” in the same space, a 

“place-ballet” is created. It is a “kind of unchoreographed yet ordered practice that makes the 

place just as much as the place’s more static and bounded qualities do.”
378

 The static hospitals 

walls alone would be mere stone structures or wooden huts, no different from death houses. They 

only became hospitals in the “place-ballet” of the hospital workers and patients.
379

 I now turn to 
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the physical workers of the hospital beginning with the workers that conducted their jobs on the 

physical spatial boundary of the hospital: the bouncers and buffers. 

 

Guards and Go-fers 

 For the separated hospitals to function, there needed to be human bodies who guarded its 

physical separation and brought it supplies. In prescriptive ordinances, men were called to carry 

out these buffering jobs. During plague outbreak, a range of guards were employed around the 

city to block people from going into harmful physical places, such as infected bath houses and 

homes infested with disease.
380

 They also kept harmful people out of the city. Guards were 

posted on the gates blocking foreigners or anyone with open signs of sickness from entering the 

city; however, guards were also used to protect the St. Sebastian’s lazaret  Chapter  ).  

In 1533, the council stated that the guards were needed specifically to keep inhabitants 

from searching for loved ones within the hospital.
381

 Everyone was to give the hospital a wide 

berth during plague outbreaks. When there were finally no new cases, a white cloth was to be 

hung out the window as a signal to the city center. It was only after the cloth hung for four weeks 

that people could walk near the lazaret again.
382

 The guards also protected the hospital from 
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thieves who broke into the lazaret looking for resources or loot from dead patients.
383

 In reverse, 

the guards kept contaminating people and objects from slipping out of the hospital. In the 1580s, 

the tasks of guards were tightened because of reports of workers selling tainted hospital goods to 

the public. An attendant and watchman were posted at all times to ensure that no workers, errand 

boys, maids, or patients went into the city. They were directly responsible for the keys of the 

building and answerable to the Hofmeister.
384

 These guards, as bouncers, physically stood on the 

boundary between the lazaret and the outside world.  

 While these houses were guarded, they were not meant to be impermeable. Caroline 

Rawcliffe, in her work on medieval English leper houses, argues that the myth of the extreme 

separation of lepers was augmented by nineteenth-century historians, who advocated the 

quarantine of lepers in the contemporary British colonies. She contends that there was always a 

dynamic relationship between the sick and healthy in the period.
385

 Rawcliffe exposes the need 

for connection between the hospitals and the city center. The practical reality was that all of the 

contagious disease hospitals needed continual supplies from the city.  

 German leper houses employed the important, but rarely talked about, Glockler or 

Einsammler for this purpose. The Glockler, from the German word for bell, was a healthy man 

who served as an errand runner. He walked into the city ringing a bell, which announced to 

parishioners it was time to donate to the poor lepers. Bearing an image of the saint of his 

respective hospital on his basket, he collected vital food to bring back to the hospital. He secured 

any necessary utensils or tools for the kitchen and acquired the wood for heating. He also 
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conducted general maintenance around the house such as heating the bath water for servants and 

inhabitants.
386

    

 A similar go-fer position was employed by the St. Sebastian’s lazaret, in the Possler. 

Possler, coming from the German word Bossel or side work, was a go-fer who brought food, 

beer and wine from the city center to the lazaret.
387

 He was generally a farm hand with 

significant strength. He hand-carried food in a sealed basket to the lazaret, a significant distance 

outside the city.
388

 

  These bouncer and buffer positions were held by men. It was men who were allowed to 

project a public face from the hospitals to the city.  They recreated the traditional boundaries of 

gender roles by being the buffer between the public city and the vulnerable patients and 

predominantly female workers within. In the work of their bodies, or dance of their bodies, they 

represented both connection and separation. On the one hand, their presence connected the 

resources of the city to the separated hospitals through donations or city funds; on the other hand, 

they allowed everyone else in the two groups to remain wholly separated.  

  

Internal Spatial Boundaries in the Hospital 

Within each hospital, the healthy hospital workers and the sick patients were ideally 

separated. These boundaries were first clearly laid out in the foundation of medieval leprosy 

houses. The slow moving nature of leprosy meant that inhabitants were ambulatory, making 

fraternization between healthy workers and the unclean sick difficult to prevent. The possibility 
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of this connection called for 

strict rules partitioning the 

two groups in the functions of 

everyday life: workers could 

not eat with the inhabitants, 

sit with them in the courtyard, 

or linger for conversation.
389

   

The incapacitating nature of plague and syphilis meant that it was generally not as 

difficult as in the leprosy hospital to control wandering patients; however, interactions between 

the healthy workers and sick were strictly proscribed. In the early planning stages of the St. 

Sebastian’s lazaret, Nuremberg patrician, Sebald Schereyer’s original proposal was altered to 

include two fully separate houses. Expert opinions submitted to the council advocated the need 

for a completely separate building for the healthy. The new building in the complex was 

designated as the worker or healthy quarters.
390

  It was particularly important to identify when a 

patient had begun to return to health. At which point, the patient was to be moved to this section 

for convalescence.
391

   

Historian Charlotte Bühl and architecture student Georg Ruhl created an image of Sebald 

Schereyer’s plan for the layout of the lazaret  See Diagram of Sebastian’s). This multi-floor 

building had twenty-four rooms. The basement held eight of these rooms for the workers and 
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those returning to health. The upper rooms (shown here) were all used for the sick and for the 

care of the sick.
392

 Once completely separated from the sick quarter, both workers and patients 

had to wait three to four weeks in a convalescence room before they were allowed reentry into 

the city.
393

 The room itself served as a buffer, a liminal space of waiting. 

 

The Cook 

Looking again at Buhl’s diagram of St. Sebastian’s hospital, the most essential and 

dangerous rooms are in the lower left hand corner. From right to left, the kitchen, the dining area, 

the bath, and the laundry room flow outward with the Pegnitz River. Each room represents an 

isolated component of purity maintenance in the hospital. 

  The kitchen was the most guarded of rooms in these hospitals; it was off limits to anyone 

except the cook or workers with particular need. Patients were explicitly forbidden from 

entering.
394

  

Even leprosy houses, which could administer and conduct most tasks for themselves, 

employed a cook. She lived in a separate designated area, sometimes with her own family.
395

 By 

waking up very early in the morning, she was to ensure her timely completion of the first 

meal.
396

 The cook, or in the larger hospitals also the kitchen maids or a male baking journeyman, 

was to have “good quality” meals prepared and ready to serve at very precise times throughout 

the day.
397

 The standard and special holiday menus were designated by the ordinances. The cook 
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did not distribute the meals herself. After preparation, she passed the food to the caregivers. She 

earned between 29 pfennig a week or 6 G a year for her work in a leper house, which seems 

competitive with the general earnings of a cook. She could earn up to 42 pfennig a week or 8.67 

G a year in St. Sebastian’s during a plague outbreak.
398

  

  As she was exclusively in charge of the kitchen, she also had to clean after the meal. She 

had a tub for washing set in the kitchen, which was to be covered at all times in order to keep 

anything unclean from falling inside of it. The cook and her assistants washed the pans, bowls, 

utensils, and plates, and kept them clean and properly organized. Cleaning at night promptly 

after the meal was as important as serving the morning meal on time.
399

 The kitchen itself had to 

be clean of any smells which could permeate the hospital.
400

  

The cook prepared the food and cleaned in the kitchen and, in some hospitals, her own 

designated quarter. The physical boundary of the kitchen was based on both purity and 

cleanliness (See Chapter 1). The hospital needed to keep food production pure: storage, the cook 

herself, and the air quality pure after meals. But it was the cook performing the “body-ballet” of 

her tasks that provided an additional boundary. Her job was life-sustaining; without her 

production of food, the patients of the hospitals would starve the same as they would starve if 

they were simply lying on the streets without the city’s care.   

 

Washerwomen 
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All the contagious disease hospitals needed the service of washerwomen. The larger 

plague and syphilis hospitals kept one or more on staff. These women handled what early 

modern minds considered the most dangerous element during the time of plague, the clothing of 

dead or infected people. She washed the bedding and clothing in the special room on the edge of 

the hospital with the farthest connection between the hospital and the river outflow. In later 

years, they city erected a wash-hut underneath the hospital complex.
401

  

 The clothes were to be washed a minimum of three times, after which the tub was to be 

immediately emptied.
402

 In the French House, where care of syphilis required bandages on open 

lesions, she washed the bedding, gown, bandages and the sick person himself. Special attention 

was paid on days that the patient was swaddled and made to sweat as a part of their treatment; 

the bedding was to be changed so that the patient could be free from the dangerous smells that it 

absorbed.
403

  

 During busy times, the hospitals employed extra short term washerwomen to assist. It is 

possible that Nuremberg’s women took on this job as supplemental income. In the account 

books, the women appear clearly named, for example, “on August  8, Barbara Schmidin was 

accepted as a wash maid for ten weeks for 1 Gulden, 5 Thaler and 18 pfennig” or 4  pfennig a 

week.
404

  Other women listed in this year were Gertraut Pirckenawerin, Anna Bischoffin, 

Barbara Ayrmenin, Barbara Wagnerin, and Margaretha Flickin, each earning 42 pfennig a week.  

 

Maids 

The position of maid seems to be a catch-all term for a woman whose tasks in the 
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hospital were not connected to treatment of the sick. The specification of these women’s tasks 

depended on the size of the hospital: the greater the amount of work, the greater the designation 

between positions.
405

 In the French house, her position appears distinct from the cook, washer 

woman and caregiver, with little further explanation.
406

 Thirty to forty percent of young women 

in early modern Germany worked at some point as a maid. After puberty, young women worked 

in the houses of families in order to earn a dowry and ideally the skills necessary to run her own 

future home.
407

 Presumably in the hospitals, they cleaned the floors, spread new straw, emptied 

chamber pots, and tended fires. They were to keep the servants’ quarters clean as well as those of 

the sick. Of particular concern were the clothes used for the female menstruation both in the 

hospital and servants quarters as the foul and moist air from these pieces of cloth, it was thought, 

could be hazardous to patients’ recovery.
408

 Washerwomen and maids protected the patients 

from something their bodies caused themselves: impure smells.  

According to Galenic theory, the healing of syphilis and plague victims was only possible 

through the purging of toxins and the rebalancing of the humors. Foul smells generally saturated 

any gathering of people in a closed building, much more a hospital designed that could, if 

necessary, accommodate 624 people (and more than fifty servants).
409

 Patients needed zero 

contact with old bedding, straw, and clothes, and constant airing out of enclosed spaces.
410

 

Although this cleanliness did not reach modern standards of sanitation, it probably provided 

some level of help and comfort for the patients. These women crossed the boundary between the 

dirty and the clean; in the work of their bodies, they created and maintained the boundary for 
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others. 

 

Touch in the Early Modern World 

While the hospitals were divided into healthy and sick sections, there needed to be people 

who could cross the barrier and actually place hands on the patients. Touch in the early modern 

world was powerful. In the early modern worldview, the touch of a dishonorable person, such as 

an executioner or skinner, could result in permanent social alienation, or the touch of a saint 

could bring healing to a life-long disability. Even early modern physicians did not physically 

touch patients. They remained in the world of the theoretical, observing flasks of patients’ 

urine.
411

  

 Touch reaches the most intimate of boundaries; the boundary between a single human 

body and the world. Unlike the other five senses, “touch insists on the corporeal because it relies 

on contiguity or proximity for its operation.”
 412

  

 

Barber Surgeons 

There was a limited number of people who were allowed to touch the bodies of patients. 

One person who was allowed was the barber surgeon.
413

 I will not expound on barber surgeons 

here because my work is not on the official medical treatment of disease. Both their treatments 
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and social status have been well explicated elsewhere.
414

 In the hospitals of Nuremberg, barbers 

were paid quarterly for their occasional services for the lepers. In the syphilis hospital, they 

seemed to make regular visits.
415

 St. Sebastian’s plague hospital had one official barber surgeon 

from the guild on staff along with two bath masters and multiple assistants.
416

  

 While the touch section of my chapter primarily focuses on women as caregivers, I do not 

want to undervalue the contribution made by these barber surgeons and their servants. They 

show two important points: one, the employment of barber surgeons displays the concerted effort 

of the council and administrators to treat disease with what they viewed as the best medicine of 

their time. The council’s use of manpower and resources reaffirms the hospitals were not only 

seen merely as death houses. Two, barber surgeons were only able to touch sick bodies with an 

amount of dishonor. Although they were the primary medical practitioners of the early modern 

cities, they always held a semi-dishonorable status.
417

 Educated physicians could avoid the taboo 

as healers because they never crossed the boundary to touch the sick. The other group that 

seemed to avoid the dishonor of touching the sick was women. The boundaries of touch pollution 

were gendered. 

 

Women and Care-Giving 

 Throughout history, women have occupied a large portion of health related professions. 

This fact is particularly visible when one considers that most employees in the health industry 
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are not doctors. Throughout the medieval and early modern period, female healers provided 

women with herbal remedies to regularize periods, act as birth control, or induce abortions.
418

 

Some women even practiced a form of general healing.
419

 Throughout the period, however, 

increased professionalization of medicine with academically trained doctors and city controlled 

apothecaries pushed women out of the role of healer, doctors or barber surgeons.
420

 The majority 

of medical care, however, was not conducted by doctors or barber surgeons, and certainly not in 

offices or hospitals. Women were the primary caregivers in the home. They inherited generations 

of knowledge in nurturing the vulnerable: the young, the sick and the dying. The majority of 

remedial care took place in the home with treatments and herbal brews crafted and implemented 

by women. The essential connection between women and health fostered support for female 

midwifery, one of the few women’s professions condoned in the “public sphere” of early modern 

German society.
421

  

 Other female caregivers in late medieval Europe were Beguines. They were a group of 

lay nuns who lived in a semi-monastic situation. They served their community in a number of 

ways but were well-known for care for the sick and dying in the community.
422

 Women’s almost 
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mystical knowledge of the body was seen as both holy and also potentially demonic. It has been 

argued that this intimate knowledge of the body with its weakness and strengths was a partial 

explanation for the disproportionate persecution of women as witches during the European witch 

craze.
423

 As mothers, caregivers and midwives, women had a particular power that held people 

over the threshold of life and death.  

 

Caregivers 

The woman who primarily touched the patient was the caregiver. The term Warterin 

literally translates as waitress, but the term had a range of meanings such as a female nurse, 

orderly, attendant, guard or caregiver. I have chosen caregiver because it most accurately 

describes the tasks done by these women in the hospitals. In early modern cities, caregivers were 

often employed individually by rich families to care for their sick or elderly members. These 

women seem to have come from lower classes of the city or the surrounding area. During plague 

outbreaks, the city needed a huge number of caregivers. At one point, we have a record of the 

Nuremberg council mustering their Almosenweiber, or women who received alms from the city, 

to be caregivers in St. Sebastian’s lazaret.
424

  

 A caregiver looked after the basic physical needs of patients such as dabbing their sweat, 

giving them water, making the bed, and helping them in and out of their beds for cleaning. In 
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many cases, they applied treatments ordered by barber surgeons or doctors.
425

 While the cook 

prepared the meals in her separated kitchen, the caregiver was the one who came into close 

enough contact with the patients to distribute the food. They were “to take care of all [the 

patients’] other needs and refreshment.”
426

 

 As they worked closest to the patients and beds, they also conducted more practical 

duties around the hospital. They were responsible for ensuring the continual use of clean bedding 

and securing that the fire pit did not ignite the surrounding hay on the floors.
427

 The fires they 

maintained probably contained the specialized herbs, burned as a form of humoral purity 

maintenance. This task of watching the fire displays that the caregivers were responsible for 

consistent monitoring, in contrast to intermittent visits from administrators, doctors, or barber 

surgeons.  

 While the majority of ordinances show that females conducted these care-giving jobs, 

there were also male Warter listed exclusively in the St. Sebastian’s plague hospital.
428

 As stated 

earlier, the term Warter had multiple meanings. It is impossible to tell how the tasks were 

divided between male and female caregivers. Hospitals divided their lodging into male or female 

rooms. One possibility is that the male patients had predominantly male caregivers conducting 

the more sensitive tasks of care-giving; however, this conclusion seems shaky when one 

considers that there were no male caregivers in the syphilis hospital. The French house was 

staffed by a Hofmeister and then four women: wood-maid (see below), wash maid, under-maid 

and cook.
429

 If women were not allowed to give care to men in those private ways, male 
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caregivers would have been mentioned for syphilis, where there were lesions on sensitive places 

such as genitals. The gender of the caregiver, it would seem, did not need to match with that of 

the patient. 

 It seems more plausible, then, that these men conducted the more physically taxing tasks 

of the St. Sebastian hospital, as discussed above. In a duty book from the turn of the seventeenth-

century, all care-giving is listed under the female term; the male term is never mentioned while 

other positions such as guards and Posslern are listed.
430

 These go-fers moved large amounts of 

food and firewood to their useful places. The term Warter could have also simply applied to the 

aforementioned guards. When both the male and female term, Warter and Warterin, are listed 

together, they were paid the same. In one source, they were paid 36 pfennig a week with 63-

pfennig (1/4 Gulden) bonus at the conclusion of their services.
431

 When guards’ and female 

caregivers’ tasks are divided, they are again paid the same.
432

 I am not arguing that male workers 

in the hospital never touched patients or took on responsibilities of the caregiver, but I am 

arguing that the primary role of caregiver was assigned to women.  

 In a similar vein to caregiver, the French House employed a Holtzmagde or wood-maid. 

Her name comes from her central task of preparing and applying the guaiac wood treatment. 

Syphilis in this period was notoriously treated with mercury, but by the mid-sixteenth-century, 

the city of Nuremberg was an avid proponent of guaiac wood, a new treatment brought from the 

New World.
433

 The job was a big responsibility and quite dangerous; in 1572 the wood-maid 
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accidentally burned down the French House when heating water for the wood treatment. The fire 

caught surrounding trash, extra paper, and wood storage before engulfing the entire building and 

killing two patients.
434

  

 Besides preparing the wood, she administered sleeping drafts to patients. During the 

summer, she was to give the draft two hours after sundown and in the wintertime, when the night 

was longer, three hours after sundown. She was to administer the central purgation medicine 

around four in the morning. It took approximately five hours to activate, at which time, around 

nine o’clock, the physician would observe the patient. She then was to give the patients clean and 

warm herb broth to drink followed by an hour of fasting.
435

  

 Another woman mentioned in St. Sebastian’s during plague was the midwife. She is not 

mentioned in any ordinances, but she appears in the council’s decrees and account books. She 

was given a weekly salary of 29 pfennig as well as a bonus of a Gulden.
436

  Midwives hesitated 

in helping sick pregnant women. The council repeatedly admonished midwives to do their duty 

during plague.
437

 In 1543, the wife of a man named “twelve-toed” Heftleinmacher, was the 

victim of lack of assistance by a midwife. When “twelve-toed” died,  

he left behind a wife with a pregnant body. When the sickness also attacked her and 

caused her to go into labor, the baby ejected from her and fell dead onto the earth. No one 

wanted to take care of her; she, suffering, took a cleaver and hacked off the umbilical 

cord and therefore in agony died.
438

   

Any dip in a pregnant woman’s health could result in premature labor, which is why the city 

needed to staff the lazaret with a dutiful midwife during an outbreak. 
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Cüstorin 

When the number of patients increased, the larger hospitals created the position of the 

Cüstorin as head of the caregivers. The Cüstorin, related to the word custos or guard in Latin, 

was first seen in nunneries as a custodian or administrative housekeeper.
439

  She was an older, 

trusted woman who at other points occupied more menial positions in the hospital, such as 

washerwoman.
440

   

 The Cüstorin conducted a seemingly odd collection of import and menial tasks. She 

ensured the most important medical tasks were fulfilled: medicines that the doctors or barber 

surgeons ordered were administered, patients were adequately covered and sweated, and the 

maintenance of clean sheets. She was also to “observe and make note” how each patient was 

doing, noting how strong or weak each patient was.
441

 She had the responsibility of determining 

when patients were healthy enough to need “healthy” sheets. These sheets were part of a delicate 

balance which could have determined someone’s continuous rise to health. To apply potentially 

toxic sick sheets to someone on the mend could result in the patient’s downward turn. When a 

patient died, she was to personally collect the tainted sheets, the most poisonous items in the 

hospital, for special washing.
442

  

 Almost trivial in comparison to these medical tasks, she was to be there for the patients’ 

comfort “day and night, providing them with warm water as needed.”
443

  She was to speak with 
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the patients in the morning and at night to “ask, what he desired and what he would like to 

eat.”
444

  Specifically, she was to inquire about their daily meat consumption. If the patient 

preferred wine soup or an egg instead of his allotted meat, she was to see that it was provided for 

him. She was, then, to keep track of all of this information.
445

   

 This Cüstorin held an extremely high position within the house. In account books for St. 

Sebastian’s, she is listed with the highest administrators. Sometimes she was given equal pay as 

the Hofmeister, a half Gulden a week, which was three times the pay for a normal caregiver, 

washerwoman, or maid.
446

 The fact that a woman was raised to this status gives more credence to 

my early assertion that women were the central caregivers in St. Sebastian’s. 

 In this physical caregiving, these women were instructed to never ignore or circumvent 

patients, to work without snarls or groans but “with compassion and patience.”
447

 Hospital 

ordinances were replete with admonitions for workers to conduct their tasks with willingness, 

hard work, and obedience, but caregivers are given the rare instruction to Mitleid. Mitleid has the 

same meaning of compassion as its Latin roots in English; they were to suffer with the patients. 

Within the behavioral boundaries, these women were to cross the divide between the sick and 

healthy, to physically care for the patients through touch, but how much more powerful was it to 

touch the soul? Social theorist Brené Brown tells the story of her husband’s medical residency in 

a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. She was pregnant at the time and with every sad story of 

premature births and deaths, she asked her husband “what was the race of the mother, age, 
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class… health background?” Anything, she now admits, to differentiate the horror from her own 

situation.
448

 In a panic stricken city where most people sought to differentiate themselves from 

the horror, these women were to cross physical and emotional boundaries. She was to merge 

with the suffering patient through compassion. Perhaps in stating this behavioral prescription, the 

council sought to pry the fingers of mothers and wives from their sick loved ones in the hope that 

there would be compassionate female caregivers awaiting them in the hospital. In a replication of 

the home, these women were called to be civic nurturers. 

 Women and gender historian Merry Wiesner almost sarcastically notes that while women 

were deemed too weak for participation in almost all early modern guilds, no one ever 

challenged women in the “danger or drudgery of working in these hospitals.”
449

 In the touching 

of patients, these workers crossed the boundaries between the healthy and the sick. They touched 

sick bodies, dirty sheets, and dirty dishes. Through the everyday routines of their bodies, they 

gave food to unclean mouths and medicine to putrid sores. In the work of their bodies, they 

became the space within which sick bodies could heal. Post-structuralist Julia Kristeva argues 

that women’s bodies are the space and the materiality, or the Chora, through which the world 

was born and has its being and, in this case, gave it being back and died.
450

 

 

III. Outside the Behavioral Boundaries 
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 Disobedience is one of the few clear pieces of evidence in the early modern period to 

prove that everyday people were acting agents and not merely automatons directed by larger 

authorities or forces. In the realm of gender history, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich has famously 

recounted, “well-behaved women seldom make history,” but the axiom could be extended to 

most people of the lower classes and certainly workers in these hospitals.
451

  

 Disobedience displays two crucial points. The first point is that each individual weaved 

his/her own “body-ballet”; disobedience is only a hint into the infinite ways workers could 

complete the tasks (or not). Post-colonialist theorist Homi Bhabha uses an example of cricket to 

describe the manifestation of hybrid identity in British-occupied India. The Indians played 

cricket within the original rules and confines of the British, but they would add special yells or 

ways to run.
452

  In the same way, even in perfectly following the prescribed behavior paths of the 

hospital ordinances which I have described throughout these pages, each worker or collection of 

workers still “did it their way.” Disobedient moments are merely records of the few times people 

were caught stepping out of these prescribed behavioral boundaries.  

 The second point is that disobedience illuminates the dependence of the city council on 

the obedience of workers in their bodies. If a caregiver, for some reason of her own, decided to 

withhold a patient’s food, that individual could easily have found himself outside of the 

provision of civic health care. Through each individual worker’s intelligence, perceptions, and 

personality inclinations, they made decisions and through those decisions singular actions. These 

actions in bodies formed the real shape of contagious disease care in Nuremberg. 
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Ordinances inculcated that the hospital workers were to be obedient, hard-working and 

patient, leading one to conclude that they were often unruly, lazy, and impatient. They conducted 

their tasks with disobedient tongues and attitudes. Both patients and staff were repeatedly 

rebuked for having loose tongues, complaining, fighting, or for holding secret conversations.
453

 

Women in St. Leonard’s and men in St. Peter’s were threatened with heavy fines for talking to 

servants of the opposite-sex or for speaking “anything that could be unchaste, insulting or 

abusive”.
454

  

 Workers were repeatedly admonished to be “diligent” in their tasks. Patients complained 

of maids not doing their jobs.
455

 Punishments had to be put in place for caregivers or cooks who 

were slow with patient’s food or medicine. The wood-maid in the French house had a very 

narrowly prescribed time to give sleeping drafts and wood treatments. If she gave them to the 

patients one hour too late or too early, she was penalized 12 pfennig, or almost a third of her 

weekly salary.
456

 If not done correctly, there were additional punishments of 4 pfennig or about a 

tenth of her weekly salary.
457

  

 They often conducted their tasks with extortion. Caregivers, maids, gravediggers, errand 

runners, and even religious personnel were explicitly forbidden from extorting “additional funds” 

when doing their job in the lazaret. They were to serve their patients from their “free good will” 

because all their pay came from the council’s gracious wage.
458

 Patients also complained of the 
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workers “robbing and plundering” their personal possessions.
459

 Executioner Franz Schmidt 

recorded in his journal a case in October 1585 of a Possler pilfering patients’ goods.  

Hans Hofmann from Obersdorf, a thief. Stole clothes from the sick, infected people in the 

Lazaret [hospice] and had violated the ban six times. Because he was caught in the act at 

the Lazaret, he was not given the usual trial, but rather an Honorable Council ordered the 

sentence to be read in front of the Lazaret by a town beadle. He was then led out [to the 

gallows] and executed here at Nuremberg with the rope. Such a proceeding had never 

been heard of or happened before…
460

 

Another chronicle recounted that the city was so afraid of Hofmann’s impurity from touching the 

tainted clothing that they hung him in the area of the lazaret, using the lazaret’s prayer leader for 

his religious aid.
461

  

They also disobeyed in ways unrecorded. A maid from St. Leonard’s leprosy house, who 

served wine, was threatened by the council for performing some unknown deed with a barber. 

The most obvious guesses are something sexual or having to do with stealing the wine, but the 

council only records later that if she did not confess she would be thrown in jail.
462

 Male workers 

were often reproached for stalking or attacking the night maids.
463

 Plague workers were chided 

for having sexual relations with patients. On September 6, 1585, the new Hofmeister of St. 

Sebastian’s, Herman Stadtknecht, was told a cautionary tale of the previous Hofmeister Lucas 

Helm, who had had careless relations with women in the lazaret. One of the women became 

pregnant during her treatment in the lazaret. Helm claimed to have been engaged with her, but as 

his wife had also just died of plague only a few month before, the situation was completely 

unpalatable to the council. Helm and his new bride were then forbidden to enter the city for three 
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years.
464

 This case was to serve as a warning to the new Hofmeister lest he be tempted by the 

female patients because his wife had also recently died. The overseer warned him that he “not so 

hastily and incautiously marry, [if so] then it should happen that he will reap the same 

punishment.”
465

 

 The oldest trick in the book was simple embezzlement of hospital resources. While Jesus 

had the power to turn water into wine, the workers in these hospitals had the power to turn wine 

into water. Watery wine was a continual complaint in the lazaret. The Hofmeister was 

investigated for throwing parties with hospital food. His highest offense was drinking the wine 

meant for patients and then watering it down.
 466

 Food and drink was the absolute greatest 

expense in the hospital (See Chapter 5). The amount that workers were to eat was as clearly 

specified as the patients’ diet in the hospital ordinances.
467

 In the 1570s, an overseer of the 

Lepraschau complained that they could not supply sufficient food to the needy lepers without the 

workers gorging and binging.
468

  

 The city council inclucated to the administrators that the job of monitoring the bread, 

meat, and beer supplies was their responsibility.
469

 The Cüstorin in the lazaret was to speak with 

the patients personally about the amount of meat they had eaten that day.
470

 The information 

could have been of aid in medical decisions, but the real reason seems to be unlocked in the 

ordinances for the caregivers. The ordinances forbade caregivers from taking left-over food 
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because it caused squabbles and competition among them.
471

 Further, the ordinances cited the 

temptation to “steal or withhold food” from the sick for sale was too great. No food was to be 

furtively sneaked out of the house “as has sometimes occurred.”
472

 Instead, all extra food was 

then to be taken to the Hofmeister who was ultimately accountable for it.
473

 

 Drunkenness among all levels of hospital employees was one of the largest problems. 

The lazaret had an onsite jail with shackles where it would place volgesauffen or grossly 

intoxicated workers. For example, one report stated that two drunken Posslern were thrown in 

the lazaret jail on rations of bread and water; upon leaving the lazaret, they were banished from 

the city.
474

 

Progressively from the 1560s through the 1580s, the city council practiced increased 

oversight on the administration of the hospital, ensuring the limited resources and personnel were 

used in the prescribed way. If the Hofmeister, in particular, was disobedient in his delegated 

responsibilities, then there was no hope of the rest of the boundaries holding their prescribed 

forms. In 1585, the highest offices in the lazaret drew the most censure from the council. The 

Hofmeister, pastor, and Cüstorin reported on each other and were reported on by council 

servants. The council replaced both the Hofmeister and Cüstorin a number of times during the 

outbreak. In early September, a new Hofmeister was strictly warned to not be like the last, he 

would have to clean up his act particularly in relation to food and drink.
475

  

 On September 15, 1585, the Cüstorin Anna Vischerin was dismissed for not fulfilling her 
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duties; she was also sneaking lazaret resources and patients’ clothing in a basket out of the 

hospital. The council gave permission for her corporal punishment, jail, and subsequent life-long 

banishment from the city for ten miles.
476

 Two days later, the old Hofmeister Lucas Helm was 

brought up on charges for various misdeeds and his new careless marriage. Lucas Helm, wife 

Katerina, and Anna Vischerin were called to raise two fingers and swear to their banishment.
477

 

In the next month, the Hofmeister Conrad Merckel, his wife, and another Cüstorin were accused 

of selling the clothes of dead patients. They were condemned to an old Nuremberg tower for 

fourteen days. After it was determined that the three were not infected, they were moved to the 

jail.
478

 The delegated role of the administration in Nuremberg’s hospitals became accountable to 

centralized monitoring. 

 Unfortunately, from the sources we are not privy to the manner in which the hospital 

workers conducted their tasks, whether they “whistled while they worked” or not, but we do 

know that workers certainly stretched the behavioral boundaries dictated by the council with 

disobedience. The disobedient acts of workers show both the role of the individual in shaping 

care in the hospitals (in positive or negative ways) through their own actions, but also the 

threshold through which individuals could test those boundaries before being purged by the 

council. Efforts to tighten and monitor the boundaries were progressively made at a time when 

the city was particularly concerned with its resources, which will be explored in later chapters. 

 

Conclusion 

Within these hospitals stood a myriad of concentric and overlapping boundaries. 
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Boundaries between the sick and healthy, the pure and impure, the clean and dirty, male and 

female, the body and the outside world, and, finally, between life and death. The council and 

educated advisers built contagious disease care on the idea of these boundaries. They prescribed 

parameters to maintain them. While these constructs may be easy to delineate in the mind or on 

paper, in the real world they cannot be maintained without working human bodies as bouncers, 

buffers, and boundary makers.     

To what end? The warmth, food, and care found in the hospitals gave infected citizens 

and inhabitants a place to go in their vulnerability and a hope of recovery. The city spent vast 

sums of money for that hope. In the work of these bodies, the sick citizens or inhabitants were 

told that they were home, that they could be nurtured. In the work of these bodies, they were told 

that they were not merely a part of the city when they were strong contributing members, but 

also when they were weak, and thereby, they were ultimately told that they belonged. 

The behavioral boundaries should have demarcated a clear shape of contagious disease 

care in Nuremberg; however, as it was ever dependent on workers’ minds and bodies, it was an 

ever-changing, wibbly-wobbly shape that looks more solid the further away one’s perspective. In 

the next chapter, I will look more closely at how the council used incentive and threat against 

body carriers, Posslern, and grave diggers in order to try to stabilize the form of contagious 

diseases care in Nuremberg.  
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Chapter 4: 

Working Bodies as Mobile Boundaries: 

Workers Processing and Purging in the City 

 

 

 

On the seventh of October during the catastrophic plague of 1562, the city council of 

Nuremberg met to discuss the rampant problem of unruly body carriers in its city. During 

outbreaks of plague, body carriers became one of the most visible groups in the city. They 

transported afflicted bodies outside of the walls:  the sick to St. Sebastian’s lazaret and the dead 

to St. Johannis cemetery. Unfortunately, they were also notorious for extorting money, food and 

drink from vulnerable families. The over-taxed, low-in-number council continuously amended 

their decrees aimed at the body carriers. Despite the fact that the council dealt with a myriad of 

other major catastrophes associated with plague, such as food shortages, trade stoppages and 

city-wide looting, disobedient workers were a central fixture in the council’s legislation. 

Although the council enjoyed a European-wide reputation for power, it was still dependent on 

the cooperation of these unruly, disreputable body carriers to enact their plans for adequate 
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contagious-disease separation and care (See Image: Body Carriers). 

The cornerstone of Nuremberg’s management of plague was the physical separation of 

polluting elements from the healthy. In Chapters 1 and 2, I explored how the walls of the city 

provided the physical boundary of contagious disease separation and the emotional projection of 

safety within its bounds. The walls signified home; however, as the sick citizens and inhabitants 

of Nuremberg themselves proved to be the most virulent pollutants, the city established hospitals 

outside the walls to care for those individuals; the patients were to be treated there until they 

could return again healthy wider gesund. The hospitals were founded in mimicry of the home - a 

home away from home; it was ideally a place of protection and compassion. In Chapter 3, I 

explored how the workers within the hospital performed “body-ballets,” becoming the boundary 

of Nuremberg’s contagious disease care in the actions of their bodies as they fulfilled or withheld 

their tasks. This chapter looks at plague workers within the city; it follows contagious disease 

care employees as they performed their “body-ballets” across the city’s landscape.  

The outbreak of plague sparked the need for intense orchestration and the use of many 

working bodies. The council needed workers to bring resources from the city center to the 

extramural hospitals. It also prompted leaders to find sources of miasma and transfer them out of 

the city by means of designated pathways. As with the workers inside the hospitals, they 

performed a more-and-less choreographed dance. Their acts of disobedience tested the powers-

that-were in the city center, but their general obedience enabled the system to work. 

 

Chapter Structure 

The first section of this chapter will focus on the paths of the contagious disease workers 

as part of a broader culture of procession and purgation in early modern cities. It explores how 
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these workers crossed the boundary between the sick and the healthy in the work of their bodies 

ultimately to reinforce the boundary of contagious disease separation. Posslern, or errand 

runners, processed on a path that brought city resources to loved ones in St. Sebastian’s lazaret, 

and body carriers purged the city of the corrupted sick and dead. Other workers such as 

washerwomen, guards, gravediggers and caregivers also acted as buffers while accomplishing 

their tasks in the city. Through the work of their bodies, the sick, dead and polluted objects 

within the city were transferred out of it. This isolation and conveying of harmful elements was 

spatially orchestrated.  

The second section functions in parallel with Chapter 3. It shows the council’s 

“behavioral boundaries,” which established the channels within which contagious disease 

workers were to travel. Disobedience shows the workers’ resistance to these prescriptions. The 

council increasingly used the threat of punishment and the incentive of money to try to sure up 

those channels. The council’s dictates may have been the intended disease care; however, the 

actual shape of disease care was created in the praxis of the physical work. 

Finally, my third section focuses on the city council’s attempt to allay fear during plague. 

The orchestration of pathways helped to impart a sense of security. The inhabitants needed to 

believe that cooperation was their best chance of survival; the submission of body carriers and 

other workers to the will of the council was the key to this plan. The separation of pollutants, 

care for the sick in hospitals, and, ultimately, the reintegration of the healthy was the intended 

trajectory of contagious disease care in Nuremberg, but it was ever dependent on these mobile 

bodies.  

 

I. Procession and Purgation 
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Processions were standard-fare in early modern cities. Religious orders, city leaders, and 

guild members all formed themselves into particular lines, on particular days and times, in a 

particular order, in particular clothing to proceed on particular pathways for prayer, funerals, 

announcements of nobility, festivals and feasts. Scholars have analyzed procession as physical, 

visible and spatial reinforcement of early modern political and religious power structures. In 

Ulrike Strasser’s study of female sexuality in Bavaria, she opens with the procession of Duke 

Maximillian I to the great gothic city hall and central market to erect a golden statue of Mary. It 

was an emblem merging political dominion, Catholicism, and female chastity.
479

 In Duane 

Corpis’s study of the bi-confessional Augsburg, procession was a means of staking out territory 

and contesting opposing claims to religious dominion.
480

 In Barbara Diefendorf’s study of 

confessional competition in Paris, procession was ultimately the ritual act of unity, in which “the 

body social, the body political and the body of Christ were so closely intertwined as to be 

inseparable.”
481

 Procession clearly illustrates the connection between civic and religious power 

structure and paths. Humanist geographer Allen Pred argues that paths are always alive with 
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unequal power distribution that projects institutional structures.
482

 Nuremberg’s processional 

paths were woven through its central monuments of institutional power: the city hall, city 

market, and two major parish churches.
483

 These visible structures created the paths that 

reinforced meaning within the community.  

Procession visibly and spatially elided the body of Christ, the Corpus Christianum, with 

its secular jurisdiction. God had consecrated social orders and charged both leaders and followers 

to maintain suitable distinctions within this jurisdiction, but bodies required both leaders (heads) 

and subordinate parts (eg. feet) in order to function well. It essentially stated, “You are a part of 

the body of Christ Nuremberg branch.”  

In order to maintain this purity in medieval political thought, the purging of pollutants 

was as important as processing. These pollutants could be moral, religious or material. Ritualized 

funeral processions brought dead bodies out of the city to cemeteries and surrounding chapels as 

they were forbidden to be buried in the city. Nuremberg’s Lepraschau (leper examination) 

brought homeless lepers into specified places within the city for charity, spiritual service, and 

physical examination. The city’s sworn doctors diagnosed any new cases of leprosy so that 

anyone within the city who was polluted with the abscheulich, or disgusting illness, could follow 

the lepers out of the city into their new isolated homes. In Lyndal Roper’s study of Augsburg, 

prostitutes were ritually banished on St. Galli’s day as a symbol of the city’s moral and sexual 

sobriety.
484

 Another account of purging was famously sculpted on the town church of 
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Wittenberg, in which Martin Luther would later preach. A relief on the side of the church shows 

an image of a pig defecating on Jews as a monument to their expulsion. Nuremberg followed suit 

by expelling their Jewish population in 1498.
485

 Many of their books were cannibalized and the 

materials co-opted into municipals records, some of which, somberly, I used to write this 

research. Early modern cities purged themselves continuously of Jews, witches, Anabaptists, 

criminals, adulterers, or adherents to rival confessions. Depending upon the situation, the purged 

individuals were either removed from the community through banishment or death, or they were 

restored to the community through confession and reintegration.
486

  

One of the most visible forms of purging was the pathway of the executed criminal. In 

1617, George Karl Lambrecht, a miller and day laborer, was convicted of counterfeiting gold and 

silver coins. His processional path visibly crossed all powerful civic and religious monuments of 

Nuremberg. It began with the ringing of St. Sebald’s bells. Then the criminal was brought out of 

the dungeons at the city hall and escorted by a line of priests, city councilors donning brilliant 

dark robes, and the heads of the city’s craft guilds. They processed from the city hall, completed 

the full alignment at St. Lorenz, and then exited out the southeast Frauentor, where the 

Ravenstone awaited the execution; the soon to be executed man wept along the way pleading to 

the people for forgiveness. While forgiveness from God could be achieved for Lambrecht, as 

indeed one chaplain confirmed his journey to heaven, he was still to be ritually purged from the 
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pure city.
487

  

The maintenance of purity, both physical and spiritual, was heightened during plague. In 

1483, the council ordered “every day after vespers [during] the reigning pestilence to praise the 

heavenly queen Mary by singing the antiphon [call and response singing] Salve Regina with the 

servants singing the collect, and in their godly houses between here and Egidien, hold biweekly 

processions to call on God to impart grace against pestilence.”
488

 Twice in 1533, seven years 

after the Reformation, the council ordered both parish churches to raise processional prayers for 

the city.
489

 Although plague was attributed to a number of causes, worldly and other-worldly, the 

most uncontested solution was repentance and a plea for God’s mercy. The council tells the 

inhabitant “to lift up his heart and mind to God the Father through a genuine, strong [and] 

constant faith in the gracious gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ…who has mercifully forgiven us 

our sin through the suffering and death of Christ, and who will truly and certainly give us eternal 

life when this life is over.”
490

 

During periods of outbreak, an intense search for tangible pollutants was also underway. 

As discussed in previous chapters, contagious disease was thought to be caused by miasma, 
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corrupted odors. The city restricted where one could relieve oneself, dumped spoiled or smelly 

food in the river, and marched the pigs out of the city. None of these items brought corrupted 

odors like the sick and dead inhabitants. The city therefore created contagious disease hospitals 

to host these polluted bodies until they were buried or cleansed and reintegrated.  

While not as majestic as processions or as horrific as executions, the paths of contagious 

disease workers were the conduits flushing the polluting elements out of the city: both bodies 

and objects. The system also relied on errand runners, or Posslern, who could bring pure food 

and supplies to the polluted space of hospitals. The essential separation of the polluted sick and 

the pure healthy was 

only possible through 

the work of contagious 

disease workers who 

could cross the 

boundary of separation 

and then recreate it. 

Like procession, their 

paths were alive with civic, religious and cultural meaning (See Image: Path to Lazaret). 

 

The Paths of Contagious Disease Workers 

This next section explores the roles of errand runners, body carriers, gravediggers, 

guards, washerwomen and caregivers. It follows the projected spaces and paths of these workers 

as they processed through the city and purged it of contagious disease. 
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Posslern 

Medieval leper houses are the most stereotyped example of contagious disease 

segregation; however, we must rid ourselves of the myth of the total isolation of these 

institutions.
491

 Healthy workers needed to move supplies into these hospitals. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, Glocklers were the most basic connection between the isolated leper houses and the 

city center.  

The Glockler was a healthy 

man who bore an image of the saint 

of his respective hospital on his 

basket. He walked into the city with 

his basket ringing a bell, from which 

he gets his name. The bell announced 

to parishioners it was time to donate 

food to the lepers. He also hauled 

wood and other supplies to the leper 

house. When they went into the city, 

the Glocklern were limited to 

begging and gathering supplies in their respective parishes: St. Johannis and St. Jobst in St. 

Sebald’s parish and St. Leonard and St. Peter in St. Lorenz’s parish.
492

 The two parishes were 

divided by the Pegnitz River in the center of the city. The presence of the Glockler reinforced the 
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relationship between the houses of charity and the inhabitants of the city, funneled through the 

parishes. They brought the pure and life-giving element of food to the poor souls in the leper 

house.  

In replication of the Glockler, the city established the Possler or errand runner, who 

carried supplies between the city central market and the St. Sebastian’s lazaret.  See Map Blue 

Arrows). The Possler, coming from the German word Bossel or side work, was a go-fer.
493

 He 

was generally a farm hand who took on the work temporarily.
494

 With great strength, he “hauled 

bread, meat, and others things into the lazaret” in a basket.
495

 His prescribed path was from the 

central market and the Holy Ghost Hospital through the southwest Spitaltor to the lazaret.
496

 In 

the central market, he gathered vegetables, meat, salt and fish. On the south side, he could go 

down through Johannesplatz or the more southern St. Jakobstrasse for wheat, or walk through 

Königsstrasse to gather wood but still continuing out the southwest Spitaltor.
497

  

In the first half of the sixteenth-century, the city had used other errand runners and side 

workers to carry the beer to the hospital. However, their tendency to wander off the path and 

linger too long at the lazaret convinced the council to transfer the task to the specified 

Posslern.
498

 Beer fermentation was located at the north end of the city, where beer brewers dug a 

series of tunnels for the beer’s storage and fermentation.
499

 Seemingly the beer and wine would 
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have been the heaviest objects carried to the lazaret, yet the Posslern were still instructed to carry 

them down to the far southwest gate and then uphill to the lazaret. Even when carrying the 

heaviest items, it was expressly forbidden to use a cart. The council feared that a cart “even with 

a locked lid” was not secure enough “to look after” these valuable supplies.
500

  

The limitation to hand-carrying meant that the Posslern would have been constantly 

moving and visible. They emerged from their post at central city hospital with large padlocked 

baskets and moved through the city’s central markets. The central market was the site of all 

Nuremberg social life and power. It hosted royal tournaments and traditional rituals such as the 

city’s carnival ritual, Schembartlauf.
501

 As their path weaved through markets, they would have 

traversed paths similar to other processions, for example, the paths Emperor Friedrich III took on 

his mid-fifteenth-century royal processions through the city.
502

 As the heart beats in sending 

blood to the limbs, the Posslern connected the central market, as a place of life, purity and 

production to the functioning hospitals outside the city. Unlike their predecessor, the Glockler 

who gathered his resources from the parishes, the Possler represented the resources of the 

common funds being spent on the city’s separated loved ones.  

 

Body Carriers 

In contrast to the Possler, the path of body carriers was not supposed to be as visible. 

Body carriers came from the ranks of day laborers, soldiers, or any form of dishonorable, or low-
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status occupation. When the city council began to prepare for plague outbreak, they ordered four 

body carriers to each of the two church parishes, as it took four carriers to carry one deceased 

adult on a stretcher; they no longer used carts stereotypical of medieval plague.
503

 In 1520, they 

hired eight carriers per parish, and in the catastrophic plague year of 1562, their number 

increased to twelve carriers at St. Lorenz and eight at St. Sebald’s.
504

  

The process of getting the sick and dead out of the city varied. Ideally, the call came from 

a barber surgeon or personnel in the central hospital. Body carriers could also be beckoned to 

houses; however, they were forbidden from entering the homes.
505

 In the city’s general plague 

regimen, the council advocated that sick loved ones be brought to the churchyard and left in the 

city’s care at that point.
506

 The churchyard was the historical cemetery, but by the beginning of 

the sixteenth-century any burial in the city was seen as possible contamination, particularly 

during plague. While burial there was forbidden, the churchyards were still the central hub of 

sick and dead bodies waiting to be conveyed to their final destinations. Indeed, the number of 

bodies was so large that they had to expand the St. Lorenz’s churchyard to accommodate the 

waiting sick and dead.
507

 The city posted two barber surgeons at the churchyards to aid the sick 

and help with directing the carriers.
508

 There were more carriers posted at St. Lorenz than St. 

Sebald. Seemingly, there would have been a closer connection between St. Sebald and the lazaret 

due to their proximity; however, St. Lorenz was almost double the distance to the lazaret, which 

may have been the practical reason for more carriers. 

 In 1562, the city council changed the method of carrying the sick from a stretcher to an 
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upright chair. One reason for 

the change was that the chair 

only needed two carriers, as 

seen in the image. Families 

paid 16 pfennig per carrier 

for each person carried. A 

sick adult took two carriers, 

and a dead adult required 

four. A sick or dead child 

required only two carriers, 

and they were paid 8 pfennig 

each.
509

 Carriers were admonished that even if the family could not pay, the carrier was to go 

ahead and bring the individual to the hospital, and the overseer would reimburse him later at the 

cost of the city.
510

 Carrying hours were only early in the morning before daybreak or almost mid-

day between 11 to 12.
511

 Carrying before day break may have been an attempt to lessen the 

visibility of the carrying and flush out the pollutants before the day began. The mid-day carry 

probably sought to clear the city of bodies before any midday break and, more importantly, 

before the afternoon heat. When they were not carrying bodies, body carriers were to wait 

diligently in their hut on the parish churchyards.  

 In opposition to the Posslern, body carriers were told numerous times to “avoid the wide 

allies and plazas like the market place as much as possible.” They were to go out a western gate 
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as soon as possible or simply “the closest gate to carry the sick person behind the walls.”
512

 The 

body carriers’ exact paths are impossible to discern because they were to glide through the small 

alleys avoiding the major thoroughfares (my map gives some approximations). They would have 

carried the sick from the two parish churchyards to the lazaret and the dead to the gravediggers 

positioned at the southwest Spitaltor or northwest Tiergartentor (See Map red arrows).  

While the city was commanded to let the body carriers carry all of the sick and dead, it 

was statistically implausible that they could have done so. We have statistical data, albeit spotty, 

from 1562. Using these numbers and what is possible to discern from the city’s landscape, we 

can reconstruct a portion of what could have been seen and experienced in the city during the 

worst waves of plague. Seeing as the body carriers were restricted to two carrying hours a day or 

perhaps no longer than an hour in the early morning, the carriers would have made about three to 

four trips a day at quick walking pace. This produced around 506 possible carries which would 

have been divided by four for dead bodies or by two for the sick or a child. My calculations 

approximate that there could have been 10-20 bodies carried on these paths discussed above in 

any given carrying hour. Logically the dead bodies were quicker to carry because they traveled a 

shorter distance to the gravediggers at the Spitaltor or Tiergartentor; it is also possible that fewer 

carries were feasible when the carriers had to walk around the city walls which would have been 

a distance up to 2 ½ to 3 miles instead of less than one when walking directly. 

 The body carriers could not have covered the number of sick and dead during the worst 

waves of outbreak; therefore, presumably family members would have also carried the dead to 

the city gates and assisted their sick loved ones to the parish churchyards. As an example, the 

first week of October 1562, 154 sick persons were carried to the lazaret at a rate of 
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approximately twenty-two 

new patients per day, and 

414 people died within 

the city proper. In the 

winter when the 

contagion was 

suppressed, they could 

have potentially covered 

all of the carrying need in 

the city. In the week of 

December 12th to 18th, 

ninty-six people in the 

city proper died, and only nineteen people were carried to the lazaret.  

 

Gravediggers 

Generally the city employed two gravediggers, one from each parish, to bury the dead. 

During plague, the city allowed them to employ multiple assistants. One poor city clerk in 1562 

named Eucharius Linkh was assigned to the assist the gravedigger from St. Lorenz parish in 

recording the dead. The gravedigger from St. Sebald’s was assisted by a literate body carrier.
513

 

The gravediggers were posted in the Zwinger of Tiergartentor and Spitaltor. (See map yellow 

arrows). The Zwinger was a chamber located in the space between the inner and outer walls of 
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the city. They then buried the plague victims in the city’s St. Johannis cemetery.
514

 Theoretically, 

the bodies were to be carried directly out of the city, as city leaders wanted no sick or dead 

bodies to remain in the city for more than six hours after death.
515

 If bodies were brought to the 

gates after night fall, the gravediggers stored them in the Zwinger, until around daybreak when 

the gates were opened.
516

  While it was best that bodies were carried out of the Tiergärtentor and 

Spitaltor, bodies were brought to all gates. Gravediggers were tempted to use the Neutor as it 

was the most direct path to the St. Johannis area outside the city. This movement occurred 

particularly when the Tiergärtentor was overcrowded. It is unclear exactly why, but the city 

leaders wanted to limit this practice; it is possible that they used the gate as a major trade 

thoroughfare as Neutor is on the trade route from Frankfurt am Main.
517

 This prohibition is 

particularly interesting in light of the fact that the body carriers are advised to take any gate on 

the western walls, which would have included the Neutor, to get the sick out of the city. If bodies 

could not fit through the Tiergartentor, they were to be brought to the St. Lorenz gravedigger 

stationed at the southwest Spitaltor. From there, the bodies were to be carried out of the gate 

through the left-hand side of the gate.
518

  

There was also an accumulation of bodies at the inner Laufertor. This illegal pile-up of 

corpses is further evidence that not all of the body carrying in the city was conducted by official 

body carriers and gravediggers despite the council’s repeated admonitions. All bodies located at 
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the inside of the Laufertor were to be moved to a Schiessgraben, a defensible area located 

outside of the city walls. Bodies from inside the city that had a particular place to be buried in St. 

Johannis were to be carried around the outer walls to St. Johannis cemetery. Any anonymous 

bodies or bodies appearing at the outer wall were to be taken to the parish church cemetery in 

Wöhrd, the suburban area to the east of city. The gravedigger was absolutely forbidden to accept 

any bodies not from the city proper.
519

    

The preparation of the bodies was done by Seelnonnen or Seelweiber, soul nuns, a group 

in Nuremberg about whom we know little. These women were a tertiary or lay religious order. 

They were first documented in Nuremberg in the early 1520s by the Nützel patrician family. 

Soul nuns occupied the pious work often conducted by religious orders, and they remained long 

after the Reformation. In non-plague years, they tended to the bedridden sick and sewed bodies 

into cloth in preparation for burial.
520

 They were also to watch diligently for corpses that had 

died of plague and make sure the contaminating bodies were quickly and unceremoniously 

removed from the city.
521

 The bodies were then laid in a common or mass grave, Totengruben, as 

coffins were not used until the seventeenth-century.
522

 The gravediggers then covered the body 

in layers of earth and chalk; this was the final physical barrier between the polluted dead bodies 

and the city.
523

  

Neither the city nor the hospitals could have survived with complete isolation from one 

another. The pathways of the Posslern, body carriers, and gravediggers, were allowed spaces of 
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boundary crossing between the healthy and the contaminated. In the strength of their arms and 

movement of their legs, these workers cycled elements in and out of the city and hospital which 

enabled the rest of the healthy population to maintain its separation.  

 

Isolating Contagious Disease Workers 

Up to this point I have discussed the paths of workers bringing resources, the sick and the 

dead out of the city; however, there were also pockets of allowed pollutants which remained in 

the city. One example of care taking place within the city occurred when a Franciscan monk fell 

ill with syphilis. The monk had been cared for within the friary inside the city walls. When the 

brothers could no longer care for him, they supplicated the city council to allow him entrance 

into the Holy Cross Hospital. The council responded that he did not qualify for entrance into the 

hospital, and that he would need to be cared for completely within the confines of the friary. 

Alternatively, the infected monk would be forced leave the city.
524

  

 Throughout the sixteenth-century, there was a growing trend toward private care houses 

within the city for pay or for charity.
525

 In September 1497 during the early virulent outbreak of 

syphilis, one pious, rich woman informed the council that God had instructed her to take care of 

poor souls blighted with the French disease. The council consented, on the condition that she 

only care for sick citizens and inhabitants, no foreigners.
526

 During bouts of plague, many 

individuals withheld themselves from the lazaret out of fear. The council debated what to do 
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about these individuals.
527

 Rather than fight them, the council stated that their ability to stay 

within the confines and comfort of the city depended on that individual’s resources to keep 

himself insulated. Wealthy inhabitants employed caregivers for these tasks. Although not an 

official caregiver in the lazaret, her tasks were stipulated among those of lazaret employees; she 

was seemingly a lazaret employee by proxy.  

The caregiver in the city fulfilled the same tasks as the caregiver inside the hospitals: 

serving the patient with compassion and patience, giving proper food and drink, and tending the 

patients’ fire. She was to ensure that all contaminated laundry was safely transported to the 

lazaret. But, most importantly, she acted as a proactive guard. Her job was to keep out any 

visitors. No one but the doctor was to visit. She also protected the city from the polluted person, 

making sure the sick person stayed within the confines of the home. The caregiver herself was 

then limited in her own movements; she was only to fulfill tasks outside of the home on behalf of 

the sick individual.
528

  

Another contagious disease worker functioning in the city was a washerwoman. As 

another lazaret employee by proxy, she cleaned and fumigated houses that had been infested 

with plague. She expunged pollutants by scrubbing the walls, tables, chests, and closets.
529

 She 

gathered any infected clothing and bedding and carried them to the lazaret. The cloths were not 
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even allowed to stay overnight. While carrying the dangerous clothing, she was to avoid the 

central market or other large streets. Like the body carriers, she was to carry them “every time” 

immediately behind the walls through the narrow little allies, to be washed underneath the lazaret 

in the outflow of the river.
530

 The washerwoman was sent with a guard. His job was to keep 

people out of the infested house while it was being cleaned and fumigated. He protected the 

houses from looting, but he also kept looters from bringing dangerous polluted objects out of the 

home. He was also charged with recording the names of remaining household members and 

adding yet another layer of protection around any contaminated cloths on their path to the 

lazaret.
531

 

The city council itself had some contagious disease workers buffering them in the city 

hall. The space of the city hall was fumigated daily. It employed a barber surgeon who was 

strictly forbidden from seeing other patients. The council employed buffering errand boys; it 

would not even interact with the Plague overseer because of his close proximity to other plague 

workers. The council orchestrated city policies through an intense isolation and hand-to-hand 

relay system.
532

 

 

Withholding from Community 

As we saw in the last chapter, the city utilized workers as buffers. These buffers could 

cross the boundary between the sick bodies and pure healthy. The working bodies inside the 
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hospital not only made care for contagious disease possible, but also allowed the rest of the 

populace to be separated from the contaminating elements. Workers inside the city needed to 

buffer with their bodies at a much higher level, as they were also thought to carry some risk of 

infecting the healthy population. As they did not have the physical sequestering of the hospital, 

they were required to create their own isolation from society within the city. 

As part of the insulating role of the caregiver, she was to withhold herself from the 

community. She was not to “go into any house, and during this time of care giving, she was not 

to visit other people, on the contrary she was to withhold herself from all society.”
533

 This 

prohibition of socializing was a common theme for contagious disease workers. Washerwomen 

who worked within the city were to avoid churches, bath houses, the city hall, markets, and 

taverns.
534

 

Body carriers were confined to the churchyard, where the city erected a special hut for 

them to live in during plague. The carriers often tried to take on side work such as woodcutting 

or other day laboring tasks. Since there was a fair amount of spare time between carrying hours, 

however the council ordered “that they were to be made to remain in their huts, which were 

erected on both St. Sebald and St. Lorenz. Additionally [the council] ordered them to remain 

there, and not to go among the people or also do any other work, on the contrary they had to wait 

until they carried again.”
535

 The council was especially afraid that the inhabitants who employed 

the body carriers were “unaware of the fact that they had been used as carriers,” and thereby that 
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they had been tainted by the touch of the sick and dead.
536

 While restricting the carriers’ mobility 

was in keeping with the restrictions given to caregivers and washerwomen, it also made sense on 

a practical level as body carriers comprised the most opportunistic group of thugs in the city.  

Gravediggers, though they generally held a semi-dishonorable designation, were not 

accustomed to limitation of movement in the city. This unrestricted mobility was in opposition to 

executioners and skinners who were restricted from going into common places and taverns.
537

 

However, during plague, gravediggers were no longer allowed to visit large gatherings, churches, 

markets, or taverns. To their great dismay, the city council rejected all petitions to resume 

community in the tavern.
538

 Interestingly, they did not appear to have the same ardor in 

petitioning for the right to return to church.  

The only contagious disease worker who was unimpeded in his movements in the city 

was the Possler.
539

 Stationed at the city’s central hospital, the Possler’s job necessitated that he 

maneuver through pure places, such as the markets. The Possler, it seems, did not take on the 

fear of pollution that workers who touched contaminating patients did. Although Posslern are 

mentioned in lazaret account books, their tasks are never broadly described; however, from other 

sources, I would surmise that, like the cook, the Possler was only allowed minimal contact and 

movement when entering the lazaret. It is possible that he was only allowed in the healthy 
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section or in the external covered area that the founders were so keen to build for the easy 

transport of goods. Safeguarding the Possler from pollution was consistent with the city’s ethic 

of keeping the food production pure as well. On November 16, 1562, the council was horrified to 

hear a tale of four Posslern, who instead of handing the tasks and money to body carriers, were 

carrying infected bodies themselves and pocketing the money. This disobedience was a 

beschwerlich und abscheulich “an onerous and utterly disgusting” practice.
540

 The council 

responded by moving these tainted Posslern to the ranks of the body carriers. They then 

commanded them, like the body carriers, to “avoid the market and the common streets as much 

as possible.”
541

 

All of these workers conducted their tasks in close proximity to contaminating objects 

and people. Their bodies acted as buffers surrounding the dangerous elements and then 

conveying them out of the city: caregivers in individual homes, washerwomen in the homes of 

the sick and dead, and body carriers in the huts on the churchyard and on pathways. These 

important roles required that special safeguards be put into practice in order to protect the city’s 

population.  

 

II. Wandering from the Narrow Path 

The city council installed behavioral boundaries within which contagious disease workers 

were to conduct these tasks. The behavioral boundaries were then enforced through overlapping 

systems of administration. In 1562, the council created a position of Plague overseer as the 

central coordinator of plague administration in the city.
542

 The overseer collected information to 
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pass to the council, ensured plague workers accomplished their tasks, and paid the employees 

their weekly salary. As we have seen in the last section, the behavioral boundaries marked the 

workers’ paths between the hospitals and the city center. While geographer Allen Pred points out 

the importance of power structures on paths, he also argues that it is individuals who must every 

day in every minute make decisions, concerning actions and movements. For Pred, this physical 

human movement in endless reproduction and recreation makes paths “human and object 

biographies.”
543

 While the council created behavioral boundaries, they were merely prescribed 

channels within which the workers were to accomplish their tasks. It was up to the workers to 

determine how they would follow the channel or if they would wander from the proverbial 

narrow path. 

Leonard Cammerer, the plague overseer in 1562, complained that he was not able to 

conduct any of his personal business affairs because he constantly had to shoo and direct the 

body carriers, errand runners, and other plague workers.
544

 Inhabitants continually complained 

about body carriers who thought drunkenly rolling dead bodies off of stretchers was hilarious. 

They were known to saufen und fressen (“gorge on food and binge drink”) in inhabitants’ 

houses. They extorted families out of valuables and money, demanding tips and extra incentive 

to get one’s family members safely to the lazaret. They walked through the streets, often drunk, 

intentionally scaring people, laughing and swearing as well as harassing and molesting the 

female servants.
545

 They took the most crowded streets and complicated pathways as they 

taunted the populace. They leaned the stretcher jokingly from side to side, setting it down while 
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underway, taking rest, making weird cries or even attacking the sick with their laughing and 

cursing.
546

 The city council bristled at the “profuse complaints” of the people against the carriers 

on account of their deliberate attempts to terrify the city.
547

 The body carriers wanted to be 

terrifying because the more fear they instilled, the more they could extort the populace.  

One example was when three carriers, Jorg Kerl, Jorg Hanless and Conradt Alfeldt were 

chided by the council for not upholding their ordinances. They spent their days in their little huts 

on the parish churchyard completely drunk; carried craft-guild apprentices who had not died of 

plague to the wrong places; helped themselves to items from plague infested houses; and instead 

of alternating in conducting their tasks, the three simply sent the youngest carrier to do all of 

their work.
548

 After a number of warnings, they were subsequently banished. 

Workers were continuously reprimanded for trying to elicit “extra incentive” or extortion 

from victims. Even from within the hospitals, workers were capable of extorting patients or 

stealing their things. When a caregiver worked for a family, she had set prices. “They should be 

allowed, consistently and sufficiently, the weekly wage of a Gulden, as well as the appropriate 

waiting money also for payment, in all truth and with no falsehood.”
549

 Extortion was so 

prevalent among the gravediggers that the council ordered that a board be posted in the 

churchyards stating the exact amount of their fees so that they could no longer overcharge the 

inhabitants.
550

  

Posslern were generally more trusted than body carriers. They held one of the two keys 
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for their food basket while the Hofmeister in the lazaret held the other.
551

 But, these errand 

runners too could take advantage of their position. As seen in the last chapter, a former farmhand 

turned Possler, Hans Hoffman, “was judged with the rope [for] steal[ing] and selling sick 

patients’ money and clothes.”
552

 However, because of the horrible stink, “he [Hans] himself 

became infected.”
553

 Drinking was the biggest issue with the Posslern, which is consistent with 

the fact that they were usually adolescent males. 

 In 1592, Hans Pömer was known for his daily drinking, cursing, carousing, and 

exchanging lewd comments. He was arrested for assaulting the Weinkellner and put in stocks for 

eight days on bread and water. Apparently, he was given extra grace because his father held an 

important position in the city’s war office.
554

 He was allowed back in his post, but he was 

warned that if he drank again, the hospital would no longer pay him his drinking money. 

Posslern Hans Rössner and Hans Resth were imprisoned in the lazaret because they got drunk 

and wandered into the city.
555

 They were repeatedly punished for drunkenness, harassing 

females, and cursing, and they were finally banished.
556

 

Contagious disease workers also stole their colleagues’ jobs. I showed earlier an example 

of Posslern who carried bodies to pocket the carrying fees. Body carriers, in like manner, also 

tried to circumvent the gravediggers so they could keep the gravedigger’s fee.
557

 This prospect 

was particularly terrifying in light of the spiritual ramifications of an improper burial. 
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Gravediggers, too, tried to carry the dead from inside the city. Body carriers complained that “all 

bodies belonged to them to carry.”
558

 The council censured the gravediggers and declared that 

they were not allowed to transfer bodies inside the city unless a body carrier was physically too 

weak and exhausted to bring the corpse the whole way.
559

  

The council wanted to plan the contagious disease workers’ paths, schedules, and manner 

in which they were to complete their tasks. Disobedience here shows that there was a difference 

between these behavioral boundaries as prescribed and as acted out. Returning to Allen Pred and 

David Seamon’s idea of “body-ballets,” workers, in big and small ways, had to make decisions 

about how to follow these behavioral boundaries or whether to, indeed, stay within them at all. 

Disobedience is merely an example showing the infinite ways in which workers completed their 

tasks. As it was different every day in every way, the boundary of disease care was ever-

changing and mobile. 

 

The Carrot and the Stick 

City leaders knew that the unruly body carriers and plague workers would not be brought 

under submission without proper financial incentive. The fact that these tasks took place in the 

city meant that the stakes were higher, in terms of polluting the healthy. Hospital workers did not 

have the freedom of motion that contagious disease workers in the city had. All the way up to the 

top, Leonard Cammerer himself was ensured loyalty to the council through payments, which 

were far more than the dreams of most of these workers. When Cammerer complained that the 

contagious disease workers were causing him to neglect his business affairs, the council awarded 
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him a gift of 10 G on top of his usual pay.
560

 

In non-plague times, a body carrier would receive approximately half a Gulden weekly, 

which was increased to 1 G during outbreaks. In 1574 when the scourge of dysentery spread over 

the city, the body carriers complained that they were not paid enough. Having carried sixteen 

people out of the city and into the lazaret, and sensing the oncoming plague, they knew they 

could receive double their weekly pay.
561

 Throughout the course of the plague, that payment was 

even doubled again to ensure their obedience. “Also henceforth weekly, for their effort and 

work, 2 G will be given to each, on the condition that they extort extra reward from no one…” 

conducting their tasks “… free-willingly and immediately without talking back, and when they 

carry someone out [of the city], from now on, [they] come directly back.”
 562

  

Some perspective on how much money this is: if the body carrier worked for about 10 

months, they received approximated 72 G from the city alone. Additionally, they received 

another Gulden approximately every 16 carries from the families’ fees. A very elite job of a 

school-teacher in this time was paid approximately 50 Gulden a year.
563

 Clearly, the body 

carriers had the city leaders over the proverbial barrel. In September 1562, the Plague overseer, 

Cammerer, was once again beleaguered by the carriers when they were called to carry a few 

people from the suburb of Wöhrd. The council ordered that the carriers should do their job with 

their standard salary and no longer bother Cammerer. But they also informed Cammerer that if it 

would make things easier, he could pay them a half to a whole Gulden. In Cammerer’s accounts, 

he did pay them a whole extra Gulden just to get the task done.
564
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It was standard practice that any civic worker who dealt with plague received extra 

money. In William Naphy’s study of Geneva, the high pay of plague workers made them subject 

to accusations of plague-spreading for their continual work security.
565

 By comparison, 

Nuremberg’s lazaret workers earned much more money per week during an outbreak than in 

other hospitals; however, contagious disease workers inside the city were consistently paid even 

more than those in the lazaret. A caregiver in the city was paid 1 G weekly and extra money at 

the end of her service.
566

 Posslern earned 50 pfennig a week, or about 1/5 Gulden. While this is 

far less than the body carriers, it was an extraordinarily high sum for an errand runner. In this 

job, he made more money than caregivers, guards, cooks, and washerwomen in the hospital.
567

  

The council was not certain that it could ensure the obedience of the plague workers with 

the carrot alone; increasingly, it referred to the stick. The council empowered the Plague overseer 

to withhold their weekly payment from the city as a warning, but with the next infraction the 

overseers had the authority to banish them, to “werfen [throw] them out of the gates.” After this, 

they were prohibited to come within five miles of the city.
568

 For a willful and cheeky attitude, 

the guidelines recommended a half to a whole year of banishment. Or, finally, they would have 
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to report to the council for bodily punishment befitting the infraction.
569

  

The city council’s attempt to coax workers into the behavioral boundaries affirmed that 

there were indeed two levels of boundaries here. They needed not only to set the mandates. They 

needed willful minds to decide to follow them, and following that, for bodies to act out the 

essential tasks. 

 

III. From Fear to Trust and Cooperation  

In order for their plan to be successful, the city council needed their behavioral 

boundaries to be upheld by the inhabitants as well as the workers. They needed the population to 

hand over their sick loved ones to body carriers and to report deaths in their homes so 

washerwomen could clean and fumigate them. However, in such life or death situations, the 

inhabitants may not have wanted to open their vulnerability to the extortion of thugs and to rely 

on those thugs to get to the hospital. The cooperation of workers, staying in their prescribed 

pathway may have encouraged people that there was life and hope in complying with the 

council’s plan. There was power in the visible workers. The image of drunken, loitering body 

carriers was very different then the image of carriers quickly, efficiently and respectfully 

conveying the sick out of the city.  

The biggest problem with the functioning of the city during plague was flight. Anyone 

who had enough money and connections fled Nuremberg for neighboring cities. Nuremberg 

patrician, Martin Behaim, wrote in a letter that one third of the population fled in 1533.
570

 In one 

plague year, 1505, out of the thirty-four families eligible for membership in the city council, 
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fifteen families had completely fled and were conveniently held up outside the city.
571

 Flight 

from fear made the integral functions of the city almost impossible to fulfill.
572

 Theoretically, the 

removal of the sick, dead, and tainted objects should have encouraged people to stay.  

For those who remained in the city, the council imparted “fatherly advice” which was 

crucial to the system. The council asked its inhabitants to abide by the extra purity laws and to 

fulfill one’s duties whether one was a member of the city council or a body carrier. Trust in the 

council’s plan was akin to trusting in God; it also showed a love of neighbor and citizenly duty 

by protecting those who might become infected. One example of this belief is seen in the task of 

the soul nuns in the lazaret. The council contended that the soul nuns, through “utility and piety,” 

served the subjects and inhabitants diligently. It should be “with all diligence, not out of 

obedience but as it pertains to a citizen’s duty.”
573

 Having adequate workers respectfully filtering 

in and out of the city was vital to ensuring that people would send their infected loved ones to the 

lazaret, and that they would not flee the city. 

 

Workers as Emblems 

Body carriers who gleefully hoisted up sick and dead bodies, while gnashing their teeth 

and taunting already frightened citizens, did not inspire general confidence. Sick people were 

afraid to go to the lazaret, where they would be completely cut off from their loved ones, and 

their families feared a visit from body carriers who could eat them out of house and home.
574

 The 

council repeatedly chided workers for intentionally scaring people, and, as we have seen in this 
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chapter, struggled to keep contagious disease workers within behavior boundaries. The workers’ 

obedience was necessary to win trust for the council and its civic system of contagious disease 

separation and care. The workers themselves in their visible bodies ideally served as a reminder:  

There is a plan, trust us.  

In completing their tasks, the bodies of contagious disease workers were not only the 

physical arms and legs of the council of Nuremberg but the visible emblem of that civic disease 

care. We have already seen that errand runners had high visibility in the city. The errand runner, 

unlike their Glockler predecessors, bought the food from the central city market and the central 

city purse. Their pathway was regal, crossing the paths of earlier imperial and civic processions. 

Further, it connected the market, which the city intended to keep pure, to the pure sections in the 

hospital. The Posslern visibly reminded the city of their loved ones, or of their possible future, in 

the separated space of the lazaret. Through the body of the Possler, the council communicated 

that the boundary of their civic provision stretched beyond the safety of the walls to the lazaret. 

The sheer weight of food on the muscles of these men reflected the city’s willingness to pay for 

that most important resource of the lazaret.  

In contrast to the Possler, the tasks and paths of the other contagious disease workers 

were not as visible. Because they were purging the sick, dead, or corrupted clothing, their 

pathways always avoided the populated avenues in the city. However, when these workers were 

seen, as grim as their tasks may have been, they worked in specified places of contagious disease 

care and along those important paths conveying pollutants out of the city. The allowed moments 

of visibility of these plague workers communicated a message to the city. They reinforced the 

council’s resolve to remove pollutants and keep the city pure. The washerwomen and guards’ 

visible presence at their neighbors’ balefully emptied houses also spoke to this resolve. As they 
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cleaned and fumigated houses, their image possibly loosened the grip of a mother on her sick 

child, as she looks at her other children and remembers the council’s warning that sickness seems 

to spread from the foulness of a sick person to another. 

The city designated “plague paths and places” reminding the populace that the lazaret 

was not abandonment, but it was a part of a system. The churchyards, as frightening as their 

image must have been, were not sewers of the city, but the most historically sacred spaces of the 

city’s landscape. This sacred space was a reminder that their loved ones were left to this 

“conveyor belt” 

processing to their 

proper place. The 

gravediggers and 

their menacing jobs at 

the city’s gates 

conveyed the 

inhabitants’ dead love 

ones to their final 

end. It is important to point out that the gravediggers, while not probably the chummiest of 

neighbors, were not social outcasts to the extent of the executioners. Bodies, during plague, were 

entrusted to the city’s very particular gravediggers for a respectful and Christian burial as much 

as possible even in a mass grave. 

The way that body carriers were instructed to ferry bodies in the city was designed to 

reduce fear. As seen earlier, the council introduced the use of the chair to carry the sick to the 
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lazaret in 1562; carriers were fully forbidden to carry a sick person on a stretcher.
575

 (See Image: 

Body Carriers 2). As discussed above, it was a pragmatic move as the chair only took two 

carriers; however, the chair had psychological ramifications as well. If both the sick and the dead 

were carried on a stretcher with a cloth over them, people did not have the hope that some were 

only headed to the lazaret, from which many would indeed survive. If uncovered, the image of 

death and sickness was frightening. The chair and the sitting up posture of the sick person was a 

symbol of life, and possible respect, instead of dead weight. 

 The council also feared that an overwhelming amount of empathy would make people 

fall sick. The chair was to be covered with a thick black bent cloth pogentuch in order to obscure 

the image of the sick person from onlookers.
576

 This cloth was particularly important in the case 

of a publicly sick woman. They feared that the sheer image would cause such fright as other 

women imaged their own possible futures, that they would simply fall sick from the sight. The 

significance of the change is seen in that name the body carriers was permanently changed to 

body and chair carriers; surely a far more inviting designation that pointed to survival.
577

  

For a city council trying to create a boundary between the polluting sick and the healthy, 

they needed the populace to trust and cooperate. The system relied on the cooperation of each 

component, from the illustrious city council members to the wives of poor guildsmen. The 

working bodies of these contagious disease employees not only crossed the boundary between 

the sick and the healthy, providing the physical means for separation, but they took on the 

emblematic role of displaying the system that the council had created for contagious disease 

separation and care.  
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Conclusion 

The paths of contagious disease workers can be seen on Tim Cresswell’s three levels of 

analysis: natural, social, and symbolic.
578

 The pathways showed the physical strategies for 

dealing with elements which were by their nature toxic; food could be taken on open and 

crowded pathways while the sick and dead had to be carried on narrow, secluded paths. On a 

social level, the body carriers’ dishonor and unruliness called for the council to impart strict 

spatial orchestration as to clearly define where the carriers should be at all times. Carriers and 

workers were paid absorbent fees in hopes that their physical bodies did not step a toe out of line. 

Finally, at the level of the symbolic, the image of physical workers on their paths of disease 

separation and care signaled the provision made by city leaders. They were not only the physical 

embodiment of the Council’s will, but they were the symbolic embodiment of care to be found in 

the city’s lazaret. The citizens and inhabitants had to open their vulnerability, for the council to 

take on their responsibility. 

The council needed to end the belief that the most empathetic thing one could do was to 

care for one’s loved ones in the home. They needed to convince their inhabitants that the most 

compassionate choice for a sick loved one was to entrust him to the lazaret “for spiritual and 

bodily service.”
579

 The inhabitants needed to see the polluting sick and dead on a separate, other, 

but cared for path, either back to health and the city, or to the cemetery and to God.  

The separation of pollutants, care for the sick in hospitals, and ultimately the 

reintegration of the healthy was the intended shape of contagious disease care in Nuremberg, and 

it was ever dependent on these mobile bodies.   
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Chapter 5:  

The Bounds of Resources: 

On Food, Finances, and Faith 

 

The nature of food as a tangible boundary calls for different levels of analysis than city 

walls or working bodies discussed in earlier chapters. Food creates or indicates an infinite 

number of facets in life. Food is the basis of large economic cycles. It mediates man’s 

relationship to nature and survival. It brings the rhythm of labor and, then, the taste of the season. 

Each piece of food has its own finite life-cycle: it is planted (or is born), ripens, and rots. Each 

morsel has its own path into peoples’ mouths, from seed and cultivation, to transport and market, 

and finally, to the kitchen and table. It demarcates cultures by symbol, custom, and habit. In 

religion, food is a primary means of devotion. As the supreme illustration of man’s communion 

with God, Christ’s body and blood are consumed through bread and wine. 

Though modern minds think little of food shortage, early modern populations were 

always under threat of starvation or unrest because of hunger. At any point, war, crop failures, or 

plague could cut populations off from their food supplies. In the second half of the sixteenth-

century, Europe experienced a well-documented trend of inflation and population increase; it 

also experienced a drop in temperature which decreased food production.
580

 Food stuffs were 

subject to economic cycles that caused prices to dramatically rise and fall. To limit this 

vulnerability, civic leaders attempted to regulate and monitor food commerce within their 

domains. In Nuremberg, grain prices tripled in the famine years of 1571 to 1578.
581

 During that 
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time, the council imported massive quantities of grain from Bohemia at public expense.
582

 For 

the normal Nuremberg inhabitants, the city council’s extensive regulations were designed to 

create a dome-like protection over food purchase within the walls, but in Nuremberg’s hospitals, 

food procurement was even more direct. 

The contagious sick were the most vulnerable of  Nuremberg’s inhabitants. They were 

incapable of caring for themselves, and they were dangerous to their peers, thus necessitating 

their removal to hospitals outside the city walls. One could view this removal as a lessening of 

responsibility toward them; however, because the city moved the sick completely beyond family 

and social-networks who would normally have supplied them with necessary nutrition, their 

removal actually intensified the city’s responsibility toward them.
583

  

This chapter explores how Nuremberg’s sick and dependent bodies were sustained 

through the food supply of the city center. Their consumption mirrored Nuremberg’s food 

culture both on normal days and during holiday celebrations. Their nutritional plan was neither 

extravagant nor meager; in fact, many patients probably ate better in the hospitals than in the 

normal course of life. Food was the greatest expense in the functioning of the hospitals. The 

council appointed an overseer to manage their fund; ensured that there were no food shortages; 

and covered any shortfalls in the hospitals’ endowments. In a very tangible way, patients were 

connected to the city with every morsel.  
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Chapter Structure 

My chapter is divided into three sections. The first section covers provision of food in the 

hospitals. It looks at the variety of foods they consumed, revealing how their diets went beyond 

basic sustenance, still low-cost but designed to ameliorate health. The second section looks at the 

protection of food. It explores how the council sought to protect food commerce in the city and 

in the hospitals from scarcity, adulteration, and material corruption. As the cost of food rose, the 

council placed increasing administrative protections on all parts of the food supply. The third 

section brings these practical evaluations to the level of the symbolic; the food supplied to the 

hospitals was not only financially practical but displayed the rhythm of Nuremberg’s religious 

year. As the sick took part in the religious feasts and fasts, they proved themselves participants of 

the city, not only in a logistical manner, but in the performative body of Christ in Nuremberg.  

 

I. Provision 

 

What They Ate 

If one acknowledges that Nuremberg accepted the responsibility of feeding its 

contagiously sick inhabitants, the next question must be, in what manner were they fed? While 

administrators and medical authorities crafted their diets with frugality in mind, they did so with 

respect for both the healthful wisdom and the cultural mores of Nuremberg.  

The oldest surviving cookbook in Germany comes from Würzburg, Das Buch von Guter 

Speise, dating back to 1350.
584

 The earliest known cookbook appearing in Nuremberg, however, 
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the Küchenmeisterei, only appeared in the affluent years of the late 1480s. These cookbooks 

offered many varieties of early modern cuisine in urban south Germany including chicken filled 

pastries, pork torts, fancy egg dishes, almond milk and cherry-pear compote.
585

 Unfortunately, 

the cookbooks only show exceptional dishes; they do not provide a glimpse into the common 

food experience of Nuremberg’s poorer inhabitants.  

Class divisions laid down the most essential food boundary in the early modern world. 

Nuremberg experienced a disparity in food culture between the rich, poor, and all the levels in 

between. The affluent ate pork, 

beef, venison, white (soft wheat) 

bread, pies stuffed with chicken, 

egg or various sweet fruit 

mixtures, and wine. The poor 

would have primarily subsisted on 

a diet of porridge, dark breads, 

cabbage, root vegetables, cheap 

beer, and possibly pork or pork fat 

on special days.
586

 In a great historical irony, the need for humbler people to resort to plants and 

whole grains made their diets actually more nutritious than the rich.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

2003), 189. See also “Historische Küche-Mittelalterlich kochen,” Das Mittelalterkochbuch, 

accessed June 27, 2014, http://www.dasmittelalterkochbuch.de/index.shtml. 
585

 Küchenmeisterei (Nuremberg, 1496). Münchener DigitalisierungsZentrum Digitale 

Bibliothek also has copies from Passau 1486, Augsburg 1497 and 1507, Mainz 1487, and 

Strasbourg 1516.  
586

 Barbara Kink, "Ern hrung  Sp tmittelalter/Frühe Neuzeit),” in Historisches Lexikon Bayerns, 

last modified September 12, 2012, accessed June 20, 2014. http://www.historisches-lexikon-

bayerns.de/artikel/artikel_45319. 

http://www.historisches-lexikon-bayerns.de/artikel/artikel_45319
http://www.historisches-lexikon-bayerns.de/artikel/artikel_45319
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The most striking image of food and class from the early modern period was captured in 

two sketches by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. The rich man’s kitchen is replete with expensive cuts 

of meat, drink and overweight people. The poor man’s kitchen is mostly empty plates of fish 

bones and turnips. The juxtaposition of the doorway in each image is quite striking. In the door 

of the poor kitchen, a fat man, embodying the “charitable” class, had just delivered one small 

plate of fish and roots. He struggles to leave as a skinny man begs for more, trying to pull him in 

the room. In the rich man’s banquet, a skinny beggar is trying to come into the rich man’s 

kitchen, but he is being 

physically squeezed out 

by the door; he is also 

being abstractly squeezed 

out by contemptuous 

glares of the rich. Note 

that the focus of both 

images is the doorway. 

One focus is of hope and 

yearning that the door 

will be opened, and the other is of stubborn entitlement demanding that it be shut (See Images: 

Poor Food, Rich Food).  

This closed door between the early modern classes has been an unavoidable theme in 

food history. The majority of food historians, such as Ken Albala, focus primarily on the recipes 

of the rich.
587

 Other historians have focused on food as tangible expressions of class oppression. 
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 Ken Albala, Food in Early Modern Europe; Eating Right in the Renaissance (Berkeley: 
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An extreme example is Piero Camporesi’s study of Bologna in Bread of Dreams. Camporesi 

contends that hunger among the poor was so intense that they could not even reason enough to 

revolt; as such, they sufficed on bread of fantasy akin to fantasy of witches and magic so popular 

in the period.
588

  

The vast lacuna between the diet of the rich and the poor makes any general food study 

extraordinarily difficult, but a systematic study of food in Nuremberg’s hospitals offers certain 

advantages. Nuremberg’s hospitals both replicated and undermined this class dietary boundary.  

The lazaret complex replicated class divisions with three different menus for patients, workers 

and administrators. The patients’ menu was basic wheat porridges and soups with a few foods 

specifically intended to ameliorate health  i.e., meat or wine). The workers’ food consisted 

mostly of hearty legumes, stewed vegetables, or wheat porridge, as well as sauerkraut, bread, and 

roasted meat. The administrators ate fancier dishes such as liver or lung cooked with onions, 

bratwürst, lentil purée, and baked goods.
589

 In the leprosy houses as well, there were occasions 

that religious personnel were served fancy foods at the house complexes, but the lepers did not 

participate (Chapter 6).  

On the other hand, all patients in the contagious disease hospitals were theoretically fed 

the same regardless of class before entering the hospital.
590

 Furthermore, the diet for patients in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

University of California Press, 2002); and Joan Fitzpatrick, Renaissance Food from Rabelais to 

Shakespeare: Culinary Readings and Culinary Histories (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2010). 
588

 Piero Camporesi, Bread of Dreams: Food and Fantasy in Early Modern Europe (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1989). See also Robert Jütte, Poverty and Deviance in Early 

Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Andreas Kühne, Essen und 

Trinken in Süddeutschland: Das Regensburger St. Katharinenspital in der Frühen Neuzeit 

(Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet, 2006); Martin Dinges, Stadtarmut in Bordeaux 1525-1675: 

Alltag, Politik, Mentalitäten (Bonn: Bouvier Verlag, Edition Röhrscheid, 1988), 285-331. 
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 StAN Rep. 52b Nr. 9 66r.-70r. 
590

 Carolin Porzelt, Die Pest in Nürnberg: Leben und Herrschen in Pestzeiten in der Reichstadt 

Nürnberg, 1562-1713 (St. Ottilien: EOS, 2000), 91. This was not true of the city’s central Holy 
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the hospitals was neither one of extreme wealth nor poverty. It was neither luxurious, as it was 

not the expensive meat pies of the Küchenmeisterei, nor too meager as it provided nourishing 

meat and wine which would have been rarities for the most poor among Nuremberg’s 

inhabitants. As such, it highlights different food boundaries than Breugel’s traditional doorway; 

for the purpose of this study, it focuses attention on the provision of healthful foods to the 

dependent bodies outside the wall. 

 

Meals Times 

In the early modern period, people ate two meals per day. Because lepers were generally 

ambulatory, meals were taken together in the courtyard. It was forbidden for them to bring food 

back to their rooms. In stark contrast to the small number of inhabitants of the leprosaria, the 

lazaret fed over 600 patients and, at times, with short notice. In contrast, meals in the lazaret 

were taken at the beds because patients were so often incapacitated. Medical authority Heinrich 

Steinhöwel even recommended force-feeding weak plague patients to ensure that they received 

helpful nutrients.
591

 In the lazaret, as noted in Chapter 2, the cook (as well as assistants and 

possibly even baking journeymen) prepared the food in the large kitchen. Meals were then 

relayed to the patients by the caregivers. 

Food items comprised the bulk of the hospitals’ budgets. In the leprosy houses, food 

constituted the overwhelming majority of the money spent; other expenses included payments to 

the bath master, servants, providers of wood and oil for lamps. In the Sebastian lazaret, food 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

Ghost Hospital. In that hospital, inhabitants were either brought in as a part of the poor fund or 

they purchased a “rich fund” and were fed a different class of food. Ulrich Knefelkamp, Das 

Heilig-Geist-Spital in Nürnberg vom 14.-17. Jahrhundert: Geschichte, Struktur, Alltag 

(Nuremberg: Selbstverlag des Vereins für Geschichte der Stadt, 1989). 
591

 Heinrich Steinhöwel, Büchlein der Ordnung der Pestilenz mit Widmungsvorrede des Autors 

an die Bürgerschaft von Ulm   lm, 1473), n.p. “Nun wil ich sagen von essen vnd tranken.” 
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comprised around fifty percent of the listed budget. The remainder was spent on medicine, wood, 

clothing, bed sheets, oil, a cooper, barber surgeons, barber surgeons’ servants, multiple 

chaplains, hospital workers, gravediggers and miscellaneous costs.
592

  

Against common perception, the remarkable thing about food in sixteenth-century 

Nuremberg is that, one, there were no potatoes and, two, hardly any sausages. In this period, 

most food was eaten out of wooden bowls; meals consisted of basic grain or legume porridges 

cooked in large cauldrons. These dishes could be flexibly diluted to feed as many people as 

necessary, and it could cook food into mush for early modern mouths often devoid of teeth.
593

 

They also ate soups or Muß, stewed vegetable or purée. (See Image Beaneater).  The 

cumbersome need for bowls and other utensils is what inspired itinerant soldiers to stuff meat 

and roots into the intestines of animals for easy cooking and transportation, prompting legendary 

the innovation of sausages.
594
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 StadtAN D15 S14 Nr. 49 1573-1576. 
593

 Helmut Haller von Hallerstein and Ernst Eichhorn, Das Pilgrimspital zum Heiligen Kreuz von 

Nürnberg: Geschichte und Kunstdenkmäler (Nuremberg: Selbstverlag des Vereins für 

Geschichte der Stadt Nürnberg, 1969), 48b. The accounting information that I use from the Holy 

Cross Hospital is from Helmut von Haller’s painstaking calculations. I have used his sample 

information from his book on the hospital. He compiled accounts which reflect the daily 

functioning of the hospital and excluded the major poor festival that took up most of the budget. 
594

 As early as 1497, there are mentions of Brat, a form of ground meat, which was eventually 

used to make the typical bratwürst. Nuremberg, however, was famous for Rostbratwürst which 

are very tiny sausages. The legend is that the sausages were made so tiny because of 

Nuremberg's restrictions on selling them after a certain time of night. The producers would make 

them smaller than a key hole, so that they could sell them through the door.  Another account 

says that their size got smaller as competition rose to sell them the cheapest. They sold the tiny 

sausages by the penny. By the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century the sausages were an export 

and tourist attraction for the city. Three sausages are typically eaten in a roll (Weckla), resulting 

in the famous Drei im Weggla. In 2004, the EU-Commission declared the sausages a protected 

regional specialty. Martin Schieber and Bernd Windsheimer, Rotes Bier und blaue Zipfel: Zur 

Geschichte der Ernährung in Nürnberg (Nuremberg: Sandberg-Verlag, 2004), 8-13. 
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The general meal plan in Nuremberg’s 

leprosaria consisted of meat, wheat porridges, 

vegetable purée and eggs.
595

 The diet in the plague and 

syphilis hospitals consisted of a “meat soup” in the 

morning for the weak; the stronger could receive a 

piece of boiled pork and bread roll followed by an 

evening meal of hearty beer porridge, pea soup, milk-cream soup, carrots, turnips and bread 

rolls. The sickest individuals were offered a soup of plum, Bavarian beets, chard, cabbage, herb 

or poached eggs.
596

 There were also a variety of soups including vinegar (sour) soup, beer soup, 

soup of greens or turnips, or wine soup. The Hofmeister of the lazaret claimed that the main 

dishes were changed between day and night to maintain variety.
597

  

 

Variety of Food in the Hospitals 
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 “Ordnung der Sondersiechen Frauen von St. Johannis 14  : StadtA, J  II  ,  8ff,” 

reproduced in Ingrid Busse, Der Siechkobel St. Johannis vor Nürnberg (1234 bis 1807) 

(Nuremberg: Nuremberg Stadtarchiv, 1974), 175. Wenn man fleisch isset, so sol sy in gebe drey 

tag in der wochen fleisch zu essen nach gewonheit des hofs, also es herkumen ist. Aber die 

andern tag, als man milch essen sol, so sol man in des morgens und des nachts ye ein gericht 

kochen von gemüß, es sey k(r)aut, ruben, arbes, gersten, hirß, oder sust muß, wie das genant ist. 

Dar zu sol man yeder frawen des morgens geben zway eyr und des nachtes zway, die mugen si 

esse(n) wie sie wollen. Und die sol man nemen von den hünnern auf dem hofe und wa man in dy 

zu gült gibt. This list does not include Sundays. In 1505, the women ate meat on Sundays as well. 

StadtAN D 15 J  I Nr. 4. Reports from St. Jobst’s male leprosarium are similar: the men ate 

meat on Sunday and a vegetable muß; On Monday meat again; Tuesday a vegetable Muß; 

Wednesday milk or milk soup; Thursday meat and a vegetable Muß and a piece of roasted meat 

at night; Friday fish and milk made after their choice; Saturday milk and two eggs. Walter 

Steinmaier, St. Jobst: das Aussätzigenspital am Empfangsweg des Kaisers: Herrscherkult und 

Siechenhaus: Ein Beitrag zum Stadtausbau unter Karl IV. und zum Spitalwesen der freien 

Reichsstadt Nürnberg (Nuremberg: Mabase, 2006), 174.  
596

 StAN Rep. 52b Nr. 234 49v.-50r., 57v.-58r.; StAN Rep. 52b. Nr. 9 66r.-70r.; and StadtAN A6 

Nr. 298. 
597

 StAN Rep. 52b Nr. 234 57v., 58r.; Porzelt, Die Pest in Nürnberg, 92. 
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In the middle ages, religious houses and charitable endeavors were supported through 

donations and tithes of food. Individuals pledged a proportion of their agricultural production, or 

donations “in kind,” which were paid throughout the agricultural year.
598

 For example, Hans 

Scharer from the village of Schupff paid yearly 3 Simmer wheat, 1 1/2 spring hens, and 15 

pfennig cash to the Lepraschau fund.
599

 Unfulfilled tithes or pledges were referred to the courts, 

such as a case from 1495 when Eck Weiβacker confessed to owing the equivalent of 9 Simmer 

wheat, 11 Simmer oats, 5 cheeses, 5 autumn hens, and 6 spring hens also to the Lepraschau 

fund.
600

 The houses also had an increasing “cash” category from begging, centralized charitable 

donations from the city’s parish churches, and interest from land rents.
601

 Only a portion of the 
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 Ben Dodds, “Managing Tithes in the Late Middle Ages,” The Agricultural History Review 53, 

no. 2 (2005): 125-140. Philip Broadhead argues that there was an intricate connection between 

the city center and its hinterlands. Nuremberg had super complex, overlapping feudal rights over 

the surrounding territory which supplied the city with food. Broadhead argues that the Peasants’ 

Revolt  which used Luther’s Reformation to throw off feudal dues, particularly tithes to the 
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production. The surrounding villages got security from external threats, such as the Margrave 
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“Self-Interest and Security: Relations between Nuremberg and Its Territory in the Early 

Sixteenth-century,” German History 11, no. 1 (January 1, 1993): 1–19. 
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 StadtAN B 35 Nr. 1509 14r., 16r. All weights and measures are calculated from W. 

Bauernfeind, “Gewicht und Maße,” in Stadtlexicon Nürnberg (on-line), edited by Michael 

Diefenbacher und Rudolf Endres (Nuremberg: W. Tümmels Verlag Nürnberg), accessed August 

17, 2014.  http://online-

service2.nuernberg.de/stadtarchiv/dok_start.fau?prj=biblio&dm=Stadtlexikon. 
600

 StadtAN B 14/II H 164r. March 13, 1495. Ben Dodds, “Managing Tithes,” 1 5-140; David 

Warren Sabean, Power in the Blood: Popular Culture and Village Discourse in Early Modern 

Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1987), 7. 
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 At St. Johannis “in kind” donations consisted of approximately 35% coarse wheat, 13.5% 

oats, and 2% soft wheat, or approximately 50.5% of donations received. St. Peters recorded grain 

income of 29.5% coarse wheat and 7.5% oats, at around 37%. This was in contrast to St. Jobst 

house. St. Jobst was funded by monetized interest-bearing land-rents more than individual grain 

donations. Only 26% was paid in coarse wheat and 4.5% in oats, leaving 69.5% to come from 

cash and interest. St. Leonhard, the most neglected house, had no lasting major endowments 

leaving it at 18 G and 8 G incidental which was approximately the price of purchase for entering 
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grains donated to the house would have been stored and used explicitly “for their dining.” 

Overages were sold, donated to other houses, or converted through sale or barter, into other 

necessary objects.
602

  

The patients lived on a “fund” system that entailed a dole for food and amenities.
603

 If an 

inhabitant disobeyed the Spitalmeister or Zuchtmeisterin (i.e., if he left the leprosarium without 

permission, swore, or fought with fellow inhabitants), he lost stipends for meat, wine, milk, or 

special holiday foods. In extreme cases, inhabitants could be punished by being forced to live on 

bread and water alone.
604

 As their monastic life was not full of variety, the control of enjoyable 

food was a powerful form of reward or punishment. 

 

Grains and Breads 

The types of grains eaten in the hospitals were rye, barley, oats, and wheat. From these 

grains, cooks prepared thick grained porridges with lard and some form of liquid (water, milk, 

beer, vinegar or wine). One example of a porridge mentioned in the hospitals was Bierbrei, a 

wheat cooked into a beer base with buttermilk and possibly sugar.
605

 These flexible porridges 

could also contain any leftover meat, meat fats, eggs or vegetables.  

Noticeably absent from this list was millet. Millet was the cheapest and crudest option of 

grain. The city reported offering millet only in extreme circumstances. In famine year 1574, the 

council called for vendors to mix a measure of millet into the nicer grains to make them stretch 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

the house. StadtAN D1 Nr. 913; StadtAN A 26 Rep 90 Nr. 109; StadtAN D4 Nr. 239 56v. 
602

 StadtAN D 15 J VI Nr. 4 17v. Inhabitants of the hospitals were forbidden to sell grains or 

cereals from the residence without the overseer’s expressed permission. 64r.  
603

 The fund came from the inhabitants’ entrance fees, donations, and alms collecting. 
604

 StAN Rep 238 Nr.9 1v.  
605

 StadtAN A6 Nr. 298. See recipe at and http://www.rezeptewiki.org/wiki/Bierbrei. 

http://www.rezeptewiki.org/wiki/Bierbrei
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further.
606

 The council also used millet on occasions when it begrudgingly needed to offer food. 

On All Saints’ and All Souls’ Day, they ordered cooks to makes a Hirschbrei from “hirsch, salt 

and fat” to feed the poor beggars who were waiting for entrance into the city.
607

 These beggars 

were not supposed to gather early at the walls, but the council needed to feed them something. 

The scenario replayed itself when the council ordered a “cauldron of Hirsch, as on All Saints’ 

day” when lepers gathered too early for the Lepraschau.
608

 In both of those occasions, millet was 

provided to foreigners for whom the council was not responsible. While it may have been served 

in the hospital in exceptional cases, such as 1574, it was not standard fare. The administrators 

choose not to use the cheapest food option in their hospitals. 

The category of bread figures prominently in the latter portion of the sixteenth-century. It 

is estimated that in this time, the people of German-speaking lands ingested 75% of their food in 

“daily bread.”
609

 The lower classes ate dark bread or Schwarzbrot made with rye, barley and 

oats, and the elite classes ate Weißbrot, white bread, made primarily from the much more 

expensive soft wheat.
610

 As “daily bread” composed so much of daily food consumption, the 

bakers in Nuremberg were extensively controlled by the guild and council.
611

 In 1443, the 

council revamped the bread ordinances with the introduction of the Raitung. The Raitung was 
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 StAN Rep. 52a Nr. 32 2296r. 
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 Sudhoff, “Sorge für die Syphliskranken und Luesprophylaxe zu Nürnberg in den Jahren 1498-

1505,” Archiv für Dermatologie und Syphilis 118 (1913): 302. Hirsch is the word that 
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 August Jegel, “Ern hrungsfürsorge des Altnürnberger Rates,” MVGN 37 (1940), 108-111. 
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the city-wide determination of how much bread would be sold by penny based on the market cost 

of grain. Every four weeks, city bakers conducted a probemahlen und backen which determined 

the amount of raw materials necessary to bake into specific shapes and weights.
612

 Rye bread, for 

example, was only sold at four, six, or eight pfennig a loaf.
613

 When the price of grain was low, 

the bread was bigger, and it was smaller in times when grain was more expensive.
614

 Although 

seemingly counterintuitive, the system was designed to ensure that even the poorest in the city 

could always afford to buy bread even if the amount varied. The city also established a Schauamt 

designed to inspect the quality of the bread as well as its shape. Bakers who transgressed these 

regulations were met with extraordinarily harsh financial or even physical punishments.
615

 

It is difficult to determine the exact course which the grain and bread took to eventually 

arrive at the hospitals. The sizes or “cuts” of bread in the hospitals and charitable events mirrored 

the restrictions of the bakers’ guild. Every two weeks, for example, after a visit from a bath 

master, leprous inhabitants were given “a loaf of bread as one approximately bakes or buys” 

along with meat and a mug of beer.
616

 For the Lepraschau too, the Mother was to give 11 

Simmer of the donated grain (3,608 liters) to the mill to be ground approximately a month before 

the Schau. The flour was then mixed with cumin and salt, and ultimately baked into zwererlei (2 

penny) bread rolls to be sold to raise funds for the event or stored in a cupboard in the 
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 W. Bauernfeind, “Raitung,” in Stadtlexicon Nürnberg (on-line).In 1520, the trial baking 

changed from four weeks to two to be more precise. This system was stopped only in 1869 (the 

same year the walls stopped functioning as medieval walls). Hans Baum, Chronik des Nürnberg 

Bäckerhandwerks (Munich: Plaum, 1982), 78-79. 
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 Baader, Nürenberger Polizeiordnungen aus dem XIII bis XV Jahrhundert. Bibliothek des 

Literarischen Vereins Stuttgart 63 91861),    ; Jegel, “Ern hrungsfürsorge,” 115. There were 

some instances when rejected bread loaves were permitted to go to the Holy Ghost Hospital. 
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 Jegel, “Ern hrungsfürsorge,” 113. Sample: In 148 , the Pfennigsemmel was 9 Lot or 

approximately 145 grams. 
615

 Hans Baum, Chronik des Nürnberg Bäckerhandwerks, 80-82. 
616

 StadtAN D15 J VI Nr. 4 84r. alle vierzehen tag so gibt man dem pader ein laib prots als man 

ungeverlich pecht/ oder kauft 86v. 
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Siechhaus.
617

 The large hospitals seem to have baked their own bread, reporting amounts to the 

city center. A sample account from the lazaret stated that from 1 Simmer of wheat (ca. 328 liters) 

they baked 700 small loaves or 100 large loaves. Overall, in one seven month period, they 

consumed 61 1/2 Simmer or approximately 20,172 liters of cereal. They made 1,028 large loafs 

and 35,858 small loaves for the patients.
618

 Theoretically, each person would have received 

approximately 135 pieces of bread, combined big and small.
619

 

In one leper house, each inhabitant received 17.5 pfennig worth of bread a week.
620

 In 

1564, St. Johannis spent over 27% of the houses listed expenditures on rye bread.
621

 Rye bread 

composed 19-32% of the budget of the Holy Cross Hospital.
622

 One report in 1573 states that the 

lazaret borrowed 500 G (16,400 liters) worth of grain from the Holy Ghost Hospital, equaling 

approximately 30% of the listed budget. At the end of the year an additional debt is listed of 20 

Simmer grain (6,560 liters).
623

 

Other than these loaves made from rye and oats, bakers also sold Semmel and Weckla, 

two important local words for bread rolls.
624

 Hans Sachs states “the cupboard she is completely 

full, she desires baked Weck and Semmel.”
625

 These finer breads were often listed in specific 
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 StadtAN A21 4 degree Nr. 031 5r.-5v.  
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 D15 S14 Nr. 49 1573-1574 6v.-7v. 
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 Jegel, “Ern hrungsfürsorge,” 115. 
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 Including hospital workers. 
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 StadtAN A26 Rep. 90 Nr. 109. 
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 Haller, Das Pilgrimspital zum Heiligen Kreuz, 48b. 
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 D15 S14 Nr. 49 1573-1574 14v.-15r. Unfortunately, in subsequent years the category of bread 

vanishes from the accounts, suggesting a change in financial relationship between the lazaret and 

its mother institution, the Holy Ghost Hospital. 
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 Although a difference between these two forms of bread was made in the time, it is difficult 

to find a substantial difference. Deutsches Wörterbuch von Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm. Online-

 ersion s.v. “Weck” and “Semmel.”  
625

 Deutsches Wörterbuch von Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm. Online- ersion, “Weck” die 

speisekammer die ist ganz vol, weck und semmel gebacken wol. 
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shapes for holidays.
626

 Semmel was recommended in both health books and hospital ordinances 

to be soaked in a broth, cooked in soup or dipped in another dish. For example, wine soup 

generally contains soaked stale bread. There were also Kücheln or dumplings. These dumplings 

could be made of stale bread, vegetables, or meat, which were molded into balls held together by 

fat and flour. They were then be boiled in water (or broth) or baked.
627

 Often bread-like 

dumplings or strips of pancakes were also cooked in soups. Medical authorities believed 

dissolving bread or bread products in water or milk was an effective way to get nutrients into 

sick bodies.
628

 One book on care-giving recommended “dissolving a Semmel, and young chicken 

in a meat broth,” to aid the recovery.
629

  

 

Meat  

While meat was a luxury to the poorest of early modern urban society, medical 

authorities thought it was essential to the recovery of the sick. When the city held its first syphilis 

patients at the Holy Cross Hospital, the council ordered the overseer to “give the poor sick with 

the evil sickness [syphilis] their own [food] allotment with meat for their improvement.”
630

 In 

1494 and again in 1496, there was an increase in the proportion of meat in the hospital budget as 
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 StadtAN A26 Rep. 90 Nr. 109 88r.; StadtAN D15 J VI Nr. 4 84. For Kirchweih the sick were 

to receive a one-penny Semmel; for Easter a Spitzweck, a particularly pointed triangle-shaped 
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 Later these compose the very typical potato dumpling or Klöse in Franconia. 
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 Versehen Leib seel eer und gutt (Nuremberg, 1505), Aii. 
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 R   7. Oct 1496 quoted in Karl Sudhoff, “Die ersten Maβnahmen der Stadt Nürnberg gegen 

die Syphilis in den Jahren 1496 und 1497. Aktenstudien,” Archiv für Dermatologie und Syphilis 
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it transitioned from a pilgrim stopover to a hospital of concerted medical care.
631

 In 1501/2 the 

city itself marked the increase of meat consumption in the hospital at 5,057 N pound or just over 

2500 kilograms.
632

 Later, the council reimbursed the hospital for its increased expenses and 

continually upheld that “the sick with the French disease who lie in the Holy Cross, be given 

each day early a soup and a piece of meat, a fourth of a N Pound [1 7. 5 grams].”
633

  

Although the hospitals provided the expensive meat to ameliorate the health of the 

patients, hospital food programs did not always coincide with the medical advice of the day. One 

handbook suggested roasting or frying one’s meat rather than boiling it in order to avoid 

ingesting extra moisture that can disturb the humors causing plague.
634

 However, roasting is only 

mentioned for patients on special occasions, and boiling meat would have aided in making the 

meat soups or porridges which were so prevalent. Medical authorities did not recommend swine 

products for the sick in general. During times of plague, people were advised to avoid eating 

Schweinefleish as it was too heavy and burdened the stomach.
635

 It was thought that young 

animals were particularly good for the sick: veal, young lamb, and especially spring chickens.
636

 

Despite the disparagement of pig products by some medical authorities, swine products still seem 

to have been the default meat served in the hospitals. In the lazaret ordinances, lunch was to be 

“two semmel together with a half N Pound [254.5 grams] meat, Fleisch.” The ordinance 
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continued to say, “It would be the same with veal, beef, or mutton based on the opportunity of 

the season.”
637

 This passage suggests that the general designation Fleisch is for swine alone, and 

other meats were useful when available.
638

 The consumption of swine products is even more 

curious when one considers that the pigs were marched out of the city at the first sign of plague 

because their stench caused miasma.
639

  

The leper houses could have had several sources of meat. It was possible to raise some 

livestock on the houses’ land, and livestock could be donated to the houses. For example, women 

at St. Johannis were instructed to buy two pigs in the Fall so that would be ready by Lichtmas 

(Feb. 2).
640

 Men from St. Peters were commanded to report any collected meat so that the 

Kelnerin could put it “to good and common use.” If the meat was not useful in the kitchen or in 

the livestock of the house, the Siechmeister could then sell it for its current worth. Inhabitants 

were given strict punishments if they kept or sold the meat for themselves.
641

 While the older 

leprosy houses could have produced some of their own meat, there is no mention of the lazaret 

cultivating its own livestock, and therefore it was likely supplied through the city center.  

By the turn of the sixteenth-century, the inhabitants of Nuremberg’s leprosy houses 

typically consumed meat four days a week: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
642

 If not 

slaughtered from their own, this was to be purchased from the patients’ food allotment, although 

on special occasions also from centralized funds. On holidays, ordinances specified roasted 

meats, Bratten, such as a piece of pork, veal, lamb or chicken.
643

 In a record from St. Johannis, 
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the house spent a reported 35% of expenses a week on unspecified meat resulting in 

approximately 280 grams of meat per person on each of the four days a week.
644

  According to 

accounts from the Holy Cross, it spent approximately 8 G per N pound of meat for its 261 

people, which would have resulted in 130 grams daily.
645

 In lazaret accounts, meat was listed 

between 13% to 15% of total house expenses.
646

 As of 1574, the council required that the lazaret 

provide weekly reports on meat consumption. In that year, the lazaret consumed 4,134 kilograms 

of meat, theoretically yielding 300 grams to 500 grams per patient per week, considerably less 

than patients in the leprosaria and the Holy Cross.
647

  

Patients in both the leprosy houses and in the lazaret complex were always given the 

choice of meat alternatives. Patients could choose a wine soup, an egg, or simply something else 

that would be easier to eat - no doubt choices preferred by a cost-conscious hospital 

administration.
648

 Eggs were another common source of protein. They were a staple of leprosy 

houses’ nutrition as they had the yard in which to raise chickens.
649

 In the lazaret, if patients 

were very sick, they were offered an egg soup, which could have been as simple as an egg 

cooked in a broth.
650

 In the Küchenmeisterei, there are recipes for cooking a scrambled egg in hot 

milk to make a purée. One recipe calls for egg, flour and milk to make a dough, which was then 
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baked, dried, and crumbled into a cheese soup.
651

 Lazaret ordinances also recommended a soft 

boiled or poached egg to be occasionally served over a porridge or stewed vegetables.
652

  

The supply of meat and eggs to sick inhabitants demonstrates the perceived importance 

of a healthy diet. It composed a large portion of hospital finances, which could have been viewed 

as non-essential to sustaining life. Furthermore, for some of the poorer patients it could have 

even been an improvement on their typical diet.  

 

Legumes, Vegetables & Flavoring 

Peas were the most commonly listed legumes in the hospital dishes. Peas, beans, lentils, 

and chickpeas were often classified, traded and stored with grains.
653

 The German word Erbsen 

comes from the older word Arbeis which is closely related to Arbeit, to work, as it was the most 

natural work to produce from the ground.
654

 In addition to legumes and wheat porridges (or 

purée), the lazaret’s menu included any combination of cabbage, chard or root vegetables  beets, 

turnips, radishes, root parsley, or carrots).
655

 In Holy Cross Hospital accounts, roots and peas 

made up 15%-20% of the listed budget. There was an inverse relationship between bread and 

peas, indicating that the peas probably substituted for grain products during periods of grain 

shortages.
656

 

Garlic, leeks, and onions had long been used for medicinal purposes and were widely 
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available in Nuremberg. The geographical area just to the northwest of Nuremberg is called 

Knoblauchland, garlic land, because of its extensive production there. Steinhöwel’s plague 

regimen often recommended cooking onions and garlic with porridges of grains.
657

 According to 

the season, pumpkins, melons, cucumbers, and fennel were sold on Nuremberg’s market.
658

  

Sauerkraut was a staple of the early modern German diet, made by fermenting cabbage 

with lactic acid.
659

 It was easy to produce in the period, highly nutritious and remained good for 

a long period of time. In the lazaret, sauerkraut was listed multiple times a week for the 

employees but never for the patients. They ate cabbage in other forms, including soups or sweet 

krauts (possibly like a modern Krautsalat). It is possible that the tangy, pungent nature of 

sauerkraut was thought to be too intense for patients, or perhaps the bad smell could have been 

thought to damage their health.
660

  

Fat and salt were the most basic ingredients that were added to grain to make porridge 

palatable, i.e. the All Saints’ Day meal of meat, salt, and fat.
661

 Salt was also added as a 

relatively low-cost seasoning or for preserving meat. In the Holy Cross, .5% to 1% of the budget 

accounted for salt.
662

 In the Lazaret, salt did not register as a full category but appeared only 

under miscellaneous costs, for example, 1 metz Salt (16.64 Liters) for approximately 72 pfennig. 

Schmalz, lard, constituted between 20 and 40 liters a year in the Holy Cross equally 
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approximately 2-4% of the hospital’s food budget.
663

 The lepers in St. Peter’s were given a N 

pound of Schmalz a week [509 grams]. They were not permitted to buy more than 1 N pound 

except on special holidays.
664

 In the lazaret, Schmaltz was 1- 2% of the overall budget and 4% of 

the food budget. In 1573/4, the lazaret paid 18 G for fat/butter, but the next year they paid 32 G 

when the number of inhabitants quadrupled. These years were the city’s harshest years of the 

famine which were compounded by an epidemic of dysentery. While the other foodstuffs seem 

to have been adjusted proportionally, Schmalz was not, indicating that cooks used less than usual 

in a crisis situation.
665

  

Milk was cooked into soups, porridges and breads. Unfortunately, in hospital accounts, 

milk was mixed with other categories. In the Holy Cross, the amount was negligible, between .5 

and .8% even when coupled with the category of fine flour.
666

 In St. Johannis the milk/flour 

category was at about 2%.
667

 Furthermore, if the houses had their own cow or goat, milk would 

not necessarily have registered in the leprosy houses. The ordinances do, however, call for the 

use of milk. In 1422, the women of St. Johannis were instructed to drink milk or milk soups on 

days with no meat.
668

 Milk was supposedly particularly good for lepers as it was thought to 

comfort the mouth and throat that had been corroded by the disease. Lanfrank of Milan thought 

that early cases of leprosy could be treated by the whey of milk of goat or cow.
669
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Beverages 

In the early modern period, wine and beer were the main sources of hydration in city-life 

as well as in Nuremberg’s hospitals. Water was not often consumed as early modern people 

knew that there was a correlation between sickness and un-boiled water.
670

 As such, the 

provision of these drinks composed approximately 40% of the hospitals’ budgets.
671

  

Standard fare throughout the hospitals for each patient was a seidlein of wine each day. 

Wine was thought to be essential for sick patients’ healing processes. It was recommended to 

warm the stomach bottom and help the digestive system. Red wine was recommended for those 

who had a colder nature and white wine for those with a warmer nature to increase “water 

through the urine.”
672

 Wine was also highly recommended for plague victims. Medicines were 

often dissolved and drunk in wine.
673

 Like bread, it had set prices at 24, 32, 36 and 42 pfennig.
674

 

Reports from the lazaret show that, not surprisingly, the hospital chose the cheapest option.
675

 

Despite the cheap quality of the wine served, it made up 16.5 to 17% of listed expenses.
676

  

In the leprosy houses, extra wine is mentioned on holidays; on these special days, they 

also sometimes drank flavored, hot or mulled wine.
677

 Wine was cooked with honey and 

blackberries and then put through a sieve.
678

 Finally, old wine could be made into vinegar, an 
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important early modern food staple. This was a good way to use old or corrupted wine which 

could then be cooked into a variety of dishes served in the hospitals.
679

  

In the middle ages, religious houses and hospitals had special rights over vineyards.
680

 

After the Reformation, however, these special rights were taken away, making wine more 

expensive to provide.
681

 This loss of special privilege was in addition to a general increase in the 

cost of local wine production. A drop in average temperature, known as the little ice age, 

inhibited the amount of heat the grapes needed to sweeten. The rising cost of wine prompted the 

use of beer across the country. This transition from wine to beer is observable in the hospitals. 

For example, the sick women in St. Johannis were endowed with 12 pfennig a day for their 

measure of wine, but in 1564 the overseer complained that the measure of beer had been ordered 

and sent to them instead.
682

  

By the second half of the sixteenth-century, administrators attempted to restrict the 

amount of the expensive drink given to each patient. In the French House, ordinances outlined 

the exact four circumstances which could merit additional wine: “One should give no one any 

wine outside of the following circumstances…” one, when that person takes the holy sacrament 

of the altar; two, when they have been smeared, medicated, or treated in a way in which they 

have to suffer pain through it; three, when a person is so weak and without strength; or four, 

when they have been bled or purged. The ordinances mandated to give extra wine “…in the four 

exceptional cases, [otherwise] do not give any patients over a seidlein wine a day,” and then only 
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with the knowledge and the advice of the physicians, who instructed which wine the patients 

were to be given, and the Hofmeister, who charged the patient for the extra wine.
683

 The 

continued use of wine, particularly in the treatment of plague and syphilis, demonstrates how the 

administrators’ need to provide the most cost-effective provision for the hospitals conflicted with  

their desire to attend to the perceived genuine medical need for the expensive drink.  

Progressively throughout the sixteenth-century, beer replaced wine as the most common 

drink in Germany. Children drank beer as soon as weaned; it was especially weak in alcohol 

content at about two percent.
684

 Nuremberg produced two main varieties of beer: Summer, a 

stronger more expensive beer brewed in the summer, and Winter, a weaker beer cooked in the 

winter.
685

 The lazaret spent 15%-18% of its overall budget and around 30% of the listed food 

budget on beer.
686

 Beer in Holy Cross Hospital comprised approximately 24% to 27% of its 

expenditures.
687

 For St. Johannis in 1564, around 25% of weekly grocery budget went to beer.
688

 

The variety of foods enumerated above displays varying aspects of the city’s provision. It 
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is not my intent to paint an overly rosy picture of life in the hospitals nor imply that food eaten in 

the hospitals was always good quality. During times of scarcity, foods supplies were 

appropriately adjusted. The amount of fat used in cooking was cut, and nice grains were replaced 

by peas or millet. There were complaints about stale bread and watery wine.
689

 Hospital workers 

themselves stole food items from the houses’ stores. Nevertheless, patients were often provided 

wine and meat even though these items were quite expensive and would have been rare luxuries 

for Nuremberg’s poorer inhabitants. However, the provision of these goods would have been 

impossible without forms of protection that ensured their arrival to the patients.  

 

II. Protection 

In Nuremberg, the food market was one of the most regulated aspects of city life. The 

council was keenly aware that the city’s integrity depended on a steady supply of basic nutrients 

to the populace. Leaders attempted to maintain a stable food supply by enacting layers of 

controls designed to protect food by setting prices, hindering thieves, preventing adulteration and 

upholding general quality.  

Nuremberg sought to impose standardization by controlling the geography of food sale. 

The city was divided into markets where particular products could be sold.
690

 Regulations 

required vendors to enter by certain gates and sell only in specific places and on specific days. 

Regulating access into the city was vital to the council’s control of the market. The presence of 

the leper houses, as communal hubs outside the walls, threatened to become illicit hubs of trade 

allowing unfit products into circulation. One such incident occurred in the early 1520s with 
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merchants from Altdorf, from the duchy 

of Bavaria. While on their way to 

Nuremberg, they stopped and sold at St. 

Peter’s leper house, avoiding the city 

market and inconvenient city oversight.
691

 

The council ordered that the lepers were 

only allowed to receive extramural 

donations, and, in no uncertain terms, they 

prohibited them from buying or even 

accepting donations of products meant for sale in the city. 

When price fluctuations threatened food scarcity, the council subsidized food vendors 

rather than allow inflation to ripple through the city. In the famine years of the 1570s, the council 

mitigated the cost out of public coffers by importing grain from Bohemia. Under the umbrella of 

the city, grain prices did not show extreme variation.
692

 Indeed, it is difficult to find any of the 

expected inflation within civic hospital records.  

Elements of the Raitung, Nuremberg’s medieval prescriptions regarding the size and 

shape of bread, can also be seen throughout all food stuffs. An image of specified food prices 

and sizes, found in an early seventeenth-century chronicle, shows how food items were sold in 

rigid forms and quantities (See Image: Food measures). Grains and milled flours, for example, 

were sold in specified sacks marked with the Nuremberg seal.
693

 Any innovation or deviation 

from this price capping was seen as a threat to the livelihood of food producers and vendors, and 
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thus a threat to the whole system. 

Meat regulations were similar to that of grain. Responding to an increasing population 

and meat scarcity, the city established an Ochsenamt in 1532 in order to import animals in large 

quantities from Poland, Hungary and Bohemia.
694

 The city repeatedly increased inspections over 

its meat production and monitoring of approved cuts.
695

 Sauerkraut too had strict restrictions on 

size and quality.
696

 Since early modern authorities were ignorant of the vitamins and minerals to 

be gained from fruits and vegetables, these foods were not placed under as many controls. With 

the exception of Sauerkraut, they were not seen as essential to the maintenance of public 

nutrition. 

The city also established a number of city-run mills to ensure that there was enough 

milled grain for the city’s inhabitants.
697

 The council passed many regulations attempting to 

ensure that the poor in the city had the most basic nutritional provision of beer. Brewers often 

complained that they were unable to make a profit from the prices the council set.
698

  

The council stockpiled food items that were viewed as essential and easily stored. Within 

the walls, the city established an intricate system of civic Kornhäuser, or wheat houses.
699

  Other 

items such as Schmalz and salt were purchased wholesale when they were particularly cheap, and 
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then doled communally.
700

 Citizens were not permitted to stockpile these food products inside 

the city walls. This measure was taken in order to ensure that no one could circumvent civic 

specifications on quality or in some way undercut the market. 

As food became more scarce and dependent on the council’s importation of grain in the 

1570s, there was a corresponding effort inside the city to secure the channels of the food supply. 

Regulations were established that required bakers to emboss each loaf with a unique symbol, so 

that the inspectors could know from whom the loaf came. In 1573, the city implemented a formal 

inspection process by which consumers could receive a refund for bread that did not comply with 

regulations, and in 1574, a new centralized weighing house with a hanging bread scale was 

built.
701

 The city leaders also erected a number of centralized scales throughout the city for salt, 

fat, spices, flour and wine.
702

 In these stations, authorities could not only monitor the size and 

shape of the food items, but also ensure the quality of the items. Once they were inspected, the 

various containers were marked with the city’s seal of approval. 

 

Material Purity 

The sale of adulterated food products was viewed as a threat to the city’s very survival. 

Adulterated food either robbed inhabitants of vital nutrition when non-food material was added, 

or it caused sickness from spoiled or inedible ingredients. Vendors often cut their food with filler 

to extend their products; examples include mixing chalk with salt, or sand with grain.
703

 This is 
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one of the reasons that grains could only be sold wholesale in the city since unscrupulous 

vendors were common.
704

 Wine vendors often attempted to sell sour or corrupted wine by 

masking the foul taste with chemicals and herbs. Brewers would boil molded malt and add other 

ingredients to chemically extend the life of old or soured beer.
705

 Theft was also common, with 

barrels of wine and beer often being tapped during transport.
706

 

Such adulterations could be dangerous. In 1473, the city employed a physician to test the 

wine, asserting that falsified wine “not only causes grave sickness and un-healable illnesses, but 

also the shortening of life, inducing miscarriages and preventing pregnancies.”
707

 Later, in 1490, 

a physician was called to inspect the quality of the beer after people had supposedly fallen sick 

due to its consumption.
708

 To ensure the quality of wine on the market, the council employed a 

Weinkeiser to purchase the wine and inspect its quality. In 1574, the council threatened falsifiers 

with prison, torture and flogging, publicly displaying this punishment, starting from the Rathaus, 

through the Fleischbrücke (presumably the path through the Weinmarkt served as a deterrent to 

other falsifiers) and then banishment from the city.
709

  

 

Protection from Food Waste 

Food materials could also threaten the city by putrefaction. While meat, grain, and bread 
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shared similar regulations regarding quality and price, the nature of flesh prompted more 

oversight on purity of production and refuse removal. The ideology applied to meat is most akin 

to that of the removal of the contagious sick and dead from the city, as discussed in Chapter 1. 

The foul smell or miasma from livestock, waste from slaughter, and spoiled meat threatened the 

health of the city. Meat production took place on the west of the city, between the Fleischbrücke 

and the Neu Bau, where the filth could flow down the river. This area also housed the Siechhaus 

used for lepers and the temporary syphilis hospitals.
710

  

Slaughtering was restricted to the Fleischhaus on the Fleischbrücke.
711

 By the 1580s, the 

bridge and house became increasingly ornate structures bearing witness to their role in city 

life.
712

 The final step in Nuremberg’s meat production was the transfer of inedible fats and waste 

to the Unschlitthaus. Originally built adjacent to the Siechhaus to store grain for the poor, the 

Unschlittamt served as a rendering plant in which fats and waste were cooked with alum and 

saltpeter to make tallow, candles, and lubricants to sell to the poor, at cost.
713
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Food spoilage was a constant problem. The civic grain houses had extensive 

specifications on storage and ventilation to prevent rot.
714

 Any moldy grain, burned bread, 

burned or spoiled meat, or rancid kraut was thrown into the Pegnitz River or Fischbach.
715

  

In sum, the council sought to ensure that food commerce was free from deceit, fraud, or 

adulteration. They wanted to create a canopy over the city within which the food supply could be 

constant and predictable, even if it meant importation or subsidy. The walls of the city signaled 

comprehensive marketplace regulation. Food could only be sold in the specified size, shape, 

weight and purity, and inspectors monitored every one of these aspects. Monitoring increased as 

food became scarcer and as the council took on the burden of supply. Food corruption threatened 

the bodies of inhabitants by ingestion or inhalation, that is, by spoilage, adulteration, or miasma. 

Just as they were vital for military defense, so too did the city walls protect the internal food 

supply; for without a steady supply of food, Nuremberg would crumble from the inside-out. As 

the hospitals were generally supplied from the city center, the city’s philosophy and methods of 

food delivery and protection were replicated in their food service. 

 

Protection of food in the hospitals 

Hospital food usually came from the city center. In the early days of the leper houses, the 

Glockler(s), or gatherers, collected food donated by city inhabitants, thus it was subject to the 

city’s food regulatory system. Over time, donations progressively shifted to monetary gifts 

collected in centralized community chests.
716

 Food purchases for the lazaret were always 

centrally managed. All monetary donations went toward the central civic endowments, whose 
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representatives purchased foodstuff from city markets.
717

 The Possler, discussed in Chapter 3, 

made food purchases and transported them from the city center to the hospitals along with 

corresponding lists for accountability. He was required to transport “bread, meat and other 

items” to the lazaret in a large basket equipped with a padlocked lid. The padlock had two keys, 

one held by the Possler and the other by the Hofmeister. Theoretically, once the basket was 

locked, it could not be reopened until it reached the lazaret.
718

 Unfortunately, no details are 

available concerning the Possler’s control over food quality or how he interacted with the market 

vendors. 

All of the hospitals micromanaged their food stores. From its arrival at the hospital to the 

leftovers after meals, food was the responsibility of the Hofmeister, the highest authority on-site. 

He meticulously inspected barrels of wine and beer upon delivery.
719

 He also oversaw the beer in 

the cellar, to make sure that no one took more than his “mug” allotment.
720

 He was required to, 

“diligently with his hands,” survey the meat, vegetables, legumes, salt and fat stores after each 

meal-time.
721

 Each hospital had a Kelner/in, or food storage manager who reported food-related 

needs to the Hofmeister, Siechmeister or overseer.
722

 The overseer, the highest money manager, 

then secured the food supply from the city center.  

During periods of heavy patient load, the Cüstorin tracked all food usage for the 

administration. Even after meals, food was carefully managed. Patients were forbidden from 
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sharing among themselves. All uneaten food, especially meat, was reported to the Cüstorin, who 

had the discretion to use leftovers for “brother’s aid” or return them to the Hofmeister for safe 

keeping. This management tactic was not only designed to protect the food store, but also to 

prevent workers from sneaking tainted food items out of the building and selling them to a third 

party.
723

 

Hospital employees watched for spoilage. Hospitals were given similar instructions to 

maintain wheat storage as inside the city. The leader of the Holy Cross Hospital, for example, 

was instructed to rotate the grain monthly and to make sure that no pigs, chickens, birds, geese or 

ducks interfered with the stores.
724

 

By the 1580s, the council had increased the number of administrative positions to 

monitor food stores as hospital workers were known to steal from the supplies.
725

 Five maids in 

1585 were banished for stealing thirty-two loaves of bread and a flask of wine out of the 

lazaret.
726

 The mishandling of beer and wine was the most commonly reported misdeed among 

the hospital personnel. In 1583, a report of corrupted wine in the French House reached the 

council. The wines had been watered down (likely to conceal theft) and mixed together so much 

so that they could no longer serve the health of the patients. The council ordered the wine to be 

taken to the orphanage. It then increased the Hofmeister’s salary by 1  G specifically to bribe 

him to do his duty and “sav[e] the wine.”
727

   

In 1585, the council embarked on a new method to protect the lazaret’s wine by 
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monitoring the Hofmeister himself. He, along with his predecessors, was reported to have held 

luxurious dinners with copious amounts of wine. The council resorted to employing a city 

servant to conduct an audit of the beer and wine consumed on these occasions. With the first 

known infraction, it chided the Hofmeister but left him in his position. The council then imposed 

precise guidelines as to how much wine he, his wife, and guests (pastor, Cüstorin, or other 

administrators) were allowed at each meal. A city servant was then required to give updated 

reports to the council.
728

  

Even patients made every attempt to get more drinks.
729

 In the early 1590s, Endres 

Zwirschwag, a known complainer about wine and food in the Holy Ghost Hospital, was caught 

sneaking down to the hospital cellars to find more wine.
730

 Stealing wine and beer was a further 

liability as drunkenness was a consistent problem with the workers. They not only stole beer and 

wine, but also purchased Schnapps, a relatively new innovation with a much higher alcohol 

content.
731

   

In the lazaret, food stores, kitchens and washrooms were located next to the river. There 

was always a danger of the organic matter of food corrupting. After meals were consumed, 

leftover food and dirty dishes threatened dangerous smells. The cook in the Lazaret was 

instructed to clean the dishes immediately after each meal, then stack the dishes away in a 

prescribed, organized way.
732

 All unwanted food products were then disposed of in the river, at 
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the last point where the hospital met the river.  

The city leaders of Nuremberg took on the responsibility of protecting the city’s food 

supply. They protected it from inadequacy, fraud, theft and material corruption. They viewed the 

managing of the price of grain, size of bread, filth of meat, and purity of salt and fat as crucial to 

the safety and stability of the vulnerable people within its walls. This protection radiated outward 

from the city to the separated hospitals. The council placed the same administrative systems on 

the food stores of the hospitals through intensive monitoring. City central resources were used 

not only to provide for the vulnerable bodies in their separated spaces, but also to continually 

protect those provisions. 

 

III. Religious Symbol 

Up to this point, I have discussed the food eaten in Nuremberg’s hospitals as a provided 

and protected resource, describing its path from the city center to its final consumption in the 

hospitals. This section explores the symbolic meaning of the foods provided within Nuremberg’s 

religious context. Just as Christ’s body was the bread and his blood the wine, food in the early 

modern period was an integral part of religious analogy and instruction. In medieval Christianity, 

the church calendar was designed to imitate the life of Christ, providing a “rhythm of plenty and 

scarcity.”
733

 This rhythm allowed the individual to commune with Christ toward sanctification 

by both denying gluttony through fasting and, at other times, enjoying in the bounty of Christ by 

enjoying rich foods.  

 

Fasting 
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Fasting was intended to morally purify the body and absolve past sins through a sacrifice 

of sustenance.
734

 In the middle ages, the pursuit of communion with Christ through the denial of 

the flesh sparked an entire phenomenon approaching anorexia. Saints such as Catherine of Siena 

claimed to survive on merely sucking bites of food for a few seconds before spitting them out. 

Other religious ascetics claimed to live on the nutrition of the Eucharist alone.
735

  

On a communal level, fasting was a performative act of penance; it provided a source of 

unity and solidarity for the community in a standard and predictable pattern across the calendar 

year. To return to Pieter Bruegel once more, in his painting Carnival verses Lent, one can see the 

luxurious foods of Carnival giving way to the ascetic foods of Lent such as fish. Food historian 

Ken Albala claims, “food in this respect was at the core of the average person’s conception of 

religiosity, and devotion was defined in terms of the things one does, not necessarily the things 

one believes, as in a creed.”
736

 In everyday life, food was a tangible venue for the outward 

physical display of an abstract Christianity. Food not only maintained physical bodies; but the 

metaphorical body of Christ. 

 

Fish 

During seasons of fast, such as Lent, Advent, and Fridays, cookbooks included 

specialized recipes as a way to continue to have delicious food even when one could not eat 
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meat, eggs or butter.
737

 The Nuremberg Küchenmeisterei began with a section on fast dishes. It 

boasted of its variety of fish dishes, including beaver tail, a popular end-run around the fasting 

meat-prohibition. The rationale was that beavers lived in the water and, therefore, could be 

classified as fish.
738

 The cookbook included a variety of fish, crab, and crayfish cooked in 

sauces, stuffed into sausages, or fried in dumplings. The expensive, sweet almond milk replaced 

normal milk in many recipes. There is also a variety of fruit compotes and fancy vegetable dishes 

including expensive imports such as figs. One recipe listed was a pea and hazelnut dumpling 

cooked with water flavored with pears, pepper, butter (?) and ginger. This dish could be served 

with a roasted apple or baked into a pastry dough.
739

 Church critic, Desiderius Erasmus, derided 

these luxurious recipes, claiming that they lacked any of the intended spiritual sacrifice of 

fasting.
740

  

The most common hallmark of fasting was fish. Nuremberg’s fish market was known to 

sell smoked or salted pike, salmon, haddock, cod, carp, lamprey, bloater, or the cheaper herring 

and Stockfish.
741

 Most of these fish were imported from the North, thus, providing the impetus 

for close ties between Nuremberg merchants and the Lübeck Stockfish market. The cheap and 

transportable Stockfish (quartered and dried cod) proved to be a key resource for land-locked 

cities such as Nuremberg that had high demand for fish during Lent. Locally, fishermen 

harvested both fish and crabs from the Pegnitz, but fishing rights were severely restricted due to 
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the relatively small size of the river.
742

  

Although fish were not a local food resource in Nuremberg, their frequent metaphorical 

use in biblical culture and papal instruction made fish a staple during days of fasting. The fish 

was an early symbol of Christianity, second only to the image of the cross, and a commonly used 

analogy in the Bible. For example, Christ told the disciples that instead of fishermen, he would 

make them “fishers of men.” In the leper houses, every quarter year, lepers were required to visit 

the bath master for their bodily needs, and for their spiritual needs they would confess, receive 

the sacrament, and then be given a “pound of salted fish,” or a “carp or some other fish”.
743

  

Fridays were a fasting day as people reflected on Christ’s Crucifixion; therefore, fish 

were eaten especially on Fridays. This practice was not neglected in Nuremberg’s hospitals. In 

St. Peter’s ordinances, fish appears as regular Friday fare for both the workers and the sick. An 

ordinance for the lazaret from the second half of the sixteenth-century specifies that on Fridays 

patients should receive a milk-cream soup and a Stockfish. On the same day, hospital workers ate 

a pear or onion soup with Stockfish or herring along with beer and wine. The administration was 

given two fancier fish meals. For an early meal, a pea soup, some form of cabbage and the more 

expensive baked carp (or other fish), or they could have boiled and stuffed carp with nuts and 

white bread. If they preferred, they could also replace their fish with the cheaper salted Stockfish. 

Their evening meal included a water and onion soup, lentils and more fish.
744

  

The continued use of fish on Fridays is interesting for a number of reasons. First, the 
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medieval church officially exempted the sick from obligatory fasting, meaning that the hospitals’ 

sick could have theoretically done away with fasting entirely. The presence of fasting foods in 

the hospitals denotes that there were levels of sick in the hospitals who were treated differently 

based upon their illness. For example, since lepers were not necessarily acutely ill at any given 

point, those houses maintained a normal church calendar of fasting. Curiously, fish were also 

present on Fridays in the lazaret where patients often experienced complete incapacitation, 

certainly qualifying them as the exempted sick.
745

 However, the answer for that lies in how the 

ordinances distinguished between food regimens for the very weak and those already healing. 

Ordinances specified that a “meat soup” always be given to the very weak in the hospitals 

without distinction of fasting days. Based on the regular appearance of fish on Fridays in the 

hospital, I contend that the general diet set for the patients replicated that of the city proper. If it 

was determined that an individual was too sick and weak, they were exempt from fasting 

regulations. 

Second, in the period, fish was not believed to be salubrious because of its foul odor. 

Steinhöwel advocated to only eat fish from fresh flowing water carefully making sure to throw 

out any damaged pieces. He recommended that it should be salted before fried or baked and not 

boiled. If someone wished to boil it, she should cook it with strong herbs such as parsley, sage 

and marjoram or vinegar to mask the smell.
746

  

The third and most interesting aspect about fish on Fridays was the curious status of 

fasting in post-Reformation Nuremberg. Officially, fasting was no longer compulsory in 

Nuremberg. Osiander’s 1533 Church Ordinances instructed that, “has God not said, that the pure 

are completely pure and no food is forbidden to anyone? Thereby it [fasting] is certainly also a 
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human doctrine, which no Christian should follow.”
747

 Despite this declared doctrine, 

Nuremberg was ambivalent toward the practice of fasting. This ambivalence was typical for 

Nuremberg, as it retained many Catholic rituals and images that would have been abolished in 

more extreme forms of the Reformation.
748

 During the 1548 Augsburg interim, the council 

considered abandoning the Reformation for political expediency. It tried to convince the defiant 

Reformation preachers that the additional feasting and fasting of the Catholic calendar would not 

harm the souls of the people; they argued that fasting offered an additional benefit of stretching 

the city’s food supply, asserting that keeping the peace was worth giving up a few sausages a 

year.
749

 The people of Nuremberg apparently held to their fasting tradition; even after 1555, 

when Reformation theology was securely intact, fish on Fridays showed no sign of flowing 

downriver. 

Another event with an abundance of fish was the Lepraschau, taking place during Holy 

Week, the greatest period of fasting and penance in the church calendar. While the event was an 

expression of fasting for most of the city, for the lepers it was a time of feasting. The Nützel 

family provided 300 G worth, or 400 bowls of Stockfish, at least one serving for each leper.
750

 

The fish took on ritual significance on Holy Thursday. A large, “nice bread” was sent with the 

fish to the parish priest so that when he sat at the table with the lords, it could be “spread to the 
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many.”
751

 This ritual seems to have combined two biblical accounts, i.e. Jesus feeding the five-

thousand with the small boy’s lunch of bread and fish, and the Last Supper, traditionally 

celebrated on Holy Thursday. Although a variety of foods were donated for the event, it seems 

that these salted fish were the highlight of the meal. The Reformation neither ended the 

Lepraschau, nor did it change the menu. In 1557, Stockfish, herring and Brein fish, a fish served 

with porridge, are listed. In 1564, overseer Gabriel Nützel listed bread, beer and fish as the major 

expenditures of the Schau.
752

 Records all the way into the seventeenth-century show no other 

animal protein item other than fish and eggs.  

Nuremberg merchants had trade connections with the herring and Stockfish market, 

allowing these fish to be provided for both hospitals and charitable events at low cost; however, 

the fact that these fish only appear on Fridays and holidays reflect their continued religious 

importance even after the Reformation in Nuremberg. While eating fish instead of meat was no 

longer regarded as salvific in official theology, it remained a valued religious symbol and culture 

habitus in which the hospital patients took part.
753
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Feasting 

In the early modern period, feasts were just as symbolic as fasts. In the same way that 

they fasted on Fridays to memorialize Jesus’ Crucifixion, they ate their best foods on Sunday to 

celebrate his Resurrection. On Sunday mornings in St. Jobst, the lepers were asked to gather any 

of their collected meat so that in the evening it could be  served with a purée [probably vegetable 

or legume] of their choice.
754

 The patients in the lazaret were fed a Fleischbrot or a choice of 

meat soups, sweet kraut or vegetables and wine. There are many possibilities for what this 

Fleischbrot, or “meat bread,” could have been. In modern recipes, this term describes a dish 

consisting of meat and bread sautéed in fat and spices, then spread in a dish and baked. These 

Sunday meals were one of the few times that the lazaret patients were served meat that had not 

been cooked into soups or porridges. The hospital workers were fed the same, but with the 

addition of beer and rice. Administrators were served elegant Sunday meals consisting of roasted 

pork, veal or lamb with bread, rice, a meat soup, and “enough” wine and beer for both meals.
755

 

Holiday foods occupied a large proportion of the leprosaria ordinances. For Pentecost, 

leprosaria residents received roasted chicken or veal and extra wine.
756

 On Corpus Christi, they 
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ate boiled hen or a form of roasted meat.
757

 Expensive chicken, an upper class delicacy, and 

roasted meats were generally only holiday luxuries. These items would have also been 

impossible luxuries for peasants.  

St. John’s day, which commemorated the beheading of John the Baptist, took place on 

Midsummer’s day. On the night before  St. John’s Eve), a ritual bonfire was burned. Herbs that 

were held over the fire were believed to contain strong healing properties. One could make 

herbal teas out of the wreaths used to decorate for the event. In addition, foods eaten on St. 

John’s day were thought to possess extra healthful powers; for example, to ward off headache for 

the year, one could eat a Semmel in milk.
758

 In the leprosaria residents celebrated the holiday 

with ground pork, chicken, a Semmel, wine, and cherries or other “timely fruit.”
759

 

On All Souls’ Day both hospital inhabitants and workers were given a Weckspitzlein and 

a 10 penny Seidel of wine.
760

 On St. Martin’s day, they were provided two geese, a pound of 

cheese, pears, and wine.
761

 The tradition of eating geese, or Martinigans, on St. Martin’s day 

derived from legends surrounding his life. The most popular came from the time when the city of 

Tours elected him Bishop in 371. Wanting instead to live a hermit’s life of asceticism, he hid in a 

barn hoping to avoid discovery by the city residents. Unfortunately for St. Martin, a gaggle of 

geese betrayed him and ruined his monastic ambitions. According to another legend, a flock of 

geese broke into a church and interrupted his homily.
762

 Thus every year on his day, geese were 

eaten in retribution. 
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On St. Nicolas day, celebrated on December 6, the leper houses were promised either a 

ram or sheep’s stomach.
763

 It is difficult to find the symbolic meaning of this dish for St. Nicolas 

day because it has been eclipsed by Santa Claus and other later adaptations of the Christmas 

holidays. In the early modern period, St. Nicolas was particularly known as a protecting saint. He 

was most famous for bringing three school boys back to life, explaining the holiday’s connection 

to children and health. He was also believed to be a protector of livestock and herds. This 

attribute could be the origin of the sheep’s stomach tradition.
764

 Although St. Nicolas was 

technically demoted by the Reformation in Nuremberg, a 1563 account of St. Johannis shows the 

continued consumption of sheep’s stomach on that day.
765

 In later centuries, the gift-bearing 

saint was turned into the Christkind.   

Christmas celebrations not only included the basic Weck and wine but also roasted hen, 

veal or fish, as well as fat and flour to make dumplings.
766

 In order to make a dumpling with 

meat, one cookbook recommended combining ground meat with small pieces of bacon, parsley, 

salt and other herbs. Raw eggs were used to form the mixture into balls, which were then cooked 

with chicken broth or allowed to marinate in salt for a time before cleaning and cooking.
767

  

Carnival was the most indulgent part of the year, as the city feasted before the Lenten 

fast. A receipt from Nuremberg’s Carnival celebration from 1496 lists the foods purchased for 

the feast in great detail. It includes: beer, a variety of wines, beef, veal, lamb, pork, suckling pig, 

capon, expensive chickens, large birds, duck, rabbit, squirrel, a variety of fish, white cabbage, 

green cabbage, peas, cheese, milk, butter, saffron, ginger, pepper, cloves, cinnamon, nutmeg, 
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cumin, capers, mustard, onions, pureed pork, and vinegar. Pastries and gingerbread were 

flavored with sugar, almonds, Venetian grapes, raisins, figs, trisenett (a sweet powder form of 

fruit or vegetable extract), pomegranates, and honey.
768

 In St. Johannis, both the sick and healthy 

were given salted, roasted pork, a piece of veal, wine and again enough fat to make dumplings. 

St. Peter’s too was supplied with extra fat or butter and 30 penny worth of eggs to provide 

comparatively luxurious, fatty meals for patients and staff.
769

 The celebration of carnival in 

Nuremberg was abolished in 1539 after Andreas Osiander witnessed a play mocking him and 

other city leaders.
770

  

Easter was the most important religious holiday of the year, so each Easter food was 

highly symbolic. The centerpiece of the entire feast was a half lamb which was an emblem of 

Jesus, the innocent Lamb of God, who was sacrificed to cover humanity’s sins.
771

 This symbolic 

cut of lamb remained unchanged throughout the pre- and post-Reformation period. If lamb could 

not be obtained, a nice roasted veal could be substituted. Another symbolic food was fried eggs. 

Eggs, even in pre-Christian cultures, symbolized new life and rebirth. The reintroduction of eggs 

on Easter after strict Lenten fast was a powerful symbol of fertility and hope in Christ’s bounty.  

The final food eaten in the Easter feast was the Osterfladen, a form of sweet bread or 

pastry sweetened with raisins, almonds, butter, milk and sugar.
772

 In the pre-Reformation time, 

priests consecrated the eggs, bread and lamb for the festivities. The blessing of Easter bread was 

specifically prohibited in the 1533 Church Ordinances as a “useless and childish” practice which 
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was to be ended.
773

 During the vacillations of the council in 1548, Nuremberg’s preachers 

warned the capricious council in a letter beginning with “Caution! Honorable, Wise, Frugal, 

Dear Lords;” they admonished the council that to return to this practice would be tantamount to 

returning to idolatry.
774

 Despite the elimination of the consecration ritual, Easter bread continued 

to be fundamental part of the celebration.
775

 This Fladen or Osterbrot symbolized Christ as the 

living bread. 

The Easter bread was both the literal and metaphorical apotheosis of the relationship 

between food, religion, and the hospital patients’ belonging; the foods of the feasts and fasts 

reflected the patients’ participation in the religious life of the city, while the provision of the 

metaphorical body of Christ demonstrates their perceived inclusion. Ordinances clearly 

demanded that the houses receive either one large Fladen to share or small loaves enough so that 

each inhabitant could have his or her own.
776

 The provision of the Osterfladen for each 

individual was a powerful testament to the lepers’ performative participation in the most 

important religious holiday of the year. As Christ’s body was the bread, the inhabitants of the 

hospitals, despite living beyond the walls, belonged within the Corpus Christianum of 

Nuremberg.  

 

Feasts at the Leprosaria 

Some community-wide feasts and religious ceremonies took place at the hospitals 

 complex with chapel). For example, on All Saints’ Day, donations and accounts reveal that 
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lepers were given a special Spitzweck and wine, plus an extra one-penny Semmel and wine for 

the surrounding farmers’ feasts.  Starting in the 1570s, the Holy Cross also opened a large 

kitchen for the poor to celebrate the occasion. On those holidays when religious personnel sang 

the Mass in the hospital chapels, the leprosaria served roasted pieces of meat, pastries filled with 

cheese, and wine. For the choir boys, they served a variety of meat soup, young hen, wheat 

purée, cabbage, bread rolls and wine.
777

 

Annual Kirchweih were festivals that celebrated chapels’ patron saints. As lepers were 

the foundational reason for the leprosaria chapels’ existence, the lepers fully participated in the 

festivities along with the rest of the community. One chapel could have multiple Kirchweihen 

each year.
778

 St. Peters, for example, celebrated four days: Petri Pauli, vincula Petri, Cathedra 

Petri, Annunciation Martini. The houses provided soup and drink for the choir boys, cantor and 

priest who performed the mass. The lepers and workers were then served young hen, un-boiled 

fish and wine.
779

 Each house received extra provisions listed for their Kirchweih, and even the 

poor St. Leonard was given   1/4 G from the city’s central financial office for its celebration.
780

 

The Reformation limited the number of holiday festivals in the city, but the Kirchweih survived. 

In the 1570s, new ordinances stressed that the inhabitants of the leprosaria could only go to their 

own Kirchweih and not sneak into the celebrations of the other leprosaria. The implication of this 

command is that in previous years lepers attended the festivities at other leprosaria chapels.
781
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Although Nuremberg’s contagious disease hospitals were physically separated from the 

city, they still participated in the religious life of the city, and on special occasions, their facilities 

became integral parts of the religious celebrations for the general public. Although one could 

argue that the lazaret could not have held celebrations like the Kirchweih during outbreaks, the 

inclusion of the lepers in city holidays demonstrates that the separation of all the contagious 

disease hospitals was not meant as ostracism from the religious community but merely that their 

limb of the Corpus Christianum was located outside the walls. 

 

Lepraschau 

I would like to close this chapter 

with the Lepraschau event. Virtually every 

aspect of this charitable event was 

connected to food, both with its provision 

and its symbolic meaning. This Holy Week 

festival began every year with a string of 

formal requests to the council and leading 

families by the Mother for the wine, food, 

supplies and priests to perform spiritual services. As the preparations continued, the Mother 

brought designated beggars (the ones who raised money for the event) into her home for meals 

on Palm Sunday and Annunciation (See Chapter 1): a metonymy for letting the poor lepers into 

the city (as the metaphorical home) to feast. During the actual festival, all of the lepers took 

Communion on Thursday morning, ate their symbolic meal of fish and bread on Thursday 
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evening, and lastly indulged in the great feast on Friday (See Image: Lepraschau Feast).
782

 

Both everyday foods, as well as food with heavy religious symbolism, had to be 

provided. Stations were set up on the churchyard for cooking throughout the three days. Cooks 

prepared cabbage, cereal, wheat, herring, Stockfish, flatfish, garlic, cinnamon, butter/fat, rice, 

plums, almonds, figs, raisins and beer.
783

 The major funding for the event came from the 

Sondersiechen Stiftung, one of the city’s wealthiest charitable endowments. In a sample year of 

1557, the festival used 100 G for wine, 40 G for rye bread, 65 G for a variety of fish, 30 G for 

küchenspeise (general items for cooking) and almonds and figs, 20 G for beer, 2 barrels of fat 

(no price listed), and 24 G extra for the food for participating servants. Food was clearly the 

greatest expense of the event, standing in stark contrast to the 12 G total paid to the six 

physicians employed to actually diagnose leprosy.
784

 Progressively throughout the second half of 

the sixteenth-century as food prices inflated, the Sondersiechen Stiftung could not cover the food 

necessary for the growing event. The council employed Esszeichen, eating badges, to filter out 

non-leprous beggars and freeloaders.
785

  

The event also ended with food. Nuremberg’s leper houses and orphanages received extra 

bread and wine in appreciation for not begging during the three days of Lepraschau.
786

 Left-over 

food from the feast was donated to the Holy Cross Hospital. The servants, butchers’ servants,
787
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and the Daughters were paid with bread and drink.
788

 The event formally ended on Good Friday 

when the Mother met the servants and official beggars for a final time in the Siechhaus. There, 

she collected the money from the beggars and rewarded the helpers with roasted almonds and 

Lebkuchen in gratitude. Lebkuchen or Gingerbread (originally leckuchen meaning delicious 

cake) was a bread baked with spices with pungent aromas, such as ginger, cardamom, cloves, 

nutmeg, cinnamon, plus honey or almonds to make it sweet. A fitting food to end on, today 

Lebkuchen is still the hallmark of Nuremberg’s Christmas market and is one of the most edible 

reminders of medieval feasts still in existence.
789

 

The food component of the religious life of early modern hospitals and the Lepraschau 

clearly shows that provision for Nuremberg’s sick reached beyond the practical consideration of 

basic sustenance or thrift. The symbolic foods, regardless of their changing theological meaning 

throughout the sixteenth-century, demonstrate the spiritual importance of the inhabitants’ 

participation in the religious customs of Nuremberg, a topic which will be expanded on in the 

next chapter. Moreover, it displays the council’s willingness to provide these expensive specialty 

foods for the hospitals’ needy patients. These buildings were not merely holding cells for the 

unwanted, but rather hospitals intended to care for both “body and soul.” 

 

Conclusion 

Throughout the early modern period, there was a steady increase in Nuremberg’s 

perceived need to monitor its food commerce. It is unsurprising that the apex of this need 

correlated with the famine of the 1570s. Not only was food more likely to be falsified in the time 

of shortage, but the council itself had taken on the responsibility of supply at public debt, a 
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strategy they knew could not last long. It was the period in which participants in the Lepraschau 

were accused of pretending they had leprosy to get into the festivity or to be accepted into leper 

houses, where inhabitants ate relatively well.
790

 It was also in these early years of the 1570s that 

Nuremberg moved the Lepraschau and other charitable feeding programs outside of their walls. 

The council was willing to supply millet or occasional charity to foreigners or surrounding 

farmers, but it progressively contracted in defining to whom they were obliged to supply a 

continual source of food. The council also took a more direct role in the functioning of the 

hospitals to ensure that the Hofmeister and other hospital employees were not pilfering the food 

meant for its inhabitants. 

While one may make the assertion that the separated patients were marginalized by their 

placement outside the walls, I argue that this external placement increased their connection to the 

city center, as their bodies were wholly dependent on its provision and protection for sustenance. 

The patients outside of the walls relied on the council’s delegated management to ensure the 

food’s provision and pathway to their separated places. Each action of food supply was a loud 

and tangible statement about the importance of the separated patients to the city. The food was to 

be beneficial both to the health of their bodies and their souls. By accepting the responsibility of 

supplying the patients’ basic need of sustenance, by protecting that supply, and by providing 

foods that aided spiritual devotion, the city acknowledged the patient’s material and symbolic 

belonging.  
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Chapter 6: 

On Spiritual and Bodily Care 

 

“Death gives meaning to our lives. It gives importance and value to time. Time would become 

meaningless if there were too much of it.”
791

 

 

The majority of this work has been organized by an analysis of space. My central quest 

has been to determine to what extent inhabitants in Nuremberg’s external contagious disease 

hospitals participated in the internal goods, services, and general life of the city. Nuremberg’s 

religious life, too, was spatially experienced in the churches, streets, homes, and hospitals. In this 

setting, daily religious life was facilitated by prayers, candles, incense, liturgy, vestments, songs, 

processions, acts of penance, and devotion.
792

 In this chapter, I will continue my exploration of 

spatial orchestration, but I will complement this analysis with a consideration of time.  

Time is the second building block of cognition. Without the bounds of time, space would 

have no meaning. It is only in the congruence of space and time that communal festivities, 

holidays, working of bodies, seasonal availability of food, etc., have life and form. We are born 

into the world with a finite lifespan. As we navigate through life, we mark time until death. It is 

this limitation that provides us meaning and a sense of urgency.  

The Church calendar marked late medieval and early modern time. The Church told 

congregants when to feast, fast, celebrate and repent. It told them when to plant, sow, and 
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slaughter. Weekly, they attended Sunday services to hear preaching or see the Mass. The day of 

the week dictated their diet, and their daily lives were even marked by hours of prayer: Matins, 

Laud, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and Compline. Eamon Duffy has argued, “In liturgy 

and in the sacramental celebrations which were its central moments, medieval people found the 

key to the meaning and purpose of their lives.”
793

 In this context, one’s lifespan was never to be 

experienced alone. The ritual of baptism welcomed the individual into the Church and 

community; eventually, life culminated with the gathering at the home of the dying for 

Communion and last rites. Edward Muir describes these as “ritual moments” when an 

individual’s life-cycle was marked out by religious practice.
794

 From birth to burial, all the main 

rites of passages were designed to orient the faithful through the Church toward God.
795

 

There was no more important time than death. In medieval Europe, a “cult of death” 

developed surrounding spiritual preparation for the death and the afterlife. Mary Lindemann has 

argued that they were not obsessed with death as much as they recognized that health presented 

the most obvious vulnerability in their lives.
796

 Illness evoked the theological intensity of 

impending death, and, therefore, the necessity of the soul’s search for salvation: to deny death 

and reconcile to Christ in the afterlife.  
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This chapter explores how patients in Nuremberg’s external hospitals were part of the 

body of Christ in Nuremberg, as the city provided for their “spiritual and bodily care.”
797

 The 

Church employed a continuous stream of priests, chaplains and prayer leaders to provide 

spiritual support to the patients. As the deterioration of the body moved at different speeds with 

each of the three diseases, they needed different accommodating spiritual services. As leprosy 

was slow-moving, lepers’ religious services closely resembled that of non-hospital religious 

houses or laity. In contrast, plague moved rapidly so plague victims received a more urgent form 

of preaching and soul preparation. As the health of the whole Corpus Christianum was 

necessarily interdependent, the spiritual needs of patients in these hospitals were of paramount 

importance to the city. While the patients may have been physically separated from the city 

center, they were never removed from the body of Christ.  

As Nuremberg converted to the Reformation in 1525, this chapter must balance pre- and 

post-Reformation spiritual care in the hospitals. While this transition was an important factor in 

Nuremberg history, I have intentionally avoided using this topic as a central organizing principle. 

There are several reasons for this choice. First, as seen in the example of food, Nuremberg had a 

conservative Reformation that kept many of the Catholic forms and practices that other 

evangelical cities rejected; therefore much of the art, dietary guidelines, vestments, and liturgical 

celebrations remained unchanged to the untrained eyes and the inadequately informed minds of 

the laity. The council made only necessary changes and left the rest. I do not want to 

overemphasize the departures because most aspects of daily life remained unchanged after the 

Reformation. Second, as this study has focused on boundaries, I want to identify how the general 

(yet permeable) structures impacted the movement of resources, influenced the conduct of 
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individuals in the hospitals, and affected the hospitals’ interaction with the city center. The 

theological changes of the Reformation did not immediately transfigure the form of the late 

medieval religiosity. One could argue the post-Reformation secularization of institutions 

(including charitable hospitals) prompted undercurrents of secularization that would contribute to 

the breaking of the communal structure.
798

 However, I believe that within the sixteenth-century, 

the communal belief of salvation and intensity of religious devotion at the moment of death rode 

the wave of the late medieval religiosity. Even throughout the demographic changes of the 

seventeenth-century, the city would impose increasing strict rules in a desperate effort to 

reestablish the city as a conceptual community.
799

 It is for these reasons that I prioritize my 

broader organization of religious intensity in proximity to the deathbed.  

This chapter does, however, display a general chronological progression in discussing the 

theological changes of the Reformation because correct theology and ritual became more 

indispensable as one neared death. The later discussion of the Reformation is also a practical 

consideration in that the lazaret complex only fully functioned in the post-Reformation period. 

While the means to achieve salvation changed in evangelical theology, the basic structure 

remained the same: repent of sin and be reconciled to Christ. This theological arch was fleshed 

out through religious performance in space and reiteration in time, shaping the body of Christ in 

Nuremberg. 
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Chapter Structure 

This chapter is divided into six major sections. The first section lays the theological 

foundation of death and disease as a product of man’s sin and the possibility of reconciliation 

with Christ through the Church: both Catholic and Protestant. It focuses on the deathbed as the 

most important site of reconciliation. It also examines the horizontal relationship between the 

sick and the healthy in Nuremberg and how that relationship reinforced the communal nature of 

the deathbed.  

The second section examines the chapels established for separated patients’ spiritual 

services. It explores how their standard religious practices echoed practices of the city. The 

chapels also provided spatial points of contact between the sick and the healthy throughout the 

liturgical year. The third section moves to daily and weekly spiritual care. It looks at the 

importance of mealtime prayers and the regular hearing of scripture.  

The fourth section explores spiritual life under the threat of plague. In stark contrast to 

the distant reminder of death personified by the decomposing body of the leper, plague put 

everyone on the hypothetical deathbed. This section accents the theological division sparked by 

the Reformation, as both confessions sought to bring consolation through the proper preparation 

for death.  

The fifth section proceeds all the way to the deathbed with last rites or the last 

Communion. It was the most intimate and final contact point of spiritual life. It was contact, 

horizontally, as the priest touched the sick person and, vertically, as the sick took the divine into 

his body by means of the host and chalice. The sixth section briefly follows the dead to their final 

burial in a consecrated cemetery. Ironically, the majority of the inhabitants of sixteenth-century 

Nuremberg were laid to rest in the cemeteries originally consecrated for their leper brethren, 
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outside the city walls. 

The city of Nuremberg provided religious personnel, celebrations, art, religious foods, 

scripture, preaching, and sacraments to its sick in the extramural hospitals. Not only did the city 

give patients food for their physical bodies during life, but they also provided spiritual food for 

their souls as they neared death; nevertheless, the patients’ physical contamination was never 

ignored. While they were “limbs” in the body of Christ, these religious ministrations were done 

through layers of doors, clothing, smoke, or physical positioning that protected the healthy 

pastors and population. This physical movement embodied their position as separate, yet 

together.  

 

I. Theology of Separation 

According to late medieval theology, death and destruction entered the world because of 

man’s sin, otherwise known as the Fall. God sacrificed his Son to atone for these sins, and gave 

the Church to the world in order to communicate means of grace to his people. Through baptism, 

Christians were washed of original sin and entered the life of the Church, but humanity still lived 

in the fallen world, grieving God and provoking his wrath through sinful lives. Through a 

contrite heart, confession and penance, one could be returned to right relation with God. 

In this view, God was the author of both salvation and adversity. Images of disease in this 

period show God as wielding a sword or showering down smiting arrows upon his people.
800

 The 

most foundational example of this philosophy is seen in the medieval understanding of leprosy. 

In the Old Testament, God smote individuals, such as King Uzziah, with leprosy as a punishment 
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for sin. “When Azariah the chief priest and all the other priests looked at him, they saw that he 

had leprosy on his forehead…because the Lord had afflicted him.”
801

 The physical defect and 

deformity reflected the moral deformity of the heart. This philosophy of the link between the 

spirit and the body provoked discrimination against people with chronic sickness or disability.
802

 

Prostitutes were blamed for bringing down God’s smiting syphilis, not for their physical 

transmission of the disease but because of their fornicating sin.
803

  

In the case of plague, it was believed that God was punishing the broad population for 

corporate sin. The presiding analogy of arrows refers to the seemingly random way in which 

plague struck communities.
804

 Upon the outbreak of plague citywide mandates inculcated 

repentance: “Meanwhile we recognize out of the word of God this gruesome plague is on 

account of the proper cause, namely, that it is our sin of unbelief, disobedience and ingratitude 

that is to blame.”
805

 This vocabulary did not change in post-Reformation Nuremberg. In 1543, 

the city is blamed for the people’s “blasphemy of the name of God, frivolity, fornication, 

improper burdening against the love of their neighbor, among other things, practiced highly 
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punishable cursing, which he also cannot forbear. He has been highly caused and moved to pour 

out his proper affliction on us and to punish and wreck such sinful lives with the rod of 

pestilential sickness.”
806

  

Separation was not the end goal of this punishment; it was meant to provoke 

reconciliation. Reformation preacher Veit Dietrich argues that God did not punish like an 

executioner, but as a father who disciplines his child early, in order that he may punish the child 

less in the future.
807

 As Christ was dead for three days and brought back to life, so was the heart 

to be regenerated and brought back by God. Illness, whether long and slow like leprosy or fast 

and cataclysmic like plague, reminded humanity of our essential separation from God as sinful 

creatures bound for damnation without his intercession, but it also provided an opportunity for 

God to work in the suffering person’s life. Andreas Osiander asked the afflicted: “Who would 

not wish to be blind for a time, if that allowed Christ to heal you with his own hands?”
808

 

 

Late Medieval Theology of Reconciliation 

Late medieval Nuremberg was known for its intense religious devotion. The medieval 

Church practiced seven sacraments: baptism, confirmation, the Eucharist, marriage, vows of 

religious orders, penance, and last rites. These sacraments were a means of prevenient grace. 

This grace allows the person, then, to accomplish meritorious works, ameliorating the soul 
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toward worthiness of 

reconciliation.  

Sin needed to be purged 

through confession. One could go 

to a priest for confession 

recounting sins in great detail; 

confession was followed by a 

prescribed penance that would 

usually entail prayers or acts of charity. When plague or adversity struck, confession and 

repentance were the first steps toward reconciliation. One fifteenth-century Italian book of 

medical recipes states: 

Whenever anyone is struck down by the plague he should immediately provide himself 

with a medicine like this. Let him first gather as much as he can of bitter loathing towards 

the sins committed by him, and the same quantity of true contrition of heart, and mix the 

two into an ointment with the water of tears. Then let him make a vomit of frank and 

honest confession, by which he shall be purged of the pestilential poison of sin, and the 

boil of his vices shall be totally liquefied and melted away. Then the spirit, formerly 

weighed down by the plague of sin will be left all light and full of blessed joy.
809

  

 

Religious devotion centered on relating to Christ’s suffering, imitatio Christi. Some people 

practiced self-flagellation to mirror Christ’s pain and expiate sins. After the Black Death, groups 

of extreme penitents, flagellants, traveled from city to city physically beating themselves in 

processions (Image: Flagellant).
810

 Cities and religious orders hosted prayerful processions and 

lay individuals formed confraternities dedicated to charity and particular devotions. The ultimate 

form of devotion was to take the sacrament. It was the last step in the medical program listed 

above: 
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Afterwards let him take the most delightful and precious medicine: the body of our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ.
811

 

 

Throughout the medieval period, the number and complexity of religious rituals grew to aid the 

believer toward repentance and reconciliation with God. The Church “…while accepting 

atonement as core belief, simultaneously presented to the laity an array of assistance in attaining 

salvation.”
812

A central component of this religious devotion was what scholars have identified as 

the medieval “cult of death.” According to Church doctrine, if a person died without adequate 

expiation of sin, he needed to go to purgatory for a time of cleansing before entering heaven. 

Medieval theologians expounded on the geography, longevity, and torments that would be found 

in purgatory.
813

 A system of decreasing one’s time in purgatory developed around this core 

belief. The devout tried to ensure an easy journey through purgatory by endowing masses in their 

name after their deaths. Saints could help reduce the time. These holy people accumulated such 

an overflow of good works and devotion while on earth that they deposited them into a “treasury 

of merit” which could be applied to others. As saints died with an abundance of grace and merit, 

they were able to go directly to Christ and begin to intercede for the salvation of those on earth 

and in purgatory. Thus, saints’ images and life stories were a central component of devotion, and 

their intercession was central to reconciliation. The “treasury of merit” acquired by saints was 

converted into papal indulgences that were doled out to the devout as rewards for their good 

works or payments to the church. 

  In the late middle ages, one of the most popular forms of religious devotionals was Ars 

Moriendi (the Art of Dying), which instructed the believer on how to die a righteous death 

particularly with the understanding that clergy was not always able to be present at the moment 
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of death. Ars Moriendi appeared as texts as well as a 

series of images that depicted saints and demons 

fighting over the individual’s soul. Demons attempted 

either to tempt the dying person to despair because of 

the depth of his sin or to tempt him to be so confident 

of receiving God’s grace that he was not sufficiently 

humble. Mary and the saints pointed the sick to Christ. 

This soul’s preparation was designed to keep the 

individual balancing fear of judgment with the hope of 

redemption, thus leading the individual to contrition, 

prayer for intercession, Confession, and Communion (Image: Ars Moriendi).
814

  

Ars Moriendi became then a model for spiritual care during illness; the deathbed imagery 

was echoed throughout other instructional aids. The deathbed, as the last possible moments of 

preparation of one’s soul before crossing the threshold, was the most extreme site of religious 

intensity. Unless one died in mortal sin, all Christians died on the path toward reconciliation: the 

more reconciled to Christ one was at death, the farther down the path one was toward paradise 

and communion with God. 

 

The Reformation of Reconciliation 

The Reformation called into question many of the Church’s practices surrounding death 

and the afterlife. For Martin Luther and his followers, the death and resurrection of Christ 

constituted the full propitiation for humanity’s sins. Instead of a system that allowed individuals 
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to achieve good standing with God through good works, Christ died for humanity, imputing his 

own his righteousness on the faithful. Salvation was only possible through faith in Christ’s 

work.
815

  

The Church was still God’s means to communicate with humanity, but the sacraments 

only had power through the preaching of the Word and the faith of the believer.
816

 The 

sacraments were decreased to just two: baptism and Communion, not surprisingly, these 

sacraments were beacons posted at the beginning and the end of life.
817

  

Although evangelical theology had a robust sense of salvation, God still rained down 

turmoil due to humanity’s continued sin. During the plague outbreak of 1533, Lazarus Spengler 

wrote in a letter to his sister “in sum, God desires to be and to remain Lord and master and gives 

us reason through this punishment to cry to him and to recognize him as our only helper.”
818

 

Once in good standing with God, the believer’s gratitude increased his love of neighbor and 

would naturally result in a holier life. 

While Luther denied the power of penance, the intercession of saints, soul Masses, 

imitatio Christi and many other practices as means to achieve a right relation with God, he 

maintained his own form Ars Moriendi. The faithful were to hear the Word preached, have 

contrite hearts, and put their faith in Christ’s redeeming work on the cross.
819

 Luther’s view of 
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the afterlife was complex. In Catholic 

theology, the soul went immediately to 

hell, purgatory or heaven. Luther 

believed in a form of soul-sleep until the 

Last Judgment when it was decided 

whether each individual was among the 

faithful; he occasionally also alluded to souls going directly to heaven.
820

 No matter how the 

timeline worked, death was not to be feared by people of faith and reconciliation was not to be 

doubted.   

 

The Theological Arch 

The distinct soteriology of 

the Catholic and Lutheran 

confessions should not be 

undervalued as their respective 

understanding of salvation impacted the cult of death and death preparation in Nuremberg. I will, 

however, point to the essential theological arch apparent in both positions: 

Life in the Church began through the cleansing of original sin in baptism, spiritual health 

was maintained through proper devotion at regular intervals, and right relationship with God at 

death was essential for reconciliation. (Chart 1). 
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I argue that this arch’s general shape is what guided religious practice in both confessions 

although the means to achieve reconciliation varied. As disease placed the Christian closer to the 

threshold of the deathbed, the importance of his or her spiritual condition grew in intensity. 

(Chart 2). Religious practice in the leper and syphilis hospitals reflected regular maintenance. 

They were sick and vulnerable, and as such, their spiritual state was important, but they were not 

necessarily close to death. In contrast, religious practice during plague outbreak was far more 

intense. For both religious confessions, the proximity to the deathbed sparked the need for proper 

relation with heart, mind, and body, as the soul prepared for eternity. 

 

Almsgiving & Charitable Donations  

The fundamental relationship between the city center and the hospitals in the sixteenth-

century had deep medieval roots. The sick and the healthy of Nuremberg had a symbiotic 

relationship.  Endowments of hospitals, under the category of Gotteshäuser, were opportunities 

for wealthy patrons to help their own souls while also displaying their largess to the community. 

These endowments were replete with altruistic rhetoric; they were founded “out of brotherly 

love”
821

 for the “poor limbs of Christ,”
822

 as their “spiritual and bodily aid.”
823

 The worse the 

state of the physical bodies of these poor limbs, the more urgent was that state of their souls.
824

 

As such, the care of the ailing bodies was a means to enhance the spiritual health of both patients 

and patrons. 

A typical refrain used in endowments for the sick was that it was meant for “consolation 
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of their souls.”
825

  The hospitals provided patients with regular spiritual services: confession, 

preaching, the mass, and assurance of last rites before death. Patrons provided comforting images 

of saints that included both the model of saints’ suffering lives and a reminder of their spiritual 

advocacy on humanity’s behalf. One such image is on the epitaph for the wife of William Haller, 

depicting the “Dormition of Mary,” which hung in the Holy Cross Hospital complex since the 

late fifteenth-century. In this image, the pious Haller family, who endowed the hospital, look on 

as Mary lies on her death bed. The apostles look at Mary in grief. John is taking a candle as she 

releases it, representing her last moment. Her hands are clasped 

in prayer while Peter gives her last rites (Image: Haller).
826

 The 

scene displays a variety of spiritual benefits to be learned from 

Mary’s piety in face of death: it points patients to Ars Moriendi; 

highlights the cleansing power of the suffering body; draws 

focus to the spiritual potential of the deathbed; and reminds the 

expiring patients of the hope of heaven.
827

  

Religious authorities issued indulgences to pay for the 

building of the hospitals and chapels. They promised to lessen 

years in purgatory for benefactors who aided these projects.
828

 With the foundation of the Holy 
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Ghost Hospital, people could contribute to the “large indulgence” fund which was designed for 

those “to do good with Alms for the consolation of the sick” equaling 3060 days of indulgences. 

The payments enabled the patients “…to receive the Holy Sacrament, to pray for the souls of one 

who died in the hospital, [and] for the accompaniment to the burial with the speaking of the 

Pater Noster …” proceeding both weekly and on every appointed feast day.
829

 A 1517 papal 

indulgence for the Lepraschau was granted to the city of Nuremberg and then subsequently 

translated and published for the city. The bull announced that in order to aid the Lepraschau 

special services would be held at St. Sebald’s and the Holy Ghost Chapel. During the service, 

“there was a box in which one could donate the recommended amount of one day’s food and 

drink, or if people could not contribute that much, they could still contribute their devotion and 

[upon] consideration or with the advice of their confessor [give] something to the box…” If 

members of the city participated, the same mercy that is shown to the lepers in Holy Week was 

to be shown to benefactors, namely, a “complete forgiveness of all of their sins.”
830

  

In the middle ages, noble patrons bequeathed institutions to bring themselves spiritual 

merit, such as Queen Elizabeth of Tyrol for St. Johannis in the thirteenth-century.
831

 However, 

there was a shift in post-Black Death experience of charitable bequests; wealthy patrons 

progressively invested their money in memoria.
832

 Instead of giving many small sums to multiple 
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institutions, they created large endowments in their 

families’ names. The primary donors to Nuremberg’s 

hospitals became Nuremberg’s own city patricians, 

whose names were known by the patients. 

These large donations transformed the 

institutions into bürgerliche Spitäler or citizen 

hospitals. Reciprocally, the hospitals began giving 

priority to their own inhabitants instead of 

outsiders.
833

 The most outstanding of Nuremberg’s 

hospitals was Holy Ghost Hospital, endowed by 

Conrad Gross in 1339. It was one of the largest centralized hospitals of its age. An image shows 

the patrician and his wife, Agnes Pfinzing, endowing the chapel with a dove, a symbolic 

depiction of the Holy Ghost. It reads, “the praiseworthy hospital of this city endowed by Conrad 

Gross- for the consolation of the poor and suffering sick and everyone in between together for 

mercy...”
834

  For the lazaret, a Nuremberg patrician Conrad Toppler left 160 G to be used for the 

spiritual benefit of the city. Sigmund Beßler, Conrad and Lienhard Marstaller, and Sebald 

Schreyer directed the funds by endowing a lazaret for plague victims.
835
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appear commonly in epitaphs and large endowments across Nuremberg’s late medieval 

landscape. Images of these patrons filled devotional triptychs, altars and other media indicating 

their families’ role in the charity at that location.
836

  

 Individuals purchased mortuary masses from charitable houses in the same manner as 

they would have from religious orders. For example, on New Year’s Day the leprous women of 

St. Johannis participated in a vigil and a soul mass for Bertold Richenacker, a knight from 

Meckhawssen and his wife who donated 72 lb. heller for the prayers and candles at their graves. 

In addition, Richenacker donated 52 lb. heller for the highest church official available to pray the 

vigil and read the mass.
837

 The utility of the sick was not limited to being passive recipients of 

alms, but rather, the sick were expected to pray actively for the souls of their benefactors and for 

the health of the community. Plague victims in St. Sebastian’s, even in their weak and vulnerable 

state, were still described as being “useful and pious.”
838

 St. Leonard’s leper house was founded 

for the women to “serve the Lord our Father, the more and the more diligently.”
839

  In the French 

House, leaders were to “ask in the fear of God that the sick, broken-out individuals, who were 

accepted into the hospital, be diligent in continuous prayers, owed obedience, order, patience, 

and cleanliness.”
840

  

The prayers of the foreign lepers in the Lepraschau were also requested. Lepers were 
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believed to be particularly close to God. Their disease was regarded as experiencing the suffering 

of Christ unceasingly in their bodies; therefore, their prayers were thought to be particularly 

efficacious (See Image: Jesus and Leper 2). Caroline Rawcliff contends, “the real, suffering leper 

stood for the Everyman, his diseased body personifying both human sin and the potential for 

redemption.”
841

 Lepers were seen as living out their cleansing purgatorial fires on earth. They 

were, in a sense, the walking reminder of death. Like the art motif, the dance of death, they 

pointed to death’s ever presence.
842

  As the lepers were escorted out of the city at the end of the 

Lepraschau, they were admonished to pray for their fellow participants, the city council, the 

benefactors of the event and for the whole city.
843

 

The change in the theology of the post-Reformation period reflected both a departure 

from, and continuity with this late medieval system of charity. Theologically, the reformers took 

away the salvific nature of endowments. The Reformation directly attacked the cult of death, 

abolishing good-works salvation, purgatory, indulgences, and mortuary masses. The new 

theology still required charity, but it was wrapped in a new package. Money was to be given with 

the understanding that it did not contribute to the donors’ salvation. Because of faith in Christ’s 

redeeming work, the devout were to give “out of brotherly love in Jesus Christ, which should 

come to the aid of his neighbor.”
844

 Reformers encouraged small donations in centralized penny 

boxes.
845

  

In 1526, the council made a swift, pragmatic move to convert some contested 
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endowments to the general alms fund.
846

 It wanted to centralize management and dispersal of 

these accounts; however, the council did not wish abolish the old donation practice as long as 

donations were made in accordance with correct theology.
847

 Contributions by patrons continued; 

and the former system remained intact. 

Pious bequests to particular institutions remained common in the post-Reformation 

period. In a 1536 will, one patroness left 25 G for the syphilis house at St. Sebastian’s for needs 

such as bedding.
848

 In the post-Reformation period, patients were also still required to pray for 

their benefactors. In the French house, patients were to show gratitude to God, the Almighty, to 

“the Honorable Council, to the [appointed] overseer, also to all those ordered to serve them for 

their good.”
849

  

To aid a neighbor’s body, was to aid one’s own soul. For the donors, the sick and 

diseased provided an opportunity to give to the “poor limbs of Christ,” thereby ameliorating their 

own souls toward reconciliation. The growth of the bürgerliche spitaler provided an added 

element of synergy. The services were provided by members of the city for members of the city, 

exemplifying what Berndt Moeller has identified as a sacred community.
850

 This religious need 

to protect the vulnerable was not lessened after the Reformation. Almsgiving, for example, was 

no longer salvific; however, charity was seen as an outgrowth of genuine faith in God and love 
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of neighbor.
851

 The interlocking relationship between the healthy and sick is what guided the 

religious culture of hospitals in the sixteenth-century.  

In sum, the vertical relationship between man and God was experienced temporally. In 

both the Catholic and Lutheran confessions, religious ministrations were doled out in a 

predictable, time-structured manner. These beliefs and practices continually oriented man to 

God, through the Church, and prepared the soul for eternity. The horizontal relationship between 

the individual and neighbor was a crucial bond that held the space of Nuremberg together as a 

communal unit. The people of Nuremberg prepared for a good death by enabling and 

participating in the good death of their neighbors. We will see in the upcoming sections how 

these two overarching principles guided spiritual care in Nuremberg’s contagious disease 

hospitals. 

 

II. The Hospital Chapels 

 

Each hospital mentioned above had its own chapel intended for the spiritual services of 

its patients. Within the chapel, inhabitants viewed religious images, worshiped, confessed their 

sins, and received the sacraments. The chapels followed the structure of the Church calendar, and 

like normal churches, had particular days of devotion. The space of the chapel and its courtyard 

was a place of interaction between the sick and the healthy.  

 

Chapels for the Lepers 
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The chapels for leper houses were intended specifically for their religious service in their 

separated space. In 1179, the Third Lateran Council ordered that lepers were to be separated 

from the healthy community, not sharing the parish churches or the adjoining burial grounds. 

The council further required bishops to furnish these separated communities with their own 

chapels, priests, and cemeteries.
852

 In the same regrettable logic of “separate but equal,” the 

chapels in the leper communities were designed to exclude the lepers from the healthy while not 

cutting them off from spiritual services.  

As lepers were generally not incapacitated by their illness, their religious devotion 

mirrored that of the normal liturgical year. Lepers were required to say specific prayers and 

observe fasts and feasts throughout the year.
853

 The inhabitants were provided with confessors 

and priests and were called upon to be “obedient in all spiritual things.”
854

 Each of the houses 

had specified holidays when they were allowed to beg in the city and at their houses. This 

begging supplemented their income and gave the healthy opportunities for small meritorious 

almsgiving.
855

 In the late fifteenth-century, when the men at St. Peter’s conducted their weekly 

begging, they were instructed to think of all that had been endowed in their house, and when they 

used the goods donated to their house, they were to think on the Lord’s suffering. As the leper 

collected his livelihood, he was to praise God and speak of his honor.
856

 

Although most of the early histories of the leper chapels are lost to time, they were 

generally built in the early fourteenth-century during the early growth of Nuremberg. The oldest, 
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St. Johannis, outside of St. Jacob and St. Katherine, was the most popular patron saint for leper 

houses in Southern Germany.
857

 Its original chapel was built sometime in the mid-thirteenth-

century under the auspices of the Teutonic Knights.
858

 Herman Schürstab endowed a chapel for 

the St. Leonard leper community in 1317 under the authority of St. Lorenz Parish.
859

 St. Peter 

grew in relation to St. Martha Pilgrim House, one of the city’s oldest charity houses. The chapel 

was built as early as 1313, but the endowment was later taken over by the Haller family.
860

 In 

1465, it was separated from St. Martha’s and placed under the authority of the more central St. 

Lorenz. The early history of St. Jobst was intertwined with St. Jakob Pilgrim Chapel; St. Jobst’s 

Chapel was erected in 1317, but it was subsequently moved when the city walls were expanded 

in 1356.
861

 

Once established, the most important function of the chapels was the administration of 

the sacrament of the Mass. According the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, all Christians needed 

to confess and attend mass at least once a year. The Mass was the most important contact point 

between the clergy, laity and the divine. In the central parish churches, Masses were held 

regularly throughout each day at the high altar and side altars. In St. Sebald, there were four sung 

and eighteen spoken Masses and in St. Lorenz there were three sung and nine spoken masses.
862

 

On specified days, the Mass was accompanied by incense, an array of liturgical colors, and 
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accompaniment by choir boys.
863

  

The late medieval Church was suspicious of lay people receiving the Eucharist. The 

Church limited lay people to one element, the bread; priests drank the wine for all of their 

souls.
864

 While people did not always take Communion, even the sight of the Mass was thought 

beneficial for the soul. A bell rang the moment the bread became the Host of Christ’s body; a 

priest held up the Host so that it could be publicly viewed. The doors of St. Sebald, St. Lorenz, 

and the Holy Ghost were left open during Mass so that the people could look in. Johannes 

Cochlaeus wrote in 1523 that in Nuremberg, the pious laity could be seen daily gathered at the 

doors of the churches watching the sacrament and the intercession of the priests.
865

  

Inhabitants in Nuremberg’s leper houses were required to confess and take the sacrament 

“at least” every quarter year.
866

 Melanchthon’s audit of St. Leonard’s leper house confirmed the 

payment to a pastor, Johannes Naß, of 35 G a year for these services; he was paid 8.5 G per Mass 

with an additional Gulden for wine.
867

 A chaplain came from St. Sebald’s weekly and performed 

the Mass for the women in St. Johannis. Since 1329 and 1347, St. Sebald’s records confirm that 

the chaplain was sent out to St. Johannis.
868

 In the early sixteenth-century, some benefactors 

bequeathed extra masses for the lepers. Johannes Werner specified a yearly mass that was to be 
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celebrated not for anyone other than the inhabitants of the leper house.
869

  

Ordinances specify the four times that the lepers of St. Johannis and St. Leonard’s were 

to take the Sacrament as Christmas, Easter, the Tuesday of the celebration of Mary’s 

Assumption, and All Saints’ Day.
870

 The ordinances requested that the female inhabitants be 

particularly desirous of devotion on those days.
871

  

In preparation for the mass, the lepers were to be preached to and admonished. During 

the Schau, preachers spoke about the suffering of Jesus, and taught the lepers how to “carry the 

suffering of our Lord Jesus with him home.”
872

 The preacher’s job was to lead the sick to 

“confession and contrition.”
873

 The priest then heard their confession. Within the leper houses, 

the Siechmeister were entrusted with spiritual oversight of each house’s inhabitants. In St. 

Peter’s, for example, he was instructed to ensure “with great cautiousness” that the lepers 

confessed and took the sacrament at the proper time. At the Schau, lepers were given special 

confession and absolution by the power of the bishop.
874

 If some lepers did not wish to confess, 

they were given some form of a sign to indicate their refusal. Those declining confession were 

still provided charity, but they could not take the sacrament or be given the official signifying 

leper’s cloth.
875

  

Ordinances required lepers to approach the altar in an orderly and respectable manner. 

These ordinances echo the Church’s general suspicion of the laity and the Sacrament. Eight days 

before taking the Sacrament, the Siechmeister at St. Peter’s admonished and lectured the 
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inhabitants that each man was to make himself presentable so that he could be sent on that 

specified day. He warns them that there would probably be lag time in addition to their religious 

services; he reminded them that they were to be diligent in this time because they were 

answerable to God.
876

 The ordinance reflected the need for decency when taking the sacrament; 

this orderliness was also upheld in the Schau. There, the lepers were provided water to wash their 

hands.
877

 The ordinances for the Schau also specified how the lepers were to file into the chapel 

in a respectable, orderly fashion.
878

   

Although lepers took the Sacrament, which was a symbolic statement of their belonging 

in the body of Christ, even at the altar there were layers of separation between the lepers and the 

healthy. A papal letter to authorities of St. Johannis explained how the leper women were to take 

Communion. It specified that while leper women were at Mass, the doors of the chapel were to 

remain shut, and the Mass was not to be sung or announced with a bell.
879

 After taking the 

Sacrament, all of the leper houses ordinances specified that the lepers were to be given a meal of 

bread and fish. This was the symbolic meal that was also served by city patricians at the 

Lepraschau on Holy Thursday, and also after Communion.
880

 The highly symbolic food was 

perhaps an illustration, intended to remind them of Christ’s bounty. As Jesus doled out enough 

bread and fish to feed the five thousand, so too did he have enough of his body for them. 

While it is impossible to know if these spiritual services were always perfectly 

conducted, the spiritual services intended for the hospitals were arguably better than those for the 

other laity. Nuremberg took prodigious care that the lepers received Communion a minimum of 
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four times a year. Their souls were not dead, as the possibly fictitious ritual of the “Leper’s 

funeral” would have us believe.
881

 The afflicted were a walking reminder of humanity’s sin and 

the imminence of death; they were condemned to experience the decomposition of the body 

while still living, walking, and breathing; and yet, their souls were still capable of redemption. 

These souls were the responsibility of the city’s parishes and devout patricians, but the services 

in the chapels would not remain restricted to the lepers alone. These leper chapels also provided 

spiritual care for the swelling suburban areas and farmlands.  

 

Chapels as Connection between Sick and Healthy 

While the chapels were originally meant to provide separate spiritual care, they actually 

served as connection points between the sick and the healthy. The chapel was a place of indirect 

contact as lepers could passively benefit from the donations to their chapels, but also directly as 

religious celebrations such as the Kirchweih were explicitly designed to integrate the sick and the 

healthy. As the liturgical year unfolded, Church events were hosted in the chapels for the 

surrounding populations. While lepers could not go into the enclosed chapel at the same time as 

the healthy community, they could enjoy the open air courtyard that was a meeting place for all 

whom the chapel served.  

By the mid-fifteenth-century, records indicate that these chapels had become sites of full 

religious practice. In 1505, there were four Masses held weekly in St. Johannis. There were altars 

to Dorothy, Cecilia, Walbergis, and St. Ursula and the 11,000s virgins.
882

 An inventory lists a 
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rich array of liturgical instruments including silver chalices, monstrances, gold crosses, jewelry, 

silver images of Jesus and John the Baptist, wood sculptures of saints, a triptych, candle holders, 

small and large candle lighters, mass books, Psalters and song books. The small chapel also had 

a variety of cloths for specified purposes from altar coverings to the priests’ vestments. The 

pieces of cloth represented the many colors of the Church calendar; they were red, white, brown, 

and black with materials from wool to silk. Some cloths were embossed with patrician family 

insignia: Imhof, Tetzl, Volkhaimer, Maissenhamer and Haller.
883

 St. Johannis probably took on 

particular importance because of its increasing connection to burial in the sixteenth-century. 

Each one of these chapels had its own history and patrons who helped establish them, but the 

history of the chapels all took the same course in serving their surrounding communities.
884

 

Large endowments provided funds for permanent clerical positions in the chapels. The number 

of quasi-parishioners grew to the extent that religious leaders encouraged some of the chapels to 

split into new, fully formed parishes.
885

 However, the council feared competing interests so close 

to the walls. In 1338, the council requested and was granted a papal order that proscribed any 

new parishes within a three or four- mile ring of the city without special permission from the 

pope or bishop.
886

 By the end of the fifteenth-century, all four leper houses and chapels were 
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even more firmly under Nuremberg’s central administration with the chapels continuing to grow 

in a quasi-parish form.  

 The liturgical year in these chapels marked time for both the sick and surrounding 

congregants. Like the churches inside the cities, each chapel had particular veneration days. For 

example, St. Jobst’s chapel held special Masses and celebrations for St. Jobst, St. Barnabus, St. 

Jacob, and Pentecost.
887

 These chapels, perhaps in a less grandiose way, partook in the liturgical 

rituals and celebrations of city churches. For example on January 3rd, St. John the Evangelist’s 

day, the Johannes altar was lit, and a special Mass was sung with incense in St. Sebald’s.
888

 

However, the night before in St. Johannis chapel, a Mass was held with choirboys from the city. 

Throughout the couple day celebration, a priest said three ordered Masses, and a high Mass, and 

ordered six to ten measures of wine for the people.
889

 On April 29th, the celebration of the 

beheading of John the Baptist, choirboys sang the Vespers in St. Johannis Chapel. In the 

morning, a priest sang a Mass and whatever else the overseer ordered.
890

  

The Corpus Christi procession, held in late May or early June, has drawn attention in 

early modern scholarship as being a visual and spatial representation of the “body of Christ” and 

the “body social.”
891

 This once-a-year procession marked the boundary of the parish and aligned 

the whole of the community in social rank.
892

 The Corpus Christi procession was typified by 
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heavy participation of the laity, choirboys (who represented angels), and the carrying of a 

monstrance containing the host under a decorative canopy. All of these facets can be seen in 

Nuremberg’s festivity. The canopy was a depiction of the “heavens” that showed the events’ 

celebratory connection to Pentecost.
893

 While not participating in the central festivities of the 

Corpus Christi, there were other processions throughout the city which mirrored the central 

event.  

St. Johannis had its own Corpus Christi procession. It was celebrated with great fanfare 

for over a week. On the previous Wednesday, the sacrament was consecrated and set into the 

monstrance with the heavens above.
894

 This silver monstrance with heavenly depiction is 

mentioned in the house’s inventory.
895

 For eight days, four choirboys sang the Mass with a high 

official from St. Sebald.
896

 In that same week, the overseer ordered more priests and school boys 

to sing liturgy throughout the canonical hours of the day. Another priest was also to be paid 12 d. 

to say a Vigilia over those at rest in the St. Johannis Cemetery.
897

 The ordinance stated that the 

monstrance was to be carried by many volk or laity around the church until the overseer was 

satisfied.
898

 A few young apprentices returned the heavens, and the event concluded with fancy 
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food for the participants, including the lepers.
899

 The celebration at St. Johannis gives an 

example not only of the central role the chapel played for the lepers and surrounding inhabitants, 

but it also gives a sense of the grandiosity of the event, which would place it in the cross-hairs of 

the Reformers a few years later.
900

  

On large feast days, such as Christmas and Easter, lepers and surrounding peasants 

celebrated on the courtyards of these houses feasting on specialty foods such as lamb, sweet 

bread, and wine.
901

 On St. John’s Eve, June  4th, each of the chapels, not just Johannes, 

celebrated the occasion with specialty foods and seasonal fruits.
902

 On All Souls’ Day, the 

traditional day beggars were let into the city to collect alms. The lepers and the surrounding 

farmers joined together on the courtyard of St. Johannis for wine and special bread rolls.
903

 At St. 

Johannis on Christmas, three Masses were sung by four choirboys and a vicar.
904

  

Some special processions from the city center ended at the leper house chapels as well. 

St. Mark’s Day was a three-day long celebration around April 25th. The event was a large 

supplication procession in which a cross was initially carried between the parish churches and 

the Holy Ghost Chapel. They processed with a reliquary, choirboys adorned in specific 

celebratory robes, a candelabrum, and banners.
905

 After processing between the parish and the 

Holy Ghost, they moved out of the city. In this supplication procession, they blessed the field to 

bring fruit. From St. Sebald, they went to St. Johannis and St. Jobst, and from St. Lorenz, they 
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went to St. Leonard and St. Peter. Thus, from the two central parish churches, they went to the 

four leper houses, as the four consecrated corners at the farthest reaches of their city. The event 

closed at the leper chapels, where a celebratory office was sung.
906

  

Many of these religious celebrations did not seem to directly refer to the inhabitants of 

the hospitals. The Holy Ghost Hospital, for example, which was so central to processions and 

celebration, rarely involved its patients. Provisions in its ordinances state that on those days the 

inhabitants were to be given a 1/2 semmel bread and 1/2 seidel wine for Gotzleichnam, God’s 

corpse.
907

 Bread and wine were not merely food staples but were highly symbolic as the 

medieval church distributed blessed bread in place of the full Sacrament.
908

 This dole of bread 

and wine was a common practice in leprosy houses, especially when religious festivities 

occurred in which they were not participants.  

While many of these religious celebrations did not directly include the inhabitants of the 

leper houses, others such as Kirchweih were designed to involve both the sick and the healthy. 

Each of Nuremberg’s central parish churches had a high-Kirchweih, which was a major festival 

with jugglers, fires and fancy foods. The chapels, however, had a number of smaller 

Kirchweihen a year: St. Jobst had five, St. Johannis three, St. Peter’s four, and the Holy Ghost 

six.
909

 These celebrations generally consisted of extra bread and wine served in the courtyard.  

St. John’s Eve, celebrated on June  4th, marked mid-summer with a sacred fire that was 

dedicated to Christ on the cross. In St. Lorenz, the fire occurred on the altar and included a silver 
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gilded image of St. John; presumably this image celebrated John’s devotion to Jesus during the 

Crucifixion.
910

  Another location where this event was celebrated was the St. Johannis chapel 

complex, where the celebration of St. John’s Eve merged into its large Kirchweih on the 

following Sunday. Ulrich Starck, patrician overseer of St. Johannis, reported the fancy food and 

the presence of the city lords and choirboys. There were at least four Masses ordered, but the 

overseer could order up to six or seven. Peasants from the surrounding area and lepers ate bread 

rolls, ground meat, roasted meat, meat soup, young chickens, fish and wine.
911

 Stark reported 

that even “he, himself” drank wine there. Although the Kirchweih celebrated the founding of the 

chapel and its namesake, the lepers, the intended beneficiaries of the building, were never 

forgotten. 

While the lepers may have eaten the same foods as the healthy population on the 

courtyards, it is important to note that the layers of separation were still carefully observed. The 

movements of bodies would have followed prescribed modes of interaction. Lepers were not 

allowed to speak to the healthy directly, as their breath and raspy voices were thought to be 

poisonous. They had to wear layers of protective clothing, and they were explicitly forbidden 

from eating directly with the healthy. Chapel courtyards were acceptable venues for lepers to 

beg; although the normal layers of separation were still required. The juxtaposition of the healthy 

with the diseased in these locations became symbolic of the unity of the sick and healthy in 

Christ. 

The leper chapels mirrored the central churches in ritual and rhythm. The disease of 

leprosy moved slowly allowing their religious practices to have a similar pace to that of patients 
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in non-contagious disease hospitals and normal parish churches. The leper house chapels served 

a vital role in central city events such as the St. Mark’s Day supplication procession. Although, 

separation measures were never compromised, lepers shared the same spiritual encompassment 

of late medieval religious life.  

 

St. Sebastian Plague Hospital Chapel 

St. Sebastian Plague Hospital was established in the same late medieval religious context 

as leper houses. The institution’s founders argued for its creation by pointing to the spiritual 

needs of the plague victims. They maintained that priests struggled to provide proper rites in 

times of distress, and that through proper administration, religious personnel could attend to the 

“the sick within it with all Christian rites, hearing confession, preaching, and holding Mass.”
912

  

When the hospital was erected, its accompanying chapel was quite grand. It was described by the 

neighboring margrave as being 70 Shuhe tall and made fest of stone.
913

  

A number of bishops and cardinals commissioned indulgences for the building of the 

hospital, chapel and altar. The indulgences were for the “…chapel and house also to cultivate or 

convey good work, goodness, or service to the poor and sick… at the time of pestilence…”
914

 

Funds were also redirected from Nuremberg’s other religious houses including St. Lorenz, Our 

Lady Church, The Holy Cross, St. Martha’s Pilgrim House, and Holy Ghost Hospital.
915

  

The endowment called for the provost and priests of both parish churches to be in charge 
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of the spiritual services in the chapel. Sebald Schreyer, the executive administrator of the 

institution, called on Laurentius Tücher and Marchus Hirßvogel, who were both doctors of law 

and priests, to provide religious personnel for the chapel. These men came from Nuremberg’s 

highest patrician families. At that time of the endowment, they held positions of provost and 

priest in the parish churches.
916

 Both religious clergy and secular personnel were hired to fill the 

positions in the hospital and chapel and to hold “in all of the measures as if in a usual house or 

hospice.”
917

  

Special masses were required on St. Sebastian’s Day and on Mary’s feast days: 

Assumption, Conception, Purification, and the Annunciation, as Mary and St. Sebastian were the 

most prominent plague intercessors.
918

 Masses were also endowed by members of the 

community.
919

 One indulgence required someone “to read the mass-or to order a Mass read” so 

that the inhabitants might benefit from hearing it.
920

  In Schreyer’s intended design, he seems to 

distinguish between the larger stone St. Sebastian’s chapel and a small chapel within the hospital. 

He recommended this smaller chapel as a little chamber to be built in the middle of the passage 

so that patients could see it from their rooms. It was designed so that whoever wanted to see the 

Mass could see it, as grace could be conveyed by the mere sight of the Mass. Passages were to be 
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left open and with “window work,” high visibility of the of the chapel would be maintained.
921

  

The history of the St. Sebastian’s Chapel is obscure because the original plan was enacted 

in a time of transition. The endowments were written before the Reformation, but the hospital 

was not fully functional until three years after the Reformation. Its history is further obscured by 

the chapel’s subsequent destruction. The large stone church was most likely supplanted by a 

small internal chapel or altar.
922

 The references to the “St. Sebastian” chapel or hospital continue 

long after its destruction, and suggest a smaller chapel or perhaps refer to its lingering spiritual 

significance. It is also impossible to say whether the chapel would have served the surrounding 

inhabitants in the same way as the leper house chapels. During plague outbreak, the chapel 

would have obvious been avoided by outsiders, but as plague only broke out every 10 to 12 

years, there would have been more non-plague years when the chapel could have functioned 

normally.
923

 At the very least, the spiritual administrations of St. Sebastian were planned to serve 

the French House in addition to the plague hospital, which meant that it would have functioned 

in non-plague years.
924
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The foundation of the St. Sebastian’s chapel echoed the same medieval religious schema 

as the leper chapels: it provided an opportunity for the patricians to display their largess, to 

endow Masses for the benefit of patients or donors, and to acquire prayers from its patients. Even 

in a chapel designed for victims of a rapidly fatal disease, the provision of the Mass and other 

spiritual services were to reflect the liturgical calendar.  

In all of these chapels, priests and choir boys from the central parish churches filled the 

sites with colors, incense, and songs throughout the year. The chapels for plague, syphilis and 

leprosy provided an important venue for sick and healthy bodies and souls to connect. The 

chapels were also a sacred space from which structured religious service could be provided to the 

separated inhabitants. 

 

  

III. Daily and Weekly Devotion 

Aside from annual celebrations of holidays, patients in the leper houses were reminded to 

look to God with weekly, daily, and hourly spiritual practices. Like other religious houses in the 

Middle Ages, prayers marked the hours in their days. The most robust description of the daily 

prayer routine is found in St. Leonard’s 1317 foundational ordinance: 

The Siechmeister should speak or pray all 12 daytimes before the sick 

[instructing] how they should live in all things God-fearingly, that God be praised 

and his service increased. Each of you, who are capable in the face of disease, 

should speak and pray:  

Prime, 24 Pater Noster and 24 Ave Maria;  

Lauds, 6 Pater Nosters and 6 Ave Maria;  

Terce, 7 Pater Noster and 7 Ave Maria;  

Sext, 7 Pater Noster and 7 Ave Maria;  
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None, 12 Pater Noster and 12 Ave Maria; 

Vespers, 12 Pater Noster and 12 Ave Maria; 

Compline, 7 Pater Noster and 7 Ave Maria; 

In Sum 77 Pater Noster and as many Ave Maria. If one of you is desirous of more 

devotion, she should pray, as much as she desires, [in addition] each sick woman 

should pray with obedience to all the above mentioned day hours.”
925

  

 

This rigorous routine may have been a bit optimistic at the founding of the house; the number of 

hourly prayers in these houses tended to wane throughout the late medieval period. In St. Jobst, 

the earlier regulations specify 12 Pater Noster and Ave Maria daily, but later it was changed to 6 

Pater Noster and 3 Ave Marias prayed in the morning and evenings.
926

 One fourteenth-century 

ordinance for St. Jobst called for them to pray 7 Pater Noster and Ave Maria daily in addition to 

the Creed and the breve Ave Maria in the evening.
927

  

Outside of the canonical hours, the two mealtimes were the fixed prayer times. The 

Siechmeister at St. Peter’s, for example, was with great frischtigkeit or with timely intervals, “to 

admonish [them] and uphold at each and every meal time, in the morning and at night, before it 

and after it to pray, and to speak nothing indecorous [in] such time, rather to thank God alone 
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and to pray for all things that come from him.”
928

 These prayers provided daily doses of devotion 

which kept their inhabitants thinking on God and reconciliation between special liturgical 

celebrations and the receiving of the Sacrament every quarter year. 

In the post-Reformation period, daily and weekly religious practices were still required. 

One of the distinguishing features of the spiritual life of lepers after the Reformation was the 

increased focus on Sunday worship services. In St. Johannis and St. Peter’s Ordinances, the sick 

themselves were responsible for ensuring that every Sunday and holiday they should secure the 

preaching of God’s Word.
929

 Therefore, they were to employ their own preacher who was to be 

diligent in both summer and winter to preach in the “vorkirche,” before the church; “in this way 

no one should be excluded.”
930

 The preaching, whether from the front of the church or from the 

inside of the church, was done in a way that people outside the doors could hear. This practice 

was both consistent with and a departure from late medieval practice. It was consistent with the 

practice of viewing of the Mass through open doors, and it was a departure in the sense that the 

spiritual services for the lepers were previously given behind closed doors. This example shows 

the evangelical emphasis on hearing rather than seeing.
931

  

 In daily practice, prayer continued to be a feature of the table as inhabitants thanked God 
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for their daily bread. Before and after meals, prayers were to be “spoken in full form” with 

“hands devoutly laid together.”
932

 Before eating: “Each individual waits on you, Lord, and you 

give to them your food when it is their time, you open your mild hand and manage everything 

that lives by [your] pleasure.”
933

 They then said the Our Father followed by, “Lord God, 

Heavenly Father, bless us and this, your gifts, which we receive from your goodness through 

Jesus Christ our Lord Amen.”
934

 After the meal, they were to thank the Lord particularly for 

meat that was eternally worthy. It refers to how God gave feed to the livestock. A lion, crow, or 

steed did not grow in strength if it did not please him. After saying another Our Father, they 

prayed, “We thank you Lord God Father through Our Lord Jesus Christ for all of your blessing. 

[May] you live and reign in eternity, Amen.”
935

 The table cloth was not to be picked up until 

after the prayer of gratitude.
936

  

Post-Reformation ordinances gave the inhabitants a larger variety of prayers to be spoken 

throughout the day. These devotional practices were particularly vital in light of the fact that the 

Reformation ended some of the special celebrations in which the leper chapels participated, such 

as the Corpus Christi procession. Post-Reformation ordinances placed little significance on the 

sacraments; instead the crucial spiritual service centered on hearing scripture and sermons. 

Despite these departures in the ordinances, financial records still indicate that lepers took 
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Communion every quarter year, and it was accompanied by their traditional meal of bread and 

fish. Holiday and Kirchweihen with specialty foods are lessened in number, but they remained 

consistent with pre-Reformation traditions.
937

 While the religious practices still held much of the 

same form, post-Reformation ordinances show the distinctive evangelical emphases on regular, 

active faith that called believers to hear it, understand it, and live it out. The focus on faith, as the 

crucial element for salvation, becomes increasingly important as the deathbed nears. 

 

Daily Practice in the Plague Hospital 

Standard religious practice in the plague hospital mirrored that of other hospitals in the 

post-Reformation period. It was designed to be a steady stream of spiritual services at proper 

intervals. For example, in the French House, the chaplain was required to preach to the men on 

Wednesday and the women on Friday. On Sunday, he was to preach and read the gospels.
938

 The 

intensity of the practices increased due to the dire nature of the disease; the plague hospital 

exercised even more preventative spiritual practices (i.e. ad hoc consolation of patients) in 

addition to daily and weekly services. 

The head pastor of the lazaret was the Lazarettpfarrer or Pestilarius. His role was 

administrative, but he also performed the sacrament, heard confession, preached consolation and 

in rare cases presided over marriages and baptisms.
939

 Religious personnel were normally young 

men fresh out of university. These young men accepted the job to help the suffering people 
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toward God, but they also knew that it was a good stepping stone for their careers.
940

 Little is 

known about how the selection process for religious personnel functioned. In one example from 

Geneva in 1564, the Company of Pastors selected one of their own, Jean Le Gagneux, for a 

preaching post in their pest-house, but he refused. It is possible that his appointment was either 

the foment or retaliation for his long-standing dispute with the Company of Pastors.
941

 

 The council ordered that the lazaret-pastor “should in all of his offices be diligent and do 

what he should, and conduct them gladly…”
942

 The spiritual services for patients were specified 

at three different times: on arrival, as usual, and upon death.
943

 The priest was ordered to oversee 

the process of new patient evaluation and acceptance into the lazaret. When plague patients 

entered the hospital, religious personnel were to admonish them to repent and instruct them on 

salvation. The individual was then to take the sacrament. This precaution was made presumably 

to prepare for a sudden death. In 1585, when the pastor was too weak to fulfill his job, a lowly 

unqualified prayer leader performed Communion in his place. The council bristled at this 

practice and immediately sent a qualified Martinus Beriar to perform the duties of the sacrament 

until the pastor’s recovery.
944

 The pastor was also to preach, read the Gospels and Epistles every 

Saturday or alternatively every Friday, particularly to the incoming patients.
945

   

The lazaret plague hospital employed a Vorbeter or prayer leader. He maintained the 

consistent flow of prayers and scripture reading although not officially ordained. He was paid a 
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paltry sum of 50d. a week which was the same as a lowly errand runner.
946

 As in the leper 

houses, the lazaret’s routine followed a morning/evening meal time structure. The prayer leader 

was to say the morning and evening blessing, followed by Our Father and the Creed. Before and 

after meals, he read little table prayers (tischgebetlein) and a chapter from the Bible. Prayer 

leaders were to speak from the hallways, as the sick person’s room was seen as too dangerous to 

enter.
947

 However, in the absence of the chaplain they could speak consolation to the patients.
948

 

The reformers feared that sickness could lead to despair as it reminded the believer of the 

death and damnation that humanity deserved. Pastors in all of Nuremberg’s hospitals were called 

to preach consolation, Trost. For Luther, just as sin brought death into the world, Christ’s 

expiation of sin on the cross is what provided the sick with the utmost hope and consolation.
949

 

Pastors, chaplains, and prayer leaders were directed to preach comfort to individuals who desired 

it. They were to minister “with God’s vortrösten” and “in their [the patients’] names console and 

speak good over them.”
950

 Ronald Rittgers argues that Lutheran pastors were “skilled physicians 

of suffering souls.”
951

 We will return to the theme of Trost later in the chapter, but its 

significance here is that this preaching of consolation in the hospital could not be separated from 

the standard daily prayers, scripture, and preaching. Implicit within the preaching Trost is the 

“proper” understanding of the Gospel. Man fundamentally deserved damnation, but Christ gave 
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protection on the cross, allowing the believer to be both a creature of damnation and a recipient 

of imputed righteousness (simul justus et peccator).
952

 It was only through this proper 

understanding that faith could be achieved; these religious services did not hold power ex opere 

operato.
953

 

The religious services in these hospitals were conducted weekly, daily, and hourly. This 

repetitive devotion was seen in both pre- and post-Reformation Nuremberg. It is not surprising 

that the daily prayers were connected to food. Food was the material entity that sustained living 

bodies at regular intervals, manna from heaven. In the post-Reformation period, these devotional 

routines focused on scripture, preaching and devoutly spoken prayer. The continual dose of the 

Word was viewed as vital to the patient’s spiritual regeneration and proper orientation to God, 

either in life or at the deathbed.  

 

IV. In Times of Emergency 

As explained earlier, Ars Moriendi was the general template for preparing the individual 

for death. During times of emergency, preparation of the soul was vital for achieving 

salvation.
954

 While throughout this chapter I have attempted to balance the changes in religious 
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practice due to the Reformation, I will highlight some of those changes in this section. Dire 

circumstances necessitated correct theology whether one was Protestant or Catholic. This section 

will focus on religiosity during periods of the greatest emergency in the early modern world: 

plague. During the threat of plague, the general form of religious preparation grew in intensity 

and speed since plague could suddenly bring anyone to their deathbed.  

 

Plague and Late Medieval Religiosity 

Historians have observed plague outbreak as precipitating some of the most intense 

expressions of religious devotion.
955

 Parishioners were called to repent, confess and focus on 

Christ’s salvific suffering on the cross. A “Mass for the Pestilence and for the Walking Dead,” 

shows the sinner’s relationship with God, “Oh Lord God, who does not desire death, but in the 

repentance of the sinner, we ask, turn your people graciously to you, so that they will be found 

devout; take away from them the punishment of your wrath.”
956

 Late medieval religiosity was 

typified by ritualized actions believed to stimulate God’s gift of grace to the world. 

A book published in pre-Reformation Nuremberg, Versehen leib und seil: eer und gutt, 

(On the care of the body and soul [to] Honor and good) explains how best to prepare for death 

when one is sick, particularly with pestilence. Its preparations include spiritual admonitions, 
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dietary and medical aid, and how to write a testament for “a praiseworthy and holy farewell to 

the world.”
957

 It informs the reader that they can hope in God and in the remedies set forth in the 

book to save the body--but prepare the soul in any case. The soul must be prepared lest one is 

met with “unspeakably great heavy pain and the multifaceted agonies of purgatory or perhaps 

can be damned for the rest of eternity.”
958

 It then focuses on confession of every little instance of 

sin. Traditionally the confession would focus on the Ten Commandments and avoidance of dying 

in mortal sin.
959

  

In the face of pestilence throughout the city, processions were used to consecrate a 

particular space by means of spiritual chanting and prayers. The early theology of procession 

came from Bernard of Clairvaus, Johannes Beleth, and Wilhelm Durandus. Processions were 

conducted by monastic orders on special feast days, such as Candelmas, in gratitude to God, or 

for funerals and or supplication.
960

 As we have seen in Nuremberg, on St. Mark’s Day, people of 

the city processed to the leper houses for supplication.  

In Jacobus de Voragine’s Golden Legend, the story is told that Pope Gregory the Great 

led a chanting procession during the plague of 590. Archangel Michael appeared sheathing his 

sword as a symbol that God’s anger was appeased.
961

 In Nuremberg in 1488, the council “had 
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commanded that the priests should to line-up a 

procession and in the church set up special godly 

office and Mass all this week, on account of 

dangerous and worrisome airs.”
962

 

The intercession of the saints was key to 

directing the Christian soul to Christ. As seen in 

the Ars Moriendi images, saints were the 

strongest advocates on the threatened individuals’ 

behalf. Logically, plague saints became a central 

fixation of devotion during an outbreak. In 

Nuremberg, there were over 60 discernible plague saints.
963

 Mary was usually depicted as 

interceding to Christ on behalf of humanity; in Plague devotional broadsheets she is depicted as 

hiding the faithful underneath her mantel as God rains down his arrows or spears.
964

  

The most famous plague saint in the post-Black Death period was St. Sebastian. 

Sebastian was martyred during the Diocletian persecution in Rome in 288. He was tied to a tree 
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and shot with arrows, but he did not die immediately; later, he was clubbed to death by 

Diocletion’s men.
965

 His cult grew early as he was considered to be the third saint of Rome (after 

Peter and Paul) by Gregory the Great. By the twelfth-century, the later part of his story was 

eclipsed, and his image is solely depicted by the piercing arrows. Sebastian was adopted as a 

plague saint as his body took the arrows that symbolized God’s wrath.
966

 His image appeared on 

altar pieces, sculptures, illustrated manuscripts, and on broadsheets that were mass-produced as a 

new aid in the late fifteenth-century to lay devotion and prayer. “Oh Blessed Sebastian how great 

is your faith. Pray for me, servant of our Lord Christ, that I am protected before the evil break 

out of pestilence. Pray for us Holy Sebastian that we will be worthy of the vow of our Lord.”
967

 

(Image: Sebastian). Thilo Esser has argued that the cult of Sebastian shows the deep belief in the 

effectiveness of his protection from God’s punishing arrows in late medieval culture.
968

 As we 

have seen throughout the chapter, St. Sebastian lazaret was named for this saint. The endowment 

book shows an image of Sebastian (now ruined) next to the coat of arms of the donors.
969
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In the 1490s, the Imhoff family brought the 

cult of St. Rochus to Nuremberg. Rochus was popular 

in Venice, with which the Imhoff family had trade 

connections. Legend says that Rochus was born into a 

noble family in Montpellier, France at the beginning 

of the fourteenth-century. He bore a birthmark of a red 

cross across his chest. After the death of his father, he 

relinquished the riches of his devout parents and 

became a pilgrim. He made a pilgrimage to Rome, 

tending the sick in plague hospitals along the way. His 

prayers healed as he passed through cities, risking the 

health of his youth to tend the sick in the hospitals. Eventually, he did fall sick. When it was 

discovered that he was ill in the hospital, he was ungratefully expelled from the hospital and 

subsequently banished from the city. He wandered into the woods where the dog of a local noble 

recognized his holiness. The dog brought him bread and licked his wounds, healing them. 

Rochus returned to Montpellier unrecognizable, where he was arrested as a spy. He sat in jail 

refusing to reveal his name for five years until his death. The community recognized the cross 

birthmark on the body. They venerated him as a martyr and saint.
970

   

His cult gained momentum in the 1470s during an outbreak of bubonic plague in Venice. 

A plague broadsheet circulated around 1500 as a prayer to St. Rochus “A prayer to St. Rochus 

the helper in need. Blessed highborn confessed of God Holy Saint Rochus…and a special friend 

of God from strength on account of his chaste and virtuous life…earn health, grace and mercy 
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from God the Almighty.”
971

 During this time, Francesco Diedo published his life story in Vita 

Sancti Rochi. A German version of the story first appeared in Vienna in 1482 and was published 

in Nuremberg two years later (Image: Rochus). 

The most illustrious image of Rochus was on the St. Rochus altar in St. Lorenz 

Church.
972

 The Imhoffs commissioned the altar. It was one of the main altars in the church, 

standing strategically across from the family’s pew.
973

 The centerpiece of the altar was a 

sculpture of St. Rochus with his messenger 

angel. He stands in his pilgrim clothes pointing 

to the iconic wound on his thigh. (Image: 

Rochus Altar). 

A wealth of devotional literature, in 

similar manner to the Ars Moriendi, circulated 

in the late fifteenth-century. The single sheet 

broadsheets provided short prayers for those 

who could read and images of the suffering 

saints for those who could not.
974

 In the front 

image of Rochus’s life story, he blesses the 

souls of men who are lying in bed, afflicted by 

plague; the bed again was the threshold of death. 

As the Mass in late medieval religiosity was the primary means of attaining God’s grace, 
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individuals sought to acquire special grace in dangerous times by taking or viewing extra 

Masses. As with processions, since the fourteenth-century, votive Masses, Masses occurring 

outside the normal calendar in honor of a certain mystery or saint, were conducted during 

outbreaks of plague. One Missa Recordare reads, “Lord, we ask that you do not desire us to be 

lost with our sins, rather that we receive your Holy Sacrament protect us before the destruction 

of the walking death.”
975

  Special masses were given requesting the protection of Mary, 

Sebastian, and Rochus. Heinrich Dormeier’s work on the cult of St. Rochus shows that from its 

inception he was relatively popular. His feast days accrued donations that ranked fourteenth 

place out of 102 possible feast days; however, a few years later when plague outbreak 

threatened, donations on his feast days in St. Lorenz parish church outstripped donations given at 

Christmas, Easter, and even those associated with St. Lorenz.
976

  

Historians, such as Paul Slack, have argued that plague brought complete societal 

collapse and cessation of normal religious practice, but during times of outbreak, people were 

more likely to likely to seek religious guidance in the churches.
977

 This devotion was seen as a 

problem to early modern leaders who were trying to stop the spread of miasma. In his aphorisms, 

Johann Heinrich Kirchberger warned priests that sick people often came to church for 

confession, to hear the sermon, or to go to the altar; “because this sickness seizes and overcomes 
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the people quite quickly.”
978

  

This coverage barely scratches the surface of late medieval religiosity during plague 

outbreak, but it sets the general tenor of spiritual need and provision when people were under the 

imminent threat. This religiosity reflects the need for emergency measures in public space, with 

processions and special masses, and at home, with devotional literature. 

 

Reformation of Emergency 

As the theology of salvation changed in the wake of the Reformation, religious practice 

around emergency situations of sickness also changed. Reformation theology argued that 

reconciliation was possible through the faith of the believer throughout their time of suffering, 

rather than suffering purifying the soul in the image of Christ. 

Images of plague saints were still visible after the Reformation. The St. Sebastian Chapel 

was destroyed in the Second Margrave’s war, but the Rochus chapel, outside the walls, and the 

altar, inside St. Lorenz, were never removed. Reformation preacher Andreas Osiander wanted to 

expung any of these “lying images” that hindered the preaching of the Word, but the council 

would not allow them to be removed. It was decided that images could remain but could not be 

integrated into the Mass, as though their veneration brought any additional power.
979

 St. 

Sebastian’s mass endowments, like Nuremberg’s other religious houses, were incrementally 

incorporated into the city’s alms system.
980

 The new theology condemned almost all of the 
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tangible rituals that gave parishioners assurance of reconciliation with God in the face of death. 

Nuremberg’s pastors sought to bring consolation, Trost, with the publications of sermons 

in place of plague saints, processions, and votive masses. Lengthy sermons were to replace saint 

broadsheets in the home.
981

 Wenceslaus Linck’s sermons on the sick and suffering were 

published eight times; Spengler, the administrator and theologian, wrote two sermons with four 

editions; Osiander’s, Whether a Christian Should Flee from Plague, was republished ten times; 

and Veit Deitrich in the 1540s published three sermons that had twenty additional editions.
982

   

In Osiander’s, Whether a Christian Should Flee, he admonished believers to contrition 

and faith. Faith in God was like the tiniest of fire on rotten wood. No amount of darkness could 

put it out. He advocated that if God struck down the faithful, then it was simply their time. If 

someone is sinful, there was no avoiding God; therefore, it was useless to fret before plague. For 

the believer, as David says in Psalm 91, God “will cover you with his pinions, and under his 

wings you will find refuge.”
983

 As love of neighbor is the natural outgrowth of faith in Christ and 

an understanding of the grace given, he admonished his parishioners not to flee out of fear of 

plague, but to stay in the city and help the sick.
984

  

 Ronald Rittger argues that the historiography of plague undervalues Protestant theology 

because the new theology did not seem to offer the same wealth of comforting rituals found in 

late medieval religiosity.
985

 He argues in a later work that the Reformation brought a greater 
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emphasis in pastoral care that substituted for Catholic ritualized practices. The preachers enacted 

“ritual consolation.” Suffering was an intense point at which reformers sought to “re-

Christianize” their generally ignorant populace.
986

   

When Sebald Schreyer designed St. Sebastian for spiritual care before the Reformation, 

he aligned with late medieval religiosity. It provided for “hearing all confession, preaching and 

holding of the mass. Also the Holy Sacrament of the Holy Corpus Christi of our Lord Jesus 

Christ and the last rites.”
987

 Each of these elements was incorporated into the Protestant ritual 

with a new emphasis on faith and consolation.  

In the contagious disease hospitals, patients were preached to on arrival and admonished 

to confess, be contrite, and have faith in God, even in their dire circumstance. The Reformation 

lessened the need for extended confession. Veit Dietrich pushes for confession more than other 

evangelical pastors, but even he regarded the individual naming of sin as voyeuristic on the part 

of the pastor.
988

 Wenceslaus Linck wrote that confession should always begin with the 

Decalogue. It was not intended for the parishioner to enumerate every tiny sin, but the law was 

meant to point the sinner to his inevitable failure to please God. Only with true and right 

contrition could the individual be prepared for grace. From there, Linck advocated preaching the 

Gospel, the Creed, and the Our Father. This was the proper way to show how sin and grace 

interacted. According to Luise Schrottroff, the whole evangelical theology could be summed up 

in the believer’s recognition of temptation of sin  Anfechtung) and the end goal of faith in 
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Christ’s propitiation  Trost).
989

 After showing contrition, the individual was to be consoled.  

Pastors, chaplains and prayer leaders in the hospitals were instructed to give God’s 

consolation in cases of need or when the sick were desirous of it.
990

 “Also where it is needed to 

the poor people, go and pray in ‘their’ name to provide consolation and speak good over 

them.”
991

  In his handbook for pastors, Veit Dietrich highly recommends giving the full 

instruction on Trost. He did not write a shorter version for fear that unpracticed pastors would 

take it as license to use the shortened version. Further, he claimed that the sick needed the 

comfort more than the healthy because as their body was afflicted, they were more easily cast 

into despair.
992

  

Sickness brought additional opportunity for the devil to lead individuals to despair. The 

sick are told to remember their baptism and the forgiveness of sins that it promised. He 

encouraged them that suffering from sickness was better than a quick death. In Luke 16, Jesus’ 

story of the beggar, Lazarus, the rich man did not have the opportunity to recognize and turn 

away from his sin before he was condemned.
993

 If the individual asked how a loving God could 

do this, the pastor was to reply that it reminds us of our sinful nature, hinders the sins of the body 

through physical confinement to the bed, helps to fight sin, and through consolation, encourages 

prayer. It “prevents an inordinate love of life” as the believer yearns for home in heaven, and 

finally, it lessens the punishment in this life and the next. While suffering could bring spiritual 

fruit, it was never a good work or meritorious of salvation. With the believer’s faith in the 
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resurrection of Christ, he should not fear cruel death because he already believes in the 

resurrection of the flesh.
994

 Accordingly if sickness and death came to the believer, it did not 

mean that it came from God’s wrath, but rather it should be seen as desirable to go from a mere 

life of death to an eternal life that Christ earned for us.
995

  

In theory the preaching of comfort brought the same, or more, consolation as the entire 

spectrum of late medieval religiosity, but times of plague called for emergency succor that 

evangelical theology did not provide to all of Nuremberg’s parishioners.  eit Dietrich 

complained about the persistent use of the plague saints: "We all know, what kind of idolatry 

was in Catholicism and still especially in times of plague, that people called on St. Rochus, St. 

Sebastian, or St. Barbara and in some ways to serve them…Therefore, it is not a wonder that this 

plague does even more harm to them."
996

 It is not surprising that the people resisted the 

reformers’ solutions during the extreme circumstances of plague. Just as the reformers believed it 

was vital to have correct theology in such a threatening period; the people often wanted to cover 

all their bases in the threatening time.  

In the Lazaret ordinances, the duties of pastors, chaplains, and prayer leaders were never 

divorced from preaching comfort. They were ordered to speak or cry over “the sick and deathly 

weak …with beautiful little prayers, or other contrition and consolation.”
997

 The preaching of 

this comfort was designed to bring the individual to the right understanding of the Gospel. Daily 
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prayers, confession, and general spiritual preparation for death were not effective in their 

practice alone, but the practices were designed to elicit belief and feeling. For both confessions, 

however, the greatest form of consolation was the body of Christ himself. 

 

V. Holy Communion and Last Rites 

Up to this point, this chapter has discussed the importance of spiritual maintenance, 

yearly, weekly, daily, hourly, and in moments of emergency. It has explored the growing 

importance of correct understanding and practice as individuals experienced extreme life-

threatening situations. The Mass, or Communion, was a key component in regular spiritual 

maintenance whether done once a year, every quarter-year or, more frequently. It was the most 

intense of all religious practices as one took the divine himself into the body. It was also the most 

intimate religious practice because it required a healthy priest to come into close proximity to 

place the elements in the mouth. In both confessions, the sacrament was the most important 

component for the preparation of the soul about to cross the threshold of death. This section will 

explore the sacrament as it was given to the sick and dying.  

Even though churches were regularly fumigated during an outbreak, they were dangerous 

places of contamination.
998

 In 1505 after many members of the clergy died, the people coming 

down with sickness were supposed to attend church services only in St. Moritz or St. 

Kunigunden Chapel instead of the parish churches.
999

 St. Moritz in Nuremberg was the same 

chapel that hosted the contaminating leper during their Holy Thursday communion.
1000

 The sick 

were continuously told to avoid the large parish churches and attend the smaller chapels, Moritz 
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and Martha.
1001

 The council could not stop people from flocking to the churches during the threat 

of plague, so they attempted to shorten the length of services in the city.
1002

 The council ordered 

that church leaders were to “read Paul’s letters and the gospels, do the announcements, sing the 

litany, and as soon as one is finished with everything, commence the sermon and do not make it 

over a half hour.”
1003

 In 1533, the ever-less practical, Osiander objected to this practice citing the 

importance of faith even in the dire circumstances. 

Preachers and priests were paid more for the extra services and the increased danger to 

them during outbreak.
1004

 They were instructed to keep an eye out for the sick trying to take the 

sacrament in the parish churches. The priest performing the Mass was then to keep a pan of hot 

coals and smoking herbs nearby so that the healthy did not bring the poisonous airs home.
1005

 

This practice replicated the protocol used for lepers during the Schau. After the Reformation, the 

contact during Communion became more complex with the introduction of the chalice to the 

laity.  

Reformers wanted to increase the approachability of the altar, attempting to raise the 

status of the laity. The “idolatrous” idea of gaining God’s grace through the mere seeing of the 

transformed Host became moot as Christ ordered his body and blood to be consumed by all 

believers.
1006

  

For both confessions, administering the sacraments to the sick was an essential 
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preparation for death, but to be in such close proximity to the miasma of the sick was dangerous. 

In the medieval period, the church had a precedent of managing the consumption of the 

sacrament due to parishioners’ perceived physical or social pollution. Women after childbirth 

were excluded from communion until their ritual cleansing. Executioners and prostitutes often 

attended alternative church hours, sat in separate sections, or took communion last. As we have 

seen, lepers were given their own separate Masses behind closed doors.
1007

  

The specter of priests avoiding the sick has a long history dating back to the original 

outbreak of the Black Death. In 1520, the city council had to search to find a priest for the 

neighboring village of Mögeldorf because their priest had fled the plague’s airs.
1008

 One chaplain 

had complained about the parish churchyards on which Nuremberg held the sick and expiring 

waiting for transport. He said that religious personnel were so afraid of getting infected that 

instead of “serving the infected people willing and gladly with the comfort of God’s Word and 

the conferring of the most worthy Sacrament…” that good Christians were dying without 

Christian ceremony and genuine members of the body of Christ were being buried “unqualified, 

rejected and cast out from the church of God.”
1009
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Measures were put into place to keep pastors from becoming contaminated. In plague 

hospitals, the methods used by priests to avoid disease varied. In the Cividale del Friuli in 

Seville, chaplains were required to remain three steps separated from the sick, offering 

confession through a little window. In Venice’s Lazaretto, body carriers brought patients to the 

doorways, thus eliminating the need for religious personnel to enter patients’ rooms, a place 

regarded as particularly dangerous.
1010

 The clergy wore wax hoods so that the fabric did not 

absorb smell. Such clergy also wore gloves and shoes, which would have been a departure from 

the usual sandals.
1011

 As seen with the Schau, often pastors held vinegar in front of their noses or 

bit herbed/spiced vinegar substances and keep it under their tongues.
1012

 In Nuremberg, pastors 

were instructed to use prophylactic medications against plague. The council ordered chaplains to 

buy them from specific apothecaries in the city.
1013

 It was suggested that they take a small red-

poison-electuary, a medical paste sweetened with honey or syrup. The pastor was also to wash 

his hands, head, hair, and beard with ampfer water and rub poison-balsam in his nose and ear 

holes. Then, “finally by means of first imploring God’s help, go to the sick with an undismayed 

heart.”
1014
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In the original schematics for St. Sebastian, the pastor’s room was on the northeast corner 

of the complex. This would have been the purest area, as the rooms used for cooking or washing 

were downriver.
1015

 When the council brought in a new chaplain to replace an ailing pastor in 

1585, they stressed the need for the Hofmeister to find him a place, if not in the pastors’ lodging, 

somewhere else that was clean.
1016

 This need to preserve the religious personnel may have been a 

practical consideration because priests were hard to replace, and possibly because of the 

symbolic need for the pastor to be a healthful intercessor for the inhabitants.  

In the early seventeenth-century, Johannes Heinrich Kirchberger compiled a work of 

memories and aphorisms about being a physician in Nuremberg’s lazaret. He tells religious 

personnel and pastors how to minister in the lazaret. He instructs them to keep confession short; 

God knows more of the heart anyway. He advised that the prayer leader should warn the patients 

not to move when a cleric came to visit or do anything that would make the poisoned air come 

up from the bed. A prayer leader or chaplain was to enter the sick person’s room before the 

pastor. He was to smoke with herbs the room, open the window, and let in a little fresh air -- but 

not for long as the cold air was bad for the patient. Before entering the room, the pastor was to 

smoke his own clothes, so they did not absorb the poison. He was to catch his breath and not 

rush into the room huffing and puffing. The priest was to remain standing on one side of the sick 

person’s head, listen to the confession, quickly absolve him; “however with powerful words” and 

perform the prescribed liturgy.
1017

 Upon coming out of the room, the prayer leader should once 

again fumigate him and hang up his protective clothing immediately outside. 

Kirchberger recommended that when the sick wish to take the body and blood of Jesus 
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Christ, the pastor, or chaplain should not place his mouth up to the sick person’s face; on the 

contrary, the sacrament should be performed on the side. “Let a thick burning wax candle be held 

up to the mouth of the sick, for the poisonous exhalations...” Thus, the poisonous breath can be 

dissipated through the fire. He was to close with a short version of the liturgy and the prayer of 

thanksgiving.
1018

 Sources from Italy mention the use of an instrument or tool to place the 

sacrament on the sick person’s tongue. Catholic Reformer Charles Borromeo chided priests for 

the use of these objects.
1019

   

The chalice brought a particular problem for evangelical communion. In the cities, 

Kirchberger warned against the sick drinking from the same chalice as the healthy. Veit Dietrich 

in his instruction on how to minister to the sick emphasized the importance of both the bread and 

the wine.
1020

 He ordered that no chaplain was to perform the sacrament in one kind as the Church 

had previously let people die like that.
1021

 “The Reason: Christ has not so commanded. And we 

should in everything uphold his commands.”
1022

 But the mouth was a particular problem as 

poisoned breath contaminated. Kirchberger recommends that pastors administering the 

sacrament wipe the rim of the chalice between parishioners using a clean little cloth well-

moistened with a “theriac” medicinal vinegar.
1023

  

Dietrich instructed that the Pastor say to the sick, “drink all up, this is my blood of the 

New Testament, that for you and for many was poured out for the forgiveness of sins. As often 
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as you do this, drink in my celebration.” The priest handed the cup to the sick with the usual 

words “take in and drink the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
1024

 Hospital ordinances explicitly 

mention wine used in the Communion. It is one of the only exceptions to give a patient extra 

wine.
1025

 One ordinance declares, “in case of emergency,” here meaning death, the sick “should 

receive the Holy Sacrament of the body and blood of Christ.”
1026

  

Dietrich recommended that if the sick person would like to take the sacrament but from 

sickness has no capability to drink wine, the chaplain should drip a drop or two of wine from the 

chalice into a little drink 

of water. In that way, they 

can consume the body and 

blood of Christ; there 

would be no disadvantage 

to those individuals 

spiritually as they had 

received what Christ had 

poured out.
1027

 Although 
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the ex opera opperato function of the Communion was decreased in evangelical theology, 

Dietrich implies that the sick person’s soul would possibly be in jeopardy without the proper 

consumption of both elements of communion (brought by the proper understanding of the 

Gospel). 

 

The Hour of Death 

 

Finally, after exploring the entire range of spiritual practice, we return to the deathbed. 

Whether the path to the deathbed was long and slow or quick and unexpected, everyone met at 

the deathbed, where the battle between sin and salvation would finally end. The deathbed was 

the powerful threshold for all of the inhabitants of the leper houses, syphilis and plague hospitals 

as well as the whole city.  

In the late medieval period, stories of saints’ lives are filled with the great anticipation of 

the saint’s death. Onlookers strove for the perfect time to call the priest for last rites and the 

sacrament. In 1447, Heinrich Leubig from St. Sebalds was given permission from the Bishop of 

Bamberg to bring the sacrament to the house of the dying, a practice called the 

Krankenabendmal or the Communion for the Sick.
1028

 In Nuremberg, this practice was 

excessively celebrated. Emperor Friedrich III gave an endowment in 1475 to pay for the priest to 

be accompanied by two (or four) choir boys to sing the antiphonen and responsorien while 

wearing special robes and holding banners and lanterns. The Eucharist was consecrated in the 

church and was then carried in a Tragaltar (Image: Viaticum). It was processed through the 

streets with a ringing bell preceding it. Parishioners could receive indulgences by partaking of 
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the sacrament, processing with it to the person’s home, or giving alms to the choir boys.
1029

 This 

colorful and loud procession called neighbors to venerate the pathway and if possible watch the 

infirm take the Eucharist. This practice was similar to gaining spiritual benefit from watching the 

Mass. 

The priest offered peace and a prayer of the seven penitential psalms, and a call on St. 

Sebald and Elizabeth. He used his thumb to apply holy oils, “making a cross on the eyes, ears, 

nostrils, mouth, hands and feet of the dying.”
1030

 The anointing of the body parts absolved any 

sin attributed with that part.
1031

 He ended with Trinitarian Blessing and Absolution, Psalms 66, 

“God have mercy on us,” the Lord’s Prayer and a prayer for the sick.
1032

 If at all possible, no 

Christian was to die without the sacrament. Leper houses’ ordinances ordered that the 

Siechmeister “attend with all diligence that no sick person died without the Sacrament.”
1033

 

Although they had entire separated spiritual services and graveyards, they were never cut off 

from last rites or consuming the body of Christ.  

Osiander wasted little time in reformatting the last Communion. He silenced the bells and 

made sure that bread and wine were not consecrated until arriving in the home of the sick. He did 

not want a “magical” pathway that could be followed. He argued that all that singing, clanging, 

and banging was more likely to scare than provide comfort. The box was to be carried with a 

little candle if necessary.
1034

 The Communion for the dying was to begin with holy instruction 

and admonish the believer of the need for Christ’s forgiveness. This practice was the instruction 

of Anfechtung and Trost discussed previously. The pastor was to say a prayer to Jesus, the Our 
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Father, perform the sacrament, and finally close with a German prayer. He was to lecture the sick 

again on “baptism, the cross and suffering and admonish [him] to patience.”
1035

 

While evangelical theology lessened the impact of the deathbed ritual, there was a 

continued emphasis on a good death. Reports and images of Luther’s death spread far and wide 

attesting to his peaceful countenance upon death.
1036

 Lazarus Spengler reported to his sister, 

during the 1533 bout of plague, “Friderich Behaim is dead, he had a very Christian end that Herr 

Dominicus, who was with him at the time, could not say enough about….God had made out of a 

Saul, a righteous Paul.” He also tells of an Oswald, who had died on his estate  presumably 

outside of Nuremberg) because he had fled at the moment of outbreak. Spengler quipped that he 

may have traveled on a pathway here and there, but ultimately “into the arms of the devil 

now.”
1037

 Reformers were adamant that Communion was not given to anyone who did not 

believe or did not seem contrite: no pearls were to be thrown before swine.
1038

  

In the plague hospital, the sacrament for the dying was explicitly the job of the 

“designated pastor.”
1039

 The pastors were always to close with a short prayer of thanksgiving. 

Dietrich’s prayer of gratitude mirrors the fifteenth-century instruction for the administration of 

spiritual medicine.  

I thank you, Almighty God, that you have revitalized me through your medicinal gifts of 

the body and blood of your Son Jesus Christ; and I pray to you, that you desire to let such 
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gifts blossom in me to strengthen my belief toward you, that I surmount all things by the 

help of your Son and the Holy Spirit, and in accord with your consent… I can live 

eternally, Amen.”
1040

  

 

Without denying the changes in theology, Susan Karant-Nunn stresses the similarity between 

pre- and post-Reformation death ritual. They both show the central role of the clergy, the need 

for confession and the sacrament, the idea that the sick person’s deathbed is surrounded by 

angels and demons fighting for the soul, and finally a pedagogic Art of Death that is intended to 

become an art of living.
1041

  

It is amazing how inconvenient the practice of the sacrament to the dying was. Osiander’s 

first reaction after the Reformation was for the sick to drag themselves out of bed and go to the 

church if they wanted to take Communion; clearly, that was not going to work in all cases.
1042

 

Outside of the apostate or unrepentant, the last Communion was meant for all believers. It was 

the ultimate unifying force in the body of Christ.  

 

VIII. Burial 

While the moment of death may be the end of the story in our eyes, the dead were ever 

present in late medieval and early modern life.
1043

 Placement of intramural cemeteries, 

sepulchers in churches, in memoria art, and mortuary masses, show that death and all its imagery 
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surrounded people in late medieval Nuremburg. Beliefs in ghosts or restless souls were also 

common despite official church sanctions against them. As seen in the death ritual itself, 

participants, pathways and sacred objects, all played crucial roles in helping the individual on his 

path to reconciliation with God in the afterlife. For example, on New Year’s Day at St. Johannis 

cemetery, a mortuary mass was endowed by Kuntzhen Stawd. The endowment ordered a mass 

read in the chapel every three months after New Year’s day, a celebration for all believers and 

souls who were at rest in the cemetery at St. Johannis. The order continued with a list of 

liturgical songs to be sung in the chapel and processed around the cemetery.
1044

   

In the pre-Reformation period, the opulence of the funeral procession to the cemetery 

depended on the importance of the individual. Common people were merely accompanied by 

neighbors or relatives; while lower-level guild members were accompanied by a schoolmaster 

and choir boys singing “Out of the depths we cry unto Thee” and the Apostle’s Creed, which 

explicitly spoke of the afterlife.
1045

 This guild practice was particularly hard for the council to 

eradicate when trying to lessen funeral customs during plague. During the plague, decrees 

repeatedly banned artisan guilds whose members gathered around their expiring associates even 

under threat of contracting plague.
1046

 At the death of a patrician, religious personnel adorned in 

vestments weres accompanied by the schoolmaster, choir boys, and soul nuns. They rang a great 

bell and sang as they processed, “Lord have mercy on us” and “in the middle of life we are 

surrounded by death, who is it, who brings us help, that we might attain grace? It is you, Lord, 

alone. [We] repent our misdeeds, Lord, which have angered you.”
1047

 They carried a cross, 
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incense, bells, candles and holy water, which prepared the way for the dead into the cemetery for 

final resting.
1048

   

Seelnonnen or soul nuns were normally tasked with cleaning the deceased, sewing the 

body into a shroud, and accompanying the procession to the burial. Reports for supplies of 

shrouds to be carried to the chaplain in the lazaret occasionally occurred.
1049

 The hospital also 

had a designated account for cloth and burlap that may suggest that it made their own.
1050

 During 

times of outbreak, soul nuns were instructed to be diligently alert for signs of contagious disease 

at which point they should alert the administrative authorities. If any signs occurred, they were 

not to carry that person with an open procession, but the corpse was to be quickly removed if it 

presented a contaminating problem.
1051

 

Particularly during times of plague, proper funerary customs were curtailed. The sounds 

of bells that occurred at the moment of death and funerary processions became disheartening and 

panic-inducing. From the late fifteenth-century during outbreak, the council ordered that one bell 

to be rung on Friday to account for all who had died in preceding the week. The council 

commanded, “Such singing is desired to be shortened and to be no more than one verse.”
1052

 In 

1562, the council forbade all choir boys from escorting the dead from their house to the walls, 
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and only on Friday should any funeral rites be observed.
1053

  A few days after the edict was 

issued, there was a petition to the council for the funerary rites of Helena Kress, widow of 

Christoff Kress. The petition came predominantly from the wives and widows of Nuremberg’s 

patricians, including the families Müffel and Starck. The council declared that the procession 

was impossible in that dangerous time. “Out of humble friendship,” they had to say no. The 

council would not even allow a smaller procession because Kress would have needed to be 

carried to the dangerous area outside of the city walls.
1054

 

Within the consecrated ground of the cemeteries, the deceased were buried on the South 

side of the church.
1055

 Bodies were placed with the head on the West, facing East in anticipation 

of Christ’s return and their bodily resurrection. Although laid with care, there were few 

individual graves at the time. When gravediggers uncovered old graves, they collected the bones 

into ossuaries that were attached to the church wall. This practice was not seen as dishonorable, 

but it was viewed as a communal manner typical of medieval thought.
1056

 This communal burial 

was in contrast to dishonorable people such as executioners, skinners, apostates, criminals or 

prostitutes who were buried in separate grounds.
1057

 Each individual had an appropriate cemetery 

in which he should be buried. Even during the tumult of plague, it mattered. Inhabitants from the 

eastern suburb of Wöhrd, who had died near the gate, were to be carried to the parish at Wöhrd 

instead of buried in Nuremberg’s cemeteries.
1058

 

Lepers had their own cemeteries, as was determined by the Third Lateran Council. While 
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there is little information on the ritual of burial in the lepers’ complexes, archaeological evidence 

from leper burial grounds in England reveals that they were placed with care according to 

Christian rite, as much as can be expected.
1059

 In some cases, the leper house was built around its 

central burial purpose, such as St. Peter’s, which was originally named the Siechgraben.
1060

 As 

Nuremberg began to see its need to remove bodies that had died of plague from inside the city 

walls, the leper cemeteries were a natural solution. Starting in the 1480s, all Nuremberg’s leper 

cemeteries were commandeered for the purpose of plague burials; the majority of victims were 

placed in a mass grave in St. Johannis. By 1520, the city greatly expanded St. Johannis cemetery, 

and it was consecrated by the Bishop of Bamberg.
1061

   

In 1519, the city began burying Lazaret plague victims in St. Johannis Cemetery.
1062

 

From inside the city, body carriers brought plague deaths to the gravediggers at the city gate. 

From there they were conveyed on specially covered wagons to St. Johannis.
1063

 The graveyard 

had a rowdy atmosphere during plague. Gravediggers took on a number of assistants to help with 

the burials. In addition, other “wandering” people, who had not been allowed in the city, camped 

out there.
1064

 The noise and the smell caused many complaints among locals.
1065

 Once in the 

cemetery, the gravediggers were instructed that they must “watch over the mass grave with 

diligence, [and] with reverence.” Where the grave was properly prepared and maintained, no one 
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would be upset.
1066

 While in the modern perspective the concept of mass graves and reverence 

are mutually exclusive, in the early modern period they were not.  

The council’s desire to change to extramural burial coincided with the Reformation. 

While the practice was not exclusively Lutheran, Luther’s eventual denial of purgatory and 

“superstitious” connections to the dead, lessened the need for close connection to the dead; 

nevertheless, many of the funerary customs listed above, remained. For elite funerals, 

schoolmasters, choir boys and neighbors were processed to the city gates. Bodies were placed in 

the same ordered way, although with differences to account for theology, such as teaching 

concerning unbaptized babies. Funeral sermons also began to typify Lutheran funerals as 

people’s lives became instructional models of grace and faith.
1067

   

The confluence of medical and religious support for extramural burial resulted in the 

moving of all burials outside the city.
1068

 This policy stretched beyond merely burying the 

corrupting bodies of the sick or bodies that may worsen miasma during an outbreak, but it 

applied to all Nurembergers, at all times. This movement was not uncontested. City patrician and 

religious orders tried to confine the use of the extramural burial to the sick in the lazaret, but they 

were overruled.
1069

 The patrician Imhoff family built the extramural St. Rochus chapel and 

cemetery in order to provide an honorable place of burial for the city’s elite.
1070
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In a great irony, the leper cemeteries now hosted almost all of the deceased from the city 

of Nuremberg. It was the same philosophy that called for the separation of the lepers that 

eventually extended to all dead bodies. This is not to say that in the sixteenth-century, and 

particularly in the post-Reformation period, the dead were cut off from spiritual service; it is to 

say that this movement of the healthy dead to forever rest with the contaminating dead 

accentuates the belief that the communal body of Christ had always extended beyond the walls. 

The cemetery, like the courtyards of the leper chapels, was a place of contact. It was in these 

separated spaces that early modern Nurembergers awaited “the resurrection of the body and the 

life everlasting.”
1071

 

 

Conclusion  

Overall this chapter has tried to balance three complex progressions. One, I followed the 

temporal-structured religious maintenance of patients in Nuremberg’s contagious disease 

hospitals. As the disease of leprosy moved slowly, their spiritual care most reflected the practices 

of the Church calendar. The separated chapels hosted many of these events and became a contact 

point between the sick and the healthy. Daily and weekly devotions were practiced throughout 

the leper, syphilis, and plague hospitals; however, the intensity of the practice increased with the 

severity of the disease. Plague called for emergency measures; special devotions and sermons 

encouraged the faithful to right relation with God. Finally, the last rites or deathbed Communion 

brought the height of spiritual intensity. It was the last moments of spiritual preparation for 

reconciliation. 

Two, the chapter also follows the chronological progression of early to late and, 
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therefore, from pre- to post-Reformation. As the early portion of the chapter explores the slow-

moving disease, I was able to explore lepers in their late medieval religious context. As the 

spiritual care in the plague hospital was only fully practiced in the post-Reformation period, the 

trajectory was a natural one. Religiosity developed from seeing to hearing: from seeing the 

Eucharist through the open doors of the church and through the carefully designed windows of 

the hospital chapel to hearing the Gospel in front of the chapel or spoken over one’s bed. 

Through the hearing of the Word, the individual was capable of proper belief and comfort. While 

both confessions certainly had an array of practices and beliefs in times of emergency and on the 

deathbed, Reformation theology emphasized the condition of the heart of the individual before 

God. Pastors were to confirm that the individual was taught, contrite, and truly believing before 

taking the sacrament.  

The Reformation shorted religious rituals and transformed practices; however these 

changes should not be over emphasized. The general shape of spiritual services received by 

inhabitants in these hospitals remained largely the same. The inhabitants participated in 

intermittent celebrations, meals of specialty foods, and religious services throughout the year; 

they said/heard morning and evening prayers; they made confession and took Communion with 

pastors and priests; and finally they received direction in proper devotion for an artful death at 

the end that enabled reconciliation to God through Christ. While Nuremberg no longer held an 

account in the “treasury of merit,” the form of spiritual services offered in the post-Reformation 

largely followed the shape of the late medieval Corpus Christianum. While preachers and 

theologians may have viewed their theology as a radical departure, the deeper structures of 

culture held the form of interlocking salvation. 

Third, I followed the progression of physical proximity to disease. The lepers lived the 
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farthest outside the city. Interaction with them would have been limited to alms collecting, the 

sending out of a priest or choir to their chapels, or attending spiritual events or celebrations on 

their courtyard. The spiritual care of plague and syphilis would have been more intimate because 

of the sheer number of city inhabitants who would have passed in and out of this care. Finally, all 

inhabitants, who did not die completely unexpectedly, would have experienced some form of Ars 

Moriendi, last rites or final Communion.  

The pastor acted as the bridge between the sick individual and the community in addition 

to being the bridge between the sick individual and God. Even in those intimate moments, layers 

of herbs, vinegar and clothing acted as buffers between the pastor and the contaminating sick; 

they functioned like asymptotic lines never quite touching: separate, yet together. In Christ, 

however, there was no distinction “…neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there 

male and female…” nor sick or healthy “…for you are all one in Christ Jesus.”
1072

 Christ’s body 

and blood was to be fully touched, tasted, and consumed. 

As the inhabitants of Nuremberg in the Catholic and Lutheran Church followed the 

theological arc from baptism to the deathbed, they participated in spiritual maintenance and soul 

preparation in a structured, predictable pattern. The care of souls was interlocking throughout the 

city: to ameliorate the condition of their neighbor’s body was to ameliorate their own soul. For 

both confessions, disease provided a spiritual opportunity that offered pedagogy and a sense of 

immediacy for spiritual reconciliation. While the patients may have been located outside the 

walls, they were never cut off from the body of Christ; they may have been the “poor limbs” but 

“all the members of the body, though they are many, are one body, so also is Christ.”
1073
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Conclusion 

 

I would like to conclude by bringing together the important themes woven throughout my 

chapters. I will lay out my conclusions and discuss some implications for the trajectory of 

Nuremberg by exploring the end of the Lepraschau. 

My central quest has been to determine the extent to which patients in Nuremberg’s 

external contagious disease hospitals participated in the goods, services, and general life of the 

city.  Across these pages, I have explored a range of boundaries that served as the organizing 

structures of sixteenth-century Nuremberg culture. These structures guided the interactions 

between Nuremberg’s external patients and the inhabitants of the city center. My project slices 

Nuremberg into conceptual units, revealing that diseased people were defined as being both 

inside and outside the community, a complex and seemingly contradictory status. Further, I 

explored how the movement of bodies upheld, recreated, and challenged the culture’s prescribed 

boundaries.  

The patients in Nuremberg’s contagious disease hospitals were located outside the walls, 

and therefore outside the boundary of physical purity; nevertheless, they participated inside 

many normative aspects of Nuremberg’s culture. Indeed, they were inside the council’s 

provision, protection, and administration. In addition, their spiritual health was just as important 

as their physical health, reflecting their enduring membership in the body of Christ. These 

vulnerable bodies were the ultimate stretchers and exemplifiers of Nuremberg as a communal 

unit. They were the geographical stretchers of Nuremberg because they were relocated outside 

the city, thereby moving the city’s physical boundaries outward and necessitating the 

transportation of city resources to them. They were also stretchers in the sense that they were a 
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significant financial burden. They truly stretched the city’s fiscal resources and tested the city’s 

sense of responsibility to care for them. It was in this burden that these patients were the 

exemplifiers of communal belonging, as the city was not willing to extend this definition of 

belonging to sick foreigners. In this measure of selectivity, the demonstration of communal 

belonging was more exemplified in the hospital than in the city center.  

The city performed the communal imperative to provide for both the body and soul of 

Nuremberg’s weak and needy. In providing extramural patient care, city leaders balanced two 

crucial elements: maintenance of the holistic integrity of the city and provision of tangible 

resources to the sick. In addition, they orchestrated and oversaw of the complex movement of 

bodies that achieved these goals. 

 

Integrity 

In the 1490s, the time my study begins, Nuremberg functioned as a cohesive unit. In 

religious terms, it was a Corpus Christianum, much like the body of Christ in 2 Corinthians; it 

was a living organism, composed of many functioning parts. In order to protect Nuremberg’s 

integrity, the city needed to remain intact, salubrious, and sound; thus, the city needed to 

maintain purity. This purity was maintained at an ostensibly utopian level by its insurmountable 

walls, its quality products, its unadulterated food supply, its law-abiding inhabitants, its healthy 

atmosphere, its sinless parishioners, and its efficient, public-spirited city council.  

Nuremberg’s walls provided the city a practical, protective barrier that lent a sense of 

intactness. The most obvious use of the walls was against attacking enemies. Though, battered 

and beaten, the medieval walls of Nuremberg proved impenetrable throughout the early modern 

period. Its gates formed  functional bottlenecks that channeled people and products past layers of 
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inspectors and guards. As with any living organism, nourishment needed to come in from the 

outside world. Raw materials, vendors, commodities, and visitors regularly filtered into the city. 

When plague or armies besieged Nuremberg, commerce slowed to a near standstill, choking the 

city’s very livelihood. As we have seen, the council even imported resources in order to keep the 

city fed. In times of peace, the walls were a permeable boundary, but also became an 

impenetrable barrier when under threat. 

Guards at the gates monitored all incoming people to ensure no one with obvious disease 

symptoms slipped into the city. Begging judges regularly monitored the incoming poor; officials 

at toll stations inspected wagons for illegal or spoiled products. Despite these tactics, unwanted 

elements inevitably slipped through the gates or rotted after they were brought in. These toxic 

elements threatened to corrode and endanger the city’s integrity. Religious impurity, disobedient 

inhabitants, and material corruption were all met with expulsion, purgation, and banishment. City 

workers conveyed these elements out of Nuremberg’s walls. Night-workers hauled excrement; 

executioners flogged criminals; washerwomen and guards transported the clothes of the infected 

sick; and body carriers transferred corpses. This ritualized cleansing process wore proverbial ruts 

into the landscape of the city; the purging of harmful elements reasserted (the physical and 

mental) integrity within the walls. 

The city’s expurgation of dangerous elements was not intended to remove these corrosive 

elements from the proximity of all healthy populations; rather, the city’s priority was to simply 

remove them from inside the walls. These impure elements were not carried far outside the city. 

To the annoyance of local inhabitants, animal corpses and other waste products were dropped 

just outside of Tiergärtner gate. Clothes, dishes and pigs were washed just outside the walls. One 

might assume that leper houses were isolated and far removed from healthy people, but they 
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were in fact located in the midst of suburban populations. Cemeteries too, such as St. Johannis, 

were also located in suburban areas. Despite general bans against going into the St. Johannis area 

during a plague outbreak, suburban inhabitants and vagrants regularly collected there. 

Nuremberg’s greatest vulnerability resided within the city walls. This vulnerability made the 

maintenance of its integrity imperative. 

The removal of harmful waste, animals, and polluted objects was less complex than the 

removal of problematic humans. People could not be purged without careful consideration. Even 

heretics were given a chance to recant. The sick constituted a different kind of danger. The city 

needed them removed in order to maintain purity within the walls. Unlike animal carcasses, they 

could not simply be thrown out of the city, and unlike criminals, they could not simply be 

banished and forgotten. Hospitals became temporary holding spaces for sick, polluting bodies. 

The sick had to be removed to reduce the city’s vulnerability, yet they were still humans whose 

bodies and souls were the responsibility of the city.  

In order to maintain the city’s purity, Nuremberg created designated spaces for material 

pollution; these areas typically hosted multiple forms of contamination. The parish churchyards 

were places to bury the dead, but they later became holding spaces for the sick. The Siechhaus 

was built to temporarily house lepers during the Lepraschau, but it was later used to house 

syphilis patients. St. Moritz chapel hosted the lepers’ spiritual services during the Schau, but it 

became the designated space for suspected plague victims to take Communion. The Neu Bau 

section of the city held the Schau, Siechhaus, syphilis huts, and the pig market, and the 

Unschlitthaus (which also utilized foul smelling methods to produce tallow and lubricants). This 

polluted space was located downstream; thus, the city became progressively more contaminated 

and malodorous toward the western outflow of the river. From east to west, pollution 
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progressively worsened. Contributors were: the eastern mills (where illegal prostitutes were 

known to gather), the Holy Ghost Hospital, the Market, the Butcher’s Bridge, the Siechhaus, the 

Unschlitthaus, city waste disposal at the walls, the lazaret, and finally the wash-hut for the 

washing of the most dangerous, infected clothing. This wash-hut was not originally established 

for the lazaret; it was originally established to wash the bed linens associated with the growing 

Lepraschau which became so many in number that they could no longer be washed inside the 

city.  Finally, within the hospitals, there was a hierarchy of pollution; the rooms of the patients 

were considered the most polluted space. 

Thresholds of spaces were particularly important. The only workers allowed to transgress 

the doorways of patients’ rooms were caregivers, barber-surgeons, and pastors. Windows, in 

hospital rooms, were opened to allow in healthful air, but were not left open long enough to 

allow foul odors from the room to permeate the area immediately outside. Doors of the church 

were opened to allow those outside to hear or see spiritual services but were closed during the 

leper’s Mass. At the city thresholds, guards stopped the incoming infected, unapproved beggars, 

and suspect products. As seen in Chapter 2, it may have been this filtering process that caused 

the sick and dead to pile up at the gates. Guards at the lazaret kept workers, patients, and objects 

(tainted by their presence in the hospital) within the thresholds, that is, inside the building - 

sometimes resorting to on-site jailing of the disobedient. When the presiding authorities were not 

able to keep contaminating people or objects in their approved spaces, the council renegotiated 

the space, then reinforced its thresholds with even more regulations.  

Each one of these spaces was cleansed at the conclusion of its usage. Churches, homes of 

the infected, and hospital rooms were cleaned and fumigated. After the Schau, the workers 

disposed of straw, washed and put away dishes, and scrubbed the Siechhaus. In a symbolic 
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gesture, the Mother of the Schau held a concluding feast for the workers in the house after it was 

made again “pure.”  

Just as with every living organism, the city continually ingested nutrition and purged 

toxic waste. The city’s integrity was dependent upon the healthy opening and closing of its 

bounds to let this process work. It relied on working bodies to maintain this process by guarding, 

carrying, and cleaning.  

 

Tangible Resources  

By the late fifteenth-century, the council of Nuremberg had brought all of the hospitals’ 

religious endowments under its financial supervision. It ensured payments and made up 

shortfalls.  City-managed funds provided the hospitals’ food, medicines, clothing, bandages, 

firewood and workers’ wages; however, these tangible resources were finite. As such, not 

everyone was deemed worthy of these resources. Patient admission criteria depended upon their 

disease’s pace of physical deterioration and potency of its physical pollution. Since the 

progression of leprosy was slow, this disease had the most stringent admission requirements. In 

contrast, plague’s onset and progression were rapid, therefore, it had the least restrictive 

admission requirements. In addition to the consideration of disease parameters, the council only 

admitted citizens, inhabitants, and those who had worked in the city for at least six months to a 

year. Foreigners were purged from the city since they were regarded as the responsibility of 

others. The exception to this rule was any person who was found lying incapacitated within the 

city; he was to be cared for out of Christian mercy, “according to God’s will.” Once that 

individual was well enough to walk, he was required to walk away from the city since he was no 

longer Nuremberg’s responsibility. 
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The city council imposed increasingly rigid administrative oversight and infrastructure on 

the hospitals to ensure their integrity. As part of this process, the council prosecuted disobedient 

workers or it increased their pay to ensure that it was more profitable for workers to comply with 

the rules than to conduct extortive schemes of their own. The council also increased 

administrators’ accountability to ensure that limited resources were being properly dispersed to 

patients. Just as there needed to be guards at the gates of the city, there needed to be safeguards 

on the city’s resources. During crises, resources became more limited, thus prompting even more 

controls. Food regulations, for example, reflect this tightening of control in the famine years of 

the early 1570s. Nuremberg’s quest to define its own finitude came with the resignation that it 

must refrain from helping everyone if it hoped to maintain its ability to help those for whom the 

city was responsible.  

 

The Place-Ballets of the External Hospitals 

The provision of care in these hospitals was always performative in time and space. 

Patients and workers replicated the cultural structures of the city within the hospitals. Male 

administrators replicated the role of the patriarch in a culture that valued established authorities 

and obedience. Gender roles of the home were also replicated within the hospitals. Women were 

caregivers, maids and cooks; they nurtured and comforted the sick on the threshold of death. 

Men did manual labor and brought supplies; they also stood guard on the border between the 

polluted hospital and the healthy community while the women remained in the domestic realm of 

patient care. Pastors gave consolation to the souls of the dying, just as they would in the city. The 

hospitals also replicated the city’s food culture, both in variety and standards of quality. Patients 

and staff celebrated the same holidays as those within the walls, and they ate the same symbolic 
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foods of fish, lamb, Easter bread, and, of course, the bread and wine of Christ. Most of these 

cultural mores, or what Susan Leigh Star calls “boundary objects,” were used and traded below 

the level of conscious choice; they were simply the currencies of common decency and proper 

behavior.
1074

  

The city’s provision for patients’ bodies and souls was not only orchestrated by space, 

but it was sustained in time. Food items had to be eaten when ripe and disposed of when rotten. 

Medicines were dispersed at certain times during the day; windows were regularly opened and 

closed for appropriate ventilation. Throughout the day, workers constantly purged the hospital of 

harmful waste - bandages, dirty bedding, and excrement. Wartgeld, or waiting money, was paid 

weekly for the completed service of the contagious disease employees. Prayers, sermons, and 

sacraments were administered weekly, daily and at the hour of death. The duties of working 

bodies were carefully orchestrated in time to reflect an intensional rhythm of care. 

To further illustrate the complexity of boundary issues, the tasks of disease-related 

workers crossed the simple barrier of pure/impure. Body carriers, food carriers, washerwomen, 

and chaplains or pastors in the chapels continuously brought food, supplies and religious services 

between the city and its external buildings. Barber surgeons, caregivers, and soul nuns touched 

the physical, tainted bodies of the sick and dead. Finally, pastors and caregivers were to touch 

the soul of the sick. Pastors were to preach consolation to the sufferers – reminding them to hope 

in Christ’s resurrecting power on the cross. Caregivers were to provide care with compassion, 

Mitleid; they were instructed to open their hearts and suffer with the patients. These bodies 

provided a buffer between the healthy and the sick.  

As one observes the council’s provisions by looking through the lens of working bodies, 
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the contagious disease hospitals were not static buildings on a map. Managers, caregivers, maids, 

guards, and chaplains danced “body-ballets” as they carried out their jobs.
1075

 They fulfilled their 

tasks within cultural structures, but did so in ways that changed on a daily or even momentary 

basis. All of these body-ballets moved to create a place-ballet. David Seamon argues that one 

cannot look to simple natural, geographic space to know what a place means. Place is only 

created through human interaction.
1076

 When evaluating these hospitals as places, we see the 

interactions within a network of moving bodies that continually provided goods and services to 

the sick. We also see misbehaving body carriers rolling corpses off stretchers, workers furtively 

diluting wine casks with water, and administrators impregnating female patients. It is the 

provision of goods and services to vulnerable bodies through the mediation of human action that 

gave these hospitals meaning –  imperfect but concerted places of care outside the walls. 

 

Contributions 

This study does not sit comfortably in any early modern historical subfield. My 

contribution is to bring the consideration of disease into its multifaceted context: medical, social, 

cultural, economic, dietary, social-welfare, gender, geographic, and religious. Through exploring 

patients’ cultural milieu, I show how the experience of the contagious sick was more multi-

layered than merely external or marginalized. This reconsideration provides an alternative 

perspective to the reductionist views of early modern prejudices in works such as that of of R. I. 
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Moore.  

My work also highlights the physicality of cultural meaning. Most of the boundaries that 

I explored created the mundane structure through which people unconsciously moved, rather 

than the high profile religious or social divisions. The physical experience in space and time can 

display multiple and seemingly paradoxical demarcations of the sick that were all held at the 

same time.  

The example of the event of the Kirchweih on a leper chapel courtyard displays how 

several of these layers of meaning occur at the same time. One, healthy city inhabitants had to  

transverse the geographic separation that defined lepers as outside. The fact that healthy 

individuals were willing to transgress that space, defined the lepers as inside the ritual life of the 

city. Two, lepers’ participation in celebrations on the courtyard defined them as members of and 

participants in the spiritual community of Nuremberg, throughout the rhythm of the liturgical 

year. Three, the meals eaten together defined all partakers as worthy of being adequately fed; 

furthermore, they were also worthy of common culinary enjoyment. Four, there still remained 

interpersonal buffers through which lepers always had to interact with the healthy population. 

The fact that lepers were not allowed to speak upwind of a healthy person and had to wear layers 

of protective clothing defined their continued physical presence as threatening and, therefore, 

separate. All of these boundaries were observed in the single physical interaction of the 

Kirchweih, defining the sick as together and separate. This example demonstrates why the 

simple designation “clean” or “unclean,” written on the papers of physicians, cannot define the 

whole of who these people were or what they meant to the community. 

My final contribution is in the realm of civic history.  By comparing the city’s 

management of the three very different diseases, my study highlights the balance between 
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Nuremberg’s vulnerability to the patients’ physical pollution and the city’s responsibility for 

their welfare. When the hospitals outside of the walls were threatened, the city leaders prioritized 

their responsibility to the sick by bringing them into the city and not abandoning them to death 

by war or starvation. Rather than confining one’s view of boundaries as impervious dividing 

lines for exclusion, my use of psychological theory utilizes boundaries as a means to primarily 

define what is on the inside.  

Every living entity needs a healthy maneuvering of the good and bad, in and out. These 

principles continue to be important in nations, organizations, and in individuals today – the 

crucial point pivots on the selection criteria: what is healthful and what is harmful. On an 

obvious level, in the twenty-first century, we do not agree with the purging criteria of the 

sixteenth-century. We generally do not believe individuals should be purged based on religious 

creed, sexuality, or health status (sadly, there were many who wanted to purge Africans 

indiscriminately due to the threat of Ebola), but we also do not agree with Nuremberg’s purging 

of miasma, stray dogs, and innovators; as historians we must see this purging within its proper 

ideological context and within the full range of perceived threats to their integrity. I argue also 

that this perceived inability to maintain boundaries and intactness was the motivation for their 

increasingly exclusionary practices. When boundaries become progressively less permeable 

defensive walls, they choke the entity, depriving it of the good and often retaining the bad. 

 

The Trajectory of Nuremberg – The End of the Lepraschau 

The end of the Lepraschau exemplifies all of the forces discussed above: the 

philosophical and physical integrity of the city within the walls, the allocation of the city’s 

limited resources, and how the movement of human bodies forced the renegotiation of the 
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event’s boundaries. Throughout the second half of the sixteenth-century, Nuremberg faced 

hardship at every turn. It endured religious change, siege by its neighboring margrave, a spurious 

relationship with the emperor, alienation from former allies, increased taxes levied by the 

emperor for the war against the Turks, growth in criminal and displaced populations, massive 

inflation, famine, and intermittent debilitating plagues. In the wake of these threats, the city’s 

policies turned from expansion to retraction behind its walls. This movement was exemplified in 

the final removal of the Lepraschau to a location outside of the city walls.  

After the destruction resulting from the Second Margrave’s War in the 1550s, 

unprecedented swells of displaced beggars came with the lepers to the Schau. The council lent 

money to the fund to increase the needed supplies and personnel, and it also enacted plans to 

filter the beggars from the lepers by means of the walls. The council erected a hut at the Neutor 

for a barber surgeon to examine festival attendees on the Monday before the Schau. The purpose 

of the screening was to ensure that only genuine lepers received eating-badges that “let them in” 

to the goods of the Schau.
1077

 In 1558, Schau overseer, Georg Ketzl, advocated a new system that 

would designate one place where a single patrician could ensure that too many badges were not 

given to any leper. The recommendation was echoed two years later by Barnubas Bemer, who 

argued for “a special place, at which every poor person was to appear and come together and 

process from that same place.”
1078

  

Overseers recommended posting begging judges at the city gates because they would be 

familiar with the local poor and vagrants who used the Schau as an opportunity to “slip inside the 
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city walls.”
1079

  A few years later, Gabriel Nützel suggested sending the prospective participants 

through the Hallerthurlein instead of the city gate. The small, narrow gate led directly off the 

meadow into the Neu Bau where the Schau was held; because it was narrow, it could serve as a 

more effective bottleneck entrance than the larger gate.
1080

  Within the city, overseers 

complained that beggars were using the event to gain entry past the the walls, to beg in 

inappropriate streets, then leave “many sick and children behind them, and thereby burdened the 

alms-system, hospitals, and orphanages.”
1081

  

Additional fund-raising and increasing restrictions on entrance into the event gave 

administrators a temporary respite in the 1560s; however, in the early 1570s, they faced a 

widespread grain shortage. As the city imported, subsidized, and protected grain for its own 

population, more beggars gathered at the gates. By 1574, it was reported that over 2,500 beggars 

attended the Schau, and over 700 healthy beggars were locked out. It was the final straw.
1082

  

The council split the Schau in two: one for citizens and inhabitants of the city and another 

for foreigners. The council printed a broadsheet announcing that citizens with suspected cases of 

leprosy were to go to an examination in the Siechhaus on Holy Tuesday.
1083

 The foreigner 

Lepraschau was to be held on Holy Wednesday at St. Johannis leper house, outside the walls. 

The internal Lepraschau seems to have been largely a ceremonial gesture. There would have 

been no more than a handful of suspected lepers from within the city center; council decrees 

show that they generally evaluated internal cases of leprosy throughout the course of the year; an 

almost identical broadsheet published the next year, announced the removal of the Schau from 
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the city center and omitted any mention of an internal Schau at the Siechhaus.
1084

 The council 

forbade all foreign poor, leprous or not, from entering the city during Holy Week. The 

Lepraschau was effectively moved outside of the city walls.  

The Schau continued in much the same way at St. Johannis with a shortened version of 

communion, food, and examination. The sworn physicians of Nuremberg continued to be 

renowned for producing documents attesting to the diagnosis received there.
1085

 In the 

seventeenth-century, the numbers of the poor and leprous remained relatively constant; in 1614, 

for example, 2,828 people came, and 501 were found to be leprous.
1086

 The event continued until 

the second half of the seventeenth-century when the number of diagnosed lepers began to 

dwindle.
1087

  

It is important to note, that the city’s decision to move the Schau was not done out of 

resistance to all charity for non-residents. Since the 1540s, the Holy Cross Hospital fed over 

12,000 local poor every year during Holy Week, the same week as the Schau.
1088

 In 1564, 

Gabriel Nutzel justified blocking the poor from the Schau by arguing that the council also 

offered three public meals a year at St. Johannis. The city council was well aware of surrounding 

poor and regularly gave them aid, but it was only willing to do so outside of the city walls. 

Nuremberg could no longer “let in” the chaotic, overwhelming element that refused to stay 

within the prescribed bounds.  
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The fate of the Schau displays many of the components discussed throughout my work 

and was emblematic of trends at the close of the sixteenth-century. It shows the failure of 

medieval religious endowments to keep pace with the demographic changes of the sixteenth-

century and the struggle surrounding the council’s efforts to keep them solvent. The greatest 

financial problems correlated with the rise in food prices; it was impossible to host bodies 

without an affordable food source.  Even during those difficult years, there remained the abiding 

importance of spiritual services to the lepers even in the face of economic troubles.  

One of the most fascinating aspects of the Schau was that the city leaders never 

considered completely canceling it. The event was a burden to the physicians, the central account 

office, and to the populace who complained about the noise, smell, and pesky beggars. The 

council could have used any excuse to cancel the event, just as it used the Reformation to cancel 

the Corpus Christi procession and Passion play;
1089

 however, the Schau was the ultimate emblem 

of the piety of Nuremberg’s people, the magnanimity of its patricians, and the skill of its 

physicians. Perhaps moving the event was a way to dodge the publicity of ending the event; and 

perhaps they wanted to avoid the publicity of the council’s inability to pay for and control the 

poor and leprous coming through the city’s walls. 

Finally, the removal of the Schau outside of its walls was prompted by the movement of 

physical bodies. As participants slipped out of the Schau grounds to beg, to steal or to hide 

within the city, their bodies tested the boundaries of the approved, polluted space. These 

transgressions threatened the fundamental integrity of the city. The council attempted to control 
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the bodies by adding layers of filtering at the walls; however, these efforts failed in the face of 

such overwhelming numbers. It also threatened the city’s resources when they abandoned 

incapacitated loved ones and children to be cared for by the city. While not wanting to end the 

illustrious event for which Nuremberg was well known, the only solution was to move it outside 

of the walls. In removing the event, the city limited its custodianship of the foreign lepers and 

beggars while restoring the integrity within.
1090

 

The removal of the Lepraschau shows the spatial and financial orchestration the city 

leaders used to limit the city’s vulnerability, strengthen its integrity, and provide for those for 

whom it was responsible. At the same time that participants of the Schau were being locked out, 

the goods and services in the extramural hospitals were being locked in. The food supply to the 

separated hospitals never faltered in this time of crisis. In parallel with increased regulations 

within the city center, the council expanded administrative regulations in the hospitals to ensure 

that expensive resources were properly dispersed. At a time that the council carefully scrutinized 

who belonged to the city, their inclusion of patients in the hospitals never wavered. 

Internally, the use of the Siechhaus also displays shifting city needs. The Siechhaus was 

originally established to be the special separated space for foreign lepers during Holy Week, but 

during the rest of the year, it was intended to only be used for the storage of Lepraschau tables, 

benches and dishes. By 1562, the building was outfitted for syphilis patients when the French 

House was temporarily used as a plague hospital. It became an inspection site for cases of plague 

before patients were sent to St. Sebastian’s plague hospital. The Siechhaus was also used as a 

weigh house for wine, an extremely expensive and threatened resource. Finally, in 1588, the 
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house was converted into a Spinnhaus, Nuremberg’s first form of a workhouse. The Siechhaus 

was more than just a building on the map; the place of the Siechhaus was a storehouse for the 

city’s contaminating influences. Its conversion was emblematic, not of the diminishing leper 

threat but that the threat of the lepers was eclipsed by the increased threat of the poor. The city’s 

policies for poor relief and management ran parallel to the phenomena discussed in my study. 

The poor embodied every possible fear: they carried disease, immorality, anonymity, swindling 

and falsifying, begging, stealing, and blasphemy. The conversion of the Siechhaus initiated a 

new phase of identifying and rehabilitating (at least in intention) the threat of the internal poor. 

As the council took on increasing paternalistic responsibility over its people, it attempted to 

neutralize the problems of poverty through facilities to improve its poor children through 

vocational and moral training.
1091

 It was designed to be a cleansing process from within. 

Nuremberg’s policies of discouraging innovation and rigidly controlling all aspects of 

commerce parallelled this blocking out of the Lepraschau. Nuremberg effectively hid behind its 

walls until 1806, when Napoleon broke them down, and 1868 when it was forced to integrate 

into the Kingdom of Bavaria. Outstripped and outmoded, its role in European life was relegated 

to that of a museum of all things medieval.
1092

 

Like the medieval Raitung that demarcated the standard loaf of bread, the city of 
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Nuremberg was also designed to achieve a particular size, shape, and purity. The price of the raw 

materials defined how much tangible provision could be given to its people; its shape was 

fleshed out by the performative actions of city leaders and workers; and its purity was 

continually tested and any corruptions purged. While patients in Nuremberg’s contagious disease 

hospitals found themselves outside the boundary of physical purity, they were still within the 

boundary of civic responsibility. They were also partakers in the bread of Christ’s body. Like the 

probemahlen und backen, Nuremberg was both stable and predictable, yet was continually being 

re-written and re-defined.  
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